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'W'an, in tha Fall of the former Executive Secret:ry of t1-.-2 (Fulbri0t)
Cnin)ittee en Intorne'1en-J1 ExchncTo of Persons, [jr. Franci., Ynnfj, suggested
n-ol',ninaTy Fashion on exchrige of academe personnel between Italy and the United
-)Cates, ot ?titc_le,-s University listened attentively. In cooner,-,tion with the

Ce.41ittee and the UrrartrnenL of State, A..(oIrs had already pasted two
conferences for senior foreign scnolars, just before rr!turn to their horrl,:nd-.
-utgers personnel h,-,(1 aLo fartirinateJ in eriodr:ition conferences for Culho-ihlters,
at th, heninning of dh'ir Pcori.7r)n stay.

Dr. Mason W. Gross, President, and Jr. 3dilAtter, Vi(c President of
P,utT:rs, enthusis:ically supported the evulviwj nroject as entirely rag -)pronriate
to the Univarsity's Ion.' -held inter -st in thieps AJtgers hat!

,,"Y-1(2- the sL-A-IlcH diTectir.l of Prcfessor U. Pane, one of the larpe't and
r7os: acti:e graduate rroj.-.1 rs in Inlian Even as th exchan.,e pregrL-.11

a:: 1),.;[,C; nrojecterl, Altrers ol,:nnin.; a Junior Year in Florence (wLich
id be ldunched in the Fill, 17/1). Meal,:hile, Dean '4erner Be'ahT, of

the Gradar,tc School of Wri-k--in cooperation l,i th the rulbrillt Comciitteo
Brand is' Florence H1217 Schoolhad iOready been involed in a bilateral exchange
with Italian universities and social welfare institotos. In fa,.:t, as it turned out, .

ta It, lan ,.L!ctors 41,3 the Itali,-An social w.-lfore exl:t (.verled in their stays
in the nctropolitan Nyw York are: Ty2t1, entrt,-Jioed h/ the t:oosol-
G,,neral, Nee) York, in the Sprin,

The Uni7L-!rsities Project would not have been authentic, of
course, ,rithr..2ot s,w.e interruption. iftor careful plannirri in a Steering Corloitec,
ren.:esentinfl the three Anicrican universities -- :ruttier;, Celurobia, Michirien--;:nd in-

citling the FulbriOit C0-4mittee and the Departraent Or St,te, in the Spring of 1j69
the whole project h,,d to be shelved. Oialodes, pans, even ItaiiL:n univ,'rsity
refnon had to he T'ostoored because of ,ICildeflfc disru,,:i,ns in Italy:

',ith the so;Tort of 'Jr. John lanegraf (ho succeeded Francis Younj as Executive
Secretary); his deputy, Di . Flienbeth haw, of the Fulhright Corcl:ttee; and Miss Maria
Stevens, )f tire Departmnnt of State, as Director of irternatnal Prngrams I visited
Rolm! in June, 196). there I enjoyed the hospitality ci, lei participator; in detailed
planning with, the Coqrlission for Educational and Cultural Exchan;e with Italy. to-

volved in the discussions were Miss Cipriani Scelba, the Coruission; /sr. l-,,iltseH

Harris, of fhe U.S. Embassy; Professor Mario oI1,1, Rocvr of A3e. University of Pe,'H
and Secretary-General, Standing Conference of Actors; and Dr. Sofia Madia-Corraii,
Secretary the Standinrl Conference. Fortunately, D-. Richard rinrdner of
University was also in Rolle at the tirrie, and lent his wise counsel.

By the Fall of 196'), planning for the exchange began again serionsl>. During
the Winter, Professor Alessandco Faedo, Rector of the University of Pisa and Presi-
dent of the standing Conference, was in New York on other business and with his
.ruittance, the acto;1 program began to take shape.

In the exchange, Oach boci.n in March, IWO, -tutrlers irvensurahly oided
by a Stecrirv; Co-imittee which consisted of the collowingt

r.



.:,ftgers IFleur }' C. Kerne, krocram Associate (and
Rapporteur for all sessions);

cfli(lio U. Pane, Chairman, Deportment of Romance
Languages;

James rt. Watson, Vice President for Public Affairs
Edward D. Wilkens, Professor of Phnoing.

Columbia. Iylr C. Born Jr Associate Lean of Faculties;o Associate
Howard R. Marramo Trofesscr Emeritus of Italian.

Michigan: Raymond Grew, Processor of History and Director,
Center for Western European Studies;

J. Downs Herold, Associate ..tiperviser of Conferences;

Joyce H. Scfrock, Conference Coordinator,

Without their help, and tnat of many colleagues !listed in the Appendix), the project
could not have been a success. I am particularly grateful to three busy and dis-
tinguished Presidents--Or. Mason W. Gross, futners; Dr. Robben W. ilemino, Michigan;
and Dr. Andrew Cordier, Columbia--who personally steered and t;lr:ed with the :lectors,

Looking back with perspective, 1 can rt,w recall with road humor some of the
difficulties. Rectors ana their wives patiently travelled ffroughout the United
States at the height of a major air lines strike. Miraculously, tney were ,!most
always on schedule. The quests arrived at Ann Arbor during the celebrated Black
Action Movement (RAM) strike. Professor Grew ani his colleagues carried on the
progrom as though everything were normal. Columbia met its obligations amidst a major
reorganization, of the University. Certainly our academic crises lent authenticity
to the exchanses1

All members 01 the inerican te, who engaged in the return visit to Italy in
the summer oc 1970Professors Herge, Pane, and Wilkens (Rutgers); President Frederick
Patton cNieme (Colorado); Professor. Raven,/ grew ( Michigan); anal !'rofes:,or Donald
Blackmer (Fi.I.T.)--will korij remember the warm hcspitality of their Italian hosts.

Papers and condensations included in this report unfortunately are by no means
complete. Verbatim transcriptions of exchan.jes et Michigan, for example, were not
made nor was a cloy-to-day record kept of the visit in Italy. It is hoped, however,
that the presentations included will prove to he representative and enlightening to
these interested in problems of academic nrgan/zation, planning, and reform.

Finally, I wish to than'c personally my friend and colleague, Dr. Henry C. Herge,
Professor of Comparative education and Program Associate in our International Center.
Conscientiously and beyond the call of duty, he has compiled and edited these pro-
ceedings. He and I both in turn wish to thank Dr. Pail Regan, Director, !nternational
Services and research Staff, Institute of International Studies, U.S. Office of Fduc-
atio:, for his making it possible to reduce these bulky proceedings to microfilm.

New Brunswick Ardath W. Burks
June 21, 1171 Director of International Program,;
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ibis publication is a report on Phase I of the Italian University Pectors'
Exchange Project that took place on the campuses of three American universities
(roitgers, Michigan and Coiumleia) in the Spring of l!1/j. The exchange project
was first conceived in 1969 as the veicle whereby a large number of scholars
and adminisrators in Italian and Anerican higher education might be convened
in a series of dialogues and inforr,al eiscussions on administrative and academi:.
issues of mgtual interest,

During the early planning stage of the project, it was decided that, be-
cause of the language barrier, selected Rectors would need Lo prepa-e their
papers in advance on assigned topics for distribution in English to all American
participants, and that inst itaneous interpretation would need to be furnished
in all sessions to facilitate communication.

topics of mutual interest were drafted, refined, and agreed upon during the
final planning stage and each university arranged its own program featuring dis-
cussants in keeping with the host institutfon's recognized strengths and interests
in the topics selected. Dialogues pertaining to various aspects of university
governance and aciyinistration, for example, were scheduled at each of the three
campuses, ts..ut other more distinctive features at each campus were included to
provide for program variation.

The relaxed informality at each scheduled dialogue was intended to enable
the visiting Rectors an opportunity to grasp quickly the dis'tinguishing charac-
teristics of American higher education and thus to compare 'our unique system
with thei- ow through question and answer procedures.

Unfortunately, space does not permit producing verbatim the extended dia-
logues that took place during each session, nor to record the array of trips and
guided tours made to modern installations and facilities at each canpus. Accord-
ingly, a decision was made to condense ail papers and discourse into two parts;
1) that which had sore bearing upon university governance here and in Italy, and
2) that which had a focus upon the main furcticn of the university- -the academic
program. As a result, selected statements of Participants were included to supply
the reader with an overview of the subject matter of the conference and to give
hlm an index of the degree of commitment made by the recognized leaders In Italian
and American higher education in their individual and collective efforts to rnsolvr:
the crisis in education.

The Italian Rectors w:re at Rutgers just a few days when they sensed that the
Anerican University is an anomaly- -quite unlike their own. During the open discus-
sion periods that fr,llowed, they probed Anerican participants to learn more about
the pressures for change, specifically in such areas as .university autonomy, govern-
ment interference, sources of supl.,ort, open enrollment programs, structural changes

()



in organization and control of the university, and the amount of student and
faculty voice in the decision-making process. In several instances their prob-
ing continued until frank and forthright responses were obtained. On other
occasions, the heat of dialogue rose to an emotional pitch because there was
disagreement among themselves on some crucial issue; but, in a most fundamental
sense, such verbal exchange proved to he an educational process that resulted
in hatter understandi 'g of the values and attributes of our democratic system
of education.

/he American educators present at the many scheduled dialogues changed daily.
For them, it was a learning experience to hear, for example, Rector Faein, who
holds the chair once held by ne renowned Italian mathematician-astronomer,
Galileo, candidly expound his views on social and educational change. On several
occasions is became evident to American participants that the vast apparatus that
exists behind the ancient university facades at Pisa cr at Bologna is anything but
quiescent. anther, the movements that have generated reform are heaving and a

constant state of agitation, that despite centuries of custom and tradition Italian
enivercities are attuning themselves for value change and a new function, yet re-
tain that whick has given them academic prestige

In the same vein while many nerds in praise of superiority of the Italian
system of university education were heard, ,lector Feed° and his colleague.-; were
quick to admit its shortcomings ano to cast doubt on the system's ability to reet
the pressing deminds forced upon it by a technological age. In actuality, open
enrollment already exists in Italian universities. Thus, the problems currently
being encountered in American institutions Are not new in Italy, but perhaps more
acute in that their university system was formulated during the 10th to the 19th
Centuries when programs and ideas on education were geared for the intellectually
elite and a retention of the secfa. order. Immediately after World War II, Italy
began its tedious reform efforts in order to adjust its universities to the needs
of an expanding student population and 'resh relevance. Thus, the reader may find
this topic of discussion of interest mainly because it reflects modern concepts of
comparative education.

One other topic that warrants comment here because of the changing patterns
of authority in American higher education has to do with the legitimate desire if
students as well as faculty to have a major role in defining the purposes, the
programs, and the constituency of our universities, For the Italian university,
however, this topic continues to be one of its unsolved problems. Since the student
strike of 1959, there appears to be a residual effect from the traditional hierarchi-
cal system, Italian universities have been plagued by an era of conflict and turmoil,
but the tension that persists between auton'my and democratic involvement may be
h ightened unless ways are found to resolve the, seething discord by giving formal
vatinn status to faculty members end students.



Finally, the matter of educational exchange of Faculty and students was
one that permeated nea,ly every informal, non-s&eduled gathering of iTrierican
and Italian educators, Ev:tryone seemed to be in accord that benefits would
accrue if such a program could be made operative on a large scale. The

Rectors reflected their enthusiasm and high expectations, but perhaps tlleir

hopes in this regard were unrealistic. Thi current administration In ,,,ashingcon
not considered the international exchange of scholars and students a high

priority item; so, the hopes and ambitions that were generated so spont,heou.ly
by this conference must, unfortunately, be postponed for a more fortuitous period.

HEV;Y C,

Editor



MASON W. GSOSS

Opening Session Address

THE AMERICAN UNIVERSITY*

('entlemen, I have not tcJeTt tuld how touch :n97.1 alruahu about ANericah

universiLies; but I thought .perhaps as a general intreductien, h- _!etu e you.

the plaram:d seminars and enter into dialogue's on pr obi ems el al i ntt

I trii gut. out' inu some of the different types. of Collf,:;os i ties

you will visit.

You are scheduled, fur czar-Tie, to visit Ueluml..n, one of cur

greatest private universities. As a private institution, t i., Gehtrellud by

a Board of Trstees, which is made up entirely of private citizens. Furthermore,'

the 13o&rd elects its own metr:bcrs ard is, therefore, self-purpetJatinr,. It con-

trois its own finances; it pays its own way.

You are also schnduied he visit the Bniversity of :,'Fichigan,

1,3, is a statu university; but as I :hall explain mcnnntarily, it is quite

different. And you are here at Rutgers, wh' h is a uivcrsiti with a rather

unique tradi ,ion.

In this variety of univesities, thene du emerge three principal tra

diions,hich account for the ucat bulk of higher' education in the United aster.

The first of th,_se tradltions is thit of ths( privately controlled college or

university, sir uf which were foundul in our olonial days : Parvard, fale,

Princeton, ColuMbia, imsylvania, Brown Dartilouth. These were folnidrd

our' indelicnlence because th people oh this, sido of the Atlantic Ocean opuld not

rely nn their *nether country for the edlcation of noedod lawyers, toleher,

doctors, nor, most of all, clergyrl(h.

;;President Masonli. Gross' address was delivered during the Opening Session,
following the Reception and Dinner in honor of the Italian University Rectors
and th^1- wivs, March 16, 1970, at Rutgers



La her days, a EreacherDus veyace aoress the Conan was dust. tOO much.

Inerefor,., cleveleped onr own eel :e5. Perhaps the ucatest thrust use to-

d-arls thu Te.-.0,-.aratish of olercy becaase most of the early celle,:, arie few. led

be different Protostant croups. Putgerd, fur exa.,p., war fonnded by 'Pc. Pu:ch

Fe for rJ

was fondd b/ tho l'reoLyterian.,, or.d Lu Lv Ciau Cr La-

dir La Other ooile al so had ennr-:h rennectiehs Idien ohart,ened, but ir

eff4_,ct, the'' are nee: completely any specific religious erientai i on.

they hay currently rJceiv,,,, se..;e. manco ro1i1 L',overntr.chtal sc,11.ec., bah:Jo-

aLly their suppon is from private ididuwg-;Lrit and tn:tion fLes.

The curriculur. of those early calleg,es was ci ossie' alL iF rc tho emphases

were c.n Li cede and Replan literature and authcr .'. Tire n)4-1+ a was of takine, care

the whole tnah, his trsintal ceincatikid, and training in In or.al I 1 this was

the repchsibility of early Utuve. th3 main purpose was to trai ri lealers

for a new society. This was, of cours(.', what Rutc,-,:::; was sIKTosc,1 to do -

to prepare leaders, who would take eei 1 thel C c smmuni tie. s in terms of in Lel lc c teal

]cs.rierahi p or prsi essi ona 1 servi cos

The CU alice lila, ?;a.; lea dly rigorou:. :T.tiAc,nts

their Greek, tly I: Hebrew tie it hibl e ; and they real hlu' each At th,, it

ia introstinc to note, sciene was nit ttn,ght. Science as a disciplino was riot

irATCC'd into the cnrriculuG in it.,:crica until the middle of the 19th Cehtury.

It war dindctl-i a classical procran, in willch everybody n,arl the same thine;

very body the sae subj::et matter; and, oddly cricligh, I. c worked. For ix-

sip]. , o, ea hres id( nts of the Unit.: 1 tates , miih the exception of Ocorfe

ire, too, our first, were all gralgates of these Colonial colloi:cr: John

!Jams from Harvard, Lunar Jef fe 13 01 1.:-orl 1.:i31:-I and Mary, dais aiison fre'm

ucetoh, Jates nroe :ad :.:ary, and Join Qt,kihcy Adsns ffem

Harvard.



he Colonial Colleges di d i n f'act produce our original leaders . look

back new and .4', CTIe] ET:r hew th..'y did it.

The tradition of the private run and controlled by private

citi.o,:ns in the c omraunity and basically with a ehurcl affiliation, pun:;is Lo

to the p: sent da:'7 continuo to havL, ir. thi3 country many collegcs and

i Lie s which have that sale private traitt.raitLiorn, or still have a church

affiliation. We have for example , .ollogus control le d by Protestant, donsx,-

,1 anti s (Froe, teri an. lie, tiled is t ar.d lia},tilt chorehes) and many Roman Catholic

Co]: clic" Xarr..1 of our 1dri:"I'E;4.-, n their religious tiers.

Boston iini-versi :7yraciu:e Uni %;ersi ty, the Uni ve re i. ty of Fputnern California,

and many. r -Lwr,3 are, f or , thodis t in origin and largely under the:

ti on of this p.n. Li cular donominati

of Catholic universiticS

In addition, we have a great number

ar :i col le ,7es throughoit the country still with a church

connec Lion. This is carrying on n the tradi tior: of independence - independ-

once of e:ny for,-, of public control or public inve tr:ent . To a large degree that

in op, /At ace enables those colleges teday to prescribe the, education of their

students An well as to set standard:; for their academic performance.

second trait Lion Logan quite soon the Amer', can Revceoition.

It is tan tradition of the T Late univer,;ity y, the se institutions

emerged in ta'..es which, as the county developed, had fe.w if any private colleges

for the c due tion of too youth in a par eiculinr s tate ho state government it-
self therefore undertoo ti o es. t abliAment cf in; tibutiens of higher edHcation,

and designed thc21. to insure j!at no young man and subscqur.ntdy Iio young, wu,ma!).

would be. 1' psi v-d of an eio aticrr beccu :o of lack of fi al resources . In

other word:, the keync,tc, wn:1 c,iullity of -.diloational oljeTtolilty for thc. yoonc

,er plc of that, s tat'

Irof osser Jacques Barzun c emmo: tits en this point in his The Americal University
as follows : "...what has been a cloircd with a will is alway,-; yard 11, has

become part, of the a tru.Aure of the mind and thus acts ir, ev,..1%,, subseenent situation.
!.at is how Latin and Crock nay be useful to the s t ate Oman (i f only iii the way he will
read a treaty dispatch) " p. 71.

11



firs-, state :Adversity in ,..,perati,:r, was the 1.;niversity of

(iarolina; and the second ens. -relic ve was 1'1 rst ic.. chartering, trit se acrid

eperati on) was the liniverbity of (leorgia. Wi it, our westward exjaartsien, the

merit spread to the MidCie West. It should be no _iced that most of t"ne

state universities dc op,--d in she nifidie and yar West sucil as Mioniran,

ilk

eat

Wisconsin, Illinois, Ohio, Minnesota and Californin. IL; movcrent was ndely

5:105 in -setting underway in the Fast, where the larger number of private insti-
-

tutioris is still to he f ound.

'Inc thecry of U; . tate rolveruity inecption was that education

should be .-.7ailablo without regard to the economic circumstances: of its stur.r_nt:.

Thus, freri that day to thir, e tuition chargos have 1,,,.:(.11 low. I regret to say

that one of the present trends is to increase the cost of taition at state uni-

versities for a variety of reasons; ,'et, the theory indcros that nobody should

be denied admission to a state university becaose of financial consideration:-

The private colleges, you sci, being THi'ivato, have become more (xpensive. Party

had to finance their operations entirely cut of their own resuxces and tuition

charges; therefore, they have become quito 3,17,1. throughout the years. The state

univeroities have remained low.

The third tradition is that of the land -grant celled; and univer-

sities In 11E/56 President Abraham Lincoln ,.signet a bill that h.ad been support(ci

for several tars b,, Justin M:eu , a COTICrCSE.71,11: from Vermont. This 1,111

a"hor.k :zed tte Feleral gevcrie-m nt to set asi. do certain grants of land in the

und-rdovelopcd ;:,-ost, and to a11o^ate, them to the various states in accordun::e

with a formula, ;elated to the ;s of those states. The legislatures of

these st atcs could then use this lani, or sell it, so that the proceeds therefrom

could be used f,r the purp:,sc t' establishing colleges in cash state w:oes:e 11,1ssi:n

was t provid- education in agricult,,:re and the mechanic arts ((ngineering), as

well as libcr rl arts studies, arl training ih military sub,'_do

12
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Se, we began to sce a.tross the country the development of the land-grant

collees. Rutgers is the only land-grant college which you are rguiio to

ointe Michigan is a state university, and Coltrabi a is private, bot.11 corning under

the two earlier traditions. Put the land grant tTadi Lion is in evidence aer'. 33

the ceontry. For examplo, in Kiehigan are >lichi[;an University and Michigan State

University. You have to distinguish between th?. two. One cannot readily tell the

difforcnoo between the State Univorsity of Iowa and Iowa Stat-.? Uniyersity, if you

do net know -Ll. historic udgieg:, f those institntiens. The State University of

Iowa is a state universit' while Iwa University is a -tand-grant college. Some-

times, these institutions are called "A and M; so, _n Oklahoma you will find

"Oklahora A and N "- - the Oklahma Agricultural and College ,

more rocontly ne:c become a universi oy . Nevertheless, like its co'inteTparts, it

continues ti be a land - grant oollego. huger, ;, lne State Univor:lity of New

Jersey, for example, is unique in that it is the only Ame:ican university which inherits

all LI.rec traditions, since it was founded in 1766 as a private college, was do-

signated the lahi-grant college of fear Jersey in 1U)N, and 11(2 state university

of Jersey in 19:i5.

At their incoptden, the land grant colleges wore supposed to d_eloI,

psi mary interests in agri on tur e and o ngi 11(1'e Yi ng he reasca for this ehviou sly

was land -- tremendous Iaurd areas in the and Far West. After the Civil War,

land hocame availoblc for agricolture, roads, railroads, canals, and al]. the

di ffkTent types of transper tati en and enginori PC . thei r early cr,pha5,is

was on a7iculture and engineering, behind was the much more imp.stant notion that,

a university in this country had a social obligation - - an obligati c n tn the part

of its stu nts and faculty to affect social (`range. nevelopint; food sumdy

one of the rvost important of all, and this was the 13.0 grant coll(ges were

particularly successflil . They have gene ahead with that pti Toso0y and appliod the

idea that those nnivorsittos should centrilitc! through their programs of instrue-

1 t)
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tion and .-esea 'eh to than welfare of society. That same philosophy applies today,

and ro is a fine exatiple of this tTaditien.

I have already said that you are here at this kind of institution, because

re are the only college in the United States, tie only university which inherits from

all tl-ree of these traditions. The only one! We were founded ten years before the

Declaration of Independence, and we are, therefore, m e of the old private colleges

founded by the Dutch Church. Our loyalty to that Dutch Church remained pretty well

fixed until about 1864. In HO, we were designated a land-,,rant college, and one of

ti,> great contributions that Uutgers has made to the State of New Jersey has been

both its agricultural programs and its studies in engineering. Then, later on, all

the other specialized professional what-not colleges emerged, for example, the Gradu-

ate School, the Graduate School of Social Work, the Graduate School of Library

Service; and although I cannot claim its uniqueness still the Graduate School of

Education, for example, is also one of the contributions to University development.

Finally, in 19145, we were also designated the State University of New Jersey,

The reason was that there were so many veterans returning that somebody had to pro-

vide opportunities in public higher education for the enormous number of students.

So, we were then designated the university which would provide higher education

without financial obligation to the young people of the State.

In 1959, as the birth rate began to catch up with us, we were called upon

again by the voters, through a bond issue, to double our enrollment. )n 19611, with

another bend issue, we were called upon to double it again, and exactly where we go from

here T do r,t know; but, in order to resolve this problem of making sure that every

qualitied sturicnt in New Jersey without regard to his economic status could find a

program in higher education suited to his neels and his abilities, we are called

upor constantly to grow and grow and grow.

14
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So, as you travel around here, perhaps you have seen it already, one of the

most striking things you will see about this university is mud. We are constantly

building new buildings and surrounding them with mud. Hopefully, we can get some

grass growing on campus, but there has been mud now for at least ten years auhow,

as wo build and build and build to accommodate the increasing number of students who

are qualified to go to a university and should do so.

If you talk about current trends in higher education in this country, this

becomes the most important feature from its influence upon all that has happened --

that is, the increasing number of people whom we are prepared to taoc are of. If

you go back to World 11, when the veterans came home, the first thing they did

when they got home was to start propagating children, They came along in tremendous

numbers. I can't understand why, but they did. So, we projected from the birth rate

some eighteen years ahead that we were going to have a tremendous increase in btudents,1

because there were just more kids around. The increase started before those young-

sters reached 18 years; this somewhat surprised us, because what happenA was a

tremendous realization of the need for higher education Right after the war, the

government provided scholarships for all the veterans returning, who wanted to go

on to higher education and were qualified to de so. I would say probanly two-thirdo

to three-quarters of thos3 veterans had never thought of higher education before;

and this opened 1., the whole notion that higher education was for them, that thy

collie profit fro that they should take advantage of. Soon their younger

brothers and sistrs and fneir younger classmates in schools began to ihink

of th:r, thing as something important for them, too. Therefore, long before

we got to the 18 year olds, all of a sudden our enrollment started to in-

crease, quite dramatically, because the higher percentage of the children
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graduating from the secondary schools decided they must go en to a college

or a university. ,It's hard to say what the percentage is right now; its

getting pretty close to 50 per cent of all the students who graduate from

secondary school in this country, now hope to find some form of higher

education.

President Lyndon Johnson a couple of years ago, when he was still

President, said that he hoped that by the time we reached our bi-centennial,

in other words 1976, 200 years after our independence, we would have at least

have two-thirds, at least 67 per cent of all the graduates of secondary

schools going on to some form of higher education. Currently, in places like

New York City, New York State, and around the country they are talking about

"open admissions" by which there will be some form of higher education, in any

program that you can think of, which any student that graduates from any school

can take advantage of. Now this is a terribly important change, and it is

having an effect on our curricula in more ways than I can imagine. This preb-

lem of numbers and what it means is tremendously important.

I am sure this is true also in Italy-- perhaps all around the world.

It develops for us huge groups of students; it develops a difficulty getting

the students together with the faculty. Now, it is true that we still have

the same ratio of students to f aC,I1 ty that we had before; however, we are

dealing always with numbers d14 it dos not work cot that Kay. I roan, students

d not see faculty members the way they sho.ild, and faculty members do not have

the epportnity to meet them individually. You will have the opportunity, I

hope, ci cr.irrg ti.: no X t few days to walk down Collcge Avenue here, and I hope that
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perhaps you can do so between classes. Be prepared to step off into the grass,

belause the hordes of students coming down the sidewalks are going to swallow

you up! This is just a pheonomenon that we do not see too obviously here.

Columbia will be one, and Michigan will be one, where there is a huge concentra-

tion of students. This hoard of students between classes will affect you very

seriously. This is undoubtedly a factor which makes students restless. They do

not feel that they have got the contacts with the faculty at hand. It also makes

them feel, I think, "there are so many of us, why can we not do something about

this?" So, we get some of the dramatic movements toward changes in the university.

A goat deal of this comes from sheer numbers. New, I an not saying that this is

the only thing, but a great deal of the changes come from numbers.

Also, I think that there is one other very important factor at work in

American universities now; and I am sure in your universities too. One thing I

think we have to remember is that this is the first generation which has grown up

since the atomic bomb. The first generation failed to realize that if some idiot

110

pressed a button, we could all blow ourselves up. We never had anything like this

to experience. We did not grow up with it. They live with it! They live with it

all the time, and this is one of the reasons 7 think why they get so much more

upset about Viet 111;n, about war anywhere, about hostilities across the world, be

cause they see it immediately related to themselves, these dangers. I think it

would be terribly had if this world blew up in twenty years; but one thing I know

I am not going to lye here, and they are We are living in a world that we have

not kn,o4n. Therefore, they get a little bit restless again if you come up with

all the same philosophical, political, and whatnot solutions that we have hal

before. If we take the sane benign attitude toward foolishness in Laos or where -

ever else it nay he, they see it as a direct threat to what is going on.

There is another thing which I think is changing our whole reaction to f

what we have been teaching students, and that is this incredible thing called

television. I understand that in Italy you have it under very g,od control, indeed.

17
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We don't. But even if we did, the power of television is beyond belief. I think

the impact of television has been great. All of you here are like me. You may

take time out to watch television, but you resent the time because you really would

like to he reading a book. This is not true of this generation at all. They have

grown up with television and they may still rather read a bocli, but they will

probably read it while the television set is on. They never lose that contact

with the picture and the voice that brings things home to them.

Somehow or other, when you send them down stairs to watch television, whether

it is the latest news from Viet Nam, or the latest basketball game, or whatever else

it might be, and tell them do not forget to do your homework at the same time. Some-

how or other, some of the subjects that we have been teaching them do not have the

same immediacy or the same impact as the television set has for them, or as the same

subjects had on us when we were that age. Now, this is not true cif all students, of

course, but I think ;t is true of a great many students and we have not yet adjusted

to the influences tha, ether media have upon our students. We are hoping that they

are quietly learning their Latin grammar, or whatever else it may be. It just is

not working out the same way. I think this is going to have a tremendous effect,

perhaps in not what we teach them and how we teach them, or the impe.tance, the

relative scale of values that we try to cultivate in them, because they are de-

veloping their own scale. So I think this again is a tremendously important

change.

Now, along with this we havo to notice in this country at the present

moment a rising tide, I think, of what I would call anti - intellectualism.

again may be the effect of televis3.on. Nero in New Jersey it is most noticeable

as well as in California, they are fiAding that politicians can get c great dcaL

of support by attacking universities and everything that universities stand for.

Somctimos they do it by attacking the Psotdessness of students; sometimes thy

tack them by raising the cost of higher ell.xatien--. cost: that are related to



he risihg number of students. Whatever reasons they pick, Governor Ronald

Reagen, in California, has made a idiole political career for himself out of

attnokihg tie urliversity and of trying to grab control of it. There are other

States in the 11-11.tod States which are showing the same amount C.' manifestation.

SomEhow or other, there is not the response from what Mr. Niaon has called the

silent majority" supporting universities. Before, perhaps, when a relatively

small numbor of 1 ople wont to colleges and universities, they wore, looked open

with awe and admiration. that one child out of every two gott3 in, well, I

moan, it' Jrloarry can get in it cannot ho that good. is what I think the

fhoory must be. By thou', you do n)t have quite that automatic respect for

scholarship, for rer.,2arc for high standards of teachirw. We feel that this is

just another service oporati qi and evotybody ought to ;o and Get something out of

it. l'horeforo , we do not get the of sulp rt from our fell w citizens for

the more expensive, 6 l:aps, and the more difficult to thderstand aspects such

as some of th research programs and some of the mi'e elaborate programs in

higher education. So, we are having political trouble and there arc plenty of

people now who .;a: sake a prat dec.. political capital, out of

attacking. universities. I know that :rem person,) experierce here in the State,

btt I would stilt say that Sow Jersey is by no means as bad as many other States

where the attack is really q:ito militant and quite serious. Se, precice1.y at

that- moment when higher education is perhaps succeeding in reaching more people,

doing more for the students of the nation than Yes before, precisely at that

time is it coming out of its more serious attack in recent years.

I an not able to tell you that ttAt Administration in Washington, today, is

terribly enthusiastic about education. They are very much interested in it. They

like to study It and that usually means putting off any money into it. They are all

interested in it, and they are all in favor of excellence; but how do we achieve it?

Do the people running it really know? Questions of this sort really means

19
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kids, re dough this year. No money!" This seems to be the attitude of legislators

and at the moment, I would say that higher education is having a more difficult time

gaining support from t:le public agencies than it has had before. Perhaps even the

private agencies are, too.

So, while higher education is sproadinc, while we are adapting our

curriculum to these neW demands for th,2 students, while our research programs are

probably going ferward at a more successful rate than ever befere, all of a sudden

we have run into very serious proltdems, it would be hard for me presently to tell

you what the future will he. We have had a tremendous experiment with this three-

fold conception, with the private collegesstill going forward, and, I Might say,

that those which are Church-related are in very seri() s difficulties richt now.

There just is not the norev around for them to gut hold of They are going

through all kinds of attempts to transform. The Catholic Colleges for example,

which w'ire happily run fur many years by the Jesuits or by other orders now arc

increasingly turning to laplen to support them. More and more layman are going

on their boards. And this is an interesting development. Aloe, I was going to

say, that many of them arc closing, because they simply cannot meet the financial

demands of the day. That tradition, then, is in a certain amount of trouble, and

the stale universities aro in trouble, the land grant college is changing in New

Jor;:cy because while we were tremendously successful for 100 years as an aL:ricul-

tural college, New Jersey is becoming, anfertumtely, less and less an agricultural

stat,i, squeezed in belmeen New York and Thiladelphia as we are. The suburbs arc

developing and the old farm land is being picked up for real estate devolulu.ents.

Therefore, we have to 11.1c to new sources for support. So, we are having difficult

times; tut still the enterprises are exciting and great.

Nw, a good question whicd;, I think, we ought to discuss in the next few

day, is whether this experir.ent in trying to bring in more arl mere stud(nt to

try to lift their into lleetual level is an appropriate thing for universities to d

L.
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We have still another group of colleges in this country, more recently

oeveloped, called Corrounity Colleges. These are colleges that have a two-

year curriculum beyond the high school which were originally intended to de-

velop certain kinds of people. Irorseo,, for example, need two years of college; no

more. Other types of technologists and technicians and so on need 1-.CJ more. These

colleges are developing at a tremendous rate and providing some form of post-high

school education to an enormous number of peoplc. lads again is something which

we ought to evaluate as it goes forward. Also, we should evaluate the relation

between those two-year colleges and the four-year colleges or university. All of

those are our current problems; thing we are thinking about.

You are going to Pea. In the next fc4 days about how we organize as a

university. Xy friend, JO'. Nink, is going to solve all the financial problems

for ,Ou. Without money it is going to be rnaiing. You will hear a great deal more

about how universities are organised in light of our curriculum problems. I hope

you find it intereotin. I an not at all sure that what you will hoar is going to

be adaptable to your circumstances in Italy; but if it doosntt, it will have to

rest upon the intrinsic interest of the prouam itself.

1 am so happy to In sitting next to the man who denies (but I understand it

true) that ho occupies the chair once held by Galileo. I will simply say to

you, Sir, that in spite of all than difficulties we have, in spite of all .he blocks

that the legislators, governors, and others have created; in spite of all the dif-

ficulties our graduates have in adjusting to new circumstances; in spite of all the

natural inertia of the faculty c,od tLeir reluctance to introduce anything new in

any time whatsoever, still the experience has been exciting and rcwarding. The

icerican university, we trust , is worthy of your study.
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UNIVERSITY GOVERNANCE;
COPPA;ATI P

Autonomy*

In September 191,9, the Standing Conference of Rectors and Vice

Chancellors of European Universities held its Congress in Genova, Switzerland.

Among the topics discussed, partienlar attention was given to the question of univ-

ersity autonomy.

This colic, examined in dcptn in 1967-68 by a study group consisting of

Professors Cottell (Stirling), Cebeyre (Lille), Raiser (i6bingtn), Reseili,no

(bologna), and Stjerequist (Enna), vas reported at Geneva. That group's recom-

mendations were then discussed by a commission of university rectors fr,c1 every

Iestern EHrop,2an nation and also from sore of the Eastern countries.

University autonomy is discussed hero mainly in the light of the

situation as reported in Geneva for various European countries and c own

personal experiences in Italy:

1. Definition aid Ends

Autonomy, in is broadest sense., implies that. a universitY is not

ordinate to any hierarchy and is free to establish its own go..' and cours.. ,

of actien. In European political languae, autonomy tine in&pendente
and

of a political community,/as such the status of n sovreio state, Rut this

broad concept of international law cannot be applied to the modern university

that operates within a state and in 3 dynamic se iety.

*During the -Italian Reciers' visitations to Arcrican campuses, a recurring.
roilti-ficeted topic was university administration during the 1970's. brought
int , sharp focus were contemporary problems pertaining to the function of a
university here and abroad, in preserving, transmitting and advancing knowledge,
and the opportunity posed by a changinF academic environ,:ent and shifting comrunit.;
of power. Professor Alessandro Fat do was the 6rcAE,I. Ills address and participant
responses appear in condensed for,-,.
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111e typical European university today is a public institution whicii

maintains close legal ties with its government, no matter what tint govern-

ment may he, state by state. Not even private universiti ., legally established

as private foundations or corporations, may determine their- objectives and pur-

poses in cloistered isolati.,,n; For they, too, arc bound by tueir institutional

goals for teachil and research to the kind of society in wli!ch they operate.

cn C,e, other hand, the importance of the formation of the future leadership

of a aati u oblies that nation and society to intervene in the life of tire

university even though the insLitutic ray have been private in origin and

o-,-,arently independent of the slate.

Another practical limitation to complete autonomy of European universities

is the financial ;actor, since without intervention of the state (even in private

universities through indirect forms) universities could not begin to meet C'e

constantly rising costs of operation that stern from the growing nti7J)r of

students and the expanding number of specializations offered. Consequently,

university autonomy with respect to political power is not absolute, Instead,

0
it is a .1sdi3t1ys autonomy that /issures freedom of thought and teaching, and

lreedem in making decisions concerning institutional aim,s, maintaining all tire

while a "certain" independence from extra-university powers.

ibis definition of autonomy is rather elastic. It is interpreted quite

differently in the various nations of Europe but within the bound of freedom

that the !'t-Itt, and society le,ve to the university. Thu situation is net always

established by law; rather, most countries, the level of autonomy granted

to universities is a natter of tradition.

0
0
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2. External Constituencies

In order to clarify this rather vague conc,pc, let us examine further

what is the nntare of university p.utonomy in Europe. Thus, one may decide

whether the prevailing pattern of institutional authority is or is mot operative.

Ihe older faculty men ers in many of the very ancient universities defend

absolute autonomy as a ,"privilege," transmitted through the years by academic

predecessors and fixed by tradition, thus setting the university apart from all

lower level schools where autonomy has been non-existent. In the contemporary

world the above position has been gradually outdated to the degree that if a

universit seeks to defend its autonomy, it must now look to more valid arguments.

Autoncmy should, of course, permit a university to fulfill as ends in

both teaching and research, and he unfettered by all external pressures and

forces. In short, autoaorn' should guarantee freedom to faculty members who

engage in research and teaching.

This postulate of freedom is being contcAod today 'as an outworn hold-over

from bourgeois liberalists. To be sure, there is a danger that the cteativc ideas

en which research depends may be paralyzed if they are vestra;ned a priori by

dogmas or 1.e- conceived gnats. Research by outside directioc is nonsense. '[he

sane judgment pert,:-ins in the relationship between teachers and studenLs

especially if students are to be trained to think critically or to defend their

beliefs. Freedom of action and of thought is essential to attain this goal.

In the constitution; of x.any. Kuropean states, freede.a of inquiry and

teaching appear among the basic rights guaranteed to the citizen; however, the

freedom to teach and to search fez the truth could nit be realized if one did

not have at his disposal the materials and instrurAnts to do so. Today, the

solitary thinker of antiquity is no lens r conceivable. In the modran

teamwork is a bAsic necessity in the natural and social sc iences; and this

24



implies university facilities and equipment if the citizen is to be able

to fulfill a right guaranteed him by the constitution.

For this reason, some coe,,itutions, amorw, which is the Italian, have

expressly guaranteed the autonomy of universities. I . 0Jest. Germany, however,

such an explicit declaration is lacking; but the principle, nevertheless, is

established by deduc...ion fron constitutional doctrine. This freedom stands

as the major defence of tile spiritual patrimony of a nation. On the other

hand, there are certain political and social regimes, which deny the value

of truth. They do not grant autonomy worthy of its name to their universities,

probably to avoid }]!kiting their cr,:n powers.

ih's justification of autonomy, as a guarantee of freedom of research

and teaching, is not in contradiction with the aims of a university. Autonor

is not required so that researchers can work freely in their ivory towers; hut, on

the contrary, science needs freedom tc serve the public. better by critically

analyzing both the established social order and current opinion.

Through free institutions, science can fulfill its critical responsibilities

with the detachment and independence, without being subjected to the dogmas of

the political and social power of the moment.

There are sectors of university life in which a faculty should accept

commitments of a social nature, and others in which it must defend the institu-

tion's independence in order to reach its announced airs. For tv;, therefor(?,

the postulate of freedom and autono.y can be formulated better in the sense

tnat science constitutes a spiritual universe of dynamically interdependent

elements, v.:;ch can exist in various states of equilibrium. Foi example, it may

be advantavous for certain disciplines to be supported and promoted by the

25
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state, so long as this same state does not consider useless, or even attempt to

suppress, other disciplines. On this essential point, the university must

defend its freedom to cultivate-even those disciplines in which the state has

none o only pas:- .terest. The only condition is it must have teachers and

students who feel themselves committed to these srudies.

This condition is particularly true for the basic sciences, which,

while not aiming at short-term ,7plicability, condition the every advance that

is made in the applied sciences.

3. Forms of Autonomy

The ancient European uuiversities have a common historical origin; but

as early as the end of the Middle Ages, considerable differences could be

found from one country to another:

a) European universities may be divided into two large categories:
1) state universities, and 2) rivate universities.

In continental Europe, g to universities are predominant,
the except:ions being the C4tlio is universities in Italy, France,
Belgium, and Holland, ald(th free universities of Brussels and
Amsterdam

In Italy, there also exist other private universities (the
Bocconi University in Milan aad the ancient University of Urbino
are examples). There is, however, a modern trend toward the
estab

lishment of private universities fait accompli, thus forcing the
state to recognize and finance them.

In Great Britain, on the other hand, there are only universities
created by founiations, divided into three types, according to
structure: 1) the ancient universities of Oxford and Cambridge,
on which the University of London is also patterned; 2) the Scottish
universities, and 3) the more recently established civic universities.

At Oxford and Cambridge, the organs of university government are
composed of teachers; it is thus a corporate organization. In the
other two types, "lay" personnel from outside the university are
also included, not na representatives of the government, but as
delegates of society.

British private universities have a priori a greater autonomy
with respect to the state -- net in the absolute sense inasmuch as
their universities are often subject to a practical dependence
upon the Church or some other agency that ensures economic existence.
Furthermore, the University Grant3 Committee sufficiently guarantees
autonomy from state pressures inasmuch as state finances are dis-
trIlinted through this agency.

20
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b) The state universities of continental Europe
are financed and organized by the state, which exercises
a right of control over them. Teachers are state employees.
The margin of autonomy varies greatly from country to country.
The statutes of the various universities unite two elements
that are not necessarily in agreement: on the one hand, they
are state institutions and part of the state administrative
apparatus; and, on the other, they are autonomous, non-profit
organizations, whose members claim the right to make decisipns
concerning the management and development of the university.
The degree of autonomy depends on 0-lich of these two elements
prevails over the other.

In the French universities, since the time of Napoleon's
reorganization, the first element has prevailed. The FacoltA
(the various schools in which the university is divided) and
the university council have c certain independence in manage-
ment: but the power of decision-making remains in the hands
of the state bureaucracy. The Rector is appointed by the
Head of State; and, since he is also in charge of all other
schools in his district, he primarily represents the Minister
of Education and only secondarily, the autonomous administration
of the university.

In Spain, Portugal, Greece, and other European countri4s,
state control is even stronger.

In France, the Faure reform has increased autonomy, bringing
universities closer to the situation prevalent at institutions
in other European countries (Germany, Switzerland, Austria, Italy,
Benelux and the Scandinavian countries, witl .ome differences in
detail). In these countries, the most common type of organization
provides for a Rector, elected from among the professors for a
certain period, and a senate made up of professors and presided
over by th? reCtor. The senate is usually made up of the deans of
the v

arious schools, in turn elected by the professors . The

competence of these corporative organs !s often limited strictly to
university questions (teaching and research). The management of
financial problems is entrusted instead to an administrative council,
in which the state is variously represented and in which the rules
of management conform with those of the state Administration.

In Italy, a university reform, which it is assumed will increase
autonomy, is oow pending in Parliament. A National Parliament (a
National University Council), in which all the principal universities,
all the components of the university community (students, professors,
non-teaching staff), and society in general (by means of representa-
tives of the Italian Parliament and not the state bureaucracy) will he
represented, will establish policy and guidelines from the point of view
of both national university planning and evaluation of financial needs.
Its proposa):1 will then be referred to the government and legislature
for action.
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The proposed National University Council, if established,
will be presided over by the Minister of Public Education and
the executive arm will remain the Ministry of Public Education
(in this sense, Italian universities will trail, with respect to
the English University Grants Committee). Two factors, however,

'may work'to change this situation. First, the establishment of
regional governments, provided for in the Constitution and due
s'iortly to become a reality, will decentralize some of the powers
now in the hands of theMinistry of Public Education, giving greater
possibilities for local autonomy. Second, the growing demand for

education in Italy has turned the Ministry of Public Education
into an elephantine body, whereas the new Ministry of Scientific
Research is still in a phase of organization. Many Italian university

professors and the Standing Conference of University Rectors
have expressed the opinion that it would be advisable to remove
the universities from the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Public
Education and set up a Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific
Research. If so, one assumes such a change would give a stimulus
to the universities and to the positive outcomes of the reform.

At the local level, the reform act calls for a University
Council (Consiglio d'Ateneo), made up of a hundred or so representatives
of the various components of the university community, andrepresenta-
tives of the local authorities, and certain professional categories.
This council would elect the,Rector from among the professors, along
with an Executive Council t,o tun the university from the administrative
point of view. The Facolta (Schools), which are today far too large
from the numerical point of view, would be broken down into depart-
ments, which will indepeAdently administ er the budgets assigned to
them through an Executive Council.

This new structure will increase university autonorfy, since the
government will have no representatives in the University Council,
as it now does in the B:ard of Administration. It is possible, too,
that the new system of regional governments will also lead to different
ways of interpreting the reform from region- to-region.

Such development is already underway in federal Germany, where,
silce the Second World War, the universities have in general increased
their autonomy. In the old Prussian universities, autoncy was limited
to the teaching and scientific study, whereas all administration was
in the hands of a "Curator", appointe by the government. Today, in
most German universities, this figure has been replaced by a Chancellor
-- also appointed by the government -- but subordinate to the Rector,
oho thus has greater possibility to defend autonomy.

Other Cerman universities have arrived at the creati(1 of a
Kuratorium, a mixed Board of Administration, including representatives
of the government and of the professors, together with other experts
from society-at-large. This situation is close to that row existing
in Italy. Moreover, a reform is now under consideration in ;ermanv
that will admit representatives of the ether components of t e university
community, °ter and above the professors, into the decisitn-makin:,
bodies. Both in Italy and in Germany, there are experts who fear
that the splitting-up of universit:r representation 1,i thin the

in.., bodies of the university may lead to a lesser ciegree
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of autonomy with respect to the central government. Although such

may be the case initially, one wonders whether this effect will pro-
gressively disappear as the various components of the university
community gain an awareness not only of the points on which they dis-
agree, but also of their common responsibilities toward society and

the university institution.

Sectors of Application. In general, the pattern of decision-making in state

universities is changing. For example, the right of state universities to es-

tablish their own statutes and by-laws is closely conditioned by the State. The

same condition exists at private universities throughout Europe; for these in-

stitutions need state recognition for the degrees they grant. In the various

European countries, the university by-laws are established within the framewor:

of state laws which leave varying degrees of local autonomy, within which the

universities must draw up their statutes. England is the country where univer-

sity autonomy is best defended. In Italy, the appointment of the various academic

authorities is still an internal affair of the university, without interference

from the government; but, in many countries the Rector and other officials are

still government appointees. This severely binds autonomy.

Scientific Research. The individual autonomy of the researcher is in general

the least contested. He has been free to set his ow programs and working methods.

Limits on this autonomy occur only when his autonomy comes into conflict with that

of his collaborators, or when the researcher neglects his university research com-

mitments, either L,:cause of contracts wit 'ther agencies or because he practices

a privite profession. There are, likewise, certain decisions that do not concern

the indidual researcher, but which the university must makes decisions concerning

courses of study, the establishment ol chairs and institutes, and priorities to be
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assigned to various courses or research projects. Here, the limitation of

autonomy is often constituted by the financing bodies (either state or pri-

vate) which, with their decisions, can more or less directly bind the t.oiver-

sity's freedom of choice.

Teaching. Throughout Western Europe, individual freedom in teaching is

validly defended. With regard to admis_don of students, curriculum offered,

and degrees granted. perhaps the greatest autonomy is to be found in Great

Britain. In other European countries, the state regulates which schools pro-

vide entrarKe to the university; and it also sets the structure of university

curriculums at the nationel level. Since university degrees have legal value,

the state feels it must guarantee a common level for degrees granted by all

universities.

A serious blow to this situation has recently been dealt in Italy--a blow

that, if properly used, will al_o mark an important step towards greater auto-

nomy. Students may now submit perscral study curriculums to the Facolt

(Schools) for approval, even though these are in contrast with the curriculums

hitherto held obligatory.

If the Facolt.3 succeed in using this instrument properly (which will be

easier after the coming reform), Italian universities will be able to increase

not only their cutonomy, but also the social value of university study. Some

if

Italian educators mlfntain that/Italy is to arrive at concrete results,it will

be necessary to abolish the legal ,alue of university degrees, a Napoleonic hold-

over that w.ighs heavily on the life of Italian universities.

;()
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Another victory for university autonomy is represented by the concrete

results recently reached by the Conferences of French and German university

rectors in the area of student exchanges between countries and in recognition

of studies abroad by the country of origin. The Conference of Italian Rectors

is currently following the same road and negotiations are underway with french

and German Rectors to reach an agreement concerning all three countries.

Other nations, including Austria and Switzerland, have expressed themselves

Favorably on such initiatives, which also have a deep political significance,

since they tend toward breaking dowl the old barriers that separate the nations

of Europe.

Selection and Hiring of Personnel. In the area of selection and hiring of

teaching personnel, autonomy is well defended in almost all European countries.

The state universities, although their professors become state employees, usually

choose their teache,-s freely, following various procedures, and the state almost

automatically acts-favorably on their appointment. In this field, there have

been cases of abuse in the systcn of selection. In Italy, for example, the

reform will change the procedure in such a way as to guarantee greater equity;

however, this equity will remain largely entrusted to the honesty of individuals,

rather than to the perfection of the selection system, since a system without de-

sects has yet to be found.

In Italy, autonomy is very weak in the area of selection of non-teaching per-

sonnel, which admittedly is of great, importance in the proper functioning of a

university. In this area, regional decentralization and the reform may in time

do much toward improving an old and absurd situation that creates continual diffi-

culties.

rl 1



Financial Autonomy. No university in Europe is financially independent.

To a greater or lesser extent, everyone must resort to direct financing by

the state or by outside agencies.

In defense of autonomy in Great Britain, state funds are distributed not

by the government, as already pointed out, but by the university Grants Committee,

in which all the universities are represented. Funds are distributed for five-

year periods on the basis of plans presented by each university, thus permitting

each university to make its middle--and long--range forecasts. In the other

European countries, however, there is no such arrangement. The present Italian

reform, with the creation of the National University Council, may improve the

situation, while still not reaching the clarity and division of powers that

characterizes the English syst'm.

In the °the European countries, state financing is distributed directly

to the universities (Germany aid the ,candinavian countries), on the basis of

a budget approved by Farlia,lent or through a part, .ular Hinistry (Italy a ,d

France). In any event, these are annual apprci,riations, srich may vary, and

thus do riot permit future lannimj.

Present Attacks on Unive'r,ity Aut homy.... The fact that Jn)versityautonomy

is relative, not absolute, means that it is ti d olitical and social

evolution of the country and must therefu.e bzt ( hthually clarified and r'ft-

fended.

Among the most apparent phenomena in this regard is the fact that the political

liberalism which so greatly contributed to the university's awareness of its
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autonomous function is everywhere in crisis in Europe and being replaced by

other political concepticr,s. Another, !mportant fact is the increased impor-

tance, for the life of society, of scientific research and professional pre-

paration at the university level. Both these facts have increased the univer-

sity's importance in society and may consequently limit its autonomy.

Then, there are certain facts within the academic community which may also

lead to a loss in the university's freedom. T1 recent years, for instance, the

European universities have undergone a process of transformation, which has in-

creasingly removed them fromthe models of the 19th Century, now out-dated. This

change is the result of the increase in number of teachers and students, of the

extension and greater specialization in the sciences, and of the need for costly

institutional equipment. As a result the situation described has led not only

to a greater financial dependency on the state, but also to a splitting-up cf

the university structures (institutes and departments), which brings with it a

danger that awareness of university life as a whole will be lost. Furthermore,

many institutes, faced with increasing expense for research, are forced to seek

financing from other organizations, with the ever-present danger of cutting them-

selves off from university life,

The student activist movement, rampant thoughout Europe, will eitf r subside

as a result of reforms leading to student participation in university management;

or it will result in increasingly frequent state intervention to restore order

and thus fatally lead to a reduction in the university's freedom of action.
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As already noted, the interest of the state and society in university

problems is steadily increasing; both attempt to regulate the life of the

univcrsitics,; even .'hen things are running smoothly from the point of view of

internal affairs.

this tendency on the part of states to increase their presence within the

life of the university has recently become evident even in those states that

were at one time the most liberal, such as the Scan,!inavian countries. The

reasons are essentially three: l) the social importance of teaching, since

the future of a country depends in large measure on the intellectual i

of ils new generations; and it follows thatthe greater demand for ciucati

quires an increase in the university's quantitative capacity, through st,

tervention; 2) the importance of research in maintaining the high tandar

living in industrialized countries; and 3) the ever-rising cost of univ,A

has becone a national Problem and governments want- (and are duty-bound)

trot the use of funds destined for this purpose.

Further causes for state intervention, although less pressing at thi

moment. can be found in the fact that the European countries, even undo,

democratic administrations. are beginning to made use of planning, or e'

to thin.< along these lines, even if this planning is only ird icative.

countries. there is a realization that in the near future the universit'

have to fit into these plans, sacrificing some of their autonomy in ord

sorve soc.if-ty better. This also leads to a new ethical and political c,

of seier,,e and its function.

In university world there ere still those who beli-Ne in an au'o
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life for science, a life wholly at the service of truth and independent of the

politi,.,a1 conceptions of society. This vision has, however, already been strongly

shaken, not only in non-academic circles but also within the university itself.

The great development ofphysics in recent years has shown that the progress

of science leads to continual application in practical life and 0:at science can -

riot refuse the social responsibility of its discoveries.

For this reason, political power would like to enslave science. This is a

Field where a properly understood autonomy of science, by re-establishing basic

ethical values, can defend the citizenry from dangerous deviations on the part

of political power. With these thoughts in mind the following principle errparges:

the cultural and social aims of the service a university performs for ;ts country

will be the higher and more valid if those who endeavor to attain then are granted

a certain freer'om and a distance -- enough to permit critical detachmcat--with

respect to political power.

e liberal autonomy of the pas century is now out of date; however, the

university, by reforming its constitution in such a way as to assure the colla-

toration of all its compo :'ents and justly distributing its tas.cs among them,

can stand before the state as a valid interlocutor, conscious of its Duties to-

ward society, but steadfast in its defense of those rights which alone can gu-ar.:sn-

\

tee its proper fInctioning.

Finally it may be that the university will be abl, 'o accept with serenity

a eduction of its present autonomy, entering into a more trusting collaboration



with the state, within the framework of national planning of the activities

of the various universities; but this will be possible only if the university

succeeds in keeping love of study and research alive in the young, thus

guaranteeing the continuity of those vital forceswhich the uni,/ersity has

always created to ensure it the possibility of adapting and progressing within

an evolving politic,. , social situation.

:iG
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(COMMENTARY)

WATSON (Moderator)

Mr. Alexander is a distinguished attorney, diplomat, and public servant.

He is an outstanding example of a unique factor in the American University

education system. As a private citizen, he dedicates great thought, time and

energy to the leadership of Rutgers University. Mr. Alexander is a member of

this University's Board OFGoverrors. He has been Chairman but currently he is

Vice Chairman of the Board.

Mr. Alexander was educated at Princeton, received his degree in Law from

Harvard University, has practiced law, and has a distinguished career in inter-
-,

national as well as domestic fields, I am sure that he does not wish me to go

into all achievements, but you should know his very important work with the

United States Departr,nt of State, where he served as Assistant Director of the

United States Arms Control and Disarmament Agency. He has had many other impor-

v=nt positions, Lit we are particularly proud at Rutgers that he is in this important

rule as a r, amber of the Board of Governors. Mr. Alexander.

ALEXANDER

Thank you, r)r. Watson.

Professor Faedo, Gentlemen, it is a special pleature for me to speck with you

because I am very fond of Italy. I have spent many summers with the young...r members

of my family in Sardinia, Elba and Venice; and I hope to return often.

Your paper, Sir (Prof. Faedo), was of very great interest to me inasmuch as many

things in Italy and the rest of Western Europe are not unlike what we have in the

United St,Itc There are differences, of course.

.dentification of cocilntators and participants is fully made in the Appendi-es:
fron r. 3)2, in outline of all diologuus and panels; from n. 3), an alphabetical
list of ail parti,i0onts, Laliao guests and Arnrican hosts.
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I was delighted with your comment, Sir, on page 12 of your paper, wherein

you were describing the Ministry of Public Education ohich we consider to be

rather elephantine in the United States; but, when you came to read it, you said

. a very large body."

The first fact about universities in the United States, that (In be very

confusing, is their pluralism with,50 states and numerous public and private uni-

versities. There is at least as much diversity in Europe, I assume.

Dr. Gross told you that Rutgers University was a private university at its

inception, founded really by one particular church. Since 1956, which is not

very long ago, it has been completely a State University, with one exception; the

Governing Board, to which I belong, consists of 11 voting members. Six of the mem-

bers are appointed by the Governor of the State, with the consent of the State

Senate. The other five members come to the Board from a larger advisory board, called

the Board of Trustees. These five members are a minority, but a strong and vocal

one that represents all the graduates of the University. The Trustees are not

capable under any circumstances of being influermed by the State in policy decision-

making.

Those of us who worked on the New Jersey State Law that passed in 1956, and

that now governs this University, were most anxious, to be sure, that the State

could not interfere impropeely. That has happened in other states. The law pro-

vides that, if in the opinion of the Board of Trusters, the State is interfering

unduly, it may withdraw from the partnership.

This very land, on which we are sitting was given to the State University by

the private university that preceded it. The endo went fund of the University

3
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(stocks, bonds, mortgages and money) was contributed by private individuals,

totaling approximately $50 million. That endowment may be taken away too, if

the State does not fulfill its contract.

The Board of Governors of this Uni ersity is a hit l'ke the trustees et a

hospital, or a church; and a little like the board of directors of a business cor-

poration. I noticed an interesting parallel, Sir, in your paper where you describe

your University Senate. We are just now renovating the Rutgers Senate, with re-

presentatives from the faculty, the student body, as well as administration. We

hope that it will meet often and give the Governing Board sound advice.

The University is, of course, not independent financially. We get money from

the Federal government in Washington, from the State government in Trenton, and

from corporations--grants, like pharmaceutical companies that may want research

done. Private citizens also give gifts, and, of course, students have to pay

tuition. Combined, these form the University's income.

I want to speak :)riefly about two other matters. One is academic freedom- -

something that we like you in Italian universities feel viry strong about. In

1965, there was a cause celebre. The professor's name was Eugene Genovese. He

was very critical of the Vietnam War. I personally thought what he had to say was

in bad taste; but, when there was an outcry and the State government demanded that

he be dismissed, we in the Board of Governors stood firm with the faculty and ad-

ministration.

Hr. Genovese is on longer here, but not because he was fired. In 1965, the

Genovese matter becane an issue in the election for Governor and legislature. The

then Governor supported our position. I an glad to say that he was overwhelmingly

re-elected. I hope this shows that the general public, though Professor Genovese

was unpopular, were ready to support our stand and voted for acadee,ic freedom.
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The other subject that I desire to mention has to do with the question of

student deferment.

You have tactfully referred, Si-, to it in your paper; so, it is a pheno-

menon around the world.

Here in the United States, students do not like Vietnam. They do not like

the war. They are beginning nit to like what our society is doing to the ecology;

and, increasingly they are questioning the relevance of what they are expected to

learn in college. Bear in mind, we now have students in the University Senate.

We do not have thew on the Governing Board, mainly, because that would require

an act of the State legislature. in my op:nion, we are being rather Laissez-faire

about what action they take. Whether that is good or bad, who am I to judge?

Personaily, I believe there are some old truths and facts that students ought to

know about; they cause us to tau` in perspective the problems they want resolved.

QUESTION

Is the President of Rutgers University elected or appointed?

ALEXANDER

The President is elected b,,f the Board of Governors, with the advice and consent

of the Board of Trustees. The whole power of recruitment,selection and election lies

within the. University.

When I was Chairman of the Search Committee that recommended the election of

President Gross, w. consulted fully with an elected committee of the faculties, with

the students, $4ith the graduates, and, of course, with the Governor of the State,

as well as others. There was no question, whatsoever, that the Board of Governors--

not the Governor of the State--elected President Gross.
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Here at Rutgers, we consider autonomy very important. The Chancellor

of Higher Education of the State of New Jersey, who roughly corresponds to

your Minister of Education in Italy,is a member of the Board of Governors,

ex officio, and without vote.

MADIA

Maybe you could clarify one point?

If I understood you correctly, you said that the President was elected

"with the consent of the Board of Trustees." What does that mean? Does the

Board of Trustees have a veto power?

ALEXANDER

Exactly!

WATSON

May I aid one point to tree question you are entertaining?

1 think it is important to note that the President.is named to his position

'Kith unlimited tenure." President Gross has served here for eleven years and has

never been re-elected.

ALEXANDER

Yes, he serves "at the ple2sure of the Board." I should also point out the

fact that President Gross has tenure as a Professor; as the President he does 1,ot

have tenure.

VACCARO

What does the President do?

ALEXANDER

He runs the University. 7t is like a corporation where the president runs

the company, but the board of directors chooses or dismisses the president and sets

policy.
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The Board of Governors meets, usually, once a month, all day. Personally,

I think it very important that the Board of Governors does not try to administer

the University. It should merely set policy, and delegate to the President the

full task of administration. You may be quite sure, nonetheless, with a Presi-

dent as capable as Or. Gross that much of the policy that the Board of Governors

adopts is first suggested by him.

ROLLA

In the other state univzrsit:es is the organization the same ac Rutgers or

are there differences?

ALEXANDER

I think this is unique. In most states the entire governing board is subject

to appointment by the state. Here, five of the 11, who vote, come from somewhere

else.

I might interpose that I have been on the Board since it started, and thero,

have been many divisive issues, but no one can say that those who were appointed

to the Board by the State are always on one side, and those who represent the pri-

vate sector are on the other.

QUESTION

Is there interference in any other respect? I refer to teaching, research,

financial allotments to departments, or the University's dependence on Federal

government for research funds?

ALEXANDER

So far, the answer has be ,-n no interference in University's academic or re-

search programs either by the State or Federal governmnts.
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PANE

May I as a teacher add testimony to the statement just made? There has

never been any interference throughout my long tenure at Rutgers either as a

professor or department chairman.

QUESTION

In the aria of scientific research is this also true? Has there been no

instance of personal interference?

ALEXANDER

Let me make this comment on that. 'The Federal governmen' wants to know

how to make war better. It wants better weapons. It has research money. You

may draw your osn conclusions. Is that the sort pf thing you had in mind?

ANSWER

No.

QUESTION

I am interested primarily in knowing whether there currently exists any kind

of interference in academic or research activities?

ALEXANDER

I believe the sort of thing described has not shown itself here at all.

There are subjects like agriculture or agricultural science, where both the

State or Federal governments have influenced affirmatively what should be studied

because they want better agriculture. But they have never said, "You may not study

aerospace engineering or nuclear physics," for example.

Internal controls are usually even more nebulous. For example, if a recogn.zed

member of the University faculty decides to apply for a govern ent grant, his Dean

would endorse the application, first checking to ensure that it contains ample pro-

vision for overhead costs. The Dean would then forward the application to the Uen
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of the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, who is the Comdinator for

University Research and Director of Rutgers Research Council. Assuming the

application is approved at each lev11, it then goes to the University Research

Contract Office where it is appropriately endorsed and forwarded for action.

CARNACINI

On matters pertaining to university control and autonomy, these ideas

are not very clear in Italy, probably because of our historical tradition and

evolvement from the medieval university, when each separate institution was

sovereign. Our Constitution states that the universities "are autonomous within

the limits prescribed by law." Once in a while the "limits" are forgotten.

The American system is extremely interesting, probably because your society

is so heterogeneous. There are the public interest and the pr:vate interest.

Each is worthy of respects each operates, apparently, without Doing offensive to

the other. Thus, for us, liberty and property, autonomy and control may not be

defined except within a prescription of certain limits. From a politica point

of view, we are each of us limited in our liberty of living together. In the

university, society imposes certain obligations, and in some instances urgencies.

It is my considered judgment that we have reached a point in university develop-

ment, when it is necessary to have a very close rapport between university personnel- -

professors, students, administrators and those who are responsible for 0,e general

policy of the state. This is essential because each group has a role in resolving

contemporary issues. It becomes more evident that government shonld be a composite

and it is fitting to have governing boards that represent, not only the university,

but also the society wherein it operates.
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ALEXANDER

The organization of Rutgers is very characteristic of the American way

of doing political aid civil things. It is full of checks and balances. The

administrative organization chart*before you shows that it defies the laws of

physics.

QUESTION

What occurs when one or more of the members of the Board of Trustees dies?

ALEXANDER

then, his successor is chosen by his former colleagues. The Board is entirely

self-perpetuating. I think it is quite wrong, but I have to say it has worked well

at Harvard. Princeton, where I went to college, used to be like Harvard. Then,

there were a small number of Trustt2s, who were elected by the graduates. Now,

there arc no more life-time we,ibers; and two members mast come from among the

graduates of the last two or three year. I must submit that Princeton was and is

a great rniverAtv. So, whct do you deduce from that?

Maybe our system, which is quite different here It Rut.j,ers is the best. Our

system is also quite different from your Italian universities because this very

large power over the University lies with laymen, like myself, who are not faculty,

and, in my case, not even a graduate. I happen to live in New Jersey, however.

ROLLA

We would like to thank Professor Watson for moderating today at this first

dialogue, and we want to express our appreciation to Professor Wilkens for provid-

ing us with the organizational chart of this University. We ark: especially grateful

to Yr. Alexander for his description of the many aspects of university control. There

are innumerable questions that my colleagues ;,nd I would like answered in greater de-

''See chart on p. 39.
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tail tyttt the pressure of time dictates that these questions will have to be

posed informally and at some other time. We thank you!
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11. tp:IP,i7:Irr ,D DEIELC:"MEI.

1, National Planning in Italy*

The origin of the Italian University systc;t, which some scholais trace back

to the medieval Bishops' Schools and others to the Commune Schools (city or private),

is closely connected with the peculiar conditions and histories of the centers in

which these institutions arose. This was evidently the case of the Salerno School

of Medicine, which flowered --the first in order of Limo-- prior to the year 1000;

and 'was undoubtedly the case in the creation of the Bologna Stadium, whieh owed

its birth to the general cultural conditions in Bologna in the XI Century, the

geographical position of the city, and the case of communication with the cities

of Tuscany, where the study of Roman law w,as cultivated.

In a period of tire that goes from 1200 to 1v00, the Studia of Salerno and

ti Bologna were followed by the constitution and official recognition of the Studja

of Parna, Padua, Naples, Rome, eru0a, Florence, avia, Siena, Nodena, Ferrara,

Turin, Genoa, Catania, Macorata and Messina, and the Studia of many other cities

which seem needless to recall here inasmuch as they were relatively short-lived.

At the time of Italian unification (1860), the first pr,Aem to arise was

that of the number and territorial distribution of the universities throughout

the new country. The volution of this problem inevitably involved not only

scientific and cultural but also political factors. Both the former and the latter

excluded the suppression of the universities already existing in the various Italian

states, some more ancient than others, but all with their valuable tradition.

*This paper, prepared by the Inspector General Gaetano Floridi, was not read at any
of the scheduled Dialogue,; but, inasmuch as it was circulated among many particlpants.
it became the basis of an informal discussion that continued throughout Roth phases
of the project, especially during tours of facilities in the .S. and in Italy.
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Thus, the various )roposals aimed at reducing the number of universities

(either by consolidating FacoltA (Schools) , located in the same geogri,pbical

area, or by reducing the number of laco111 existing in certain universities), or
the

at redistributing them in relation to the population of/Yarlous regions, were never

followed up. This was the case despite the peculiar situation of southern Italy,

served only by the University of Naples, while the situation of the other regions

was quite different (seven universities in the North, four in the Center, three

in Sicily, and too in Sardinia).

In 1923, an atteupt was made to prevent an increase in the number of uni-

versities, or at least of Facollt, by separating the existing universities into

Type A (fully financed by the state) and Type B (financed by means of conventions

between the state and other organizations). The diafts of the conventions for

the operation of universities Type B had to be accompiitied by suitable

financial plans, as well as show that they corresponded to educational interests.

Neuethless, the attempt was impeded by a considerable and progrgi4ive increase

ill the number of FacoltiC in this or that university center, until in 1935,

the distinction between the two types of universities was finally abandoned

altogether. At the same tine, l.),,ever, an organic concentration of the various

institutions of higher education was carried out, throurii the amalgamation of

institutions and schools of higher education into existing universities in the

form of FacolL1.

At the me,-ent of revival, after the tragic adventure of the World War 11,

the Italian universities found themselves in a very difficult situation as a result

of the destiuction of buildings and the loss of sci(ntific ecuipment and lihrarl

in many institutions, it was thus necessary to give priority to ;,Itysical

4



reconstruction, accompan cd by a no less important effort to reorganize

the entire university sy.;tem within the context of the restoration of democracy.

When this problem was dealt with on the legislative level, both the Govern-

ment and Parliame:t also felt the need to come to grips with certain long-standing,

but still pressing, ,,niversity problems, such as, the need for new institutions

and distribution over the country in proportion to the growth in the student

population, a griwth far greater than the increase =n the general population.

Con)ared with the 74,909 students enrolled in the university system in the

academic year 1937-38, the student population in 1946-47 was over P13,000, divided

among 24 state universities and six state institutions of higher education. These

were located 48 percent in Northern Italy, 24 percent in Central Italy, 15 percent

in the South and 13 percent in Sicily and Sardinia. Certain central and southern

regions were completely devoid of univer,,ity institutions (the Abluzzi, Molise,

Lucania, and Calabria).

The action of the Ministry of Public i:ducation in favor of a general re-

orani',..aLion of tie University System was aimed not only at .Aren4thening its

structure, Luc also at overcoming the difficulties arising iron the imperfect

geographical distribution of the university centers.

Parliament, in the meantime, set up a Commission, ce -posed of deputies and

experts in scholastic, economic and social matters, to study the status and needs

of public education in Italy (Cormissione sullo no

Pubblica fstruzione in Italia). The Commission studv concluled th:lt the University

occupies a place of primary importance among the various activities of cultural

formatio. not only because it prepares the Suture lead cis of the country, but
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also because, as the instrument that prepares our teachers, it constitutes

the source that conditions the development of all scholastic structures.

To deal with the large increase in the number of students and the

crowdinc of certain institutions, the Commission recommended the establishment

of new universities, particularly in regions where there were none, and the

creation of additional university centers in those areas where there was an

abnormal growth in student population. To this end, it was suggested that a

ma.mmuT number of students be cstabliihc,d For each Facoltil and for each university,

giving preference to students living in the surrounding areas.

Me Commission also suggested the institution of dormitory facilities, with

prefetence for those centers that could best guarantee the seclusion and tran-

quillity necessary for study.

According to the criteria suggested by the Commission, in the following

years, two free universities were established in the Abruzzi (a region previously

without a uuiveisity) and cne in Rome (to counteract the (:cessive crowding of

institutions in that city), as sell as a Higher institution of Social Sciences

in 'Trento to meet the needs, hitherto unforeseen, for a university degree in

socielov.

Successively, new free institutions of higher education have I,QCU founded,

and many new YacolLA have been added to the existing state and free universities

in order to reduce the maximum number of students per FacoltA. Furthermore, the

free universities of loco?. and Salerno have been transformed into state institu-

tions with the aim of impr,ving their structures, thus increasing their student

capacity.

5.1



Finally, and most recently, the University of Calabria a residential

university center -- h,s been institLted to provide this region, previously

without 3 university, with a modern complex of Facolta and new aE:ciplines

more directly connected with social development and the process of economic

transformation in Southern Italy.

The creation of new Fa_olta and new courses of study continues today on the

basis of a much vaster program in relation to both the number of students -- which

has more than doubled since 1946-47, and now stands at over 407,000 persons -- and

the goals the University System has set for itself, namely to be able to "graduate"

professional people and teachers at all levels in a number sufficient for the

future needs of the nation.
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`Phu Nat ore cf the Pl',nning Procedure

Discussions of the problems and activities in the physical
planning of Rutgers,The State University took place
during the initial seminar. Professor Wilkens emphasized
the academic objectives of the University, the means of
financing capital construction projects, and the status
of the University as it is related to state and local
government agencies.

As a backgroind for these visits to the existing fact
ties and those under construction on the New Brunswic-
and Camden campuses, Professor Wilkens used maps and
charts. Copies of the "Master Plan Concept Report" were
furnished each Rector, who participated in the tours.

introductery Considerations. Developing master plans fur Rutgers University

must necessarily follu'w many of the principles of municipal planning, particular-
,

ly in those areas which, both in terms of size and physical conditicns and in

terms of present or future population grevthore comparable in these respects to

a municipal borough or township. In both the Trans-Raritan Campuses and in the

Douglass-Agricultural College Campuses, in each care consisting of over a thousand

acres of land, the planning for a system of traffic circulation and pedestrian

moemkent, the installation ef utilities, the designation of apprepriate uses of the

land areas and the provi,.ien of services and controls for tne convenience and

safotv of the resiclent student peplatiens, present problems remarkably comparable

to those ef municipalities in Now Jersey with populations ranging to 20,000

persons or more. To theue considerations must he added the coordination and

planning of laud use and circulation with the plans for land use and circulation

of the adjacent municipalities, with the County Master Plans for development and

with those of suchgcncies as the State Department of Transportation whose high-

way civelspmont pregram has already demonstrated its potential effets upon the

planning of the Rutgers Campuses.

Built into the program at Rutgers were three organized tours for the Vectors,
who ex!-T(ssod an interest in the University master plans for eamy*Is development.
Professor Rdward B. Wilkens conducted these tours, This statement is a conden-
sation his several talks on planning and blue printing Uni\ersity development.
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t;ith thi , in mind Campi no Flrjiing must give fi i's t and primary c )nsidera-

ti on to the develemLnt of broad comprehensive nians which sccuicile the major

policies and eltiLf) ti wee of the above mentioned agencies . bitbin this struc Lure

the Easter Plan must then go into considerable dotal 1 in determining the appro-

priate locati ens for individual building si too, recreational areas, and net ssary

services, including adequate parking and bus transportation. They must provide

the maximum in the efficiency, quality, and range of choice of academic oppor-

tnni tie s in an envirenment that is both conducive to these activities and within

the c conemi c limi tations faced by le)th the University and its stultint body. The

problem is fur tiler c triplicated by the recess i ty, of reconciling current op rating

requirements wi th long-range policy within a scale of prior) tics representing

immediate and future needs, all within a time schedule which will c nshre the

balanced growth of the University r s physical facilitic s .

An effective comnrehensive Paster i'l an must be characto rizcd by three

principle elements. Pirst, it must FL flL t, as completely as possible the funda-

mental p olicies of the Universi ty , g . academic pol iciL.c, relationships to

surroundi rig govornme/A al. agencies and g, 11,2 r al. se rvi oes to the State of Ef. a Jersey

based ul on the most couple to knowl( dge of the physical , ceone.ii c and social

far tons applying thou' f to . Obviously this calls fer the most L ffL c ti vt s ystL ms of

commtmicatden, the most can." f ol oval ati en of al 1 p)rti vent data, add thr cough

knDwlodge of physical condi Lions which will af ft. et thetb details of impl cmL ntat.i en

at the f .Te objccid Yes

Second , the analysis f the problems, j hyol cal conch ti one, and occnomic

asocts must be the ri sol t of Joint cfforts with faculty member:, rAminirtra tdve

e rsonrw 1 aL I s tul en t / L pre s ent a ti vos to propane the most f ft: cti vc s ol 1 ti tns to

the oh lems on her s tudy This i nvel VeS i rutensi VC work with University ccrvruitt., CO

ans and Fxe.fr+ti v.: Officers , and with interested groups cf ci tizens and oh ctL 1

L ffi c i al s ch to de of the University. on toe cc must be formed the Eat t.-T Flans,

as p to trio go re ral organization of :Taco, 1 a.uc use, and patterns cf
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pedestrian and vehicular circulation. These must be followed by detailed studies

of individual sites in adherence to the principles established by the broad,

gt'neral overall concept plans. An important element of the procedure in de-

veloping plans for eventual adoption is the preparation of a series of alter -

native intermediate plans to serve as the basis of discussion. These have proved

to bo the most effective means of reaching a final determination in both general

and specific terms.

Obviously, the quality of the planning will not only be dependent upon the

Must effective gathering of knowledge and its interpretation, but also upon the

caliber of the professional personnel which prepare it. It is fortunate that the

University has available the widest possible range of experts and professional

personnel whose assistance and advice can be incorporated into the planning pro-

cedure as needed. If in addition to this highly specialized professional talent,

additional expert advice is needcd, it can be hired and used effectively but

sparingly at maximum benefit to the University.

Third, once the plan is adopted as guiding policy by the Board of Gover-

nors and until such time as substantial revisions in it are also approved by the

Board of Governors, the integrity of its primary concepts must be protected from

hasty df-Joiiuns which may be the result of short-term problems, expediency, or

false Such stability is rebid/id not only to assure the develoyent

of the basic idea of the scheme to full completion and to follow a comprehensive

concLpt b,it also to assure stabilit:; in the relationships between the university

and its public and private. neighbors. This is not say Chet the plan des not

inherently contain the essence of flexibility in its character. It does mean,

kwever, that to be at all useful cannot be easily manipulated, particularly

in detail, without constant checking against the basic policies .f the University .
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Special Considerations: External. Majr influ, noes upon lamming con-

sid -rations will be exerted by the following:

1.. Relationship to the major state highway system.

2. The acquisition of land necessary for the growth expansion

or protection of the University's interests.

3. Cooperation with local governmental agencies.

). Establishment of University policies with regard to siting on

or adjacent to the campus related institutions and quasi-public

agencies.

5. Relationships with private enterprise and with the State and

Federal government in the field of research.

Special Conditions: Internal. Within the limits of the University both

in terms of its physical conditions and its determinations of basic policy there

are a number of areas in which the form, nature and character of a Master Plan

have already been predetermined or are likely to be largely influenced thereby.

klong such areas of fairly firm determinations are the following:

1. Land forms and existing physical facilities of the University

will naturally have a strong effect upon plan development. These include existing

topographic conditions where the location and shape of the land may predetermine

ito eventual use for academic or University purposes. lile existence of extensive

capital investments in utilities and in road systems which cannot be abandoned

without excessive unjustified expense will introduce strong yhysical ecenemic

determinanis into the planning process.

2. The existing academic activities and policy commitments also COY-

tribute strongly to the form of the Master Flan. IL:, determinatien to develop a

science cent .r at University Heights resulted in the establishment cf a complex

of buildings which will require study to provide tiem with the eventual

total range of services required such as acess, parking, and landscaping. The

location of major buildings and residential and the .choice of sites

ITA new Colleges give the Master Plans certain fixed rtfcrene points around which
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later development must take place. The plan most be prepared to exnand upon

and further implement already declared policies with regard to married dent

housing, the expansion of facilities for the administrative staff of the Uni-

versity, the establishment of new academic enterprises such as the Center for

Continuing Education, etc.

Policies which have established proportions for the size of future college

units to be added to the present facilities, proportions for a balance between

resident and commuting students, standards for student housing as they effect

dormitory ty)es, student population densities in various campuses, accessibility

of the general public to University facilities (such as auditoriums, libraries and

ether cultural services) set guide lines in broad general terms. In more specific

terms determinations governing curricula, optimum class sizes, length and nature

of the academic year, class scheduling, good service policies, etc., in she fern

of standards, sizes, or modular activity areas must also be reflected in the

physical forms to house therm

3. Developing of indeterminate policies. Cbviously the future will re-

quire changes in policies and attitudes by the University reflecting either new

ebjoctives and activities or modifications of older ones where the standards have

become eLsdlete. in such cases the !,!aster Plan may serve a useful purpose in

pointing out the implications of various possitlle policies by assuming a variety

of choices and conditions and presenting to the Boards a rtinge of alternatives,

ski:Leber, or model: which may be helpful in developing firm policy guides for

U e, expansicn or modification of the plan. Experience with present, develo:ments

which might be considered to ho in the experimental stages will also provide

"fccd-back" information whieh could form Old basis f_T more sophisticated .aster

Plans in the future. Clues may be gatherml frcg these experiences whic will

help detormin appropriate balances between cchtralived and decentralized

5
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11 ties , tic:. 1:e:is:ill:hi Fancy.' t:f choiees or a?t;crrtiu, the Teed at,

antic lob d icvuluirt ria:/ pin . Cia trarn

1,rt-sen,i, and I..) tiii it%provi mento Arnontit Li:COO indeterminate factors abou

w'n deci ono/ 7s.st bu i nob d eventually and rhich will or vli1 standard:: fr

desi and cioni true Li ON may eo listed tic olluwin

a) ArE..as reserved nisi:ay.:i, par Lien arly of couj rative research

Lutrcuon the itniversi ty and outside ri vate or otner public in tforesta .

b) rontintrid exploration of the tango of possibilities

sturient housin,t of various ty us at a ranite of costs

c) TO Erovi si.on of faculty Loins-in,/ .

Antics for :land acquisition, control ova- the rate of

consumpti on of 1.-ird by construction and di spe.sarl. of excess propurtic

c) The relationship of the Itniversi ty to off priVatelY-OPCrated

Chaii,:es in educational Folieic a iffecaffecting ptlysio,7i? to and

cer lain factors that may cal 1 tor alternate models I n so] vini; the

problem .

hbviuirsjv from the above exayiples curLai n factors of flexibility oust be

intro(Tnted into tbc plans in all areas where, ouch inde tuiiulr:ati factors t:ay

pre va call for an almost aliteiriati,:al I y applicable 1.'0) icy to proviiii

add i nal future ;11tice to assure the availability of such space for a 1tcr (1( -

vol 1.1( al mod i rication. The alternative is to ho "locked in" to a set of

fa i tie: . a intt in of -hind tcar,L and t. communication system which 11' orittinally

s i p 1 in. a ri,nnr.cntal scale wool:) prove to lo kixtri-ne3y rhilI cubit and expensiv,..

Ii roplo An al td...'1'1111,1Vt: cue that a 1' ao ter ct: early !. bsolcsce ece io

built into ; uric structures an) inotalial ions t their ea0y .tal and te -

pl aca n n at' coo whore the previously note I urit-crtai //ties in I.,
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Prplicseol 1,Tas ter Plan Sire-poedibr,...:e

The followint procedures Sr sticgest,reci as the means for obtainin.:,

j t ani p orally oatisfacte:'y raster Plans ac crld, s to the

-HI tire .

.-Io_tch Plan. It ie prcsised to intreduce first a sorico of sketch plans

provide tl e. Pals for thorolrft,h discussion and also to pscs:rrt and illustrate

t_Lo alreadv (o.xistt and estahlishod physical features arid policies from which

(1-velopmont ca.n take place. These sketches will he doeclopod fr(m surveys, es-

timates of he cooncmto growth or the University, the Capitol. Budr,ot proposals,

and the known Far to Fl or:: of the eurcsrnd 1 op muntuipalities and of ;liddlectx

Connty.

Where specific gcidelin-s nay be lackin assumptions will be made. repine-

sejALrljc a ranje of possibilities. Certain ele-neuts of the plans may be shown in

a Lilies of alternative sketches which coo form the basis of discussion cool the

means for framin; one specific foil linos.

Criticism of the Plans. The sketch plans, when they have reached a state

where threy can be presented as a means of discussion, will he circulated am.owst

all clecints of the University to seer out contributing ideas and oritdcism

tewarlis their cvontlial refinement. .P-.11. interested University DopartImento., will he

to put forth roke sugusttons, and develop refinements in their

can area of cypertico. Among such paridcipants will he the ac;.demic Deans, ad-

b:: t rat crrcw1cdp e tool viciaais in the field of traffic,
ani so forth, :1 rose of student groieps, such professional

consultants as it,ty b e.n the socr,e with knc,wlee of th.c Univorsitv's -,)rcbletrk,-

Pier: the blaster lan effiotiv, ly reTucsents the compe,site of the ideao

cf the pr,v-i;us indivtd,r;lc;ConsIlltri, to ia prOpose ji to present it to o pee-

stiAatives of governmental_ ai-tclis'ies, and r.cnicipal tydverning bodies and their

FlahaLny: staffs f r' ti in reaatiel to the piysical means for the implcomntatien

59
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of Lilo n:ajor p?licios and obThctives of the Univer,juy. InforrA.1 canto to will

with tochnioianu and planning (2011:11-1tootS working with local governmrits,

but it 10 siiggi.oted that ev,_itsally the policy making boards of the local govern-

ro,nts alco he intredir-!od to the plans of Uno Ynivernity hofure final drafting

of the Ilan takes pla-(:.

Fropel ['Pinter Flan. Following the ate.Ne activities, I,TaoLr Plano 1,iti

ho prepared for submittal to thr governing body of the Unive-sity. They will

covir general sit)_: designations for all campus areas, and specific silo do-

signations with indications for thlilroposed scale and detail of development in

o:eas which rare anticipated to be active wi.thin the next five years. Circulation

plans ire doveloped to th needs af I.he University and to adjacent local

cinnliation patterns. General ctility plans will be prepared showing at least

the naln skeleton of utility services so that they may be related appropriately

to sito, develepient and to minimize any ncgeosity of relocation of utilities in

the siting of future buildings. The plans should contain also long range landscaping

and land doveloiwi)Ait proposals special attention to be given to the early

stops to taken to prol,,ide proper planting and landscaping along major circa-

latTon router , transitional or bufftr areas and with special attention to the

preservation of oxioting landscapo feat_eires of high practical or esthetic value.

Plans fur land acquisition arid disposal should also be included showing the pro-

ppsd practical limits of Univorsity developm(nt indicating in terms of priority

for acquisitien of ouch lands air may t! domed highly desirable err indispenszble

in the prutcTtion of Univorsity growth. Other lands may be designated to be held

In rcserve to provide for future needs which at present are unforeseeable. Finally,

a Lim.? och),dult or a pregra of priorities for capital improvements nowt be pre-

sented t provide for the propel timing of divoltopment and to preserve its fear-

t i enl lalanocu .
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Adoetitt of the Plan. den tho T.'gloter Plan Ignserdwes 1: =v. n ached the

above stage of dev,:.loptent or wile 'c eel _ain portions of the plans are suffi-

cientlty devolopo,i, the shall to slIbmiLted to the governing bodies of the Uni-

v. ' fur rQ'pr'Wi,"11 an Ti ariupidon . y t DV id,.' firm :r.;..i,.14!,5 fur

vu1(47)f....nt be ovaiFabl.(.. for 'eferenoc in solving. problems of IsHlvidtal

hollding siting, pnwiding the m'ans for detailed development of architectural

and individual building oito plans which will be coordinated with the 1,-)tal do-

volopront of the various oampases.

P.cvie and Reporting.
.

It is also proposed that periodic review by the

governing beards talc place, that reports be samitted at least annually to ties

boards indicating the state of development of the University in conformity with the

Mast.tr Plans. At such tim(.s proposed changes in design or policy may be dis-

cussed and amendments made. to the plan to keep them rontinually up -to -date and at

the same time to keep the boards fully infonned of progress in University

developmont.
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III. ).)IJCATICN

t'inancinf; of Italian Universities

e4Hn we talk about the sources of financing for Italian universities,

we must keep in mind two historical and economic aspects that have con-

ditioned their entity aril nature for a century.

Unly very recently has the Italian state found itself in an economic

and political position to bring the budget of the Uinistry of Public

EAlcation to a level that comes close to the needs of the nation. a

nation that is today caught up, from the cechnolonicalindustrici

point of view, in a process of rapid progress.

In Italy, the hinistry or Public Education is responsible for

all pubic schools, of every type and level, from the elewentary schools

to the university. In the five-year period 112J-25. the buJ(Jet of this

Ministry represented barely 3.4- per cent of the total state bu&jet; in

the euivalent period 1)6J-65, it represented 15.d per cent. fhe

increase is considerable out it is still far from bein!i satisfactory,

if for no other reason than the fact that it has in part been absorbed

by the meat increase in the student population.

On the other hand only very recently ( 1)6-6) ) the Italian

government has beun a policy of large-scale Nnancing for education in

general and er the university in particular.

In the year 1.313-1 spondinq for public education rerreseneo

6.2 per cent of the total state budget. After a sharp decline duo to

* This is an edited copy of the paper read by hector hario
on Tuesday harch 1/. 1)70 at -ut.(:,ers.
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W'orld ar i cp?rceriations For education rose to i, nor cont From

:23 to 1 only to jail adain Curin(! the period of Aorld -'0:01 II.

.ioce then, c roticy of rro:,ressive increase has won out, anc it it

Foresen that For 1,IJ, r,nriroriations For Tublic education will reach

about 22 .kar cent of t-e total state budget.

Jut these recent eiiforts hay caO;ht the control bureaucratic

amarntus comr:ltely hnpreareci, ri 6 the result that last January

the ,tndirv. Conference of Italian University fre,c7ors ur(ie-I the

institution of a Ministry c universities and icsearch, leaving to the

present Ministry of Fuhlic 7:clucatinn restonsibility For only clementan,

and secondary schools.

rho second point 01 '.-! must consider in our discussion of financino

is the Fact that Italian universities are patteried on the poleon:c

model and that the reforms enacted from 1,,/J to toe present have never

succeeded in renewinp the structure of the system to any depth. Uni-

versity autonomy has existed only in na'ne and never in practice. The

financi-.1 dependence of the universities on the state has always

represented a subjection of the universities to central Government

offices which, throwjh the strong bonds of financing, intervene even

in questions that directly concern teaching and also, in certain aspect.

scicntilic matters.

It is true that a different mentality, which may lead to a rjreater

liberalization of the concept of financing is coining to the lore today,

however sled,' and laboriously; but university financing in Italy will

in,_/itably remain largely in the hands of the state, which will thus

retain its preponderantly limiting influence over our much auspicated

autonomy.
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it this point, we must remember, that as we dial1 shortly see,

a not irrelevant sourc, of financin.] For research carried out by die

universities is represented by the rational Council of ,esearch

with headuart:rs in .ome., his Council is itself an expression of

the state and drs almost all its own funds from state aphreviations.

ihe institution by the state of schools of all types and levels

or instruction, and consequently .dso of universities, is provided for

by iuticle 33 of the Italian Constitution.

the Third ,,lection of this same Article 33 also states that private

bodies and citizens can establish universities without financial

obligatioos on the state. A contrariis, we can deduce that the state

universities are to be financed by the state, which is what takes place,

by means of ordinary and extraordinary contributions. In praLlice,

these contributions, established throunh ordinary lenislation, do not

cover the entire need although they constitute the most important part.

Let us n,xt consider state financing in too separate categories:

direct financin.1 and in3irect financing.

1. Transfer of Funds - Oirectly

transfer of funds by the sate to the universities for their

operatic1 is accomplished tlrroujh the agency of the iii listry of Public

Eadcition. Of particular imnortance in this regard is Law No. 9'42,

dated Vcteter 31, lYU6, wHch ,avn tree first decisive impel c. to a

substantial increase in alorodriatic,ns for the university, an increase
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which is, however, still far from satisfyin-i r,a1 needs.

2. CoP,tributions for Puildings

These contributions .ire disbursed according to a five -

year plan, bcginning in 1967 and terninatini in 1971.

They are a)prooriated by the state on tine hasis of requests

11 Cie univ,-;rsities, but here anoin available funds are far

below recognized needs.

Ye can calculate that to solve the long-standing building

,)regions of the Italian universities and, Lt the sa!,o tLie, keep

u) with tht needs arising from the enormous increase in the student

?opulation, with the present pDtential of contributions, at least

three fie-lear plans of the sort Hstituted by Law 641 will be

necessary. In other words, we shall have to maize sacrifices for

at least fifteen more years, far to many to he acceltablet. Ye

therefore, only hope that the second five -year olP1 will

increase building funds ,r- the universities, with respect to

the first plan.

3. Financin3 of Scientific Research

Ti-To.,th the budget of the diinistry of Public Education, the

state finances ?art of the scientific research pregr.lm carried

cut within the universities. The suro is indeed quite rlodtst,

however, since the inistry i allowed only but three and a

half billion lire for actual research, and about five billion

lire for scientific aquipnent.

The probleda of financing research 11 the universities is

very com)lex, since in Italy, the burden of expervse for scientific

").)E-
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research falls in large, leasure to the "ntionalHodncil of

qesearch. .lut this Council is under the jurisdiction of the

uffice of tha President of the Council of nisters, not un(Ter

"Anistry of 'uhlic Education. Coordination of the activities

of the Ministry and the CounciT of Research is, therefore,

difficult 3nd in no way regulated by law,

This situation does aet nermit sufficient harTeopy in the

use of funds for research, if for no other reason than the fact

that exch;ln, of information between the two bodies is purely

superficial.

Each of you may be interested to know that the National Council

of Research advinisters a budget of about bO billions lire, with

which it finances laboratories and researci centurs, which are

almost all connected with the universities, and supports basic

research through contracts with university institutes as well.

4. Financial Contribution from University Associations

tfa2...ustrzi

The law regulating Italian dniversities states that ,aublic

bodies (such as city and prevircial govern7pehts) or private

persons and orjanizatioas can organize to finance a university.

This is the orijin of the so-called "University Associztions"

(!:onsorzi ',niversitari), which in times past played an important

rule, both morally and financially. They have now lost much of

their importance, since the financial conitql nt required today is

far to ,reat. To give an exaryle of the importance of these

Associations, : Ireiyht mention the fact that in 1)0..), the Lo,nbard

1.:niverity Association, which supported the UniN,ersity of Pavia,

provided the institction with suns equal to 30 per cent cf its



total hudJel. Today, t'is aid lmaunts to less than 1 per cent.

5. Financial Contributions from r'u'be 'Iodies and Private Persona

These contributions, 4'ich are 2rovided for by law, are

losing their importance, since in Italy the local novernments

(cities and provinces) very often have deficit twdj,ts. Never-

tholess, the universities do draw a certain amount of their

incoi frcro this source.

Contributions from private aerscns are very often ii the

foro, uF bequests 41J donJtiuns, which arc, deductible from 'ncome

taxes.

by IndivicLal Students to Adninistrltion of the

Univer,ity in which They Pre Enrolled

At one ti,ne, these fees represented an iwr,)urtant percenlaje

of a university budget. Today, t s nercentage has eer-, ireatly

reduced, and seems likely to fall still further in the near future,

since present government policy aims at transferrin, cost of

university edu:otion increasinily onto the soulders of :he state.

ft., trend is towards free university instruction.

Sources of indirect financing include the fcliovAn,t

I. aym!,nt of TeacHing, Administrative, Tcchnik...1 and Executive

Personnel - Ildjrcct financing

6 '7



bniversity forsonnel (with the exoc)tlon of is free

universities) are ex lege cTployees or the state-'-tinistry of while

Tt follows that stiff pers(%unel are paid in entirety

directly by the state, arKJ thus the costs do not weijh on fte budets

of thl individual universitie4 :wirticularly durini the last

two decaies, thr: universities Have found U.:J1selves faced with ever-

growing coralitl:rts and have thus nen forced to hire new :iorsonnel

directly (.)articulurly lecturers and a> istant urofessor , technici,ns,

administrative anJ uersoniel) at their own expense. Lis

kind of operation is absolutely indispensable for the life of the

universities today) out, as vie may assume, it has un,,erfflined tneir

.41re,dy frajile borigts.

The state also finar,ces .561e1.4rsH,ps fur taching and scientific

training (lrotli in It:ly and al)roal) and thus concri .utes to the

formation of teaching 7-rsonnel.

2. U5C by the 'Jnivrsily of uhlic eal Fstate

A considerable rnount of puhlic real estate is occupied by the

uliversiti!s, totally .r nert:dlly free of charge.

Such use of 2ublic prop-rty is facilitated by ;.1)1 fa,A that in

italv the great najority of universities are state institutions.

3. Tax Exeo?tions

Vari,us laws esta,lis. certain forms of tax exemdti..11 in favor

of thn universities, which ate, for tax fAirosls, ol the

same level as the ,t,lic achinistrationt /for exan,pl, tl41 state

itself, the ;N.ovince.s and city governrents, etc.). In particular,

the ,...nivcrsities ore exenit from all dirt taxation (private and

corporate incoir tax), fro :n tariff duties on the il2ortatizn of
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scientific c!-Hrynnt, an] fre7 consuTntinn taxes; however, City are

to )ny ral estate taxes.

3y transhtinj narmcti.,,e ele.ilents utlinA move into

conrrete figures, it intrest41] to +1 to tlat, c,m,nared to

the total Italian state budget for thl-t your lr-J68 of 9976.3

hillicos lire, 1/43.6 Anions were sd-,.nt fur iniversity instruction.

Thus, s2ending for t.l-r! university re)rsented only about 1,43 ocr

cent of the tote 1j6rj

If we then c.,..,nsiler that this sur wis spent for 333,516 siudentsp

the 7icurc for tot ,11 enrollment in th.:: acaqeic year 1966-67, wt

cure to thu disco,Jraginj conclusiur, that in that year the

Italian state sent an aN.craje of the -na./est sun of 424,204 lire

per student. However, these figures, while they include

the financial contributions established by Law ,42 of

October 31, 1966, they do not.include the funds provided

by Law 641 of July 23, 1967, for building renewal and ex-

pansion. Also, these figures do not include the contri-

butions of public bodies and private citizens, the fees

paid by students and part ot= existing indirect financing.

To conclude, let rw!.. make the followloj co..rrnts:

1. In the li3ht of existi-,) lags, t'ne adninisteative autonomy of

the Italian onivarsities exist:. only in name anl.,ut in fact.

2. :1.- ;nanciel de-)tn!ence of the universities on the central

st,te annatatus gre,]tly reduces t!.r:ir frerdui or acti.,n and, i-,hirectly,

tr'eir frcedon of thought.

3, fl-o financial cultrihotions provi(!e1 the state are still
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Iron coyerilj r..c1 aces, J.:sc;te la'JdaHe effrts lajt silct

G. The gr_.itest financial aid for resiArch con -s to the Italian

's Ciroujh the channel C- the 'rational CoJncil :!esearch.

.reattr collberation betovtn the and Ministry of ?ublic

Eduction and an increase d funds for res.';,rch, thm.:JM

either t; ferer or tht b,dy, are ',uch to be desired.

COMMENIA;Y

SWI!IK

I and arstand that P. t,lexander t)ok you down this morning to the

Beard of Governors and the President on this chart of organization. This

P

afternoon, it will be my pleasant duty to enlighten you with respect to the

complications which these too boards (Board of Governors and Board of Trustees)

give me as Vice President and Treasurer, in addition to whatever problems

the President gives me, and also what problems I give them.

The operation which T. shall :peak on this afternoon will be that

part of the University which is concerned with the non-academic and the

financial part of the operation. I will try to tic-in al. much as I can

the associations which I have with the academic. part, and the implications

which financial decisions make on the conduct of the University. This is

the acade',Iic side here (poinIngto the chart) undar the Vice-President and

Provost. At the present time, Or. Schlatter, who is in Italy, is this per-

son. Ycu will have speaking with you tomorrow Dr. Winkler, who will cover

that part. This is the particular area of the University in which I have a

concern, Under the Controller is Mr. Doak. As my associate his duties include

budget and accounting, purchasing, safety department, and various other opera-

tions in that sense, including the budgeting of the whole University.

:See cl rt on p. 3).
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We hove here a Personhel Department which is mainly concerned with

the non-acadeoic personnel; how2ver, they do cover that area of academic

personnel that has to do with Fringe benefits, life insurance, health in-

L.Jcance, and things of that nature. These services mustte centralized, of

c,,ars. We do not in this office have anything to do with the appcintoent

of ac,3dewic personnel other than this fringe benefit part. The Auditing

Section is an internal auditing group. '.t is not a very large group. They

audit financial records, reporting directly to me to Find out whether the

Controller is doing 1);s job riht along with some other people. So, he is

independent froo anyone except that he reports directly to me.

the Facilities Section is really broken down into two main sections:

one is the operation of the entire vhysicrl Dian; as it exists today. This

inniudes the mointenance, the custodial services, utilities, operation of

heating plant, and things of that nature. The second part of this particu-

lar department which is headed up by the Assistant to the Vicc President has

to do with that part of our operation which deals with new construction. In

this office, we have a small staff of architects. We have also an engineer-

ing ..soup including the seas or mechanical and electrical. In addition, we

have also a contract administration grout, These people prepare the contracts

that we nu A. award to the construction trades For the erection of new bui1,1_

ins.

One of the peculiarities which we have in the U.S. and particularly in

New Jerecy is that we do not award a new building nh a construion concract

to a single contractor. 3/ law, we must Nava five basic contracts: the general
4

contractor, mechanical, electrical, heating ancf ventilating, and the plumbino

. contract. This is t here our trouble starts because there is nobody in charge

of the operation, and the construction procedure is ne stronser then the

"/ 1
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oekest in th.t chafe. trying to corract tout, ht'' at the

moment this i the w-tv we hove operate. '4o are also peculiar in

this mtspyc, in 11ew Jarsiy, im the: by law :litr;ers Uoiversity has control

,:ontr:pzt do rut re;_mrt to the State of Ncw Jersey

in this respect. We hire per own architects; we awald our own con-

trJci5; and we suservi:> our owo cor,stroc,im. You will find in wrist in-

stances in C.e Unitad 'tttata...; that statc onivarsitier, or lond-,Tant

tions do not have this canability. In that connection, we can borrow money

on those structures which are selc-stroportint]. Now, t.m can borrow money for

any purpose; but Oct not (la r,o generally cause we most pay it hack 8r,c1

the only way we can dr, this is with revenues. '.';(1, we do float bonds on the

University's faith and cre.'t (not the State's) for such things as residence

hails, dinint; halls, bookstores, health facilities, student centers, or any

particular activity where ma have revenue end we can meet the debt. Now, in

order to float these bonds, I need to get the approval of the Board of Gover-

nors and the Board or' Trutees.

In this particular area there is another Assistant Vice Pracioent, Whose

particular ro7e is to take care of all cur computing services, He supplies

also other information processes that are generated by our business operation,

and services the University Registrar's Office, there we have 811 of our

students' grades on the cooruter. We render reports to aH st,,Jen.s via t.,ani.

outer printouts at the end of each hail year, or semester, Also in this parti-

cular unit we furnish slmost simultaneously each professor with a complete

roster of his class so that when he meets his class for the second time at the

latest (sometimes oven on the first meeting), he knows who should be in his

72
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class. 4e study systems here and try to upgrade them wh-trever we can.

We do not have as many persons assigned in this area as we would like,

but w,a do attempt to revise and restudy systems in erder to make them

more economical, and more meaninsiful in the management of the Universit)..

Here we have an AssistJaat to the Treasurer. You might say he is more

or less a "leg man" for rro; nowever, he does havethe responsibility of over-

seeing the University dining hall operations. The rest of his job is realy

a staff job, trying to meet the demands that arc placed on us by the Federal

government for information. He is the liason officer with granting agencies

for such things as the financing of buildings, where, until very recently

at least, we have gotten sorry_ support for our academic facilities by grants

from the Federal government; and he is the person who prepares the applica-

tions, which we than submit to the federal government for support. That

gves you a thumbnail sketch of the administrative organization which reports

directly to me.

Now, in the literature that we sent to you, the red booklet, you will

see the breakdown of the University dollar. On page 6, you will note where we

got our money. ',Mile I notice from the papers we have here that tuition and

fees Ire an insic;hificant amount of your Italian university dollar income,

for us it is a very substantial amount; however, our percentage, of course,

is much less than you will find in the case of private institutions in America,

where tuition and fees are more substantial than they are here.

Wheo we work up our asking budget and submit it to the State, what we

do Is to calculate the income which we expect in the next year from all sources,

other than the State; and, then, essentially, what we obtain from the State is

*See chart on p. 71.
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a deFicit appropriation. In other words, the State decides what the

total figure is to La by tilling in the blank. Tlrey add up the income

that the University anticipates during the Fiscal year and they appropriate

the difference, or deficit.

Now, the University, up until the present time, hos had a rather inde-

pendent role as to how we spread the dollars once we get them. OF course,

we do not really ignore t..he program, which we submitted to the State; but

we do have some leeway in the expenditure of our funds. A7 you can see, from

this particular breakout of the University dollar, the largest percentages

are tuition and fees, our auxiliar enterprises, which are the resident

halls, the dining halls, bookstores, our inter-collegiate athletics, our

University press and revenue producinc, operations, or what we call in the

United States auxiliary services. Another rather substantial percentage

of our income, of course, is from sponsored research. This is theroney

which we obtain to some degree from private corporations, but mainly from

the Federal government. The National Science Foundation, for example.

QUESTION

What do you mean sponsored?

SWINK

I think we should make a distinction between revenue from Federal and

State sources. The State and Federal governments do rot contribute in the

way individuals do, The State makes an annual appropriation through the

legislature, and the Federal government ma!,:es it only indirectly through

research projects, perhaps with one exception. That is through the Lund

grant Act. We do get a regular annual appropriation through a Federal low,

called Smith-Leaver and Hatch Act, and a couple of others, which support
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the University's ejricultural rTheration at 1.57 r:ercert.

Based on an individual's application to support a particular research

project, all applications are prepare-d by irdivival faculty members. They

are reviewed by the Dean of our Graduate School, z.nd then they aro processed

through our Contract :esea:-ch Office. When fully appro',,ed, they are sub-

mitted to the various government egencies, of which the lraional Science

Foundation is a principal one. The National Institute of Health, which is

normally health-related, of course, has been one of the causes of some of the

students' disruptions on- carpus. It has been a great deal easier for the

people Woo a-e interested in sponsoring research to tack it on to the De-

fense budget in order to obtain a particular appropriation. Our students

and to some extent now, our legislators, take a rather dim view of this and

they now say that this procedure should be stopped. College personnel,

under pressure, have said that the Defense Department may not support ac-

tivities in researcn unless they are defense-related. One of the difficulties

that this particular trend may have upon research at the university is in

many instances we have been conducting pure research but it always has had

the possibility of being connected with Defense. For tris reason, our more

militant students take exception to this kind of research at the University.

ZUESTION

Is the fiscal year of the University the same as the fiscal year of the

Federal government?

SKINK

Our fiscal year is the same at the State's: July 1 to June 30. Unless
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there are some questions about where the University dollar comes from,

we may now !ook at how we spend it.

as you can see from our expenditure over here in construction and

departmental research are the major items. 3y departmental research, we

mean those activities that are conducted by the departments at pretty much

an on-going part of their operation. rienerally, it is financed by the bud-

jet which the particular department receives annually. The other research

comes on the fringes and is supported by the Federal government or private

industries, or the State to a very small degree. Money in this category

is accounted for separately from the regular educational budget.

From 1956-59 until 1969-70, the total State appropriation For the

operation of :2utgers University moved from $12, 500,000 to 49,600,000. The

total University expenditures during that period moved from 27,000,000 to

$101,000,000, At the present time, we are operating on a $100,000,000 bud-

get, in the various areas represented by ;?ufgers, the State University.

An Idea of how we handle our budgeting process might be of interest.

/,',t the University there are currently 31,000 who are working for a degree.

About half of that 31,000 are full-time students, and the rest are on a part-

time basis, plus about an additional 35,000 who are here in a non-credit

status--maybe formal courses, but which do not carry college credit; or they

may be courses of a week or 10 days or two weeks duration. This latter

group of students are enrolled in what we call University Extension. So, we

are enrolling about 60-65,000 students, of whom about 31,000 or 32,000 are

eligible to work for earned degrees. There are three main campuses: -- one,

here in tieW Brunswick, -- one in Newark,--and one in Camden; and we also have
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some evening divisions that are college credited and cdera e in Patteeson

and Jersey City. In addition, some of cur agricultural eaerations are

scattered from the Northern to Southern hew Jersey. We have three large

farms, and County Agents in each county but on. , Hudson. The number of

staff members varies with the size of each county. hew Jersey is sub-

divided into P1 counties, or po)iticel subd zisions.

A University course has a certain oei2ht, depending upon the number

of hours that are spent in class, so that the person who takes three hours

of instruction a week for 15 oeeks usually gets three college credits. The

Formal college degree requires 120 credits over a 4-year period, so he takes

roughly 40 different subjects in order to get a college degree. When I

say college credit, I mean a course that carries college credit in an

academic course that may he applied toward fulfilling the requirements

for either bachelor's, master's or doctor's degrees. ft-, pattern varies

from college to college, depending upon liberal arts or technical, but

basically, as far as I know, it does not go under 120 credits. The master's

degree is usually 30 credits. in .addition to the 12) credits for the first

degree.

I may have diverged bit from my area or resonsibility. I had better

get back to finance.

In the developmant of our budget, the process we fellow is 1) the call

goes out from my office to the several deans, and a) they in turn to the

department chairmen, asking them for their best estimate of viat they are

going to need for the next year. We have re.?ntly changed our procedure a

'7 7



little hit i, order lc development of the budget. WQ no have

the co,ntinuJ.tion tJcHet which take:- into account '-)at we. fi'jure to be

:he inflationary iocreases to just continue the present bud2ot. This

c can hy just puttinr it throu,jh the comouter. (hen, ask tha

aca,lemic :Jive us a breakdown in four areas, which c,:n be added

onto the continuation bAd,j;et. The,e areas are increased enrollment and

services. f'?'1 the Uniersity will be suhjected to for the nex'

yar;

would

asked

an(:, Oleo, we fer a separate fiy.lre on any improvements they

like to make is tl,eir present operation. In doi'w so, they are

to give in order or priority and in nudet dollars, what they

70.

feel they lqoLrld like to ask for. :ad', September, we ask fur a Nlidget

+-Lure it order of pricri ty for any no programs. This then fires la,:ck

'r the line, through the deans, to c officc. ',/e then put all this in-

formation into, our computer and come out with the total budget, broken

down into continuation, increased enrollment services, program improvements

and major new pre!:!rama, Once vie have this figure, then the Provost and I

:eview it carefully. There is a major lesponsibility in the Provost's

11.

office for the total academic program. Wien we are satisfied what wr2wnt

to ask for we discuss this with the President for his concurrence and we then

submit it to the State Department of Higher Education and consult with them,

They will then submit their specific recommendations directly to the Budget

3ureau of the State, and we in turn submit our original reluest directly to

the budget atireu of the State.

About Noverlher or early Oecemher, we will appear before the budget Bureau

in defense of our Asking Budrj,,2t, and they in turn will then incorporate



what the Governor plans to ask tre legislature for (n 'is Annual 0ydget

lessah,e, which he (i ?s in the first or second week o, )roary. Then

the Apprepriatinns ryroitree of the :',,Jte 1(Jr(isl ire osuslly a 'oint

conillittee composeu of t)w leois to 2 wil;

review the As<ing Dud ets o all d,.:(da: ,ments cud and sometim,r

between the fi, t or 1,1-.1y and i is first of July, .de at Grerating Bud-

ret for th succeedil a year. We then take tde Bldg( t any make an evalua-

tion to determine hod we are going to use 'brie r 11 rs. In the par,:icu-

lar case or this year, -re csked for a $3fl million i i crea.,c an( (rot only

$'4 million over last year's budget. We have, cf course, to te- tont

smaller increase and divide it e(,,uitably among the various budgets anc'

NAL! allotments to the schoeis and derartments in the total Univ)rsit'f.

VESTICN

Dire you ask for $30 million extra because you actually oe,,doci it; o.

did you expect such a curtailment in 'Jour re.;tiest, and, therefore, you

overasked? Did you really need $30 million extra?

SWINK

had a legitimate request of $30 million. Mr. Doak and I feel that

had we been givan the $30 million we could not have spent it in twelve

months. it is our Personal feeling that we could have htelligently and

economically spent approximately $15 million. The State Department of

Higher Education had reconvended in its recomolendation to the Governor

about $12 million, and .he felt that this was a bit low in relation 1:.; our

needs, but it was not an unrealistic kind of a budget for thrx) to support

us. We feel that the budget which the Governor gave us is a tragedy, in

view of the demcnds we are being asked to cover. I do rot know if that

answers the question.
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How are ycu going to adapt your program to one-eighth of whet you

had asked for Did you distribute those $tt million proportionately

among the different derartments or schools that made rerlue,ts?

Well, the first thing, of course, to meet the situation is to delete

all major naw programs. In so doing, you do not improve anything you al-

ready have. You ,an see how these are big sums of money, then the increased

enrollments. While they have given us the faculty that we need (one faculty

member for every 12.6 students) we fall behind in non-acad,,mic support per-

s:noel: sccetaries, technicians, trained library people, aecountahts,

xili.:Ty and executive personnel, etc. The other thing we suffer :s the

gradual deterioration of our buildings, facilities and equipment. Se in

some respects it becomes a false economy because we aro using up o r capital

with deferred maineoance and repair.

Our operation should end up only slightly favorable since thr're ha;ve

been pears in the past when we have had a small surplus, which.wa oould

then absorb the followilIq year. So, we could raise our tuiliun rates maybe

every other year. --But it is not our object to create a snrplu; at Rutgers- -

that is to make a profit wl-lch would then be ut-ed in turn to finance other

operations. Of course, you realize that in the financing of our student dor-

Htories and dininr. halls, the costs are going up; and we have designed the

inar:ing arrangement in what we ''a system." by upgrading our older

units, we then charge the same. rate for a room in an old unit as we do in

a new unit. In that way, we are civali.ziog ,:;urges to the students. In

brief, thecer units are helping to pay for the newer units. It includes
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we cell debt servic,2. 3uilOin1 new units currently. costs $10,N:,

a bed. The deht service ou that ",10,360, for say 35 years, is approxi-

mately P, year (at dJ a thousand). It costs us nothing for the older

ones. l;o, what we do is spread the "L;Clcl over both old and new units and

have a $4)0 charge with everybody (-jetting the some rate. We end up with

what is an acceptable charge for each student who has to occupy a new dormi-

tory unit.

,:/UESTIOl

What is Iho relationship between ronsored research and income, and

sponsored researches end services And expenses? There also avears to be

"other sponsored programs" on both prides of your If there is defi-

nite relatiJnship he wean the two, there appears to be no profit to the Uni-

versity. They Hlance. Oo they cancel one ;another ouL?

JOrIK

For sponsored research projects, Ne account for them through what we

call ies;:ricted Current Funds. he , a kestricted Current Fund is financed

from ,le University's 0:Tatmental Operating 2udgets. For CY:0'1r le,

st:ictei Current Funds are d:stinct from the Operating Budget.of the Univer-
,

`city. Sc, in cfect, we have to budgets. When t,e recei-e money from any

grunting agency for a specific purpose, it is obviously a Restricted Foini,

Sc, that money may not be user for any other purpose. Perhaps this is pe-

culiarly 4lericar! This comes from notching the ears of me-cattle in the

West. To notch the ear of your cattle and nobody else's.
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We obviously cannot anticipate ail the sponsored research at the

time we are inakiriCy the boiget. SO 7': of it may come in aiter we have es-

cablished the budget; historically we would not necessarily have the funds

as we project the ludjet for the next cr,eratini; year. This should not dis-

turb our budget which is the basis for receiving our funds from the State.

Sponsored research funds come mostly from the Federal government. We

tend to shorn a orofit on research. We do usually expect to recover overhead

from the orant; so, its indirect costs are increased as a result of the re-

search. Accordingly, we reluire a srecial indirect cost or a'lowance re-

covery of all the indirect costs we face: purchasing, personnel, building

maintenance, etc.

VESTION

Does the bniversity receive any of the fees?

DOAK

No, not at Artgers, but it is possible.

In cur n..edical School, for exaapie, the doctors, because they are on

foil salary, or;1 do some professional wor.! and et fees for it. [hese fees

a ~e c,-Ilected in a special account. Then, piofessors and deans will be able

to spent' monies out of that account for whatever purposes they want so long

as they are related to the Medical School. ',that the Dean is trying to do is

to give then a salary which is sufficiently attractive so that they will not

have to aurixtnt their own salary by outside activities. Therefore, the School

de7lands 190.:. of their time, When we get into a /J.-year medical schonl opera-

tion, the School will have patients, and the patients will be charged for ser-

viiLes. fhe ervices will come into this practice fond, which will help sup-

pert the tied:cal School and will not go to the individual doctor.

8f)
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. QUESTION

Then, generally the salary of a professor in the Medical School will

be rnuLh higher than one in another faculty?

DOAK

The Medical School salary is highest. The Law faculty is second, and

all ,he rest are oelo..4 that. The difference will generally run: a medical

school faculty member, who is a professor of medicine, will get a salary

of approximately $30,000 a year. A clinical professor, will get an addi-

tional 6,000, and a oepartmera chairman on top of that will get an addi-

tional $4,00.

QUESTION

Are faculty of the Law School permitter' to conduct activities outside

the University?

WINK

They do, to a limited extent. This depends on the Dean of the Law School.

Actually, they try to restrict this "moonlighting" so that it will net inter-

fere with one's normal function as law professor.

QUESTION

Iiat is the range for a professor in clinical work?

SWINK

The range iii be somewhat,: between $2A,000 and 36,000; they may be

part-time faculty and conduct their law practice in

QUESTION

Are there full-time faculty in the School of Law and what are they

making?

SWINK

About $3000 under the medical school, about $34,000. There is a big

83



debate in higher education about "full time". I would say that in the

better professional institutions it is never higher than 12 credit hours,

or 4 courses as an undergraduate teacher in one of our colleges. That is

'2 hours of classroom instruction per week. Normally, one gill find the

faculties asking for teaching loads of 6 or 9 hours, and the trend in better

universities is a 9 or 6 hour teaching load. We do rn,t put a time clock on

these people. They are also in research. One thing which I think this group

ought to know is that the politicians around the state say, "My goodness!

l(!e pay you $25,000 fcr teaching only 12 hours a week!"

,tegalling keeping track of total hours, I cannot keep track of them.

I have to depend upon their peers to keep track of them.

1
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COMMENTARY

BASSETT

Unlike public universities which receive annual financial support from

state, county or municipal governments, Columbia presents itself to the pull of

private funds in support of the University.

I shall disregard entirely the sources of support that come from taxes,

what we call the Tax Dollar.

For many years, colleges and universities lived largely by income from en-

dowment-- funds that have been accumulated over many years --and by income from

student tuition.

The endowment fund, in the course of tire, has become progressively less

and less adequate. Expenses have risen much faster than the University can

accumulate large sums of investment money, on which the return would vary from

five to seven per cent. Institutions that have had to rely on private support

gradually have had to accept the idea of continuity, --repeated annual support

efforts. Fortunately, the idea has grown quite rapidly, indeed, almost as

rapidly as the increase in public money.

There are a number of different sources that have contributed to the

growth of private support. First, the practice of an Annual Alumni-Giving Fund

has developed, pretty much under the leadership of institutions like Princeton,

Yale and Dartmouth.

Whenever a university gets its graduates in the habit of making annual

contributions in support of the institution, typically it stays there because

the annual contributions are of a modest amount. Usually, they range from $10

to $1,000 depending upon the circumstances. If a university c'an get its annual

fund p, say to $2,000,000 a year, you see, capitalized at five per cent, that
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is a very subotantial substitute for an endowment; and it is just as secure as

an endowment because the number of alumni is being added to each year. So, the

university continues to present alumni. with the opportunity of making this

annual contribution.

A se:ond sco,rce of support, and this is rather interesting in that it has

grown almost as fast as the growth of the so-called Annual Alumni-Giving Bund. It

is the individual who did not go to college, but has made a fortune and wants the

vicarious experience of an association with an institution of higher learning.

This is usually in the form of very large gifts. This type of support has grown

very substantially.

A third source of support has been in interesting enough businesses and

corporations. When this effort was begun some 15 years ago, namely to encourage

business organizations to support institutions of higher learning, there first

had to be a clarification of the law,which was achievea. Now, it is a perfectly

valid thing for a corporation officer to give sore of the stockholders money,

even though there is no authorization of the stockholders convened in an annual

meeting. At first, this source of support created a good deal of concern on

campuses because there was a fear that corporate influence would follow the gift.

As a matter of fa.--;t, this has not ha:Tenod. Toclay, business firms in America

are making perhaps $400,000,000 available annually in support of higher education.

Fifteen years ago, it was maybe ..$25 - 30 million.

Another source of private support is the philanthropic foundation, of

which there are many in the U.S. The philanthropic foundation is more likely

accompany its gift with an identification of what the gift will be used for.

It is unlikely to bn given as flue money for the general support of the univer-

sity, or to be used by the officers of the university in ways that they may

determine as most urgent. So, in a rather subtle way, the influence of the phil-

antlropic foundation on the programs of the university has exceeded the influence
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of corporate business, which does not exist in that gift,. are given without

"strings."

All of these sources of income come to something in excess of-- I think

remember the last figure - - a billion and a quarter dollars annually. It varies

from time-to-time. Its not nearly enough to finance a large university of higher

education. It is a very substantial. part. This is complemented by tuition in-

come and by some help from governmental sources, that are indirect in the sense

that they give students scholarships directly. Fellowships are provided to

students, which help the University raise tuition. 5o, it is an indirect assist-

ance.

Without this billion and a quarter dollars annually, part of which goes

to institutions that we think of as being state supported, for example,Richigan,

where you have been visiting, gets a very large annual support from private

sources; and certainly California, as well. Chicago is a private institution,

like Columbia; but both of us get some tax money. So, the thing is becoming

blurred as sources of support change; but the larger the private support, which is

continuing to increase year after year, the better most of us in private institu-

tions feel about it.

It takes virile academic administrators today. They cannot sit en top of the

hill and expect this kind of thing to come flowing in at the various institution.:;.

They must go out and discuss the nature .ci),f the institution, the programs that have

been accepted and approved by the faculties and administration of the institution,

and present t potential bidders the opportunity to share in this 'xciting yx-

perience. The university president, today, must spend maybe not loss than a thin'

or half of his time in keeping the institution nourished linancially.

Comment
Nk*

Everything my colleagus and friend her. has said is true, but there is

another side to the coin which I shall describe to you. You would Lot he
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correctly informed if you did not hear semethinr about it while here. This is

what I am going to tell you.

In the first place, in the midst of contributions that he recited 10

you, I think it is fair to say that only the Annual Alumni-Giving Fuld is really

free of cost to the institution. I do not mean that some of the monies are not

sometimes allocated by the donor, but the choice oil the purpose which they give

it is an established University choice. So it helps, one million, two million,

three million dollars a year. Everything else is an aid and a burden. Take,

for example, the large gift by one individual for a building. First, it almost

never pays for the entire building, because building costs increase during con-

struction. Second, you never get ten cents for up-keep once the building is

built. It is always built, in the latest fas'hion and all the equipment costs an

enormous amount. So, you have one more building and you are poorer by x.200,000

for the year.

We go to the government for support, largely but not exclusively, for

tire natural sciences. Support from the Federal government is very large. It is

quite indispensable because no such some would be available el ewhere for the

very expensive scientific equipment and scientific personnel that we need.

The law st,s.tos that the University must show its contribution towards that

kind of work ranging bctween 5 and 10 per cent. Every grant from the government

costs the University something which has to be shown. The private philanthropic

foundations are the worst for two reasons. In the first place, they push pro-

jects onto the University which the University might never take up, and it is

dangerous to refuse a gift l_..e.casc you might rant to ask a foundation for money

later for something you really want. So, you accept what you do not want in

nope the feendations have made it a rule, which toy have not broker, never to

pay for overhead costs. Suppose it is a project, a study of social affairs or
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political science, or something of that sort. They will pay for the time of the

investigat rs, for the secretaries, the typewriters, telephones and paper. The

University will have to supply all the rest: space, heat, light, and the adminis-

trative costs. So, project makes the University poorer. Tereover, there is

a kind of interference not intended from the more fact that the University becomes

responsibl.

The faculty of the average American university has become oriented to

outside donors. People of the greatest distinction come quite naturally to think

that they are working for the Ford Foundation, the National Science Foundation, or

a single donor. The University, as we have come to say, is just the place where

they hang their hats. A secondary effect of all this, which is important in re-

lation to money, is that an artificial shortage of academic power has been the rule

for the last 15 to 20 years. That shortage has brought about competition, salaries

have gone up, mobility has increased, and your best academic men are always threaten-

ing, as Dr. Passet told you, to leave and go somewhere else, where there is more

money. Add to this the very important fact that student tuition fees pay on an average

LO per cent of the actual costs of education, so that the university has to find 60

per cent, add to that variously.

The corporation, the private foundation, the alumni foundation, or the

company may give to the department of geology, because it is interested in shale

deposits, but with no preoise purpose in mind, just general connections. Of all

the gifts of business corporations throughout the nation, approximately 40 per

cent is what we call. unrestricted. Perhaps 60 percent is for identified purposes

that may or nay n t be directly related to a company's interests. Even where

there is a purpose designated, many times and in many cases, it is for, we will

say, the small liberal arts college that may have very little academic activity

/elated to the busimss or company.

90
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With respect to the competition for the funds, needless to ray, it is intense.

It does suggest that in the administration of our academic institutions in the

years ahead, we must think , perhaps, and this gets you into the government of

academic institutions, of the separation of 3,Dr'le of these primary functions of a

president or a rector, who is primarily interested with the faculty in d.:velep-

Ment and academic programs. But a second person, call him Chancellor, call him

whatever you will, who is responsible for finding the funds to nourish the insti-

tution, has to be sure that the funds are administered in ways that are harmosdour

wits the academic program, that the president and his colleagues still have de-

voloped. In other words, the test, in my judgment, in administering a great

academic institution in years ahead is going to be so difficult and so complex'

that it is quite unfair to expect one man to be able to do it.

I might add just one word or two more to what the Dean has said, which is

this: so far, business contributions from corporations have been the smallest

contributions 'Lo the total receipt of gifts from any source. Dean Brown may

:roll have the fe,.Ling because he was Dean of the School of Business that the

University benefits now very greatly from this e'Tioort. T. do not think that it

does; it benefito, but it should benefit more. Presidents should do as ho says;

but, outside the School of Business, contributions have been potent. Would you

agree? I go to a great many liberal colleges; they get from their big leical

corporations maybe :;,20,000 a year. That goes nowhere. But I can only once again

cite the figures: out of the bi17iin and a quarter of private support,

A00,000,000. If you divide that by the total number of institutienr, you nort

get very much.

I think it would be an exaggeration to say that we now haw, in our

Boards of the private universities anything like political representatinn. re

may be a Senator or Congressman hero or tl, re, but off hand I cannot think of

The political influence en the funds, on th . money given to the institution

91
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at the level of the Federal Bu. au of the Buditet or th J ate D.partment of

Fduc a ti on . It is administrated and is non-leg i al a tieve

New, if you are thinking ref another a3p., t of the ei.ifference between
491

State, ard private, institutiens nataly what tho um versify tondo to do in r,.spe,nst

85.

to public opinion, you find that the State legislate', let us say in krkansao,

Illinois or any State you want to name, represents to the university authority

what the public wants in a way of services. In Wisconsin, eubjects connected

with dairy farming and forest products are very impDrtant and, if you wanted

to remove a course in dairy farming and subotitute one in Sans- rit, the mr mbers

of the legislative committee would say, twhat are you doing?" The reople of

Wisconsin do riA care about Slanscrit, but they do car about cheese.. T1,at wuuld

be reasonable. Shat kind of influence on the private university comes not at all

through political channels, but perhaps through tho T-ivate foundations which oay

we want you to take up this kind of work and we will pay you to se t-up thr. School

of International affairs, or it comes fr, m the Federal g veltr-ce at LJIa. aoe,Lpts

one project in physics and turns deers anothcn for a project in medioino and will

not take up ar)th a. I very indir cc tly This ac ti ell has no peo . ally

political. context.

T. notice that contributions that were originally donated for certain kinds

of buildingo,Lhtt which were not sufficient to el net the huildine, ace hold a

kind of es(,r :w vritil the rest of the stony coljd be cc -.lc cted. During the time

period that the money has been sitting there, questions have corer, -,d at the

validity of the program IThr which the buildirw was intelid,.d. to find oursolvi. ,

n it infroqu ntly, with the problem of detorining whether to per ahoao 'oith the

rest of the fund raising to fun] the building, :hen that program is ,)1,. '1 to sore

serious kinds of questions either te.causc liv ancoo in that field neal,e it un-

clear how the field ought, to mKAa , whet., would i o the 5ame field after

the now technology or the nr w nuCs5ecial or the hew re search f I to! i become

perat.i .re and relc vrit .
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If We noy close on in rpLinistic not, let state: that,, the building in

which we are sitting teday an paid entirely with private tro,ney

One more point that I would like to make that leas not been Tisclissed this

merni, nanitly, giv.:n the crisis of finances of universities both hert. and in

lt.aly, it surprises me as an educator, that so little is done within the uiversti y

here or elsewh/re to rationalize the ed,c&tinnal process itself. In the U.S. in

196e, we pnnt something in the order of c0,000,000,000 directly on education,

including higher educatie,n. In additltn, we spent other billiens indirectly on

education. t,f the iiy-itillitn that was directly invested in cdacation, public

and private money, less than 10 per cent Was invested in what the business firms

call research ar.d cle\clopmento On the educatitnal concept of that, 10 por cent

less than 1 cent was invested in development rather than in research, the

result of which is that to little research is done, for tople,in optimal

horning. Put of t10 feed that liai..nvested in such educational

most none is applied to higher education or for that matter to education through

the first twelve grades. On the other side, we know that in 1971, or the acadeuir

year 1970-71, a little more than half of all the students who graduate free high

school, which is a very large portico of the total population, not just of school

age, will go on to universities. Yet, almott nothing has been d no either in the

private or thou c rbiIc instiuticns of higher learning to -coin, to grips with tho

cost of edtxotion.

I would lice before we t:rminote the discuss' or to int oi o a t-ulic

was not discussed this morning WTI that is the c.onpetition within a university.

One of the reasons .shy me have prebleos, for exauple at Columbia, in the absence
f

of any direct applicatien of 1 search on learning, is that we htve the nest cxt.Taorlinary

proliferatien or expansion of courses, a lar,te umber of which are very-, very small.

We (1) nat in Lilo American university, as you probably w 11 know, allocate .. rre as

much (,f the educational process to the students itself. The overwholminc; shore of

higher education in the 11,E. is in the classroom, b-ti teachers

(1'

and students. It



is only at the 1-,vol of tho doctorate that American student's read exttsr,;ively

by themselves. In the post World -War II period, even that has ,Thangc.d. About, a

third of the time ,that a student con-lot study for his Docter of Philosophy, is

spent in classroom instruction. You and we have large classes in your profession-

al programs in mcdiej:/,, but I dare say that you do not hav,., nearly as much

classroom time for your students as we The consequence of this in a very con-

siderable, nan- power expense for higher ednoation. Extraordinary numbers of

teachers, professors, man-power costs being what they are, became an extra-

ordinarily large part of our budget- As I said, almost nothing is being done to

determine what the optimum kind of learning situation is in the classroom. We do

not even exhaust what 17'.tt1_e we do know from the modest investonts that has been

made in educational psyclology.
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Decioion-Making in Italian Universities*

This report, should be understood to be one primarily referring to

the contemporary- situation in Italian Universities.

Since the Italian Parliament is presently entertaining an act to

bring about total feferr: of the university system, our discussion of the

present university power structure must be carried through in relation to

the r:tixture that state universities prebabl: will assume in Italy, possibly

beginning with the academic year 1971-72.

We shall also refer to certain interesting conclusions reached by

the Fourtli s,ction of the Conference of Rectors cf European Universities

(C.R.F.U.) h:ld in G,neva at the boginning of September 1969.

Approximately AO Rectors of Western European Universities attended

this congr',s, along, with a certain number of Rectors from -17, ,tern European

countries, who are not melbers of the Conference, but participated as guests.

As you know, -Lt.e majority of Italian Universities are state institu-

tions; and, as such, they are regulated by the laws of the statc. It follows

that even the smallest change in structure can be obtained only with the pass-

age of new lais. This leack to the conclusion that adaptation of university

structures to change, to progress of social, political, economic, and even

to technical conditions, is quite slce. In fact, there exists a considerable

lag on the part of the system in adapting to variations in environmental

cenditienr. So long as the surrounding world registers only small changes,

and perhaps not r11 in the same direction, a state of equilibrium is main-

tained and the university system does not ondergo any noticeable shocks; but

Rector Mario Rolla, in presenting, this paper at the Rutgers and Columbia
seminars, described the current "nni-eridty law amt the pending act which
would establish the rights and responsibilities of the various constituent
elements involved in decision-making in Italian universities.
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it external changes all move in the 5,4e direction and, particularly, if they

be characterized by a convulsive preoipitatton of events, the consequences

for the university system, which historically is extremely inflexible, are

not long in making themoelves felt.

In Italy. the stricture of the decision - making bodies 5.n the univer-

sities and their competence is regulated by legislative dispositions that date

hack to the 1930's. The three free Universities (the Catholi University, the

Bocconi University of Milan, and the ancient University of Urbino) also have

decisiob-mal,ing bodies that are identical to those of the state universities.

This givas an idea of just how deeply the state permeates the structure of the

universit;.es, be they state or Ire. ;.

The structure and the competence of the various decision-making bodies

in Italian universities nay be outlined as follows:

A University (Universith or Ateneo) comes into being when a group of

lacelt*a. (schools) are recognized by the ministerial authorities as constituting

a functioning, unit, with didactic and scientific aims.

1. The Rector of the University. The Rector is a full professor eke-

ted by the Assembly of Professors (Coro Accademico), made up of all the full

professors of the university which we shall. herein refer to as the Senior

Teachirg Staff. fle is then. formally appointed by the Minister of Public

Fducation.

The Rector is the center of plopllsion and leadership for the whole

university. He presides over the Board of Administration, the Academic Senate

and the UniIersity Assistance Committee and is responsible for executing the

decisions reached by these three bodies. The Rector watches over the general

functioning of the university, sees that regulations are respected, and en-

joys a certain breadth of discretionary powers.

The full professor who io elected Rector is not exempted from his
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teaching dirties nor from the possible direction of an Institute. This my

give you some idea of the heavy activity and responsibilltdes that befall

the Rector of an Italian university, over and above his normal duties as

a teacher.

2. The Board of Administration (Consiglio di Amministrazione) . The

Board of Administration is a collegiate body composed of the Rector, who pre-

sides ever it, three professors designated by the College of Deans, two re-

presentatives of the Government, three representatives of the local authorities

(the City Council, the Provincial Administration and the Chamber of Commerce),

and the Administrative Director of the University.

For questions concerning university building development, the Board

of Administration is enlarged to include: a) full professors from FacoIta not

represented in the ordinary idoard of Administration; b) throe represen',atives

from the Junior Teaching Staff (one associate professor, one assistant pro-

fessor and one lecturer); and c) one student Rash of these additional members

is designated by his respective Association

The Board of Ad.7dnistration is constd ted by decreeofthe Minister of

Public Education and serves a two-year ter.
its range of authority extends to all

aspects of university admipistration, with the sole exception of problems

corulexted with student aid and welfare, which are entrusted to a different body

of which I shall speak shortly.

3. The Academic Senate (.'enato Aocaienice). The Academic Senate is

a collegiate body composed of the Rector, who presides over it, and the Deans

(Fresidi) of the various facolta (school:). It has jurisdiction in all teaching

matters, in problems, involving the entire University and in disciplinary quo's-

Lien OccasionallyIthe Academic Serrate is called upon to express technical.

opinions on questions of a financial nature, which arc then discussed and

9 7



approved by the Board of Administration.

Since all the Deano are members of the Academic Senate, all the

Facolt1 arc represented in this body.

h. The University Assistance Committee (Consiglio dell'Opera

Universiaria). This committee is a collegiate body responsible for the prob-

lems of student welfare and aid. It is composed of the Rector, who presides

over it, two professors (one designated by the Board of Administration from

among its own members and one appointed by the Rector, usually from among the

Assembly of Full Professors), three students elected by their Association, and

the Administrative Director of the University.

The competence of this bcdy extends to the administration of all forms

of aid to students (including health programs), housing and restaurant facili-

ties, financial assistance and scholarships, sports facilities, etc.

5. The C.-ouncil of Professors (Consiglio di Facolea). The Council of

Professors is a collegiate body composed of all the Senior Teaching Staff of

each facoltl. Only exceptionally and in relation to questions of a purely or-

ganizational nature are members of the Junior Teaching Staff (associate and

assistant professors and lecturers) called upon to participate in its

deliberations.

The Council of Professors is competent in didactic, scientific and

disciplinary matters. It decides upon appointments to the teaching staff and

calls professors to occupy existing chairs(Cattedre). At times, it ray also

be asked to express opinions on technical and financial problems. The Lan

of the Facoltsa is elected by the Council of Professors from among its ow.-1

members and is then officially appointed by the Minister of Public Education.

The Dean serves a three-year term and can bo re-elected. his duties include

presiding over the Council, giving impulse to the academic life of the Facolisa

in all its expressions aol rcircsenting the Council within the tca,Lmie Senate.

Me professor -ho is elected D'an is rot exuiscd from his t,2aching duties or
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from possible direction of an Institute.

The Institutes operate within the Facoltl. They include one or more chairs,

depending upon the number of full professors or associate professors with

official teaching duties that work within them. The director is a professor
4

(usually of the highest rank) of one of the subjects which are the object of

teaching or research within the Institute. He is competent in teaching,

scientific and administrative matters.

It may be assumed from the above outline of Italian University organization

that under the present system almost all responsibilities are concentrated in

the hands of the Senior Teaching Staff. If we define the field of competence

established by law as "university power," within which each university has

its particular decision-making responsibilities, we may indeed say that in Italy

today, university power is almost completely in the hands of the Senior Teaching

Staff. Exceptions are the presence of representatives of Government and local

authorities in the Board of Administration, the presence of representatives of

the Junior Teaching Staff, and the single student in the "enlarged" board of

Administration for decisions on building policy. Another exception may be found

in the three student members of the University il3sistance Committee, but hero

again, they are an the minority.

As we all know, the evolution of technology and the resulting increased

importance of the average level of education and of basic and applied research

have raised the problem of power in the universities. In this regard, it is

interesting to remember that in the XIIIi?Ventury, the Rector was elected by the

student body, which convened in the Cathedral of the city for the election. The

Rector was chosen from among those graduates of the university who had since

completed at least six years of study. He was required to be unmarried and
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commendable for his honest life. We can cite certain old chronicals of tie

University of Pavia in this regard, whose official foundation dates from 1361,

but whose origins can be traced back to around five centuries earlier. The

Rector was most highly honored and actually enjoyed precedence over all the

Magistrates. He was responsible for seeing that the statutes of the university

were observed, in the interest of both studies and the stdents, and he excer-

cised civil and penal jurisdiction over students, without possibility of appeal.

After the Medieval period, this strongly centralized power, although of

community origin, I,' s delegated to the Senior Teaching Staff. This came about

not only because of the sociological importance of university power itself, but

also and primarily because of the great scientific and cultural prestige of the

Masters and the community of soco-economic jnterosts existing between teachers

and the social categories with access to university education.

This state of equilibrium was ;regressively strengthened over tle

centuries through a linear development of the university structures; but, re-

cently, as we all know, this equilibrium has been broker and a university crisis

has arisen in almost all countries.

It is certainly not my intention to analyze the causes of these yet in-

portant asp-cts of the problem, but simply to ',Ant out that Italian universities,

a-1 for that matter, all of their sister- institutions in Western Furope, in

America, and the Fax East, are undergoing a serious crisis.

This crisis is one of financial means, of men, cif classrooms, of libraries,

institutes and laboratories; it is a crisis brought about, at least in part, by

the enormous increase in the student popOlation. But above all, it is a crisis

of structure and organization, which also directly involies the problem of

university power.

For the sake of convenience, power 'n the uni,ersiti,s may be broken
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down into the following aspects:

a) administrative power;

b) teaching and scientific powes;

c) poser in appointmant of academic personnel; and

d) power in questions of student aid and welfare.

It is obvious that these different aspects are not independent one

from the other. On the contrary, they are closely inter-related and spread

by degrees over the various levels that make up the structure of the uni-

versity.

Given these premises, in Italy, the essence of the problem takes the

form of political and social pressure on the Flirt of the componei s of the

university community that are now demanding their share of power. This socio-

political pressure is very strong in the Junior Teaching Staff and among she

students, but it is also increasingly making itself felt among technical and

adJinistrative personnel.

Sensitive to this growing pressure, the Italian Government (which is

officially center -left in orientation and coHposition) began some years ago to

stuly a reform law for the universities.

Various bills were drawn and some even reached the floor of Parliament;

nevertheless, all these attempts rapidly became bogged down, largely because the

bills presented always turned out to be behind the times with respect t 1 the

extremely rapid evolution of the political situation.

The last of such attempts at reform, a -overnment bill that has traveled

a different road already, seems to have a good chance of becoming a reality. It

is now in the hands of a Senate Cuturittce for the finishing touches, and has,

therefore, not yet been deb%:_co by ejher the Senate or the Chamber of Deputi(s.

The primary chart-teristic of this reform bill is a complete re-organiza-

tion of university structures en a completely different basis from th-lse of the
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past. In the first place, it calls for a considerable broadening of the tra-

ditionally quite small Sewer Teaching Staff, three the addition of a

number of younger professors. It further provides for various ferns of par-

ticipation in power on the part of the student body and Junior Teaching Staff,

and within certain limtations, on the part of technical and administrative

personnel as well.

From what little has been made public on the study of this reform hill,

we may deduce the following information which must not, however, be taken as

final:

1. The University. A University Council (Consiglio di Ateneo) is to

be instituted. This will be a collegiate body, composed of representatives of

the Senior Teaching Staff (L0",4), representatives of the Junior Teaching Staff

(15%), students (V4) and technical and administrative personnel (5%)togeher

with ten representatives of the local authorities (City, Provincial and Region-

al Governments) .

This body will be responsible for the general direction of the uni-

versity policy; ft will elect the Rector front among the representatives of

Senior Teaching Staff a d the Fxecutive Council. (Giu/a4,a di Atenec).

111 Rector will e the center of propulsion ar.,3 leadership for the

university as a whole. He,wi Aeside over the University Council and the

Executive Council and see to the executlon of their decisions.

The Rxecutive Council will be elected by the University Council, and

all components of the univcr,ity cc:munity will be represented on it according

to the same proportion establishec] for the full university Council. Its r--

sponsibilities will include these now attributed to the Board of Administra-

tion and the Academic Senate.

The Vector, together with the members LT the Cniversit.y ani Executive

Coancils, will remain in office for three years, :while the st):knt rLpresenta-

fives will bo elected annually.
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2. The Epartment (Dieartimento). the Iipartment is intended t

bring together in one homogeneous unit related fields of teaching and to

become the fundamental structure of the university.

It will be governed by a collegiate body, the Department Council

(Consiglio di , composed of representatives of the Senior Teaching

Staff (50%), Junior Teaching Staff (20%) and the students (30%).

Its field of competence will extend to didactic, scientific, and re-

search organization, as well as to themanagement of the goods and funds at the

dioposal of the Department.

The Department Council will also be responsible for appointments to

teaching positions. Appointments to the Junior Teaching Staff will be effected

in the absence of the student nTresentatives and appointments to the Senior

Teaching Staff in the aezonee of both students and the representatives of the

Junior Teaching Staff.

The Department Chairman (Direttore del Dipartimento) will be elected

by the Council from among the professors. lie will preside over the Council,

and will be respr,nsible for the general direction of the Department.

3. The Course of Study (Corso di Laurea) . The reform bill calls for

the organization of teaching activities in the various departments with respect

to the professional preparation of the students in each individual sector

through the various courses of stCdy.

To this end, a Course of Study Council (Consiglio di Corso di Lausea)

will be instituted as a collegiate body, composed of both the Senior and Junior

Teaching Staffs actually engaged in teaching; the students will be represuntod

in a number equal to 70 jrr cent of the combined teaching staff. This Council

will be responsible for organizing and coordinating the teaching activities

pertinent to a particular course of study within the various DepartmLui'cs.
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To clarify this arid exposition as well as illustrate the deep

iniavation in the structure of the Italian University that this reform will
it

note the follcesing table of comparison. In this table, we nave a

parallel between the degree of student participation in urive-city power as

it now stands and that which will probably exist under the now law.

Participation at tha various levels (actainistrative, teaching and

search, student welfare and aid, and appointment of academic personnel) is here

,analyzed according to Whether it is limited to infoncatien, cr extenld to

discussion and ch2cisien.

It is clear under the present system that stiAents have a voice

rldll not a deters; inapt v: ]e) nnly at the level of student welfare an7

At all other levels, they arc excluded, except for infcrtcation,which

does n ,t satisfy them. According to the new bill, en he contrary,

student participatien at the aiministratdve level will count for !t0 i r

of the Univtrsity Council and for 33 per cent in the Department Council .

the teaching and scientific levels, this :)artdcipa'Ach will Is LO y

in the Course c,f Study Codnci3 and 33 per cent in the Department

The ntw bill does net deal with the bodies responsible for

f stdent welfare and aid. This problem will Jr.Jonbtedly b] taha n csr,

in some separate law and it is not improbable that student larticip

this ar'a will also be increased.

Finally, with regard to the appointment cf teaching staff, st

participation is excluded, just as it was in the past.

Tie' same sort of analysis applitl to the particiotin is 1,-. .

the Junior Teaching Staff, reveals the fAlef4int.t:

...Sae charts, pp. 10-103.
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1. Un,!er the present system, on the administrative level,

this participation stands at 23 percent and is limited to

problems concerning building development. With the reform,

it will stand at 15 percent in the University Council and

20 percent in the Department Council.

2. At the level of teaching and research, the Junior Teach-

'i.ng Staff will participate in its entirety in the Course

of Study Council and count for 20 percent in the Department

Council.

3. With regard to the appointment of academic personnel, the

Junior Teaching Staff will have 20 percent participation in

the aprointment of it: own members, but will remain excluded

from decisions concerning the Senior Staff.

Such a schematic presentation, while it answers the need for con-

ciseness, does not permit a really exact description of the step the Italian

universities are about to take in order to meet the need for a modernization

of their structures. hot a few are the persons who hare already expressed a

negative judgment to the reform of the university system, which the

government 1.s preparing to carry oat..

Often these are persons who cannot adapt to gi,'ing up traditional

positions and who would much pn'for to retain the present university structure,

while conceding a few innYvation7 to answer preasures for renewal. Others are

convift-ed of the need for profound irci,vation, but also equally convinced

that the gore :al lines of the reform as established by the Goverrzent are dis-

,_e.ganized, c cntradictery, or la,7kin in sufficient, i.floctien on the basic
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concepts behind innovatd L420 . Gtill others ac.cuse the authors of the

reform bill of not having bac'. sufficient courage in breaking with the past,

of not being able or of not wanting to elaborate a sufficiently democratic

university reform. But there are also many others who see in this reform a

satisfactory and honorable comprelmdse between the past and the near future,

and who, therefore, look anxiously forward to Its realization in order to

permit the universities to reorganise as quickly as possible according to the

new system and again take up their march toward those goals that history has

assigned them.

Before concluding this iteport, it might be interesting to sum up

Psi y ce: Lain conclusions reached at the Conference of hectors (n..E.U.) of

Fur one an Universities

1969.

in its Tne,e ting in Geneva at the beginning of Se p tty mbe r

The task studying student participation in university adm,inistra

tion at the European love', ; 'Ads racetin fm:.-1. to the Fourth Study Group

Cotroncing with the premise th$1,0 universities are communi tdes of

teachers and students who participate, each in its ft,.:11 , in human pro.gross,

the Study Group ease to the conclusion that student participation in democratic

and representative forms 1:;, tclt*, necessary for the proper functioning; of a

university. This student participation must.; take place at 211 the various

lo,21.s of power (aid and welfare, teachilv, research, appcdntment of aoaderdc,

personnel, and administration) and at all the various levtls or orgahivatith

(D,.nartments. l''acolt%, Universities). in such form as to guarantee tt;o -

stntation of the real interests of each category in the various types of yrob-

lcms to be solved.

Thus, for example, admi ttr:. d that the degree of real i ntr..r t tf
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students in administrative problems ana in problems of student welfare and

aid is different, the level of their participation should also be different:

minority participation in problems concerning administration and majority

participation in problems concerning welfare and aid.

On this basis, the Conference of Rectors of European Universities came

to the conclusions that are very synthetically illustrated in the following

table, which sums up the results of an inquiry among the h7 Rectors, partici-

pating in the Fourth Study Group.

With regard to social matters (comprising student welfare, housing,

restaurant facilities, sports, etc.), the answers showed that at present in

50 per cent of the universities discussed, students participated in decision-

making as a minority; in 30 per cent they participated on an equal basis and

in 20 per cent they participated as a majority. Vice-versa, 60 per cent of

the Rectors present expressed the opinion that in such matters students should

be a majority voicc.

At the teaching level Comprising the organization of teaching, the

role of lectures, the role and modalities of examinations and curriculum)

60 per cent of the answers wcrs of the opinion that students should partici-

pate in decisions as a minority, while 20 per cent favored participat;'ion on an

equal. basis.

Th rest of the table may now be easily interpreted. Permit me, therefore,

only to point out that or the research level, only 20 per cent of the answers

favored oven minority student participation in decision-making, with no answers

in favor of equal or rajority participation. Vice-versa, 75 per cent favored

only tm providing of information to .r.iudents which, nevertheless, represents

a (Arp fur'- ard with respect t'+ the -)resent situation.
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It is interesting to
observe that 25 per cent of the answers were

favorable to minority student participation in decisions concerning appoint-

ment of teaching personnel and 5 per cent actually favored equal part' ipation

on the part of students in such decisions.

Finally, we should note that 60 per cent of the Rectors present showed

themse]ves favorable to minority student participation in decisions concerning

university planning (budgets, financial questions, equipment, building and

policy-making).
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C.R.E.

DEGREE OF STUDENT PARTICIPATION IN UNIVERSITY
ADMINISTRATION (enquiry among 4th STUDY GROUT')

47 Rectors' answers

103.

Information or Decision
no participat- Discussion Minority Equal Majority
ion at all

1) Personal

SOCIAL
proposal 20 20 60

Present
state 50 30 20

2) Personal

TEACHING
proposal 5 15 60 20

Present
state
Personal
p

RESEARCH
rnposal

Present
state

3) Personal

PERSONNEL
proposal
Present

50

75

90

60

1_0 40

5 20

10

10 25 5

state 75 15 10

4) Personal

PLANNING
proposal 30 10 60
Present
state i0 10 20

1) comprising: student welfare, aid, housing, restaurant, sports, etc.

2) comprising: organisation of teaching, role of lectures, role ai.d
modalities of examinations, curric

3) appointment of academic personnel only.

4) comprising: budget, financial questions, equipment, building and
policy making.

Geneva, September 5th, 1969.
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COMMENTARY

WINKLER

One of the things that has interested both Or. Kells and me particularly

is the Italian governmental structure for the supervision of the university,

where t.ere appears to be very little place for what we call in America the

public interest. By this term, I mean representation in one form or another,

perhaps either as voluntary or statutory groups to represent the general public.

Mr. Philip Kuccilli, who is here with us today, is an example of he public

interest in that he serves faithfully as a member of the University Board of

Governors.

Perhaps you recall that the Rutgers Board of Governors is appointed in part

by the Governor of the State and in part from the very much larger Board of

Trustees. In theory, and I think in practice as well, the functions of the Board

of Governors is to represent the public in the administration of the University.

The question we raise is whether the structure I have described is possible

in the Italian system of higher education; and, if not, what are the alternatives

currently in operation or emerging under the reform.

FAUX/

With the reform plans now being formulated in Italy,we anticipate having

what you call representatives of the public in the administrative council of the

university: the mayor of the city, the president or the governor of the province

in which it is located, the president of the area chamber of commerce, the presi-

dent of the local savings institutions (sometimes but not always), and representa-

tives for each of the public and private agencies that have given financial assist-

ance to the university. In addition, there are also t.o he two representatives of

the general interests of the public-at-large.
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WINKLER

How effective do you expect the participation of these people to be?

In other words, in an institution such as Rutgers, the Board of Governors is

a very hard working body. It meets regularly and makes decisions. It is not

simply a kind of symbol. Now, is this the case also in the Italian system?

ROLLA

Decision-making and all important administrative matters of the university

are functions to be decided by this group through individual vote. Also, in the

Administrative Council, the number of professors is equal to the number of non-

professors, or non-academic personnel.

I should like to state that the Italian government recently has drawn a

five-year plan to assist the universities in capital construction. In this parti-

cular area, the Administrative Council has among its members the following members

who have the right to vote: 1) professors of difeerent disciplines, 2) an associate

professor, 3) an assistant, 4) a doctor, and 5) one student. At some universities,

it ;s reported that the student r-apresentatives do nog attend meetings. Such is

the case of the University of Pavia because students are in opposition to this

scheme for decision-making. They feel they are unable to influence change in the

structure. They desire to have a major degree of participation in implementing

law 641.

Professor Ermini is better qualified to speak on this subject because he

has had a considerable part in the prepari:on of this phase of university reforms

as Minister of Education.
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ERMINI

I shall try to explain this matter as briefly as possible.

The other day at our initial session, 1 was much impressed with the explana-

tion given us on university governance. I also enjoyed very much this discussion

dealing with participation of the public in matters dealing with decision-making.

It has always been my thesis to involve the public in policy decision-making.

The project referred was the bill, now law 2314, in which I collaborated

in the drafting stage. I tried diligently not to permit the university to become

a state within a state. I wanted instead to have the university emerge open and

free--not a closed environment.

Professor Rolla's explanation is adequate that the local forces in the commu-

nity together with representatives of aestate and C e government be represented

on the Administrative C)uncil of each institution. There is some slight variation,

but the differences are minor.

The difficulty lies now with the rector, wlo is somewhat a victim of pressures.

On the one hand, he must contend with the academic senate and its demands; on the

other, he has the Council of Administration that is constituted principally by

university administrators who repeat their requests--their demands--on him.

Then, he sits with the Administrative Council where the requests and demands are

usually denied. So, the rector is in a vortex -- a kind of political turntable.

The issues he faces are not easily resolved. So, the proposal thatI made recently

in conjunction with the Minister was to increase considerably the number of repre-

sentatives of the public interest.
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I have always assumed that a majority of people have an interest in the

general welfare. It is public money that fund (ration and the culture

we provide is in everybody's interest. We need to know exactly what the general

interests of the public are.

There is a tendency to increase the number of representatives of the univer-

sity in decision-making bodies and to reduce the number representing the public.

An attempt has been made to eliminate one in charge of finance, and one in admini-

stration, and one in the National Government in order that the number of students

and professors may be expanded. I appreciate their motives; they are not com-

pletely in error. But the risk in doing so is the possibility of creating a

baronage of students. The dangers in such an arrangement are apparent.

We have a sincere desire to reinvigorate the rrpre entatfon of our Italian

society in the general administration of our universities.

!CELLS

First, let me comment and then raise No questions concerning your descrip-

tion of the decision-making process in Italian universities.

My comment has to do with what wo in the United States are discussing about

the nature of our Boards of Trustees, which if I comprehlnd your presentations

are somewhat analogous to your Administrative Board inasmuch as there are repre-

sentatives of the public as voting members. The concern in this country during

the past two or three decades has been increasingly shat such boards should not

have representatives of vested interests as members. i-ore recently, this question

has become the focus of a great debate in that students and faculty members would

like to increase their influence in the overall planning process and in the general

administration of the university. At the same time, we have your concern about

vested interests,
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Some of our U.S. universities have decided to change their boards of

control by adding faculty members or men who were very recently faculty mem-

bers of ether institutions, and in this way obtaining experience of faculty

members--the so-called faculty viewpoint, but not having their own faculty

as members of the board.

Some of our institutions, particularly religiously affiliated colleges,

have been controlled directly by religious orders. Now, as you have probably

read, this situation is changing rapidly. By and large, these institutions

have chosen a solution, namely, to appoint faculty members of another college

to the board, rather than ado faculty members of their own.

Sooie of us are still concerned about the matter of inside vs. outside

interests in the matter of university control in this country. I have not

learned of any good, general solotions. This point leads me to my first

question. In this country, we have tended toward many solutions to a problem.

This may be the major difference between higher education in your country and

ours.

If I understmd correctly, your new legislation would be enacted by the

government, and it would be applied withspn.rn flexibility, perhaps, but in

general the representation and control would be established, or proportioned,

or designed to apply nationwide for all institutions. In this country, among the

public colleges and universities, -rom state-to-state, the situation would be

quite different. So, my question has to do with your reactions, your view on

our degree of pluralis,a. What are its strengths and weaknesses? Then, as you

view your new legislation, will you not be under constant pressures to allow dif-

ference. between iostit.itions in this organizational arrangement?

I
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CARNACINI

It is true, we do have a very rigid system, which stems from the Napoleonic

era, with some attenuation for a few universities. For example, the Catholic

University of Milan, which has a School of Medicine, enjoys having its own or-

ganization, with a preponderance of its Council of Administration in control of

the academic center. The University of Milan College for Economic and Commer-

cial Science, also a -rivate institution, has its own particular organization.

Unfortunately, there were some other institutions until the heginning of

World War II, but the fact remains, they were not able to survive because of

inadequate financing. They requested and obtained the intervention of the

State. As a consequence, th'e> bade goodbye to their independence.

Currently, there is a movement to create some new universities, but thus

far the efforts have all been disorganized. In many such cases, when a college

emerges it will appear to be free; but eventually, if their financial resources

are inadequate they ask for intervention of the state, fully realizing that they

must regiment themselves.

We now have before us some regional experiments. These institutions emerged

under a special statute, but I cannot say just how they are functioning. They

are located ir, Sicily, Sardinia, Condosta and Trieste, near the Austrian border.

Up to this date, their existence has had little influence on the established uni-

versities. It will be interesting to observe, if we do have the creation of

regents, what will b the impact of these regional experiments and what their

organizational patterns may be?
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As indicated earlier, ours is the most practicable system; however, all

my Italian friends know that I have attempted to introdu:e some changes with

certain difficulty. Even 4ithin the rigid restrictions cited, our Academic

Senate has grown in stature. Unfortunately, in the Administrative Council

the non-academic representatives, all laymen, are not on a daily basis involved

in the activity of university life id activity. they come tc meetings, usually

on the initiative of the president of the university, and in keeping wit) the

order of the day they wield no influence whatsoever. They make their decisions,

usually on the basis of that which is suggested by the President and th;.! Admini-

strative Director, and then they leave. They do not follow through on the

application and execution of the particular decisions.

In order to obviate this particular inconveni--nce, it becomes the duty

and obligation of the Rector to maintain control over the administrative offi-

cialsof the university. In doing so, I have chosen to create a special "junta"

or board, which has nothing to do with the "juntas" in Latin America, consisting

of a few professors, partly of the Academic Senate and partly of the Administrative

Council, each with his special mission in his particular office. This administra-

tive experiment, which began about three years ago, is not recognized in Italian

Law. It is something extra-legal.

FAEDO

This stand taken by Rector Carnacini in Bologna was also taken by me in

Pisa with some modification. I took the stand that here was something established

as the Council of the Crown, because it is an agency created by the Crown, that is

to say, the Rector or President of the University of Pisa is not elected.

I an going even a little further than this in the sense that in this "junta"
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or board, I have not only appointed professors, but also assistant professors

and employees. For example, I have included the Chief of the Unions of the

personnel of the University. While this action is also an experiment, it has

produced r,ositive results for me. For the reasons cited by Rector Carnacini

of Bologna, the true political bodies would be the Academic Senate and the

Administrative Council, which in effect leaves all responsibility in the hands

of the Rector, who of necessity needs to have a discussion of all critical issues

and to hear points of view. Therefore, I created this board, and I included

professors who are not my friends,because they wanted to be a part.

I should like at this juncture to pose a question with regard to your or-

ganization at Rutgers, which I admire considerably.

I feel ,hat the plurality and loyalty of the control systems of different

universities in the U.S. permits numerous experiments. I also sense that what

may happen in one university in alterilg its particular structure may occur in

another once the constituency observes the transformation. If this be possible,

I think that you have here an enviable system.

ERMINI

Now let me once more return to the question that was posed originally by

Or. Kells. What was indicated by Professor Carnacini of the University of

Bologna, which is the "Mother of Studies" in Italy, and also by President Faedo

of the University of Pisa, refers to the external structure of the university

and a better internal functionirg. It does not take into consideration the

other competition that is between the inside and outside of the university.

We find ourselves in Italy, in a different situation for two reasons: Italy
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is one State; it is not a federation of States. If one might not have

been a member of Parliament or the Constituent Assembly and the problems

discussed here were brought up, this particular problem would produce varied

reactions. As you know, North and South, East and West, Lombardy and Sicily,

for example, are at extreme cyposite poles with completely different interests

socially and economically. Despite these differences among our people, the

5,ate, the Government is one. Actually, it is now well understood because of

the fear of separation. The United Italy is only about 100 years old, just

one century. Italians really like one another very much; but it is very dif-

ficult for us to understand the Sicilian. The Professor here objects to this

and says, "de understand one another very well!" However, our universities are

uniform throughout the whole country, including our non-state universities. They

put themselves in the same position as the State university,or they do not enjoy

accreditation or recognition insofar as their degrees are concerned. This is the

reason why a single unified state recognizes the degree as valid throughout the

whole country. A degree that is earned in Milan is viewed as a degrea throughout

the entire country. The National Government that guarantees the value of the de-

gree also has the obligation to Vive some guarantee of its claim of uniformity in

its cultural content. That this is really a big problem.

Now, we come back to your point number one. or a number of years, we have

been discussing in Italy the possibility of creating a Board of Regents. This

would mean political Regents; therefore, it would differ somewhat from the Bo.:ds

of Regents here, which vary markedly also from state-to-state, under the several

state constitutions that have created them.
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In the U.S., there has been a tendency for students to elect their own

programs, indeed, to form their own programs. This has gone much, mur:.:1 further,

of course, than it has in Italy. In the U.S., for about the last 100 years,

you have had disciplines in which at one period there has been the demand for

much mor_ liberty on the part of the student in the selection of their studies.

Then, there has been a marked reaction to this and the students have demanded

their own direction, leadership and control. At the present moment, you are in

a pericd that demands a great deal of relaxation, and in Italy, as well; but,'

looking into the future, I would predict that ten years from now our students

will once again be saying, "You are not providing us enough leadership; you are

not giving us enough direction." It is a very different system but some of our

problems seem to be very much alike.

ROLLA

Professor Ermini has just said that without a relationship we shall have a

conflict of interest between the State and the Regents, and between the Regents

and the University. I would like to add, in order to clarify what may happen

in Italy.

Regents have practically nothing to do within the universities, but with

some Regents, for example Lombardy, where it is very advanced, we have interference

from the Regents insofar as new programs, curriculum reform and creation of new uni-

versities arc concerned. Probably, all this could lead to something positive because

we should avoid the disorderly creation of new universities. Of course, there is

also a negative aspect, because some politicians might want to create a new univer-

sity for personal honor. From this point of view, the Regents probably will even-

tually interfere with the Central Government. I think that there is a point in
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university development when two different kinds of pressure will be felt- -

one coming from the Central State and the other coming from the Regents.

This is a danger for the Italian Universities.

The universities are trying to oppose regional structure; but, unfortu-

nately, a bill has already been submitted to the House of Representatives. If

passed, tha oldest universities will suffer because of the creation of new

universities for political reasons, not because of any existing needs.

Professor Vignocchi of the University of Modena is very close to Professor

Carnacini's University in Bologna, quite close in fact to one another. I have

the feeling that our American colleagues have quite a number of doubts about the

organization of our Italian universities, which are quite different from theirs,

since we have en organized plan of centralized control.

Professor Carnacini introduced an interesting element in describing the

sort of framework for his on experiment. Professor Faedo, President of thk'!.

Conference of Rectors and Rector of the Univc ity of Pisa, similarly, has ex-

plained the system he is using called the Crown Council.

VIGNOCCHI

I think that their experiments have not been officially acknowledged by our

government. While these devices are undoubtedly very positive, especially, in-

sofar as their particular universities are concerned, they merely are experiments

that are necessary if we want a university,from an administrative point of view,

to function properly.

Probably in universities, like Bologna and Pisa, without experiments of this

sort, we would be in difficulty, especially in the instances when a Rector was
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absent because his responsibilities demanded his presence elsewhere.

I am a Rector myself. When I thought about launching such an experiment,

I immediately felt that in a small University like Modena, it was not as easy

to convince both the Academic Senate and the Administrative Council of the

necessity of creating a "junta" or board. I reached this conclusion, because

of the provisions of Bill No. 2314, drawn by a Committee, of which Professor

Ermini was President. I would say there are some innovations with which I per-

sonally do not agree completely inasmuch as here are the beginnings of an idea

of autonomy. I am speaking now of a bill, submitted in 1969, No. 12, containing

the names of three Italian Ministers, that would give authority to a National

University Council, together with the general auditors, to be in charge of curri-

culum programming. I repeat "National," thus avoiding any inconvenience of local

interference, or of giving priority to local political interests, while at the

same time extending a certain autonomy for different universities.

In the creation of new universities, or what are called "Facolt'a" of Schools,

we should keep in mind the local needs of the different regions that do not have

universities, or have an exceedingly high number of students. We need also to

keep in mind the organization, the internal organization, of all the universities.

Without a certain mandated, common framework of general organization, they can

still allow a higher degree of experimentation, supported by the law and supported

by special provisions of our universities' charters.

BURKS

Dr. Kells would like to say a word of two about our process of university

accreditation in the U.S. inasmuch as Professor Ermini spoke about this as a

National responsibility in Italy.
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KELLS

We have been talking, I think, approaching the topic from a number of

points of view and using a number of examples, but in essence talking about

the relative degree of autonomy compared to the National level. I think we

have all sensed that the major difference here seems to be that our State

government, although it charters, gives permission for an institution to confer

degrees, and transfers to the board of trustees of that institution all of the

powers that pertain to permanent custodianship of land and buildings, and all

internal organizational structure, the major difference has been that in your

situation the National Government is helping you to find what internal organi-

zation should be. This is not so in our case.

There is also another major difference in our two systems. In this country,

we use a system of regional accreditation of peers, by colleagues, by sister

institutions and by employing all appropriate resources at the local level. Let

me explain. Each institution that decides to have itself examined for possible

regional accreditation pays a yearly fee to a regional accrediting organization.

This fee permits establishment of a permanent staff of professional people who

organize evaluation teams of visitors from sister institutions. Teams may in

some instances be composed of presidents or professors or members of the admini-

strative staff, but, usually, men a) who have been gaining more and more experience

in this type of endeavor, through going to another institution examining its pur-

poses, and b) who try to ascertain whether that institution is in a good state of

health, so to speak, in terms of meeting its own stateki purposes.

In this country, we have six regional accredited associations. Member institu-

tions of higher education delegate to its association the power to decide whether

an institution is now or can reasonably into the future attain the ability to meet
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its own stated objectives. This is done rather than prescribe a system of

standards to which all institutions must aspire and meet. It also uses a

process of self-evaluation
for institutions that in some cases are conducted

for a year or a year and a half with everyone in the institution participating

in the appraisal. Then, a team of visitors comes onto the campus and conducts

its evaluation.

In this country, we also have legal standards, but only to the degree that

a State may approve an institution, which it had initially chartered for a

certain degree. The State may from time-to-time enlarge that permission; but

all of the matters of organization and of control are delegated to its Board.

Legal accrediting should not be confused with our voluntary evaluation by

colleagues through regional accrediting. Each regional association has a Board

also. It makes a public statement about an institution, gives it full regional

accreditation, or makes specific suggestions how it may improve its methods of

operation. We can go into this in much greater depth because there are different

procedures used for older, well-established
institutions, where there is no ques-

tion about their accreditation status. In those cases, every ten years, by mutual

agreement, a visit is made to examine the institution and give objective judgment

on problems that plague it. On the other hand, the new or struggling institution

would be required to undergo the full process of self-evaluation until it can be

fully recognized.

Since our system depends so heavily upon tho proper functioning of a Board

of Trustees or a Board of Governors, as 42 have here at Rutgers, I hope that you

will have an opportunity to visit and see a board in operation. Second, I hope

each of you may have the opportunity to study the evolution of public, and to
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some degree private, higher education in Canada, where they have gone into

a rather rapid, but quite thorough development of a public system within the

provinces. They use a heavy reliance on "formula allocations" from the Pro-

vincial Government. To these institutions go "formula :.'vocations" of funds

annually but in accordance with an overall formula that is agreed upon and set

by the member institutions in higher education. But they, too, enjoy a com-

plete reliance upon local control and use of those funds. This is a slightly

different situation from this country and very much different from your own.

QUESTION

I should like an explanation whether this process of accreditation occurs

in every state?

KELLS

This is a regional, voluntary accreditation. Each region is composed of

a number of States. There are six states in our region.

QUESTION

There is a federation of regional accrediting associations that attempts

to see that the process involved are fairly uniform?

KELLS

Yes, we have what is known as the National Commission on Accrediting that

determines policy.

FLORIDI

I an in the Inspector General of the Ministry of Education for Higher Education.

In my capacity as a representative of Government, I should like to know by what

manner you have control in the exercise of a profession?
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You have indicated that in the U. S. a committee formed by representatives

of several institutions make a report on the particular characteristics of an

institution and its ability to give a degree. Now, Rectar Carnacini has indi-

cated 'hat the Italian system dates back to the Napoleon era; therefore, when a

university gives a degree, it makes possible the exercise of a profession anywhere

in.my country since eligibility is based upon an examination that is equal for every-

body. A student who receives his degree in an Italia', University receives a degree

or diploma when he finishes his course. Then, he must take an examination, which

is the same for everybody. If he succeeds, he exercises his profession. There

are some professionals, for example, the Doctor of Medicine, who has a very grave

responsibility. Here, a student who receives his degree in medicine at Rutgers

University may practice only in the State of New .terse . If he exercises his

profession in another State, I understand it requires the necessity of another

examination. This is very important in order for us to comprehend the difference

between the Italian and the. Unitec; States systems. As you know, Italy gives

official recognition for all degrees. Once admitted to a profession, the practi-

tioner may go anywhere.
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Proe,ram to Vrepare University Administrators in Italy*

The administrative. personnel of Italian universities forms the basic

structure of university organization and includes :areer officials of the

administrative and accounting offices, as well as clerical and maintenance

staff.

Recruitment for such career:. -- as vith all civil appointments in the

Italian nation is now effected through Civil Serv.k.e comretition, in which

all citizens ii possession of the required schopi diplomaa and qualifications

may participate.

Competitive examinations are announced end carried out by the Ministry of

Public Education, in relation to the number of posts vacant in each career, and

the winners, once included in the Civil Service rolls, are assigned to universities

and institutia.,ns of higher education on the basis of need.

As a result of the enormous expansion in student enrollment, however, the

universities and institutions of higher education -- in order to meet the growing

burden of administrative work find the-selves in urgent and temporary need to

recruit personnel directly, without wailing for the results of the slate examina-

tions and subsequent assignment by the Ministry. Such personnel, in every catis,;ory,

arc generally employed with a contract fcr a get period of tivAi (wieb is, however,

renewed annually for many years}, iiithough occasionally appointment is for an

indeterminate period. TlitrY, a legal employment relationship is established vhich,

primarily for and trade union rcasen becomes in fact petaanunt, nil-

witItandin, the tempprary nature of the natives which initially detecr,incd i,,t.

*inspector General Gaetano Florida prepared and circulated his paper to all
Participants prior to the Dialogue, hold in Vashinitlon, I.C. on April 1.1, 1970,

on experimental programs,
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In order LAD regularize Lhe legal position of such personnel, special 1-,]es

iserinc of o m-s ;.`rViC2 6 `ii

of the university secretariats, by means of restricted competitioL, including

both presentation of credentials and examinations. For clerical and maintenance

staff, these "open examinations" are limited to presentation of credentials but

yithout written examinations.

Parallel Lo the recruitment system for administrative personnel, me should

examine the relationship between the quantity of such personnel presently in

service and actual need.

A commonly used criterion and one which offers the possibility of compari-

son even on an international scale -- lies in establishin a proportional rel,ition-

ship between the number of students and the number of administrative personnel.

In 1948, with a university student population of approximately 146,000,

permanent administrative staff stood at 793, giving an employee-student ratio

of 1 to 184. In 1')59, this same ratio had risen. to 1 to 211, inasmuch as with a

per-anent administrative staff of 2,406, there were 509,000 students (taking into

account over 100,000 students behind in their studies, she continued to make at

least limited use of university facilities).

Any increase in student enrollment necessitates .an increase in administrative

functions and, therefore, a very considerable increase in permanent ninl

staff, if the needs arising from the ever more complex 'administrAtive functions

within the University System are to he met.

hut the problem that shc.,1d be examined and solved with particular care

, without a di ybt . iliac of training of administrative personnel, and especially

1'r_ :3
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the managerial and accounting officials, in relation to the highly skilled and

important duties which they are called upon to perform in the University System.

At the conclusion of the Service competitions, and prior to their

assignment to the various university centers, officials at the managerial level

must attend a training course, as required for all winners of Civil Service

appOintments. This course consists of a series of theoretical conference-lectures,

held by the Ministry officials who head the various offices in charge of overseeing

the universities and co- ordinating activities in the university sector.

During the training course -- of five weeks' duration the various aspects

of university administration are illustrated with special reference to practices

in regard to careers of teaching and technical personnel at all levels, handling

of university property, and administering the various forms of student aid and

welfare (with particular emphasis on the norms and criteria for the payment of

scholarships). Attention also is given to the norms regulating the organization

of courses, course work and final examinations for degrees, and post-graduate

specialization courses.

Particular eiThasis is put upon the description and analysis of princi!les

and criteria which govern a nniversity's function in a modern, democratic stale;

and a critical-comparative discussion of international university systems also is

favored in these courses.

Upon temination of these training Courses, officials at tie managerial level

are sent to the various university centers where they are assigned to begin their

internship duties. then, confronted by their future managerial duties, they

are presented witu m offay of first-hand experiences in the operation of various
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university administrative offices. by assigning them, temporarily and successively,

to several of the most important and delicate services in the university, they

demonstrate their ability; and under the close guidance of the Administrative

Director, these new officials gradually become acquainted with the administrative

realities of every day operation.

From the registrar's office to the general affairs office, in a short period

of time, they cover the entire series of offices that make up the university

administration, with the understanding that ultimately they will be assigned to

one specific service and, almost certainly, no longer concern themselves smith

the work of the other offices they have learned during their training period.

Knowledge acquired will, however, be necessary, if not indispensable when, as

they advance th,-ongh the various stages of their careers, they nay have to coo linate

or manage the work of their urn colleagues and staff members.

Accounting personnel are also followed with particular care at the time of

their training inasmuch as they are called upon to manage those offices which

handle the bookkeeping and movement of funds into and out of the

universty. A particular duty of these officials is that of annually compiling

the hodyt 01 time institution (in the double fora of estimate and tict.nal

expenditure), since universities enjoy administrative autonomy and, therefore, must

deliberate and later justify expenses incurred,in accordance with time norms

established by law, in the achievement of their institutional goals.

our sharp increase in student population and the unrest which universities

are presently experienring, have logically rendered the role of higher education

more complex and burdensome. Administrative personnel are, thorefere, called upon

to carry out work and duties which they can accomplish only it their training has

been offectA ith setiousness and adequacy.



ACE Experimental Program

in 1)64, the American Council on Education, under a grant from the

i7ord Foundation, organized the Academic Administration Internship Program to

assist colleges and uni,: rsities in identifyinn arddeveloping their potential

talent for key positions in ,;cadmic administration. Selecting 23 Fellows for

the 1965-66 Cla'r le Council assigned them to host institutions for a year's
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internship and paid their salary and moving expenses. There were 39 ACE Fellows

in 1';66-67, and 44 in 1967-63.

In the fall of 19/, with most of the Ford Foundation grant no longer avail-

able, it was necessary to revise the program for 1963-69. President Logan Wilson

in announcing the Fourth Class asked each ACE member institution to become a "Co-

operating Institution" in the AA]P by financing its nominee either at a host insti-

tution or in an internship experience on the hone campus. From the individuals

nominated for 1969-69, the Council inter and selected 31 ACE Fellows, and in

a new category, 18 ACE Interns. Again, in preparation for the Fifth Class in 1969-

70, the Council selected 32 rellows and 19 Interns,

Jegir.ning with 1970-71, the Council eliminated the Intern category and returned

to the original plan of selecting ACE Fllows only. hot more than 40 Fellows were

chosen from the nominees on the basis of do-sier evaluations in December, 1969 and

interviews during February, 197t). The Fellows attende,. .eek-ong seminars in the

end spring at Council expense, and experienced their internships either on a

host campus or, freed of routine duties, co the home campus.

00n April 13, 1970, the Rectors' Program terminated with a visit to the Nation's
Capital, where a planned program was scheduled at the American Council of Education
Building at One Ou,,ont Circle. The talk, delivered by Dr. Cl-,arles G. Dobbins, Execu-
tive Secretary of the Council and Director of the Internship Program, on the experi-
mental program to train university administrators, proved 'of be of great interest to
the Rectors. This is a condensation.
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In retrospect, both institutional acceptance of the AAIP's experi-

mental program and the advancement of individual participants have been en-

couragino. Well over half of the participants in the first four classes have

made significant advances into positions of academic responsibility.

The program's purpose is to strengthen leadership in American higher educa-

tion by enlarging the number and improving the quality of persons availaole for

key positions in academic administration. Its objectives are to help institutions

identify younger faculty and staff who have shown some promise for academic admini-

stration; to encourage these persons to make academic administration their profession-

al career, and to prepare for it; to provide them opportunities for planned observa-

tion and experience in decision-making; and to learn more for higher education about

identifying potential administrative talent and developing it.

Each person nominated as a Fellow should be a member of the facolty or staff

whcm the president considers to be an outstanding prospect. The preferred age for

Fellows is between 30 and 40, though nominations of persons 2b-45 will be considered.

Because the program emphasis is on the development of academic officers, it is ex-

pected that Fellows will hold doctorates or generally recognized terminal professional

degrees LL.u., M.D., M.Arch.j and will have been members of a faculty f.- a

minimum of two years. Persons without these two qualifications but with other out-

standing qualifications indicative of high potential for successful careers as

academic officers may be chosen. Fellows should have had some administrative experi-

ence or have demonstrated real potential in the broad field of administration. Ad-

ministrative potential may be demonstrated by a faculty member's contribution as a

committee ,fember or as a leader in shapin, faculty cpinirn or policy.

The ClAincil invites member ()lieges and universities, through their presidents,

to become "Ceoperatin9 Institutions"
r , the Academic Administration Internship Pro-

yam on the following terms:
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I. The president, using whatever selection procedure seems appropriate, is

asked to nominate from his faculty or junior staff a qualified individual

with promise of administrative ability. The president is asked to submit

with the nomination a brief explanation of the method used in selecting the

candidate, and to choose between the two internship options. Under both in-

ternship plans, the nominating institution agrees to pay the salary and any

special expenses of its Fellow.

2. The Council after reviewing (I) the quality and promise of the candidates, and

(2) the institutions' assurance of a satisfactory internship experience either

on a host campus or on the home campus, selects in December the candidates to

be interviewed in February.

3. In March, the Council will name from among those candidates interviewnd not

more than 10 American Council Fellows in Academic Administration. ACE Fellows

will participate at Council expense in a fall seminar University of Chicago)

and in a spring seminar (Washington, 0.C.) on the problems of academic admini-

stration, and become a part of the Council's continuing program of research in

academic administration. Whether an institution offers a host campus or home

campus internship will not be a consideration in the selection of Council Fellows.

4. It is expected (a) that each Fellow will undertake certain assigned reading in

academic administration, both prior to and during the internship; (b) that each

Fellow will serve his home institution for the academic year following the in-

ternship; and (c) that he will produce by April 1, an analytical report of some

significance in the field of academic administration. Authors of articles rated

best by a Council staff committee receives appropriate recognitinn and council

consideration of their articles for publication.
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5. The American Council provides each Cooperating Institution with a set of

guidelines for structuring the internship experience. The AAIP staff is

available for consultation oT times, visits as many Cooperating Institu-

tions as may be practicable, and provides Fellows with a study program in

academic administration. The Council also s2nds Fellows its bulletin Higher

Education and National Affairs, the Educational Record, and some other principal

publications.

6. :?egional meetings of all Fellows and their mentors are held in November of the

internship year for discussion of the internships and of selected issues in

higher education.

For persons with qualifications for careers in academic administration, and

for institutions that seek qualified administrators, the program affords unusual

opportunities. Those selected as Fellows have the opportunity to broaden, deepen,

and vary their experience by participating directly in academic administration.

Typically each Fellow is assigned for varying periods to an academic dean, officers

of the central administration, and the president, both to observe and to participate

cppropriately in the policy and decision-making activities of these offices. The

institution is not committed to offer its Fellow an administrative position following

Lis internship, though it is hoped that he may be cons'dered for such a position if

he qualifies and a position is available.

Both institutional acceptance of the AAIP's experimental program and the ad-

vancement of individual participants have been encouraging. As of November 196)

madeabout three out of four participants in the first four classes had madsignificant

advances into positions in academic adninistration. Twelve ACE Fello,'s had become

presidents, and 22 had been named vice-presidents, vice-chancellors and provosts.
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The Office of Research of the American Council on Education has conducted

investigations of some aspects of the Academic Administration Internship Program

since its inception. The counents here pertain to the first three years--1965-66,

1966-67, and 1967-66.

The research has focused on the characteristics of participating institutions,

the characteristics of nominees (both those selected as interns and those not selec-

ted), the progress of nominees through the various stages of evaluation to the point

of final selection as fellows, and the progress of fellows during the internship

year and in the years immediately thereafter. Considerable attention has been given

to the process of selection, including identification of background factors that

were given the most might in the review of dossiers and in the interviews,

The research results have been documented and made available to the academic

comlunity, and in addition the more important finds have been incorporated into

operational decision-making. Lanier Cox, writing in the Spring 1966 issue of the

Educational Record, described the objectives and initial operating structure of

the program, and Alexander W. Astin, writing in the same issue, presented the initial

research findings from the first year of the program. Results from the second year

of the program were summarized by John A. Creager (ACE Research Reports, Vol. I, No.

3, 1966). Soon to be published is an extensive summary of findings from the first

three classes or fellows, which will include analyses of their perfcrmance during

the internship year. These reports 'mist be consulted for detailed supporting data,

but some typical findings may be noted.

Characteristics of Participating Institutions

Although invitations to nominate candidates are directed to the presidents of
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all member institutions of the American Council on Education (around 1,350),

there has been a difference in level of participation in favor of public insti-

tutions and universities, with relatively less participation by liberal arts col-

leges, Protestant institutions, technical institutions, and two-year colleges.

There is also a differential of participation Irs, institutional size, with the

hijlest rate of participation among the lamest institutions.

Wherever useful and feasible, comparable screening information has been ob-

tained from various "control" groups. For example, nominees have been compared

with faculty members who report no interest in academic administration, and fel-

lows have been compared with deans and other academic administrators who have al-

ready arrived in positions of academic leadership. Moreover, at each state of

evaluation and selection, winners have been compared with nonwinners. And wheriever

possible, comparisons hove been made across years of the Academic Administration

Internship Program.

Although many nominees have come from the ranks of faculty, the nominee is

much more likely to have had some administrative experience than is the typical

faculty member. Nominees are also more likely than typical faculty to hold their

highest degrees in the field of education. Psychological test data reveal that

the nominee is more self-confident, out-going, and socially active than is the

typical faculty rember.

Cne interesting trend is that the more recent nominees appear to possess char-
.

octeristics, aptitudes, and attitudes that come somewhat closer to those dossier

items judged most important in evaluation and selection. This change in characteris-

tics of the nominee group occurred primarily between the second and third year, at

a tire when program objectives and desired characteristics of nominaes had become

more clearly defined.
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A finding of particular pperational value is tot the evaluation of the

ciessir has considerable validity as a preinterview screening device. Thus, the

prescreening, or candidates on the basis of dossier information considcrobly re-

duces the total number of interview; required to rake final evaluations. It has

be'.n found consistently that winnees of internships are more likely than nenuin-

ners to hold th e doctoral degree, to have higher salaries, to 16V2 a number of

zhelarly pul,,ications, and to show a stronger interest in academic (as opposed

LO nonacademi.c) administration.

A consistent picLir?, of the similarity and differences between dossier and

interview evaluations has e--ored. Indeed, it is the similarity that permits the

use of dossier evaluation as a prescreening device for the interview stage of ev-

oluatien. The -ifferences, 1.,wever -r de .,ome justification for maintaining a

two-stage evaluation 1-roceduro. The dossier evaluations emphasize past scholarly

ac)lovement as e,cl he ratings of the cT_ndidat by his home institution. The

interview evaluations, on the other hand, (_ ,lasize intellectual skills as expressed

in ,,irect personal donfrontation. In these days-of campus turmoil, such skills may

be oven more critically important than in the past.

Research on the internsnip experience itself is based on postinternship data

supplied by both interns and mentors. This information has yielded consistent re-

sults regardle3s of program year. According to reports by former fellows, the in-

ternship experience provides broadened professional contacts, enables the intern to

learn new anainistrative techniques, gives him experience in new problem areas, and

deepens hiF understanding of the interrelationships among administrative problems.

Moreover, the internship experience facilitates the development of greater insight

into national problems and their interface with higher education, development of a

personal philosophy of higher education, and a more complete self-insight, Our
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data indicate that these benefits of the internship experience are obtained

primarily through the contacts and discussions with mentors, administrators.

and faculty, and through orportunities to observe administrative operations.

In addition to these benefits to the intern, there is evidence that the host

institution also benefits through the staff studies and other services performed

by the intern, Vno may often bring fresh perspectives on institutional problems.

Throughout the research program, the winners of internships have been compared

with the nonwinners. In their interests and personality attributes, the winners snow

more similarities than do nonwinners to academic deans and vice-presidents, which

infect, many former interns become. Recently it has become possible to obtain

career status data from those who held internships during the first three years of

the program. This information provides a more discrete set of criteria for judg-

ing about the impact of the internship experience. Although this information is

still being analyzed, some of the results may be briefly noted.

Approximately 75 percent of the former interns have b.come' academir, administra-

tors, most often academic deans vice-presidents, while only 25 percent of the non-

winners have done so. Among the winners, as compared to the nonwinners, there has

been a greater increase in the levels of participation, time spent, and interest ex-

pressed in making decisions or academic policy. Former interns also report a higher

percentage of activities such as lecturing, serving as a consultant, and publishing

on academic or policy matter., in higher education than do nonwinners.

Further analyses of these data are being made, including more specific studies

of the relationships of the current career status of former candidates, both winners

and nonwinners. to the evaluation and selectinn procedures. The results of this phase

of the research in support of the Academic Administration Internship h-ogram will be

documented in forthcoming research reports.
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OTHER STATISTICAL NOTES, 1965-69

I. The Candidates

567 candidates were nominated
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

439 candidates were interviewed
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

161 candidates were selected
XXXCXXXXX

155 persons completed internships
XXXXXXXXX

2, Positions held by Participants at Time of Selection

Position Number

Full-time faculty 61

Part-time Faculty/administration 51

Full-time administration 43

3. Median Age of Fellows and Interns

Year La2

1968-69 36

1967-0 36

1966-67 38

1965-66 37

4. Mentors

Position Number

President/chancellor 77

Vic,!-president/provost 42

Dean 20

Secretary to university 2

Assistant to president

Associate vice-president/academic affairs 3

Director, special programs 3
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UNIVIFY YrUCT12E AnD FJNCTION

DEPi-TMEWS 'c:XTENSIONS*

ine questions posed in this report are undoubtedly among the most

\
id H lcate and complex of those that plague our University S stem. Faculta, n-

stittee and dpartmtnts are in fact pivots around which the structure and

f mr: tion of instruction and research turn.

Up to the present, the Facolt i. Italy have played an important and

dominant role, a role that is destined to diminish, if not disappear, in the

foreseeable future. This judgment is made in light of the emerging role of de-

partments, especially with respect to scientific research.

Presently, one of the more traditional causes for failure to change

the structure of our universities is the antiquity of their organizational

arrangements and the resistance to injecting new blood into the organization.

Rigidity exists despite Gentile's methodological reforms of 1923 and supplemental

5.nnovations of 1935, 1936, and 1954, with the consequent creation of new FacoIta

and Institutes, most of which operate in accordance within the provisions of the

old Cosati Law of 1859, preserved in the present Law on University Instruction.

Several attempts made to give concrete form to the popular desire for

change have thus far not met with tangible results. This has been due in part

to the empiricism, often revealed in the forrndatien stage of various plans,

and to the failure of certain political leaders to use the rcoposals projected

by various universities and a special in\,estigating commission, but also in part

to the lack of uffaavering commitment that has characterized our political leader-

ship in recent years with regard to higher education.

* This statement by Rector Gwtavo Vignocchi te:: elements of university organi-
zation, gave impetus to lively discussions at all threr caripusts visited by
the Rectors during Phase I of the project.
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Govern nt Bill Ne.3111, having to do with modificati:,ns of university

ordanization, was prepared on the basis of the recommondati ona of a spool al i n-

yes tigating commission and the endcTsement of several universities. This 'Bill

(Art. 1 and ff.) called for the retention of the Facolta as organs of delibera-

tion and eoordinati...n of basic teaching activities, and fur permitting the

ostablisnment within the Eacoltl of associated institutes of a lesser nature.

house institutes would be empowered to grant diplomas, the lowest, level in the

hierarchy of university-level titles of stJdy: research doctorates, degrees, and

diplomas.

The Bill, when intreduced, became the imr diate subject of debate. Amend-

ments were prsposed by various agencies, inoloding the Standing Conferorce of

University Rest F5 and the National Association of University Professors. These

called for the abolition of the institutes and for the approval of departments,

conceived (Art. 7) and provided for within the University Statutes as optional

bodies fur the coordination of activities among several fnstitutes or individual

chairs (even if bolOnging to different acolt), and among the several disciplines,

directed toYard the study of common sectors of scientific research. Under the

act, the departments were also entrusted vith the coordination. of curriculums and

study programs for research doctorates, as r77, as with consultative powers,

vis a vis the Assembly of Professors of the various Eacolta, on qtesticrs concern-

ing requests for chairs and even proposals for the transfer of professors.

In Bill No. 23114, the Dopartment wos also intended as an organ that was

not to replace the traditional Assembly of Professors, bat rather all a parallel

body intended to supplement its functions in the area of scientific rcsearch and

in the preparation of teaching personnel. At the sane tine, the Department

would be open, with its instructional equipment an: libraries, to stndents for'

Presented to Parliament by tlinisteTf Public Education on May )1, 1965.
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is benefit of their cultural preparation and the better orientation of their

0t,odies.

135.

During the COUV3e of the Fourth Legislature, however, no concrete action

was taken on Bill . 231; and, after the period of serious tension that du-

veloped in Italian Universities in following years, it was replaced by other

bills of parliamentary or governmental origin: the Scaglia-Colombo Bill, for

example, on urgent measures for the University System, was presented to the

Senate of the Fifth legislature, on September 27, 1968. The Sollo- Ferrari

Aggradi Bill flu. 612 for a reform of university organization was presented to

the Senate on April 17, 1969; the Malagodi Bill was presented to the Chambe-... of

Deputies 0:0 Dscerrber 28, J968; the Gronchi-!,iontalc-Huid Bill No. LOB was pre-

sented to the Senate en June 11, 1969.

The Sullo-Ferrari. Aggradi Bill, whose text has been given wide publi-

city, has aroused con3iderable debate. It has not yet received any concrete

action at the legislative level, and It seems unlikely to in the near future

inanecoch as it calls for a tore radical organization of departments. Under the

Sullo-Ferrari Aggradi Bill, the organization of departments, which the Gui Bill

left as optional and spontaneous, becomes compulsory. All subjects and Institutes
/
M11.3t., bo brought together in departments, and no more than one department may be

formed for any particular group of disciplines (art.6). Furthermore, a dead -ling

is set for the reorganization of all disciplines and all institutes in depart-

ments within one year's time. Consistent with these ideas, art. 2 of the Bill

calls for the organization of the university exclusively on the basis of depart-

ments and Facoltl, breaking completely with the tradition of institutes based

on one or more Chairs. This change, as we shall see farther on, does not seem

joJtified nor, at least for the immediate future, practicable.

The compulsory nature of the creati,n of departments means that if the

local university authorities (the Facolta,the University Council, and the Rector)
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fail to move, the Ministry of Public Education will step in, on advice from the

National University Council. Tinder the new Bill, the range and goals of de-

partmental activity have also bee ome mole inclusive and predominant with respect

co the traditional competence of the Assemblies of Professors at the Facolta

level. Art. 6 of the Bill charges departments with organizing research and

teaching in general within a group of disciplines characterized by common goals

and scientific needs; and, for this purpose, gives them authority: a) to organize

the research and teaching activity for research doctorate programs, establishing

the relative study and work plans; and b) to organize teaching and research

activities for undergraduates followinf. courses of study within the various

Facoltl, as well as for graduate students enrolled in the Schools of Specializa-

tion. The Departments are also made responsible for personnel matters, such as the

recruitment of full professors and technical personnel and the appointment of

associate professors; for promoting teaching and research activity, organization of

the necessary division of labor; and for distributing scholarships and grants

in the teaching and research fields.

Compared with the competence of the Departmental bodies, as set forth in

the Su.11o Bill, the powers left to the Asseml .y of Professors of the Faeoltsa,

while theoretically stated in terms of the organization of undergraduate studies,

are in reality very circumscribed, even from the didactic point of view.

Officially, the Facolta deliberates the institution, modification, and

elimination of courses of study and Schools of Specialization and approves study

plans, etc. But, as we have already noted, in practice the actual organization

of teaching activities, even for undergraduates and students in the Specializa-

tion Schools, is concentrated in the departments, woich would thus come entirely

\
to replace the traditional teaching respensibilities of the Pacolta.

point, we might well advance certain reservation

On this
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The idea of the "department" arose, may=be in part from the example in

other countries, mainly from the desire to create a structure aimed primarily

at scientific research and also Hi arrangement that could free certain indivi-

duals of the burden of heavy teaching loads -- a condition that has worsened with

the liberalization of studies and with the ind:. riminate access of the univer-

sity for the vast majority of secondary school. graduates. Thus, the proposal

to entrust departments with the burden of teaching. as well as a large part of the

administrative duties formerly assigned to Facoita would, in practice, do no more

than recreate, if not worsen, the original defects of the system. Further, it

would lead to the suffocation of the delicate and arduous scientific activities

originally intended, since through a dispersion of materials and organizational

controls and influx of student masses, the department would be unable to achieve

its announced research goals.

In reality, it would seem wise, and this opinion is shared by authoritative

currents of opinion* to limit departments primarily to scientific research and to

the preparation of researchers. By so doing, but to _assure that Departments arc

sufficiently horogeneous, they should be constituted on the basis of scientific

affinities, concretely ascertained and recognized by those most directly con-

cerned with various subjects and institutes and in relation to the characteris-

tics and organization of scientific studies, which differ markedly from university-

to-university. Moreover, their establishment should be optional and depend on

the initiative of separate institutions. Naturally, decisions in phis regard

should not be left to individuals, but rather to the Facoltl and university

authorities, with the involvement and advice of other components of the univer-

sity community. In short, universities should be left broad autonomy in this

matter and be given the opportunity for useful experimentation with various

4..= See observations of Deans of Law Schools of Italian Universities.
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types of departmental organization, following guide lines to be proposed by the

future National. University Council, or, for the present, by the Higher Council

of Education (Consiglio Superiore delllistruzione).

With regard to common teaching activities (excluding those concerning

the research docturate programs), they should be organized an u.vied out not

just at the level of abstract regulations - - by the interested Facolta, which

by tradition and by their structural, functional and environmental characteris-

tics, seem to be most snitch to the achievement of these goals. -Naturally, close

tics and exchange of means and services should exist between the Facolta and

departments, in the sense that undergraduate students be allowed to make use of

department libraries, laboratories and institutes when they so need, to deepen

some particular aspect of their studies; while the undergraduate program might

o`Ter an effective form of experiments ion and teaching for graduate students

ng for research doctorates. This suggestion naturally presupposes the

greatest freedom and elasticity in agreements between the Facolta and departments

for setting up, developing, and using, certain types of equipment, instruments

and libraries.

Within the framework of the traditions and characteristics of our univer

sity orgar'zations, it would also seem that responsibility for recruiting and

appointing teach:ng p_rsonnel is best left in the hands of the Councils of Pro-

fessors of the various Facolta. This would prevent the basic decisions concern-

ing the whole teaching sta'f from i ing concentrated in the hands of relatively

small groups, as the departments actually are in the proposed Italian system,

to the detriment of the need for unity.

Tne Councils of ProfessCrs of the Facolta should, according to certain

authoritative opinions, assume the role of coordinator of the departments and

institutes (including those few one -Chair Institutes that may survive, at

least temporarily) at an intermediate level between these bodies themselves
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and the technical and administrative bodies at the general university l_evel.

with responsibilities of a both deliberative and consultative nature. This

could be effectively arranged r'n case the Councils of Professors differentiated

internally according to courses of study.

Be have alread noted how the latest Sullo Bill unjustifiably neglects

the institutes. The previous Gui Pill No. 2314 provided for the existen e

institutes based on more than one chair (art. bff.), for the purpose cf co-

ordinating bettor teaching and scientific activities within the area of a group

of identical or similar subjects.

In the Sullo Bill, the institutes have been completrl'y absorbed into

the department framework, which has become compulsory. Although this may find

an explanation from the point ef view of trends, it does not seem to be completely

justified given the present state of affairs inasmuch as these institutes

(whether the',' are based or one or more Chairs) can still play a useful role both

within thi larger framework of the department and at least temporarily, in

those cases whore their incorporation into departments is not yet conveniently

possible.

In such cases where their usefulness is recognized, institutes should be

granted a certain organizational and administrative Putenony, as already autholPized

by article 53 of the "resent Law on 'university instruction, approved in 1933, en-

trusting discipline, within the confines of general university law, to the

supplementary ani spontaneous authority of the university itself.

One may observe that, the question of the associated institutes for pro -

sessional training and the recognition of their rcspective diplomas, the Sullo

Bill has removed the impressions that were justly directed at the earlier Gui

Bill.

A dilemma lersists with respect to the composition of various councils

at the course of study, department and Facoltsa levels,probably beca,:se the
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fullo Bill does not reflect sufficiently the principle that participate -;n of all

components of a university should occur in university government. Involvement,

nowever, should mean a) keeping in mind the factors of responsibility such as

maturity as well as technical and scientific experience; la) guaranteeing that

elections of representatives, including student representatives, will take

place in keeping with the principles of representation, c) taking care that with

such participation in university government the autonomy of the university is

guaranteed, by limiting intervention of outside persons within the confines of

technical responsibilities and essential administfative representation and in

carefully circumscribed percentages; and d) taking care that the quali-Lative

and quantitative modalities of this particiration are such as to ensure, and inct,

compromise, the functionality of the organs of university government.

Extension$* (Stdi di staccato

The Gui Bill 231:

cities, fac?lta and state institu
versities or institutions were to
Degree and then only on the hiAsis
Lion and the Ministry of the Tres
Council of hinisters on the basis
Eduction and which include opini
CoAnittee of Ministers for Nation

(art.2) that (11.. est,:hlis!)me

Lions, anal the recoFition
tAe place only by means of
of proposals by the Ministr

sury, which have been fully
of report:; drawn up by the

ens of the Hiller Council on
al Economic PLrinine.

It of non univer-
of new free uni-
a Presidential

/ of Public Ecuca-

deliherated by thn
Minister of f't11)1i.:

Education en,1 tics

To reality, in recent years, the proliferation of univ_rsiti 3, Facolt

and centers has been censiderab'e, and in many cases this devellTro nt has tmon

empirical, subject to the influence of local interests. There has also bctn

:izeable increase in the establishment of extension Yacolt% and courses of study

localities different frcql the university centers. certain amen(drants

Iu ItAly the tern "extoniurns used to describe Faoolth, institutes, schools
of specialization, etc., belonging to a particular university; hut, fer rt.asons

of convenience, have student distribution or physical-technical imquirements,
located in some other city than the university proper.
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Sill 231L, prop)seci by the Natienal Association of Univers'ty

called for explicit prohibition of these extcnsions; nor went

completely unjustified, since such Facolta and courses of situ

the main university center often tended to grow erratically,

I1' cif :sors,

flies amendments

-/ separated ficm

out off from the

cultural and organizational context of their respective univ rsities

therefore, lacking in necessary didactic and scientific iLney More

desirable, perhaps, would So the establishment of extension iidtutes of a

specialized chaiacter in relation to particular envicenmerJal requiremonLs of a

teshnieal and ssiontific nature, which may to important fm, the +:velopment of

a particular branch of research or teaching. Such levelct nt, as already taken

place in various regions of Italy, including Emilia, with good results.

The most recent Sullo Pill, presented to tho S late in April, 1969, offers

a fairly useful and rational line of planning and action lath regard to the ex-

pansion Tri development of universities. Article n calls for presentation to

Parliament by the government of a "Pine -year Plan for Univorsity Develotment,"

based en the draft of the various universities and in connection ith the pre-

sentation of the National Economic Flan. This Plan sould to approvad by law and

put into effect thTeugh Prosidontial Decree, on advice from the Ministr cf

Education. The Plan would include, among other things, the establishment of new.

state universities, recognition of Haw free institutions, and appropriations for

university building facilities; here 1r4ill, priority would be given to institu-

tions An those regions still without univerolties and in zones where stu lent

over-cross-ding institutions would generally include Facolta

in the technical, scientific and isirlanistio fields. The bluoprint would be on

broad enough linos so a, not to suppress ceo.pletely the autonomy of decision of

the various universities. These: could continue to exist within the c(nfines of

opportune measures for general coordination at i of controls, for example, ova r

the actdal availability of financial. roans, equirient, libraries and teaching
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and administrative staff, so a3 to avoid extemporaneous initiatives and counter-

a t irreponsible local pressures.

o this end, the intervention of the university consultative bodies on

tte national level would seem a ussful instrument and shoulci he included within

ti panorama of future and final reform lawn.

tonolusiohs

I think we may say. that at this point in Italy we have a sufficient mass

of data, experimentation and proposals to permit the passage of a reform law for

the universities, which deals effectively with the- questions developed in this

report. Despite the fluidity and variety onini ens, .~oposals and even ltgis-

Jative bills of the most varied political oriLjn, it is possibl to find peints

of convergence aroand the basic aspects of this reform, sufficient to satisfy the

anpiratins and real needs of the variess components of the university enmmdnit.

What is still lacking and must be soufht ant found, if tie wani, to main-

tain and perfect the efficiency of the University in Italy, in a clear and

responsible will on the cart of the political farce:", both ratliamtntary amd

govLrnmental, who, ovvrconing prejutices -based on rar!ican comp tititn and

comprsmisc, oust untie the Gordian knots of tine create' , basic problcms with

an epon cpirit and darinc.

Only in this way can the political forces in parliamtnt and governmetit

render a service not only to the university bet also to the entire country. This

may tt2 achiu,red only by preventin.l, official Italian culture, so rich in traditions,

from :lowly d(? n.rating on the level of comp.omises.
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COMMENTA1Y

WEIGEND

This is the last day of the seminars scheduled a, Rutgers. Ourine your

brief visit here, you have discussed many aspe,:ts of university control and

academic life. You have heard Jr. Vignocchi's presentation on the organiza-

tion and function of faculties in Italian Universities. Because he has intro-

duced the term "institutes," t should hasten to state that we do not really know

in the United Stites what the term means.

Here at Rutgers, we de not have a University Faculty in fact. If a crucial

matter arises it which all instructional personnel are concerned, the various

faculties of the several schools and colleys within the University nay petition

the President to call a meeting of the University Assembly in order to discuss

the burning issue. But this is obviously not ''a faculty" in the sense described

by Dr. Vigoocchi here today.

What we call a faculty is the teaching and research body of individuals in any

school or college, ranging in rank from instructors through full professors. Each

of our autonomous sub-divisions within the University has its own faculty; and

each faculty determines the academic requirements,methnds of faculty recruitment,

appointment, and promotion, and course offerings. Of course, there are certain

basic rules that apply to the University as a whole and each unit must comply with

the University statutes, ap;.7ev-,d by fte Boarr of Governors.

As a member of the faculty of cs.itgers "ollege, let me illustrate its function

and policy. The faculty has jurisdiction over all academic matters; it sets require-

ments for admission; it establishes curricula and fixes requirements for degrees; it
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adopts rules governing its own procedures; it recommends for promotiJn in rank

and for degrees in course, and so on. All these Aides and powers are subject

to review by the University Senate and the Board of Governors.

QUESTION

In Italy, the role of the Council is well established. I am at a loss to

know where doeS' responsibility lie here for matter such as subjects assigned

to professors to teach, or for faculty recruitment when vacancies occur?

WEIGEND

Perhaps, the main difference is in our use of departments. Generally, in

American higher education, the department is that entity within a faculty that

is responsible for a specific discipline such as mathematics, history, or geo-

graphy. When a vacancy exists here, it is the department's responsibility to

find a replacement and to recomuend that individual for appointment.

QUESTION

Let us suppose that a vacancy occurs in the Chemistry Department. The

vacancy calls for a full professor in organic chemistry. Would the judgment of

Department members who are specialists but not in organic chemistry be a determin-

ing factor? If so, why are they competent to pass judgment/

WEIGEND

In the United States, both major functions--research and teaching--rest with

the same professors; that ;s, we make no differentiation as you do in that our de-

partments are mainly operating units within the larger body, the faculty. Fur-

thermore, our teaching faculty is also the research faculty and has to be.

FAE00

The Chairman today has brouyht to our attention the marked differences in ter-

minology use acre and in Italy.
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Before the century, and going back fonr or more centuries, the uni-

versity courses in Europe were coordinated in the professional fields by practi-

tioners and associations. They decided in 1Prge measure what was necessary to

teach in order to produ-,a a doctor cr a lawyer. On completion of a program of

studies, it was they who prepared and gave the examination for admission to practice.

Today, on the other hand, it is the Assembly of Professors who teach a given

subject, who decide what is the course content, and who compose the examining board

that makes the decision as to an applicant's competency. In the Faculty of Law,

we have a wide variety of specialists who comprise the Faculta'. The Assembly of

Professors has been serving mainly in a consultative capacity. So, this termino-

logy, about which we have been hearing becomes confusing. For example, even

though the term "department" is rather apolitical, as far as I an concerned, the

word "autonomy" about which we have heard a great deal this week, can also be mis-

understood in that it has meant in our culture the exercise of a sovereign power.

For me, the word "programming" is a big word. So, the new "National Univer-

sity Council" is a misnomer, too, inasmuch as we do not know yet how it should be

composed, what are its functions, what are to be the limits of its powers, and how

will it relate with the political parties, the parliament, and the government--all

of which have become deeply involved with higher education in Italy. This last

matter is important because the universities have not been able to defend their

traditional responsibilities.

Perhaps, our making contacts with you folks here may help us to be better in-

formed with regard to experiences. Thus, we may return better equipped to cope with

political power within the structure and to guide cis in wise decision-making as we

move into new forms of control aid administrative structure.
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BISHOP

I should like to say a word on the question of autonomy. Let me begin with

a statement about what we consider to he the absolute right of the teaching body.

A teaching body must have complete control of who is admitted as students; they

must have complete control of the courses taught and the programs of study; and they

must have complete freedom to evaluate students, and thus determine who will be

graduated and who will leave without a diploma. In American universities, I believe,

these are the three rAtonomies that a faculty should claim.

Every summer, I receive several inquiries from members of the State legislature

or the Governor about some student who, generally, is not very successful end who,

apparently, has made an appeal through political channels for an "investigation of

his mistreatment," It has always been my sole responsibility to determine whether

a student has been dealt with unfairly.

In a similar vein, the Dean of the College has asked the Budget Committee or

the Faculty to advise with him which departments should lose certain teaching posi-

tions. Some departments might have heavier teaching loads than others; so, he was

desirous of removing teachers from some departments or creating a new position in

a department with heavy enrollments.

The response may interest you. The Budget committee of the Faculty told him

that he should make the decision. The Oean persisted; so, they finally gave him

advice on five positions, methods of financing them, and budget revision necessary.

While there is a provision for advice from the faculty, allottments ire handled at

Rutgers very largely by administrators, the deans, and the President.

4
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It is fitting to remember that in the case of public universities monies

are voted by the state, Thus, if we at Rutgers do a bad job or if I give

many bad answers to state legislators who inquire about special interest cases

presumably they may vote us less money the following year. But I think we

shall continue to make the distinction that admission to college, program of

study, qnd grades are the business of the teaching body, and that finances

and resources are handled essentially by administrative personnel, boards of

governors and the state.

COMMENT

We note that the governing of the University is very important here and

that the State government gets into the picture also.

BISHOP

Only in the sense of voting .-r.) operating budget.

QUESTION

Will you define the term "department'?"

BISHOP

For us, a department 's a group of scholars teaching a discipline, for ex-

ample, mathematics, a romance language, or chemistry. A college, on the other hand,

is a group of departments. Normally, several departments hiake up a college, and a

college grants degrees in course.

W have a College of Engineering with departments in electrical engineering,

chemical engineering, mechanical engineering, civil engineering, and so forth. There

are five or six departnnnts in the college,

QUESTION

Excuse me, which degree is possible within that college? Only the bachelor's

degree, or the master's,too?
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BISHOP

Bachelor's degrees within the college. In the graduate school, students

would acquire graduate degrees.

WEIGEND

Ltt me explain one other feature of Rutgers. The same faculty members, or

most of them, also belong to the Graduate Faculty which is an umbrella-like

organization of all colleges within the University for those who are declared

eligible to teach courses leading to degrees offered by the Graduate School of

Arts and Sciences.

QUESTION

Do students enrolled in the College of Agriculture obtain instruction in

English, for example, in Rutgers College?

WEIGEND

Yes. Similarly, the student in mechanical engineering enrolls for courses

in mechanical engineering in his department and will take other required courses

in the sciences and in mathematics at Rutgers College. Then, when the student has

completed his program in accordance with departmental regulations, his department

certifies that he has met in full all prescribed requirements and recommends him for

a degree.

BISHOP

The department is the custodian of the records of the student in mechanical

engineering, for example. That department sees that he meets all requirements.

Then, at the end of the school year, there is a faculty meeting and the department

of mechanical engineering recommends him for a degree in mechanical engineering, but

that recommendation is voted upon by all other departments in the School. So, you see,

there is autonomy at the bachelor's degree level.
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WETI,END

I have wondered whether Dean Bishop would care to answer the last part

of the first question, and that is the definition of an "institute"?

BISHOP

We have at Rutgers the "Institute of Microbiology," that provides essential

research in its field. The primary purpose of the Institute is research. The

faculty of the Institute may also offer courses through the Graduate School. A

number of students come to the Institute as post-doctoral fellows.

BURKS

Let me give you another example. In political science, we have a department

in each undergraduate college of the University. We also have a research institute

called the Eagleton Institute, which does training also at the graduate level only.

QUESTION

Excuse me, but what is a "school"?

BISHOP

A school at Rutgers is the name given to faculty members teaching in a profes-

sional institution, for example, the Law School, the Graduate School of Education,

the Graduate School of Social Service.

BURKS

You will find when you visit Columbia University soon that there Is another

kind of institute. Columbia boasts of inter-disciplinary institutes devoted to an

area, at the graduate level. For example, the European Institute, Asian Institute,

South Asian Institute, etc.
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THE STAlCTURE AND FUNCTIONING OF A PRIVATE UNIVERSITY

Role of the Trustees and Internal Organization Structure*

Columbia University is a corporation chartered by the State of New York.

It is the type of corporation, perhaps Mr. Dolan may correct me, that I believe

is called a "corporation absolute," which distinguishes it from a membership

corporation or a stock corporation. A corporation is controlled by a Board of

Trustees, which is answerable to no one from a legal point of view e....ept the

public, as represented by the Attorney General of the State of New York. In a

stock corporation. or membership corporation, the directors would be answerable

to members or the stockholders. the Trustees at Columbia are the custodians of

all of the wealth and assets possessed by the University and they are charged with

using these assets for purposes of education only.

The original trustees were a group of people named in the Charter, granted by

the State and empowered to select their own successors in perpetuity. Consequently,

in the earlier years of the University's history Trustees served essentially for

life, or until they were incapacitated and resigned and their successors were

elected by the surviving Trustees. At a point, perhaps 5U years ago, I am not

quite sure of the exact date, the Trustees provided a mechanism whereby six of

the 24 Trustees would be selected by the alumni of the university to serve each

for a term of six years. This is done in rotation so that every year one of these

*Or. Ralph Halford, formerly Professor of Chemistry; later, the distinguished
Dean of the School of Graduate Studies at Columbia; currently, Vice President
for Sp .sal Projects, began the discussion with an explanation of the Board of
Trustees--its role, membership and selection, terms of office, its relationships
to other University bodies, and other related points. His presentation, provoked
many questions from the Rectors. This is a condensation.
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elected '-lumni Trustees has his term expire; and he is replaced by a newly

elected member. In a number of instances, since tnat procedure was instituted,

Alumni Trustees have been re-elected to the Board either during their term, or

shortly after its expiration as life-time members.

Last year, with the provision for University Senate as a new instrumentality

of University covernment, arrangements were made whereby another six of the

Trustees henceforth will be selected in consultation with the University Senate,

so that we would have presently provision for 12 life-time self-perpetuating

Trustees selected entirely by the Board, provision for six Alumni Trustees and

provision for six Trustees, elected by the Board for life terms, perhaps, but

in consultation with the Senate. The trustees are currently in the process of

initiating a further reform under which all members of the Board will be elected

to six-year terms and as presently contemplated, according to my understanding,

service will be limited absolute y to two terms, The Trustees are charged, under

the charter, with responsibility for all of the affairs of the University--educa-

tional, academic, as well as business and financial.

About 70 years ago. the Trustees initiated a reform in which they created

a so-called University Council. That Council was replaced last year by the

University Senate. The Senate has broader powers than the Council had formerly,

but I am speaking historically for a moment to the first reform. By the creation

of the Council. the Trustees relinquished all of the authority over the educational

affairs of the Uni ersity and turned these over enti-ely to the so- called Univer-

sity Council, which consisted of chief administraturs like deans of faculties, the
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President, and some of his s designated staff and elected members from the

faculties of the Universi ty. The procedure constitutionally, whereby the

Trustees transferred this authority, was admirably simple, They adopted a

statute a constitutional Provision wi thin the University which we call a

statute whereby they divested themselves of al I initiative in regard to any

change in educational affairs. Programs for degree requirements, requirements

for admi ssicn, al 1 matters of that kind could be effected in the University

only upon t-ecorer.enciation of the University Council. The Trustees, of course,

could not divest themselves of their ultimate responsibility under the charter

and so they retained a veto power, formulated so that no change recommended by

the University Council could take effect until it had been recommended to the

T ustees at one meeting and laid over until the next fol low;ng meeting. But

there was no requirement for ratification by the Trustees. In practice. the

Trustees usually have ratified al 1 proposals for educational reform.

COMMENTARY

QUESTION

Is the University President a non-voting member of the Trustees; or does he

sit, as the Trustees' executive officer?

HAL FO RO

The President is customarily a Trustee. This is not a necessity under our

char ter and rules, but it is custom, When the president is selected, he is

elected to be a member of the Board, Yes, with a vote, he is a full member.

I was going to point out that customarily the president is the sole avenue of

formal communication between the Trustees on the one side, and the rest of the

University on the other. Ail mat ters to he presented by the University
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Council, or other organs of the university, to the Trustees are communicated

to the President, who presents them to the Trustees. Occasionally, proponents

may be requested to appear to amplify the proposals and to explain, but they

do not participate in the Trustee meeting and are excused before a decision

is made, When the Trustees wish to communicate with organs of the University,

they do so by way of the President. They speak to him, and then apart from

their meeting, he meets with the faculties or whoever it might be. Now that

is the formal situation. Actually, there is a good deal of informal acquaint-

anceship between members of the Board of Trustees and meTbers of the University,

which often results in private conversation on social occasions or at other times,

L1UESTION

Is the vice-president a member of the Board of Trustees?

HALFORD

No, we ',eve at the moment, six vice-presidents, one of whom is the

statuatory successor to the President in the event of emergency; or he is

the alternate in the case the President cannot act. This is not myself; it is

Dr. Rosenthal. He is called the vice--president and dean of faculties. The

other vice-presidents (there is one for finance, one for bJsiness affairs, one

for alumni affairs and development--no, we don't have one for research at the

moment) are charged with particular administrative duties in limited areas, My

-r own position is one that was created by Dr. Cordier and I can only describe it

tc .,ou as something, I suppose, like a cabinet minister without portfolio. No

one reports regularly to me, I simply try to be an extension of the President's

presence wherever he assigns me to be from hour-to-hour and day-to-day, In fact,



on one occasion, he described m/ duties to a visitor at the University by

'introducing me and saying, "This is the Vice President for Special Projects."

and the visi or looked a little surprised. The President said "I an his

special project."

Vice presidencies have to be created with the permission of the Trustees

in each instance; but, if the President has a mission to be performed and can

convince the Trustees this is the best way to perform it, then the appointment

is made.

QUESTION

Will you pleas -_,. speak further about tee educational organization of

Columbia University?

HALFORD

The educational organization of the University is represented by a

number of faculties in ti,is University. A faculty is a group of persons, teach-

ing personnel, with but a few exceptions, who make the educational policy with

respect to a rarticular degree. cor example, the undergraduate program for men

is conducted by he Faculty of Columbia College, end the reg,drements for the

A. f3. Degree are set by that faculty. The programs leading to several different

degrees in engineering are conducted by the Faculty of Engineering; and again,

the requirements for each degree are established by that faculty, and so oo.

Each faculty has an exclusive jurisdiction over the educational program leading

to one or more degrees. In general, it is supposed to be an inviolable rule, and

I hope it is.

No one can hold the tiLle of full professor or associate professor, without

being assigned to sore faculty of the U'.iversity. Persons in the lower teaching
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ranks are not necessarily assiceed to faculty membership. Some persons in the

University are members of several faculties, perhaps because their teaching is

in areas that are serviced to several degree programs. As a member of the Chemistry

Deozrtment of the University, I served on the ColoThia College Faculty, on the

Engineering Faculty, and on the Graduate Faculty. The first two appointments have

to do vAth my taching of large undergraduate classes, i.hich sere attended by both

undergre.duates in Columbia College and in the School of Engineering, and the latter

has to do with the strervision of Ph.D. candidates in the Graduate School.

The departments are organized a,-ound subject matter areas, like cnemistry,

or physics, or Italian, or East Asian Languages and Cultures. There are (apart

from the melical school, which has a large number of departments; and apart

from the Engineering School, which has perhaps six departments, like Civil

Engineering, Electrical engineering, etc.) about 30 departments in thearts and

sciences area of the Univer-ity. Persons holding teaching appointments in the

departments (like the example of myself that I described earlier) may servewith

several different faculties. The departments are purely service oFganizttions;

they teach the courses. It is the faculties as organizations that decide which

p)rticular selection oF courses will be required For a degree.

lUESTION

You have made no mention of the Law School, Does it have departments, too?

HALN4D

The Law School is only ore department. Law, Business, Library Service, and

Journalism are examples of professional schools at Columbia, where the faculty

and department are one and the same thing,



In your visits to two public universities, you have probal3ly heard about

their organizational structure. I notice that there are undoubtedly differences

between the types of university now in question. But I have also noticed that

among other differences there is a common bond or element - -a common denominator- -

between this University and the public institutions like Rutgers and Michigan. It

is evident in the election of members to the Board of Trustees, which I have already

described for Columbia.

QUESTION

Please expla:n whether the Alumni Trustees must be strictly from the alumni, or

whether the Alumni Organization may desinate distinguished persons from within the

political, cultural, social or economic life of the nation who are not Columbia alum-

ni. What are the mechanics of the election process?

HALFORD

I understand the question. It has been the practice to limit the candidates

to persons who are duly alumni, who hold degrees from the University. This same

restriction does not apply in the more recent reform, where six Trustees are selected

in consultation with the Senate. I should have explained earlier that the charter

of the University strictly prohibits any faculty member from being a Trustee. So,

the Senate would have to look outside.

The mechanism, whereby Alumni Trustees are elected, is a rather complicated one.

I do not hold e degree from Columbia myself, so I have never participated in this mat-

ter but it is a combination of a kind of direct balloting and proportional representa-

tion, involving different alumni constituents. All the holders of a particular degree,

who have graduated from a particular faculty, are organized into an association. So,

we have a Law Alumni Association, Business and Law Association, Columbia College Alumni

Association, and so or Each of these associations conducts some kind of balloting

internally to produce a candidate, who may be from its own or from another association.
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Then there is some kind of conclave or meeting of representatives of these

organizations, who nominate and vote. Their votes have different weights, depend-

ing upon the size of their alumni constituents. As a result of this, judging from

oast results, a graduate of the Law School, who entered the Law School on graduation

from Columbia College, has a very high chance of being nominated and elected, because

he will receive the support of two of the larger alumni associations.

QUESTION

These nominations of alumni--are they made in person in New York--would give a

higher participation to alumni living in this metropoiitan area or are they made by

mail, in which case there would be a much greater participation of alumni worldwolde?

HALFORO

You are beinp, very perceptive. As I say, I have not participated, but judging

from results, the Alumni Trustees, whom I have met over the years, are almost exclu-

sively persons from New York City. We have several Trustees who come quite faithfully.

Mr. Gossart, for example, comes in from Detroit quite faithfully. He rarely ever misses

a meeting. Mr. Sanderson is no longer with the Board, but he used to come in from Cleve-

land or somewhere in °hit.. He rarely missed a meeting.

QUESTION

I would like to know if there is a commission or a council of departments; and,

if so, what are its functions? Further, if there is some sort of overall governing

body of departments, does it have merely advisory powers?

HALFORD

No, the departments have been purely service organization.

QUESTION

Or. Halford's response to the last puesticn, if extended, may be of further interest.

Specifically, is there sor-e type of linking of the departments within a faculty other

than throirjh the apparatus of the total faculty or regular faculty meeting?

HALTORD

Yes, let re illustrate: The Graduate Faculty of Art:. and Sciences, which

awards the Doctor of Philosophy degree, has its member departments lined to some
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degree through an elected Committee on Instruction; and each of the Faculties

has .such a Committee on Instruction. There are occasionally informal exchanges

between these Committees on Instruction. I know of only one occasion in which

all of these Committees of InstructiL met as a group. The reason for their meet-

ing together was that they were the only agencies oncampus that has been elected

by voting members of the entire Faculty of the University, and that was imnediately

after the upheaval that occurred on-campus in 196d. They met to assist the Presi-

dent in his efforts to come to grips with the scheduling of classes and examinations

during the weeks after the disorders on- campus. In some respects, this helped to

pave the way for the creation of the University Senate, an issue to which Professor

deliarry and Mr. Andrew Dolan may wish to address themselves this morning.

QUESTION

Before terminating this dialogue, I would like to know whether the University

Council has its membership defined?

HALFORO

In partial answer, the University Council, which has been succeeded now by the

Senate but Wich functioned for about 70 years had stated number of members elected

to it from the several faculties.

QUESTION

How many

HALFORO

Stated numbers, either two or three. It varied from faculty to faculty.

QUESTION

Please clarify the number inasmuch as it is important to me.

HALF00

The statutes prescribe the numbers ef the University Council to consist of the

President, certain administrative officers named office, certain others to be

selected at the discretion of the presfant from among his administrative staff,

and then either te or three representatives of each faculty who are elected by

the members c' the faculty.
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lUESTION

When you say "the statute," do you mean the University Charter, or the

statutes of the Board of Trustees?

HALFORD

The body to whom the Trustees, you may recall, transferred full authority

over educational affairs at the time it was created.

Part of the difficulty in my describing structure stems from the fact that

some of our faculties are also departments. For example, the Graduate School

of Business is a faculty and the Dean of that faculty is simultaneously the chair-

man of the Department of Business. The School of Engineering is a faculty that

is sub-divided into several departments. The Law School is a faculty and a de-

partment. The Medical School is a faculty with many departments. So, there can

be changes, one to the other.

When we refer to a faculty that is also a department, and to a faculty that

is broken up into separate sub-divisions called departments. there is boumd to be

some confusion. I was aware of this and tried to avoid it, but I think we had

better be explicit. It is commonplace in this University to use the word "faculty"

loosely. To describe a person who is a teacher or to speak collectively of all the

teaching personnel of the University, we use the term "faculty." On the one hand, an

individual may be a faculty member in any one of the departments of learning in the

University and,on the other hand, a member of the University faculty, made up

collectively of voting mambers from all tha teachers of a school or college within

the University.

Time is pressing and there is a much more to hear from others assembled here.

Hr. de8ary why don't you make a few remarks about the structure of the Senate, how

it is consti ited and wnat its major functions are?
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DE BABY

I think the first thing to understand about the Senate is that it is

meant to represent the different schools of the university and the different

groups within the schools--faculty, that is tenured faculty, and so-called junior

or non-tenured faculty, students, administrative staff, library, research staff, and

alumni. The powers of the Senate have to do with matters of University-woe

importance. The Senate does not have the power within an individual faculty,

except insofar as they might draw up general legislation for the University,

which applies equally to all schools.

The membership of the Senate is 1U1; And one is the President of the University.

The 10J members are chosen from among the faculty, students, and staff of the

schools. The tenured faculty have the largest delegation, 42. The students gave

the next-largest delegation; I believe the number it 22. The non-tenured faculty

has the nex t largest; I think it is 14. The administration has 9 representativa$,

chosen by the President from am - +g his staff of deans and vice presidents.

The Senate has an executive committee, which consists primarily of tenured

faculty, administration, non-tenured faculty and students. In other words, there are

seven tenured faculty members, and two from the administration made up by the

administration in order to sec that whatever action is taken is in conformity with

the other policies adopted by the Senate. The range of agenda items includes faculty

affairs, student affairs, external reldtions and research. The last is important

because so much of the -,upport, financial support fo: research, comes from outside

the University, There arc important policy questions in regard to what kind of

research may be undertaken within the University and on what conditions the funds

may be atcepted from the government. Here the autonomy of the University is very
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jealously guarded. For instance, the Senate he adopted a policy on the re-

commendation of this committee that no such research should be confidential

nor secret and that all research sponsored by the University must be open.

There are lesser committees having to do with the libraries and alumni re-

lati s. I may have left out some that Dr. Halford has already ment;onedo

fhis gives you some idea of the range of standing committees of the Senate,

which have an assigned membership distributed among different groups, the fa-

culty, students, administration, but varying somewhat, depending upon the nature of

the matter being considered. For instance, the Faculty Affairs Committee con-

sists solely of faculty; the Student Affairs Committee consists solely of students,

and so on. Membership in ail of the Standing Committees must have a majority who

are members of the Senate, but there may be persons chosen from outside. Thus,

it is evident that nobody controls the Senate. There are those who regret this,

but this is the case.

QUESTION

Is the University President a member of the Senate?

DE BARY

The President of the University is the presiding officer of the Senate. He

presides wl-enever the Senate is convened in session. The Executive Committee of

the Senate is presided over by an elected member of the tenured fac.,lty; this is

I. The University President is simply aL,Lher member of the Executive Committee.

The vice-president also sits as a member of the Executive Committee.

There has heen some discussion as to whether it is advisable for the Fresident

to serve as the presiding officer of the Senate. The objection being that he is also

supoosed to be the responsible leader of the administration. it is very difficult
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for him to serve both as an impartial chairman and as somebody who actively

represents the administration. There may be some further discussion of this

point in the future. I understand that the incoming ?resident is very conscious

of the incompatability of these two roles and that he, himself, may ask for some

change in this respect. My own opinion or the body which created the Senate was

that it is inadvisable for the President to serve in this role.

2LIESTION

Old you say that the alumni are representel in the Senate? I don't know

whether I understood right.

OE BABY

Yes, you are correct; there are two members of the Alumni in this 100-member

Senate. The reason is that it seemed important that the Alumni have a voice in

choosing Trustees. Thy can exert an influence in that way. It seemed important,

too, that the Senate have direct corr,unication with the Alumni and the Alumni with

the Senate. So, we did not have to relate to the Alumni only through the Board of

Trustees.

I think that the Alumni are unhappy about having only two members in the

Senate. They point to the very large number of Alumni and how important it is

for them to take an active role in the affairs of the University. 1-,ere are

many groups in the University that do not have a representation in proportion to

their numbers. For example, the administrative staff, Ole library staff, and so

forth. have a much smaller representation than do the faculty and the students.

So, you might say that the committee which drew up the plan for the Senate made

a very conscious choice of emphasizing the role of the faculty and students somewhat

less than that of the administration, and only provided a representation for these

other groups so that they would have a spokesman and could be heard. But, it is

not representation in proportion to their numbers.



Professor de Bary has to leave in just a little while. Before he goes

perhaps he can answer some of the questions that were posed during our coffee

interlude. Perhaps he will address himself to the question raised whether the

creation of the University Senate was a direct outgrowth of the student uprisings.

DE BABY - Well the question asked me was whether our campus became more quiet

since the establishment of the Senate?

I just want to make clear one thing in rerlard to the Senate. I do not

and I think most of my colleagues do not regard it simply as a device for

keeping peace on the campus. The persons who participated in the violent dis-

ruptions of 1968 were not aiming to r-lorm the University or to create a body

such as the Senate.

This is a movement that was generated quite independently of those violent

actions--well, I won't say independently. I think the shock of that experience

had something certain''' to do wi" the effort. From my point of view, there was

a need for such a consultative body, or a policy-making body long before those

disruptions occurred; and I believe there will continue to be a need. Even if

let's say. the radical or revolutionary elements subside, I think there will re-

main a need for this kind of body because there was inadequate consultation before.

Frankly if you know anything about the issues over which the rioting occurred,

I believe,myself. that such things as the building of a new gymnasium in a park,

beside Columbia, had the support of the University community at the time it was

planned but this kind of support was not formalized and it was not organized

when the crisis came. It was not apparent that there was any support for that

project). So, it represented a distinct weakness in the, you might say, political
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structure of the University. It exposed an actual weakness that exi-'ed here.

I would not make the mistake of thinking 'that the effectiveness of the Senate

is necessarily going to be judged in terms of how quiet or how peaceful the cam-

pus may be. That can be determined by quite other factors entirely. I would

only hope that, in time. we can demonstrate that we are able to play a construc-

tive role. I do not think we will be able to demonstrate that right Lway. We

face so many difficulties just in getting properly organized ourselves. I do

believe that in time the Senate will contribute very constructively to the life

of the University.

QUESTION

Is it possible for us to obtain copies of the constitution and by-laws

of your Senate?

DE 13/1Y

We can provide you with copies of the ctatutes and by-laws governing

the Senate, kith copies of the Senate bulletins that report the major actions

taken by the Senate so far, and also with a summation of the committee activities

of the Senate. these may be obtained from the Senate office. I shall ask Mr,

Berg to obtain sufficient copies for the group.

You also asked about results apart from specific legislation, the general

reaction on [he campus. I think it is too earl/ to say. but I have a feeling

that we shell not he ably to 1-3y ever that the campus is perfectly happy with

this arrangement.

When the Senate plan was adopted, every group was somewhat unhappy with it.

I think the faculty members were not eager to join in such a body, and administra-

tion was not very optimistic. The students themselves were very skeptical, and I
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think most of them still are, It is not really ideal from anybody's point of

view. The question is whether everyone will be willing to make the effort to come

to '_erms with each other, recognizing that no one or no one group is going to be

fully satisfied with the results. de are all going to be more or less unhappy;

but t think nevertheless it does not enable us to make any spectacular claim.

It does involvo a facing up to our responsibilities to each other. I think many

of us have learned a great deal in the process. It has been a ,v important

4

educational experience for all who have participated.

QUESTION

If student discontent becomes more vocal and if student violence Flares

anew, what alternatives do you foresee for Columbia?

DE RARY

I think many of us who are members of the faculty and who feel a commit-
:

ment to scholarship and to the independence of the University, the autonomy of the

University is very important. We see it threatened frcm two directions: from re-

volutionary forces on the left; and if these cannot be properly contained or

managed in some way, the possibility of some kind of repressive action from the

right. luite apart from whether there may be a political reaction from the right,

if the University falls into such great difficulties that it cannot maintain itself

on a private, independent basis, then it will become subject to state control,

and dependent upon taxes for itsfinancial support. Nobody can spend tax money

without sort e accountability; therefore, the University would become accountable

indirectly to the legislature and to the tvxpayers. We would then be involved

in very serious political problems of a kind that effect our state universities

already.
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I think the faculty, because of its commitment to scholarship and belief

in the institution's autonomy. attach great importance to the autonomy of the Uni-

versity; but I am not sure that the same thing applies in ouite the same sense to

other groups in the University and particularly to the students. They do not ne-

cessarily see themselves as committed to scholarship. They may not yo into

academic careers. They think of their future more in terms of their role in

society. Jo them,it is not that important whether the University retains its

independence. If they see there are serious disorders in the rest of socie.v,

they feel that the University cannot expect to preserve its isolation ew

of sanctuary apart from the disorder of the society. The students ter',

to be more concerned with the general condition of so:iety. If they a, e

tive and positive in their response to that challenge. they would see th

varsity in a role of social leadership, not just as preaerving schoLrs

as providing society with leadership.

increasingly, the universities have been looked to for guidance i

public policy and policy. University professors are often comtlt.

Congress in Washington or their comroittees. I myself have testified if,

will have to again. We devote a great deal cd: our time to matters of t,

but the student who is here on the campus feels that perhaps we shouu 1

more visible in leaning the strue,gle for reform and in solving problems

they are conscious. by feeling is that although there is a limit as to

University can do to solve those problems, it has to define its role

fully. if it is to be of ective.
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We must realize that the students think of themselves as going out to

become leaders in society. They have this sense of responsibility and we must

help them to perform that role. I do not know to what extent the University

Senate will contribute. Hr. Bolan may offer you his judgment. I should think

that that would be a very important aspect of this effort. I do not see it just

as something confined in its effect just to the University campus. I would hope

in the process if we are able to do this effectively. we might have more re-

sponsible citizens coming from the University who would be able to exercise

their role of I !adership in society-at-large. That really should be our hope

for having made some contribution to the society through the training, the edu-

cation o; the young, not only in specialized technical sense, or in the sense

. of acquiring a certain c.,yertize in scholarship, but also in terms of some kind

of nreparation of a role of social and political leadership. I think our great

difficulty in ,his couw.ry is that Vt do not have any clear conception of

political leadership.

I would like to know whether the Executive Committee of the Senate has

a majority of tenured professors in its membership and, if so, whether they

are able to impose their will in matters of primary importance?

OE BABY

The tenured faculty are the lareest group, but they are riot e majority.

As questions have actoall/ been decided in the S,:late, they have not been decided

purely along lines of the tenured faculty against other grotlas. The tenured faculty

are diiided among themselves an,' I think so are the students and the non-tenured

faculty. Even the administration, even though the adkni+)istration members are

,,hosen by the Presidnt, differ nn these matters. They vote differc,,tly on most
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different forces or factors; it depends on the question at hand. If it is

something that can be implemented by the administration. then to that extent

the administration can carry out the will of the Senate; but there is a ten-

dency on the part of some people it the Senate to make grand declarations,

the implementation of which is very unclear. One cannot tell what the operative

effect of such a declaration may be. 2.
3ERG - I think it would be appropriate at this point to give them Mr. Dolan. Thank

you very much Mr. Je3ary.

DOLAN - I would like to say how honored I am to appear before you. Being the only

student who will appear before you, I regard the responsibility of representing

some 20.UOJ students to be a particularly crushing one. I would like to talk

principally about the political aspects of the Senate, how it came to be formed,

and what the percentions of the students and the more liberal tenured and non-

tenured faculty are of the Senate's role, not only in the University but as a

guardian of the public interest.

It is no .ocret, I suspect, that the University Senate was born in crisis.

Columbia University prior to the seizure of the buildings in 196d, was not so much <

mis-governed as it was non-governed. The faculty, which represents a sizeable

number in his University, I believe, had abdicated its responsibility to provide

humane and relevant leadership to one of this country's most distinguished Univer-

sities. prior to 1)66. the reasons for this are reasonably clear. Perhaps the

cost cocoon and most seldom articulated reason is that co'lege teachers prefer not

to have to confront value judgments of a political nature, but },rincipally to en-

gage in scholarship and teaching, and I regret. in that order. Further committee

meetings, which are the principal vehicle for governing any institution of any
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size, are time - consuming, irritating, and they tend to be time-consuming

and irritating directly in proportion to the number of viewpoints which are pre-

sented.

So, having students, who ware born in a different generation whose perceptions

were framed principally by different events in different personalities and

by en entirely different world situation, cannot help but add to the time-consum-

ing and irritating nature of a decision-nature process. For these reasons, I

suspect the faculty before 1)66 had thought or had at least worked under an

abiding susF.ici,n tat it would be possible to refrain from University gover-

nance. Let me make clear, that the faculty, to its credit, was more than will-

ing to participate in the governance of separate divisions, such as the Law

School, or or whatever school the professor mi,,ht be a member. The fact of the

matter is that the articulate goals or the students in l)6e concerned not ques-

tions of the curriculum in theingineering School, or School of Du!inoss, but

rather questions or policy which are peculiar to the University as a totality.

The Senate, I t!)in'< aims principally at two goals ,nd I regard each to La

entirely worthy. r'irst, they hope t avo'd crisis situations, the type, which

confronted the Uni,,',..!isity in 1563 and the type which came about principally

through an agcregation of issues. Through a year -to -year survey of the State

of the University, the Senate hopes to rectify difficulties as they arise, rather

than al leer tLeri to continqe until they overNlIelm men of good judynent. Second,

and less diamatically, the Senate hopes :o develo;) policies which will represent

the thnught of a number of disparate groups. The Senate will, if nothing else,

have considerei what the possible difficulties of formulating policy would he,

to seen of the frin groups in the University of which the students are clea,1)

a part.
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It is important to review the student mentality. and ! do not know whether

these things are peculiar only to American students but T think I can say

with some certainty they do represent the American student. First, Kingman

Brewster, who is the President of Yale University has coined a phrase called

'the compulsive students." A compulsive student is a student who attends

school, undergraduate and graduate, nct because he recognizes the intrinsic

value of education. or becuose he necessarily wants to, but rather, because

the norms of society command him to do so. As a lc onsequence, the vast number

of students in universities are not here by choice. Second. students are be-

coming dubiour of the productivity and advisability of scholarship. Many stu-

dents regard it as rrelevant. Essentially what they mean by irrelevant is

that there is not a clear nexus between the products of such work and correct-

ing the ills in 4.Y-,erica which cry out for sdlution. I think we can see an

unhappy wedding of circti,lstance between faculty,who do not really want to govern,

and students who want to do little else.

My own feelings about Columbia's Senate are that it will provide essen-

tially two things which are necessary not only to Coltmtia but to higher educa-

tion in Flmerica. and I suspect,around the world. First, it will be a mechanism

for immediate reform and it will do something to the school which will reorder

its priorities, so that the students do not merely become cogs in an American

machine "capitalism," which is not regarded as humane. Second. it will provide

for more humane accountability between the various factions, not only in the

University. but around the entire country. Such notions I do not believe are

radical.
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There is a trend, fer example, in public schools)at primary and secondary

levels, toward what is called decentralization. this merely means that indivi-

dual schools will be governed by the people in the immediate community. The

United States Supreme Coufit has in a land mark decision called for the reallocation

of seats in State legislatures on the basis of population, and not on the basis

of artificial state-drawn lines. Third, the battle cry of students is "all power

to the people." That term has been used in some unfortunate contexts and has

been misused more than it 1,3S been used properly. Nonetheless it signifies a

trend toward making government accountable to "all the people." Last, we would

like to see the University engage only in research of a kind which is likely to

advance the causes of human dignity and human happiness, to reject all research

that is war - related, and to limit research which only goes toward staffing the

dominant lifestyle in this country--corporate or business.

The second goal. I think, the Senate can achieve is a day-to-day administra-

tion of the University which will take cognizance of the aspirations and goals of

the students who enter every year. These goals, aihough they are often achieved

or attempted to be achieved in barbaric manner , nonetheless, express to me the

highest aspirations of the human race.

So I believe, what will determine whether or not the Senateis a success

at Columbia, or at any other university that should seek to implement it, is

principally whether or not its faculty members have a strong will to change- -

that is, whether or not they arc willing to become strong advocates of the oppres-

sed people not only in the United States, but around the world. It is for these
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reasons that I ran fo- the :Senate and sought to be elected; and I believe

most of my own a=ctions over the course of the year have been aimed at achiev-

ing such goals, and they have been modestly successful.

So. perhaps more 'Flan anything what I would like to communicate to you

distinguished gentlemen is that students and non-tenured faculty seek to change

the University in suite drastic ways; getting away from time-honored notions

to strong, courageous, advocates of the causes of social justice and dignity for

all -.1eonle, not only in America but around the world. This borders, I recognize,

on the maudlin because it does not reflect sound nolitiLal thinking, but it seems

to me that American universities perhaps above all should be in the vanguard.

QUESTION

I would like Mr. Dolan to comment on the relationship between academia and

the day-tod/ work of professors and students and on the Board of Trustees who

are insulated from the concerns of day -to -day academic life.

DOLAN

There is a term in the United States called "Absentee Landlord" -- someone who

controls an entity but is not a part of the entity and does not live with the de-

cisions that he should make about that entity. I am ambivalent about that as a

theory. I do believe, for example, that it would be helpful if people had some

control over the University who are not a part of the University so that they

might rise above the day-to-day drudgery,if you will, of university life. That is

people who do not everyday engage in research, teach classes, and things like that. -

so that they might see the University in its broader context. The difficulty with

that is selecting persons who might fulfill the role. It seems to me that the

trustee system in the Unit' States is least able to perform that valuable function,

and that is principally a product of the times. In earlier days, Olen students en
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masse aspired to 'die kinds of positions that trustees hold in American life,

they were suited for that. But now, students not only want to become presidents

of corporations, influential citizens 4n its very conventional sense, but rec:ard

those people as part of the problem.

QUESTION

All the students?

DOLAN

Not all the students, certainly not. We have to struggle, I thick to find
A

some one who might provide a community pressure on the University, but who

is not in a position where he has an interest in seeing to it that the Univer-

sity provides people to staff his corporations and things of that kind. What we

have hit upon, as a compromise is responding to the de facto not de lure

leaders of oTioressed people in the United States. iveng them would U-

suchon3ahizations as the Mack Panthers, people of that kind, We retard them

as not the most articulate people to come up with a remedy, but certainly

as the most articulate of the mentality that characterizes oppressed people.

So, my response 4s simply this: We as students and faculty, cannot really

appreciate what it crust be like to live in deprived circumstances. In order to

respond to the needs of these people, we try to listen to them and their repre-

sentatives, who most clearly express the frustrations in their mentality.

One of the difficulties in America has been the estrangement of the intellec-

tual and the masses. This, I believe, is a self-inflicted wound. Intellectuals

in this country have made no attempt to identify their interests with the middle

class. All problems, which are spoken of in the most convincing form, deal with

thecxtreme lower classes. So the middle class suspects, and rightfully, I believe,

that the intellectuals expect the remedies for the lower classes to he made at

their expense. That is, that the intellectuals have, first, not identified which

class should pay for the corrections--that is the upper class--and have played a
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game, if you will, of pitting the "have nots" against the "haves." As a student

I have an obligation to make myself agreeable to the middle class so bat they might

identify with me and in that way I might be persuasive. So, I have short hair,

I dress nice (applause) and in that way they might listen to me not as their

enemy or someone who looks with contempt upon the things they regard as important.

Faculty members might also do this by speaking in common sense terms to the m

dle class, showing them that,while their life is good, it might be very much

better if they were to join the forces of social change with the lower class. So,

any complaints that we have that the government is being insensitive to the solu-

tions we propose are, I believe our own fault.

BERG - Mr. plan's last point is a helpful clue for your understanding some of the

commitments of many of our young people, and some of us who are not so young.

It is interesting to note that in our American history the document on which our

government is based starts with the line, "We, the people, in order to form a

more perfect union...'This illustrates, in some respects, I think, the idea that

the founding fathers were not the captives of an ideology. Though students'

criticisms are deeply felt, I think theytre the products as well of an American

heritage. During short 2)) years that we have been a national society, our citi-

zenry has voiced a very strong element of pragmatism. One of the indicators in

Mr. Ocl6n1;, own comment was that if there is a problem, it is a problem of alliances

rot of dogmatic ideologies. As interesting as it would be to pursue this very

interesting political discussion, I must remind our guests that they have other

University faculty members waiting for them at the Faculty Club.
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!II, UNIVErtSITY AND SCIENFIFIC RESEARCH

Sccentific tesearch in Italy*

For centuries in Europe, the university has been the natural scat

of basic research, which ha: also found expression through academies and

associations of scholars, almost always of university fcrmation.

In the last century, the growth of industrial society has led to the

foundation, alongside the univoroity, of poli-technical institutes and

schools of econeoics, agriculture, etc., which in Italy were subsequently

absorbed into the university community as separate Facclta (Schools.) These

schools had an applied nature, their aim being the preparation of the tech-

nicians required by society.

The great prestige of the universities permitted them to retain

basic research as their almost, exclusive dominion. As a result, important

discoveries were made even in sm al., poorly-equippod universities, thanks to

the initiative of genial scientito.

But in this century, and particularly since World War IT, he univer-

sities have not been able to fulfill this responsibility entirely en their

own. The dimensions of research have increased enormously, and this has led

to intervention by the government: for the purpose of planning and organizing

research.

In the various European countr:es, agencies Wiolr varying degrees cf

autonomy have been created to deal with th problem of research. There is

usually a consultative body (Mich decides general scientific policy), and the

1,,eans are entrusted to one or more "funds" which administers their

di tributioL. in Italy, a hinintry of Scientific Researh was created a few

s i., ,ho paper presented by Rector Alesoanli o Fatd., on I.:arch 20, 1970

izt Sciinar .
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years ago, while the agency charged with the organization of research and the

distribution of funds, the National Council of Research ( .N.R., Consiglio

Nazionale done Ricrche) was one of the first to be established in Europe,

about 35 years ago.

The tendency in many Italian university circles, among which is the

Standing Conference of University Rectors, is to remove the University from the

jurisdiction of the Ministry of Public Education and to place it under the

Ministry of Scientific Research, (transformed into a Ministry of University

Education and Research) which aims at returning the university to the center of

policy-making in the field of basic research.

Particular technological research, such as that in the fields of

atomic energy and space, etc.. ,are in Italy and in other European countries

organized by other agencies, connected with the National Council cf Research,

with the Ministry of Industry, and similar organizations at the European level.

All these agencies are founded on a wide-spread prejudice among politi-

cians who deal with science, that L, the conviction that there is a fundamental

difference between the nature cf basic research and the nature of applied re-

search.

It is not possible to make a sharp division between pure basic re-

search and exclusively applied science. Therefore, decisions concerning over-all

research policy are taken at levels and by bodies whose aims, given their ori-

ginal function Exclusively in the area of applied science, are naturally limited.

I think we can say that in all the European countries, and not only

in Italy, ws have an absurd situation in which the universities yrovide most of

the exports for the National Cornell of Research and other agencies, but are

cvcludcd-- in their capacity as universitdc : --from all docision-making con-

cerning r,.seardi at the National level.

In federal (-1crriaLy, the Star iirg Cenfe:ch:e of University Rectors

1
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(l17D.R.K.) determines research policy in the absence of a Iitnistry of Diblic

Education; but, evon in case, one cannot say that the universities as

such have much to say in these matters. In order to carry on basic research,

the universities are forced to seek research contracts with public or private or-

ganizations, through the initiative of their professors or institutes, if they

are to conduct scientific activity.

There are certain sectors, fel example in the moral, historical and

juridical scierces (the "humanities"), in which the liniversity retains an essen-
er

tial role in research; bat, in the natural sciences, on which applied research is

based, the universities must often be content with the crumbs, while the bulk of

research increasingly leaves the campus. On the other hand, the sector left to

the universities (the humanistic sciences) accounts for only 5 to 15 per cart

(with variations from country to country) of the to co't cf research.

This is an important field of university .stiviLy, larticularl:. in

those countries of Europe which do not have rogime f)itert d on a dominant ideology;

but, fortunately, the function of critical researeil in the historical and economic

field is of essential importance.

Almost all the countries of Europe ha'va roue >wa piTiods in which dominant

ideologies (it makes no difference whether they be politjcal or religious) have

attemptea to distort history, creating myths and filsohocds, followed by decandence

and woe. For example, this is what happened in Ital , where the religious :.deolo-

",

gics, culminatinF. in Galileo's trial, suffocated the ,t, at cultural phenomenon

that was the Italian Renaissance, and was contributory ti) a revived classical

civilization under now forms that gave birth to mod. en :cif-nee.

The attitude of politicians towards sointifie research is conditioned

by various factors of greater or lesser importance. the countries of Factory

Europ ; for example we have seen even genetics dist etea V political ideolor,v,
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with L.nryloms lamage to tee ,::conemy and intee.T-otihz. the fiel, of scholia's:1Y

soarch for an ent'r, generation.

ill?re are ideal factors: great scientists represent almost a title bf

nobility for a country. There arc also reasons of notional prestige (as is

new taking place in the space race between the D.S.A. and the U.S.S.R.). Pot

what rally counts are mite ocunemic motives and the political interests that

I nvestment in resiar..2.11 will quickly pay off in economic and social pregrens.

All this is suite natural.

YET the inivsity, instead, research aimed at a butter khowlede of

the haws of the Universe and the Realm of the Spirit, rogardless of all

ntdlitarian criteria, is of great interest.

Ihe polytechniral school s are, on the contrary, specifically interested

in applied research, directed towards econorrieally positive results, and their

psi tier, is this much mono easily unlersteed by the politicians. The fact that

in Italy these schools are part of the university (in contrast to Franoe,

Switztriand, and Gormany) should farilitate understanding bet',:con the university

and political power in the field of research.

Aong the-factors that influence the politicians one should distinguish

butwctn Ida? . considerations and socio-economic motives. Vtav things lead one to

think that the furrier have very little weight. A concrete examplu may be found

in the abindace of financial croons made available in every country for nuclear

ruseare., when it seemed that this would rapidly lead to energy at comyetdtive

pri..ee. and to the rapid retreat by all these governments (observe the crisis

of PIRAiES:) as soon as it was clear that much more time would Pe needed.

hi' is the attitude of the governments towards those sciences that

aim at a 1)etter knowleJg( of man at all encouraging. In most cases, su'h 1'i:-

search is considered solely from Cie didactic pdnt of vic,7, as a prehlem that

enl rcnce rns ort.ir.ti



In the Anglo-ayon countries) the .turd °Scionces" i3 r, coved for the

natural sciences alone, in contrast with the Latin and Germanic COIlLt;:ies. Only

recently, partly as a result of what is happening in the United States, has some

censidoratden been giver to certain environmental sciences, in an effor-, to save

human society from air pollution and other ecological and environmental dangers.

These utilitarian goals have drawn attention to certain aspects of

scientific research hitherto neglected or promoted by purely academic-university

circles.

'Gore, we are again faced with the problem of choice between research for

its own sake or for application, a problem already pointed out by Plato. In

fact, Plato recognized that the peoples who had preceded the Greeks in the

history of civilization had cultivated certain sciences: astronomy and geometry.

Their aim had been utilitarian: .11soover and define the passage cf the sea-

sons and night and day, to establish the boundaries of fields wiped cot by the

life-giving floods of the Nile. Science for science's sake, for love of truth,

regardless of the pessibilitifs cf ihr,eliate use, was discovered by Greek

civilization: and re- discovered by the Italian Renaissance. Our modern techno-

logical so-iety began from these premisch.

What road might it have followed had it remained anchored to immediate

usefulness? If Galileo had not turned his telescope to the sky (a telescope

comT,Issiorod by the Republic of Venice for observaticn of enemy s lips in

battle), if he had not dared to understand the laws that govern the movement

of the stars, we would not today have space research, research which has pro-

duced results unthinkable only a few years ago, and which has pernitttd American

civilization to achieve a success ar.ong the highest in the history of human

n .kav CT's .
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Undeubtedly, much of the blame for the situation of marginality iri

which the Fur an universities find themselves in the field of scie. n

research also rests on the universities themselves , which have not up-da ten

their structures in preparation for such an important undertaking.

All the European universities, and the Italian universities in particu-

1 ar, are d.,e to undergo major reforms in order to fulfill better their fun: tion,-,

in teaching and professional preparation. This transformation must also corn-/
prebend the problem of scientific research, bricging basic research back into

the domain of the university, inasmuch a.; research constantly needs the h',\'

blood of young, people who can dedi ea to themselves with the nthusia:.m of an

age s till free from utilitari an complexes.

The university as such must concur in the formulation of basic research

since tut-lb is the area to which its structure is most sin ted .

In Italy, alongside the universitie, basic research is carried out by

autonomous state agencies, such as the laboratories and national institutes

of the National Council of Resc arch . In these ap rcica there is a tend,: ncy

towards a deleterious pr. fessi tonal iration of rescareh, 'nth a lack of

of young researchers, which only the Universi ty can giv, . For yowlr'

the university ass are often the most fr tf al from the point cf vi ew of new

idea,3. There are seic ntists who have entered the annals of scientific his tory

by elaborating in their maturity the ideas and mental audacities of their

youth . Basic research needs these puople

I or this reason, th,..:re is ex tensi ve cellsloratien in Italy between the

university ani the National Council of Research, even if consi rable confusion

of ideas in the division of tasks remains. liiia confusion exists particularly

at the top, in the definition of the dutie r. of thc ti.enal Council and those

of the nis try of Educatiel,, wrier where jrairdietion the uni rsity falls .

18Y
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We are cenvinccul that the :l_inistry should finance basic scientific so-

search in ever university, giving each the possibility to crate schools fur

researchors.

The task of tne National Couneil cf Research should instead be that of

firanoing those sure extensive research ptoj..ets that invelvo several univorsities

or several disciplines awl require larger financial means.

On the other nand, the universities recognize that the hatenal Council

must also provide for and follow -up the work of other research sectors outsid(

iru 1.11Li ssity.

Lt. is our soLptioism about the capability of the mastedchic Ministry of

Ydratien to deal fully with this prcblem (whose solution requires planning by

scientiSts, not by bureaucrats) that has convinced the Standing Conference of

Italian 1:niversily Rect/Ts to fight for greater autonomy for the university,

following the reform '/J.
.0)

To this end, we feel it is necessary to remove the universities from the

,1urisJit en of the of Public Education and place then under the

.Thistry of Research cc another artononods agency

in this re-urganiratien of the tuliversitics to suit them better to their

new task , we also see the only way to absorb studei.t contestation, which,

despite its excesses, must take orLdit for drawing the attentien of the Eurcican

ce.intries to the social respnsibilities of the present-day nniversit::.
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COMMENTARY

TORREY

The brochure I have circulated explains the various programs of the National

Science Foundation. Note ,ne pages are numbered. On the third leaf, you will note

a description of the Education Program that differs from the Research Program on

the fifth leaf. This distinction is made purposely. Sometimes it is arbitrary.

The Foundation decides the appropriate parts of the program, the total program, and

where to put a particular project,

ROLLA

Can you give us a specific example?

TORREY

If I had studied the teaching of history at the secondary school level for

the purpose of improving the program nationally, it could be listed under the

National Endowment for the Humanities; or it could be listed under the U.S. Office

of Education. It would not be listed under the Research Section of the National

Endowment. On the other hand, a monograph on an Italian painter would be supported

by the National Endowment for the Humanities as a research project.

FAEOO

May I go back to something Professor Ermini said awhile back? When Professor

Ermini completed his statement, I thought about what he had said, naturally, and

because it came from a person who has considerable knowledge and wide respect in the

political environment and who has served with distinction as one-time Minister of

Public Education in Italy. In the interim I have come to the conclusion I do not

concur with hisstatemt:nt.

I am asking him, therefore, how does ha establish a relationship with regard
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to proper appropriations needed for research- academic and applied research?

I maintain that the relationship is not just much less but deliberate. In

short, every detail is provided in support of applied research in Italy and

the reason is obvious, it is political.

The typical Italian researcher, with great difficulty, gets himself a

project. It may be that by preparation or interest he is drawn by a selfish

type of research. If so, this eliminates him from working with a team. Many

Italian researchers have had no experience in the act of working together in

this team work. It is a process they have to learn, but at the moment the/de

not have it.

Individual researchers also defend the investigator from pulitical intel-

ference. The lone researcher is immune to political pressures. I am not sure

whether or not I have interpreted our situation correctly, but 1 am surprised

that others of my colleagues did not take issue with Professor Ermini's remarks.

All of us here have from time to time expressed a form of dissent with respect

to what he said. That is why I asked for the floor. I also wanted to clear for

our American colleagues the notion we do not feel ourselves victims, at least not

in the field of science.

Finally, I would like to add somethinglmore. Perhaps, there is not such a

contrast between kinds of research as was indicated by Professor Ermini--that we

use, veryoftent frameworks to indicated different things. I, as a mathematician,

an not always sure because I an inclined, first, to give a definition and thc)

proceed to concepts. The thing that is not different is what is pure reearch?

What is applied research? From one sector within the t.niversity to a sector in

another university, the definition of basic and applied research varies. For



example, I am a relative of a physicist. As a mathematician I understand what

in physics is pure research. Then, I ask what is applied research? This becomes

very difficult to answer.

In another field the situation is changed. The definition of pure research

in the field of ajriculture is quite different from that in experimental physics

because she sciences have different boundaries. So, when we, for example, speak

of a science, we call basic research that research which does not have utilitarian

objectives, but has only the aim to arrive at truth.

In the School of Engineering wlat becomes pure research is that research which

is directed at producing a particular kind of instrument, in an economic sense; it

is not the kind of pure research that one finds in the School cf Sciences.

So, when I speak of pure or applied research, I have a different concept in

accordance with the discipline I am talking about, whether it be psychological or

humanistic. Therefore, for me, the differences are stronger than the words may

indicatec,

TORREY

The argument about what is pure and what is applied research, of course, goes

on here at Rutgers as elsewhere. Different researchers have different definitions

on how to distinguish between them. It is easy to make a distinction when the re-

search is clearly designed to encompass some utilitarian purpose. On the other

hand, research may be designed strictly in accordance with the intellectual in-

terests of the principal investigator. Even so, ther,t is a vast field between

pure and applied research, where there is overlap.

For example , at this University, there are scholars who are probing the fron-

tiers in the same fields. nne faulty member in the Col legeof Engineering may be

going research on the properties of materials in hope of discovering some property

that may become useful. That is his motivation. Someone else in the Physics De-

partment may also be studying the properties of materiels in hope of understanding
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the workings of nature of those materials. I would assume, in the latter

case, that if he did uncover something that proved useful he would inform

his colleague in Engineering about his findings. Then, perhaps, the engi-

neers would endeavor to see what useful applications might be made. Thus, -

one can see, there is a possibility that some cooperation may develop among

researchers with quite different motivations.

Thus far, we have made no mention about the vast amount of research that

is going on in this area under the auspices of private industrial corporations.

I do not know whether our guests are interested or not how this kind of re-

search is related to University research?

Well, first, I should mention that there are many Federally sponsored re-

search laboratories such as Brook Haven National Laboratory, Argonne

Laboratory, Oak Ridge, etc.--you know about these I am sure. It is important

to note, however, that these laboratories are operated by university consortia- -

an extension of universities' research activities off-campus. Most of the pro-

jects are in the field of physics.

In the National Institutes of Health within the U.S. Department of Health,

Education and Welfare; there are major research efforts being mounted, and in

the government laboratories such as the National Bureau of Standards, by persons

in the direct employ of the Federai government rather than by she universities.

Furthermore. our private industrial corporations have their own research programs.

.ou may already have been alerted to what we call "Research Alley" extending from

Philadelphia through New Jersey to New York. In this corridor many of the nation's

largest firms maintain their research centers, naturally in support of their own

interests. In these corporate-owned laboratories, scientists carry on J certain
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amount of basic as well as applied research. They have learned that they

cannot restrict themselves solely to applied research, so they probe new

developments, new concepts and ideas in order to generate new applications.

Of course, they also engage in some pure research. This is particularly true

at several Bell Telephone Laboratories in New Jersey, where there are scientists

of rare ability.

Here at Rutgers, we have an accelerator, where the Bell Telephone researchers

are working with us on verylmsic research that is not at all in an applied field.

The research in which the corporations engage is, of course, conducted with

their own funds. They get no support from the Federal government, except that

they may take on certain kinds of obligations; such as the development of parti

cular devices on the perfection of an operation of interest to the Federal

Government, especially for the Department of Defense. For many years, the De-

partment of Defense has maintained these kinds of relationships and funds projects

at some of our inportant corporations.

Here at the University, there has developed a feeling on the part of some

people against our accepting any financial support from the Department of Defense,

no matter what the project may be. I think this attitude has been engendered largely

because of the unpopularity of the Vietnam War. As a matter of fact, although we

at Rutgers receive a sizeable amount of money each year from the Department of Defense

about $1 million annually, none of the funding goes toward development of military

devices or operations. In other words, our efforts are not oriented toward specific

military application or even in general support of the military mission.
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PART II

ACADEMIC PROBLEMS

I. ORGANIZATION OF CURRICULUMS IN HUMANISTIC FIELDS

HUMANITIES COURSES IN ITALY*

The courses of study leading to degrees in the humanities are many.

They are organized within the various Facola (Schools), each cf which offers

one or more possible curriculums to its students.

Obviously, we cannot list then all here. I shall mention only a few,

in order to point out a particular and quite important phenomenon, of which I

shall have more to say later.

In Italy, we have eight types of humanistic 1,acolt1 or Schools: Schools

of Law (twenty-seven in number, including the free universities), Schools of

Political Science (eleven in number), Schools of Economics and Commerce (twenty-

four), Schools of Statistical, Demographic and Actuarial Sciences (two), Schools

of Economic and Banking Sciences (one), Schools of Letters and Philosophy

(twenty-three), Schools of Education, including the separate Teachers Colleges

(twenty-one), Schools of Foreign Languages and Literature (five) .

According to the national laws governing University instruction, the

Schools or Facolt1 of Law can offer a degree in political science, as well as

degrees in law; naturally, this degree is also offered by the Facolt'i of

Political Science. In turn, the School of Political Science can also organize

curriculums n Economics and Commerce (although at the moment none do in prac-

tice), curriculums that are primarily offered by the Facoltl. of Economics and

Curr,merc

in this regard, we can say that the various Facoltl are connected by

means of common courses of study: thus, the Facolta of Economics and Commerce

isonnectd, as w(11 as to the Facolta of Political Science through common

This paper by PLctor Tito Carnacini was presented at each of the University
centers during the periods scheduled for a discussion en the place of the
humanities in American higher education.
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courses of study in economics, to the Facolt1 of Statistical, Demographic and

P.,g,uarial Sciences by means of common courses of study in Statistics and Demo-

graphics and Economics. It is further connected to the Facolt1 of Economics

and Banking and to the Facolth of Education, by means of common course+f study

in foreign languages and literature.

We could mention other examples, however, we should immediately point

out one fact: almost never do we have two identical courses of study belonging

to two different Facolth within the same university; one exception is the course

of study in foreign languages and literature offered at the free Bocconi Uni-

versity in Nilan by both the Facolta of Foreign Languages and Literature, and by

the Facolta of Economics and Commerce (for the last two years, however, enroll-

ment in the first year has been suspended for financial reasons).

Th(3 ph:an ornenon of humanistic courses of study common to more than

one Facolea is interesting and would be worth examining in grea-or depth, not so

ouch with regard to its causes, which can easily be identified, as with regard

to its causes, which can easily be identified, as with regard to its effects,

particularly in view of the proposed reform of our university structure. It

occurs much more rarely in the scientific Facolth; a special investigation in

this sense, revealed only two cases of courses of study common to two Facolth.

The courses of study lc ading to degrees in the humanities, all of

four years duration, and some with the possibility of more than one major (for

example, a degree in Letters with majors either classical or modern), are or-

ganized into b.:Isic courses and elective courses. The basic courses are obli-

gatory and arc pre - determined for each year by the Council of Professors

(Consiglio di Facolth) of each FacoltN; the elective subjects can be chosen by

the students from a list made up by the samc Council. In actual fact, the basic

courses are those established, f,r,r each degree, by law (RoyaI Decree n. 1652 of

September 30, 19:38) ani successive modifications of the University teaching
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regalati ons; for the Facolea of Political So'-noe, a new regulatitl: was instituttA

by Presidential Decree n. 1182 of October 31, l26b1. These legal dispositions

are incorporated into the Statutes of the individual universities and the

Councils of Professors do no more than distribute these courses among the various

years of the student's curriculum. 'Inc sane procedure holds for the elective.

courses: the Councils decide the number of electives that must be followed in

each year and make up lists of these curses, eh he basis of the general lists

relative to each degree, included in the 1933 Decree and following dispositions,

and in some cases advising students in favor of certain subject rather than

others.

The Statutes of the individual universities also establish the so-called

"prerequisite courses"; that is, they establish that in order to attend certain

courses or take certain examinations, the student must already have attended other

courses or passed other examinations, setting the order of each. Thus, for

example, a student in the Facol-C'a of Jaw cannot take the examination in Civil

Law, Business Law, or Canonical Law before he has passed his examination An

Institutions of Private Law; and, in the Facolea of Economics and Commerce, he

cannot take the first year examination in statistics until he has passed general

mathematics or the examination in finance and financial law, until he has passed

the first and second year examinations in economics, etc.

In. general, courses are of one year's duration, with an examination at

the end of the year; there are, however, also courses lasting two or three years,

some with examinations only at the end of the entire two or three year period

and others requiring examinations at tha end of each year. For these tee- or

three-:,ear courses with yearly exaninationo, a passing grade at the end of the

year is a prerequisite for going on to the to xt part of the same cuursr.
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n.ittil.ationt-, SO 1.ori.t 50. 19 15 ars ineltid(6

offerc-(1 and in ti:, 'Foe :-.11.,1.1._nt is, th,3: no longer told to fol,;_ot.;

et:Lit.te:t; in the basic c,r to fnliot.: Lbs i in a sot, r

to chose his cottr:tort from amou 1.1,c' csal1iib 9 oy the (ioir'o'jl of

. :;:n nay, if N bs :tto ask(..d oil tits the al:v.- \a_ -nonti-nr.-.d
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Feb, Jalv 2r3 1970, si:bstituto this pcdN scribed basic and electives courses with

ether COin..F. of his choice, vcn jf offerod in othor Facelt, without regard for

the prrsr,...quIsites set down by th,o University Statutes. Cbviously, this freedom of

chdice is litrilta by fIr ri/quia%-/monts of the stud,_nt's sun cultural formation and

professional T-T(Tration. The law plactos tho Eafauardinj of these rLquireraohlb

in tho hands of tho Professors, wbitli must c: nine and approve. the pro-

pisod study piano; and, while the Jaw has been very favorably received, IL

Councils cannot bat consider certain basic curses, typical of the various courses

of otudy, binding; nor can they ignore the necessity of certain prerequisites,

with:,ut disLerting tho whole nature of the courses of study leading to degrees.

With the going into effect of Law 91W of December 11, 1969, graduates

of all secondary rcJioolL with progvaas of five years duration may enroll in any

eaurno of urli vtrni V S tud:/'

Prior to that date, access to certain courses of study in the humani-

ties \'!aS limitod to fj-aduatcs of particular types of secondary institutions. alluE,

to enroll in hitters, Philos-Thy, and llo,hrn Foreign Languages and IiiteratIJce in

the Facolt of Lettt?rs and Ihilosophy, the student was required to hold a dip-

iimi fr(pr the classical iyccic;. lintil162, the Aassica/ diploma was also re-

qdr(d for litTance to the Facolta of Law, in vd-lich ;Lai' aecesi, was extondod to

graduates of the scientffic mycosis as wen.

1/nrollnt takes place at, the r_ll'sc year of the course of studies.;

bow vs r, three '..:110 already hold anoti-Por degree or a diploma granted by 'ore of tl,:

uni vs 1 .3:.:ivc,1s (Fuch as the School of Static tics) may, under cort sin

condition: , obtain enrollment in a higher pal', through recognition of examina-

tions passed in tin coarse of thLoir previous stiller

In concluding these remarks let me point out that tho structure of

courses of study in the huytLnities is nit very different frefi those in Li:

seit:ntifie fieldo. with the exception of the fart thoit an importaN place in
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those latter is occupied by laboratory programs relative to certain technical

disciplines. The division of the student's curriculum into two-year gcn.u'al

prercgdisite courser and three-year application periods found in some

scientific courses of study is not an element of differentiation, since some

humanistie curriculums-- for example, political science --have the same type

of structure. A more clear-cut difference lies in the typically professional

characteriation of some of the scientific courses of study (for example,

rx,dicin'.' and E;)%inecring); although, even here, me are basically dealing wish

a q1c,stien of fee! since we cannot deny that curtain humanistic c+ arse of

study also have a professional riaturo, for the most part leadin to a variety

of possible directions.

cannot, thereforG, esta1elish any char cut dividing lino between

the humoristic and scientific conses of stud :'. be might even be tempted to

deny any mcaning to the difference as it has been presented: or arc: +oe to

think that philosophy is not a science, and the historian or the jurist not a

scientist, in the sane way as the biologist':
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PLACE OF THE HUMANITIES ANO GENERAL EDUCATION AT COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

COMMENTAY

BE AG

I have outlined briefly on this blackboard the various schools and

colleges that comrrise the University. As I explain this organizational

chart, 1 shall use the term "Faculty" in many different meanings. I shall

try to explain the different usages of the term es i proceed, and I shall

also endeavor to have you comprehend our departmental structure.

All together (pointing to blackboard), these are the Columbia "Faculties."

I could add some more, if space allowed, Here are th? University President,

the Vice Presidents, and the Dean of Faculties, each of whom you met at the

President's House. The latter is the 1955 Nobel prize winner in Physics,

and the chief academic officer of the University. I am hi'.; Associate Dean.

What falls off his desk is on my desk--9 very pragmatic division of labor,

He is the Nobel Prize !linnar; I am the Nobel Prize loser.

Each of these Faculties (referring to chart)--faculties here meaoing

the schools which grant a decreetIls a dean. Some of them you met personally

yesterday while visiting the professional schools. Today, you will meet

other deans who are mork_, like Department Chairmen in your great European

universities.

*CorurniTaparticipants in the dialogue included Associate Dean of Faculties
Ivar Berg, Jr. who moderated the discussion; Dr. Polykarp Kusch, Vice Presi-
dent and Dean of Faculties; Dr. George K. Frankel, Dean of the Graduate
School of Arts and Sciences; Or. Carl F. Hovole, Oean of Columbia College;
and Or. Aaron W. Warner, Dean of the School of General StudicA.
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C

The Graduate School of Arts and Sciences contains three major divisions:

1) the Faculty of Pure Science, 2) the Faculty of Philosophy, and 3) the

Faculty of Political Science. They are linked together through an Executive

Committee that governs the requirements for academic degrees--the Doctor of

Philosophy and Master of Arts. Each of these sub-faculties has Departments,

namely, biology, physics, chemistry, etc. (Pure Science); languages, philo-

sophy, etc. (Philosophy); and history, political science, government, poli-

tical science, etc. (Political Science). These Departments meet together

regularly with the Dean of the Graduate Faculty as moderator. He has a good

deal more power on this campus in every sense of the word than the other

Deans of law, Medicine, etc. Professor Richard Robey is the Associate Dean,

and Dean Frankel, present in our group today,is the Dean.

Perhaps the reason Dean Frankel has more power is the ether Schools, like

Medicine, that offer the Ph.D. degree in addition to the degree that justified

their being a Faculty, most be supervised by the Dean of the Graduate Faculty.

!(hen the Dean of the School of Business, for example, grants a Ph.D. the eegree

is monitored by this Executive Committee of the raculty of Arts and Sciences.

Therefore, Dean Frankel has a good deal of influence on the work of these

other units of the University. The second reason why he has considerable

power is that all of the Faculties and Schools that grant the Ph.D. degree,

at Columbiabusiness, philosophy, engineering, and medicine (which grants

Ph.D.'s in addition to medical degrees) are permitted to appoint permanent

members to their separate school faculties with tenure by themselves. The
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Dean of the Graduate Faculty of Arts and Sciences sits as the representa-

tive (:): the University President in meetings of a Personnel Committee, con-

sisting of five scholars ( a Committee which he and I construct) to review

credentials of all nominees for permanent appointments such as associate

and full professors.

When the Dean of the Graduate School of Business desires to nominate a

man from one of his groups(he does not have departments) he submits the

name to us and I speak with Dean Frankel, in which case I represent Dr.Kusch,

Vice President and Dean of Faculties. We construct a Committee of five tenured

faculty members. The candidates' credentials are then reviewed by that Com-

mittee. Their decision is forwarded to Dr. Kusch, who would not normally

contest the vote.

I do not recall that the vote of a so-called Ad Hoc Committee on Tenure

has ever been contested by the Academic Vice President, by the University

President, or by the Trustees, who formally announce the appointment and

issue the contract. Thus, his involvement in the Ph.D. degree requirements

of all the Faculties that grant the degree and his presence in the meetings

of the Ad Hoc Committees on Tenure give him a significant role on-campus

because we regard the Ph.D. degree as the highest of the degrees we award.

These Faculties (pointing to chart) of Pure Science, Philosophy, and

Political Science are divided as I previously indicated into the Departments

of Biology, Mathematics, Anthropology, Sociology)etr. The members of these

Departments are very often simultaneously also members of parallel under-
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graduate Departments in the programs leading to baccalaureate degrees.

There are some other faculty members of Columbia University Faculties

who only belong to one Department, but I would estimate that more than

half of the talured members of the Columbia Faculties have membership

in the undergraduate as well as the graduate version of their educa-

tional offerings. The 'reason why that large a number have dual academic

citizenship stems frcm the fact that our programs in graduate studies,

in our undergraduate Columbia College, and in our adult undergraduate college,

called the School of General Studies, are the largest portion of the Univer-

sity, so that academically they are a very potent source from which the

style of the University derives its recognition.

We also have a School of International Affairs. It has a Dean, cur-

rently serving as President of the Univcrkity--a position he has held since

the disorders in 1968. His successor will take office on December 1: Dr.

William McGillm Dr. Cordier will then resume the Deanship of the School of

International Affairs. Dr. Cordier also has an Associate Dean and he has

a borrowed Faculty.

Most of the members of the Faculty of aia School of International Affairs

are in reality members of the Faculty of Graduate Studies. Dr. Cordier raises

money and he contributes to the budget of the Faculty of Graduate Studies,

whose teaching tire he buys; half one's pay check would be from Dean Frankel's

budget and half from Dr. Cordier's. So, he is a luck,,, Dean--he has no faculty,

only money. lie does have the problem, however, that if he were desirous of
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bringing to campus a professor of International Relations, say from the

University of Rome, whose special interests are Southern Furepe, he

could attract such a scholar by paying him a lot of money in the brain drain.

But, even if he were successful in attracting the professor, Dean Cardierwould

then have to "sell his candidate" to the appropriate Department in the Graduate

Faculty of Arts and Sciences. On the other.hand, if the professor has certain

skills thrg a more appropriate for undergraduate instruction, the Cean would

go over to Columbia College and try to work something out with Dean Hovde.

A lot of negotiations of this sort takes place. That is another reason

why we have so many dual citizenships among our professors.' The reason why

I dwell on this kind of appointment is that it is both the source of ona of

American universities' strengths as well as a source of their great problems.

We hear questions such as these frequently posed: "Whose man is he?" "Is

he Dean Frankel's man or Dean Cordier's." Along more strategic issues, we

hear: "Where are the man's loyalties?" If Dean Fran',:el says, "Yes, you may

take a leave of absence in order to teach at Rector Faedo's university."

The professor may cow-ter, "What do you mean? How will I cover my courses?"

Another kind of problem that Frequently develops stems from the amount

of time in academic work in the classroom that a professor with dual citizen-

ship will provide to his respective Deans. Tha professor goes to one Dean

and says, "He gave (?) me off." Then, he goes to his other Dean and says,

"he gave (?) me off." So, they play each other off against each other a

little bit, but not too much. It is a problem.
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It is also a problem of significance when our Deans seek to recruit

distinguished prospects for membership ir, our intellectual community. The

Dean of the School of Business, as you can see from this catalog, is not

just running a program for future executives. It is an academic discipline

of some considerable substance at Columbia. One of its advantages is that

it covers many fields and makes it possible to have a Faculty that is not

broken down--so that all of the members are of the same training and with the

same degrees in sociology, economics, etc. This makes it possible for us

to innovate. For example, most of the exciting work with the computer that

goes on in Columbia, apart from the research interests of all these people,

goes on in the School of Business. So, they are allowed to recruit professors

of mathematics and statistics, who can teach these kinds of mathematics and

statistics. But the Economics Department in the Graduate Faculty and its

overlapping Lroup the Economics Department in Columbia College, may want to

use mathematics for the same purpose. The two Deans compete with each other

in the labor market to bring the same professor.

Many of our Deans would like to have Dr. Faedo's distinguished young

mathematician, Prof. So-and-So . We have our own internal brain drain,

and that is a problem because each of the Faculties has to have Its on pay

scale and the Depertrents tend to have greet differences with respect to

their access to Uncle Sam's pot of gold. Dr. Kusch obviously has little

trouble arranging for research funds to supplement the salaries of the young
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physicists. He does not have too many competitors on-campus. But some of

our economists have served in the White House on the Council of Economic

Advisors. They have very good accesses after they leave Washington. There-

fore, some of the Faculties are able to proviJe more attractiv! offers.

Each year, when we make the budget, we have to worry about the salaries

of the Graduate Faculty and the salaries in the college whose teachers do

not have the same opportunities as some of the members of the Faculties of

our. Professional Schools. It is sometimes 'asier for our Professional Schools

to recruit distinguished men, whose accomplishments, reputations, and access

bring money that can be used ultimately to reward other members of the faculty.

So, we end up with what we in the field of :abor relations would refer t,) as

coercive comparison. It is perfectly possible for a more distinguished mem-

ber of the College Faculty or Graduate School Faculty, especially outside pure

sciences,to earn smaller salaries and have more difficulty obtaining research

funds than our somewhat less distinguished faculty in our Professional Schools.

It is hard to estimate how serious that problems is. I think it is getting

less serious, as we have worked hard to reduce the differences in the last

three years.

Now, in addition to the several schools, some of linich contain Departments,

we have Institutes. Institutes have the advantage that since they are not

academic departments, granting a degree, they can be more liberal with their

defi.ition of the kinds of professional skills they need on their faculty.

Jest as the School of Business can have a great of scholars in economics,
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sociology, history, political si-lence, etc. so can the Research

drOchcan also mobilize itsel( more easily in the effort to secure graHt

and funds from the government, from private Foundations, and sometimes

corporations. Gut they have one central difficulty and that is that

a member of the Institute is also eleted to membership in one of

partments, he cannot hold an academic title, nor can he achieve tent

ih the University, That makes their recruiting in the Institute very dif.

ficult.' It also means competitioncompetition between faculties, for

example, our Business and Economics Departments. At the same time, the

presence of the Institute, available to a member of the Faculty, creates

Jnother kind of dual citizenship. A Oran says, "Your teaching isn't very

good,"and the Faculty member says, "So what? I will get my pay from the In-

stitute," The problem tAgain is with multiple loyalties and the opportunity

of playing administrators off against each other. Now, we don't have a great

number of these instances, but we do have this problem.

We have an Institute for the Study of Human Reproduction. It was the only

way we could obtain ';.,nds from the Ford and Rockefeller Fondlitions for funda-

mental research in Human Genetics. Human Genetics requires many disciplines

so the research that is necessary for population, problems could not very well

be gotten in any of the standing academic departments yr schools,

Once the Institute was founded, the Director had lots of money and wanted

to bring in people to do the research. So, he went to the Dean of the Medical

School and said, "I have this man, and this man and this man whom I would like

to bring to the Institute. Would yot hire them for the Medical Faculty?" fhe
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Dean s:id, "F will look into it," and he talks to the people who are most

closely involved in the Meuicil School Faculty with similar problems, trey

like one of the nominees, gat they did not like the other two. The Director

of the Institute accuses the Faculty of Medicine of being old fashioned, un-

oroeuctive, tiresome, and obstructionist. Thus, i becomes a very serio

tyre of problem.

As you well know, many of the problems which interest us in 19/0 are

problems that do in fact require multiple skills from a variety of disciplines.

The mechanism for resolving them do not clear the problem. The closest solu-

tions are in the Faculties chat do not have any Departments and are free to

hire multiple disciplinary Isentatives, I do not know that I can add very

much,,,I hope I have explaine6 without getting into the details of how many

professors there are in a Department, enough of the structure of the Univer-

sity, so that you now ha,c an adecyalte picture.

looking at our academic apparatus, I an reminded of a story of th-ee

sports umpires, referees, like the ones you have in football. We have them

in baseball. Flow difficult it is to give a name that describes all of this.

These three umpires were_ discussing one day their philosophies of life. The

first umpire said, "Some are balls; some are strikes; some balls c)me straight

in; and some go way outside where the man has to hit the ball. I call them as

they arc! I am ao objectivist" The second umpire said, "Some are balls; some

are strikes and I call them as I see them. I am a subjectivist:" The third

umpire said, "No, no, no! Some are balls and some are strikes. But until I

call them they are nothing. 7 ema an existentialist." That is the way I

feel about Columbia. Until one of us in low library, which is the

building that houses the central administration,
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calls it a "hall" or a "s,rike," there really is nothing one can put

one's fingers on. Despite all the rules and all the statutes, ihc Uni-

versity is, as I am sure yours ;s, run to an extraordinar degree by cus-

tom, tradition, reasonably good manners, and with a qraat deal of hope.

QUESTION

I would not like to have to take an examination on the structured

Columba University. I began to wonder wily Columbia has not thought about

creatifig at letIst one Departtint where students study the organization of

the University (laughter).

Now, speaking seriously, I think I understand your description.

There is one point, however, that is not clear to me. It would appear

that a professor can often carry on his professional activity in a Depart-

ment in the Graduate Faculty as well as in a parallel Department in the

undergraduate College. Does This mean that there are two Departments --

different Departments -- that have the same name? If so, in such case,

a professor balongs in both Pepartments, or does he hold membership in one

Departnent and works in two schools?

BERG

Your last sentence is probably the better description. For exaole,

have one Departrnert of Economics. It has, think, twenty members of the

Faculty. Five of these teach almost exclusively in the Graduate FacJ)ty of

Arts and Sciences. Another five teach exclusively in the baccalaureate

College. One cr two teach exclusively in the adult college--The School of
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General Studies. The others are in each of the Faculties -- Graduate

College and General Studies. One of them is also a member of he Faculty

of Business. One of them is also a member of the Department of Mathematics.

One of them is also a member of the Faculty of the School of International

Affairs, where he teaches Comparative Ecomics. Each school has its bulle-

tin listing i-s Faculty and each ?rofessor's assigned subject discipline.

This i. done so that members of thc Facul.cy who teach exclusively, let us

say, in ::olumb.",a College will not be swallowed up by the Graduate Faculty.

When this occors, the Dean needs ta make claim in tne dofense of needs

of undergraduate education.

lUESTION

I would like to know whether in the history of Columbia University you

have found the need for coordination among departm,Jnts.

BERG

I would not pretend that we have satisfied he need to any satisfactory

degree. You heard mention, made several times this week, of Committees on

Instruction, which do facilitate a certain amount of coordination, much

less, however, than one could wish for in tne positions in which all of us

occupy ourselves. It has often been said that American university faculties

can agree very quickly the Dean should be hanged; but they have extraorlinary

difficulty in selecting the Dean. We also have heard ear 'er 'this wuek about

.11- University Council, which has ac*ed ir, ,ore instances to coordinate, in-

cluding such coordination problems as the academic calendar. But, the bulk
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of the functions of that Council have been inherited either by the Uni-

versity Senate or specifically by one oF its standing coarnittees. but

it is a relentless problem.

(here is one other set 3f arrarviements that occurs to me3 Per-

haps, you gentlemen, can address yourssives to it directly. Three of the

gentlemen, on my right, the Dean of the School of General Studies, the

Dean of the Graduate Fatuities, Dean Frankel, eet regularly during the

Fall and Winter. Through the mechanism of the budget, which will be

submitted to their three schools, 4C manage 4 significant amount of co-

ordination. Their discussions will be informational in that they are the

trany princes who represent the separate Departments. These a..e Pedosa's

-.hree leopards. I will use the same line of that famous novel that I

uzed the other day apropos of their discussions, 'Everything has to :hinge

in order that they may stay the same."
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BEQG

These Deans, genAemen represent the heart of Columbia University.

They clearly represent the intellectu, l,. substance of the University. The ex-

planation offered you earlier, I hope, served to underscore the strategic,

intellectual role of these units of Columbia. They are the repository of our

standards; they are hopefully the agents that attend to the most significant

appointments of faculty made in the University; and they award the degrees that

are most central to the purposes of Columbia University. I do not wish to

imply by the segregation of Deans of the professional sohools yesterday from

the Deans of Faculties in the Arts and Sciences that the occa'ional tensions

that one has to endure are so significant as to rake the segregation Indio:-

-pcnsible. These groups do in fact meet often in the same rosci. In planning

this occasion it was simply my judgment that the kinds of questions that one

would wish to raise with yesterday's group and today's group would be subtantially

different kinds of questions. With that, I will agDean llovde, please, to

identify some of the issues that he sees in the general effort at Columbia in

maintaining the arts and sciences progrars mach along the lines that were ori-

ginally staked out in your great Furepean institutions.

HOWA

I should like to indicate a f:w of the problems which I think all of us

see in the maintenance of ntc work, at either Lie underuachtate or

graduate level, though I steak primarily in the context of undergradvate in-

st.ruction. Those studios, which grew out of different. intellectual disciplines,

which within the structure, of the university are, of course', separated --

sometimes, we think, segregated for departmental organization.

The fundamental purpose in this country of a general liberal arts and

sciences educatien is to provide the basis for the intelligent opuratisn of an
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essential society. This is a permanent need, obviously erased by what is

happening in our elementary and secondary schools in this country. That

their general_ improvement over what they were in the past.

Mere are, I think, a number of different problems which present. them-

selves in the continuation of this inter-disciplinary and joint Intellectual

work. One of these comes from students wise use the word relevance in a way

that is now critical of the classical curriclum to which we have addressed

ourselves. That is to say, to put this attitnde as ignorantly as possible, why

read Plato and Aristotle when there is air pollution in Hew York? There is a

measure of truth in what students say, the more Intelligent ones, In that ob-

viously we should address ourselves in some fashion to modern problems, 'out it

is an argument to he dismissed as absurd that the classics are any less rele-

vant now than they have ever been. That is contemptible and is hardly worth

intellectual discussion,

A mere serious problem is the rapidly increasing drive and pressure in

this country for earlier specialisation within particular intellectual dis-

ciplines. More than 85 per cent of cur students, rho are graduated after four

years from Columbia College in undergraduate work: in one field or another seek

admission to graduate schools which are now asking for more and more prepara-

tion at the undergraduate level for work in their particular disciplines. Yet

the need fee' general knowledge in Use arts and sciences is still vory clear.

At this three, other pressures from the graduate schools arc something which I

think the undergraduate colleges in this country mist resist, if they become

excessive.

Thero is still another movement, often described .s Fressurcs from under-

neath, against the undergraduate work of the kind that I Lm talking about,

and that is the greater level of so7histioatien and erudition with which students

n(w water undergralnate college. If one has real Plato when ho is 1!:, why
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diould he he asked to read Plato again when becomes Ik Tile answer to that

question is, it is possible to read Plat.) 100 times and still learn Zrcm

ihe artument, that the increasing quality of oarlier education makes our kind

of work unnecessary, is ag;in to be dismissed. Meru is, 1 think, no reason to

have undergraduates in this country rush through college in order to get into

graduate school c rlier. Our undergraduate murk is not to be seen merely as a

preparation fo:: something else! It is an end in itself; it should be a prepara-

tion for mature intelligent thought.

How can we be responsive, to th, )issore-,, upon our intog7-disciplinary work?

First, I think we are sometimes defensive, or, in a sense, take the stance that

we are guilty because we are criticized. Sometimes, we should be; but, very often,

I think we should not be defensive about the traditions of education which we

have carried on. We must, of course, be convinced that what we bar d.,ie is

still worth doing, and we certainly must be willing continually to examine, the

intellectual viability of 'hat it is we undertake. One of the difficult things,

here at Columbia and and at other American institutions, is our departmental

structure that academically, often and I think increasingly, militates against a

cohesive and common intellectual address to our enterprise in general education.

We have developed in the past structural mechanisms, such as th.z committeis eh

Instruction, which exist solely to create the intellectual cooperation between

departments - - doing things that relate one with another. I think it is in-

creasingly true that the administration in our Arwric colleges and universities

must assert power and force - - much greater than they have boon able to assert,

in the past. I think one of the pressures which must increasingly be brought

to bear upon our departments is pressure through their budgets in order bath

to encourage and enforce the continuation and the gre4th in change and in the

work we undertake of this kind. But, of course, fundamental to everythin is
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tho necessity that the faculty believe in this kind of enterprise because, if

finally it doss noi, then no structures are going to make them do that work well.

Wed:d any others like L9 pick up arc of the themes that Dean Hovde has

commented on cr like to discuss some of the administrative issues that grow out

of his romars?

W4,?;40

I would. like to say a few word, about us School of General. Studies, which

is also a liberal arts college on- campus, and which is differentiated from

Columbia College by reason of the fact that the students are older students. have

a student group 21 years old or older. Many of thom work, at the same time cr part-

time. I think we are probably the oaly college in the country where students can

work at school either in the daytime or nighttime. We are one of the few colleges

which makes no distinctions between day and evening students, so that students

who have to study in the evening can receive the same fine education that they

would receive were they full daytime students. This is a very important attraction

for motivatee students from different parts of the country k.ho Kish a mature adult

experience in education by means of earning their own living. It is a very in-

teresting phenomenon that a very large percentage of our students go on to graduate

and professional schools. In many cases, these people have had careers of one

kind or another arid. now change their interests to more intellectual fields to

satisfy a second seer. However, the orientation of the school remains liberal

arts in the sense that Dean Hovde has described it.

I would like to add to what Dean Hovde has said about standards - - about

the problem of the constant effort that is required to maintain high standards

of undergraduate education in this University, where graduate work is emphaized.

Dean Hovde and I are constantly concerned that the faculty allocations and re-

sources for undergraduate instruction be maintained at an adequate

at a distinguished level. 215
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1 would like to add to what Dean Hovde said about the fact that there

ih no need to ouch education. A7 though we still expect a student, to spend

four years acquiring his dogreo, we must, at the same tine take into account

that most of our studen6s are selected because they have had very superior pre-

paration before coming; and, to the extent that socordary schoolz, are able to

improve their offerings, we in turn must pay- careful attention to the challenge

and stimulation which these very superior students receive in their under-

graduate experience at Columbia University. , This is a special calionge in a school

for entire students who are nut interested for the most part n student affairs.

Dlder students tend to be concerned about the quality of the education for which

they are paying and arc not concezned about any distractions. Therefore, in our

school, we have a particular challenge to see to it that faculty and offerings

are stimulating anol exciting a': well as being intellectually valid. Thus,

given the ns.ture of our school and the fact that so many of our students come

with diversified backgrounds, the range and diversity of offerings in general

studios needs to 'oe very great. For example, I would suppose that of all the

schools in the country offer more foreign languages to our students than they

could get any.v1-'G olse, as well as a great variety of departmental offerings.

Indeed we offer a very rich program. Again in this sense, I think we are a unique

institution in that we concern ourselves with the education of older pors,n-3.

LIERG

We new welcome Dv. Ku: oh, who has joined us for the time we have remaining

to us. I have already intredi Ice1 him to you so there is no need to delay dis-

CIASSiil f ' those purposes. Dean Frankel. do you want to add comments on the

tepicu which have been laid bofore the house or to discuss other asr'ccts of

liberal arts ahi general education at Colombia as you see them from where you

sit?
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FRANKEL

Although my own responsibility is for graduate education, mostly Ih.D.

edueati ' , I think it would be inappropriate at this point to broaden the dis-

cussien away from thou undergraduate level. So, I would like to make just one

or two comments

I am not personally familiar with the Italian educational oyster:; but com-

paring our system with the British one, our college plays a very different role

from the British university, where a student on entering the university already

has ,s,Tecialized. Here , our students do not tend to specialize until the end of

their undergraduate experience. I agree with can Boyle that there are problems

about trying to get inter-diseiplinary work, when one has a departmental structure,

but I think that, although structure can make considerable difference in how a

university functions, the fundamental difficulty is with the nature of ruin's mind.

I think that our knowledge has expand, d so tremendously in this century, it is

very difficult for an individual to cross disciplines in his teaching activities.

I think a better measure of how much generality in education there is depends on

the individual. Now, if our Professor of Art History or of the Italian Renais-

sance talks only ,oeut works of art and nothing about the Church or society at

that time, then he would indeed be doint a narrow job of instruction. The

student taking only Art History courses would still get a very broad Lineation

if his professor were a broadly educated man. I think rt great do al of the

quality or the education at the undergraduate c_' graduate level must depend both

on the real brilliance and depth of rsptction of the individual, instructor.

I think much HTends upon the careful selection of the individual so that we

will. have the ucateLA strength and directiLn of the kini we have been talking

about.
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The only other comment I ould make has to do with t.hc preleln of her

rapidly a student should proyress through college and iiruh graduate work.

We in this country, and I am sure this is probably true throughout Emirope as

well, are facing a yon iger generatien which is ouch fr ?r than our own genera ion

much freer than we were at the comparable are in tenni of all sorts of problouru

from sex to guns to the way they live. I am sometimes vury woriied that hoth at

the undergraduate and graduate level our educational ten ;, US t prolonging

adolescence. I do not know the answer to this, but I duo think it is a serious

problem. I also think if we go too far in the diructi rn of underscoring general.

education, it will merely prolong alelescence too far,

general education.

QUESTION

ms of ill-defined

We have noted in another university we ,_s; fed that in order to be sd-

mitted at the post-er ,eate level, one must have degree. It is the same here

So, I imagine that actor receiving a degree, one coup' begin study in a post-

graduate field.

Are there different perieds pdst-graduatr, study for different courros?

Do they last a certain length of time?

FRANKEL

fn flhe ph,D. program or Master ,of Arts pro.gt as, the minimum duration is

probably three tr four years for the It.P., after UP' bac2alaureatc . Many

students take quite a tit ltigor than that- TIII:re is no uniform, Limo period. The

master 'r degree program takes ehe to tw.:) years after the bachelor's programs. It

takes two to three years and sometimes :tenger after the master's degree for the

Lb.?). degree. Then.: is no set time Furled to complete a .itrtain amount of course

work and the examination work preliminary to Wri ti TIC the di soer tati On for the

It. D. The lrng th of Li me i t, takes a par tic n1 an student to nett the examinations

r.quirement and to write the dissertation varies with the student. But on

pro:essional programs usually have a fixd time - - Law is three years after the

tihelor's degroL; Medicihe is four; Master of Businese Administration is tNo; and
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lUE,-)TION

Is there open admission to post-graduate study or are there lin,: ted

openings in the different schools for graduate work? Are all candidates

with a degree admitted to post-graduate sti..dy? Or do you have a definite number

thar may be acceptel?

FRANKEL

Some of our professional schools have a fixed number of placesLaw

and Medicine, for example. in some Ph.D. programs at Columbia there is

a maximum number the) normally take, but with many others that is not so.

We admit to the Ph.D. program maybe a quarter to a third of the persons who

apply.

KUSCH

The interdisciplinary chara,ter of education at Columria at the present

tire is markedly different among undergraduate and among graduate students,

As an example, the Faculty of Columbia College -- the undergradua...i division

of our University with male students at the present time -- has considerable

authority in setting up not only courses or i r requiring the need for taking

courses in different subject fields, but indeed in organizing courses which

are by their nature inter-disciplinary to a substantial degree. In fact, it

is one of the earmarks of Columbia College that the quality of work can pro-

perly he described as interdisciplinary. The interdisciplinary quality of edu-

cation depends as critter on the man teaching as it does on the technical arrange-

ment for giving instruction. To my own knowledge, there are a considerable

number of men in the University who teach in an interdisciplinary way In

spite of the fact tilat they may be attached to relatively obscure departments.
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By the same token, I also know of members of this Faculty ,./ho teach what

I would call an academic or intellectual sub-speciality in spite of the

fact that they are formally in an interdisciplinary program. I do not

think I need to tell you this, but the nature of a man is as important as

the institution which the man serves. It is, nevertheless, appropriate to

comment that the College, the undergraduate college at this University I

include both General Studies and the College -- do urge and foster such in-

terdisciplinary approaches to education. The matter changes rapidly in the

graduate school.

After all, ona does award a degree for the mastery of a speciality, a

scholarly speciality. This in no way should suggest that Departments are

narrow. Let me tell you, as an example, that presently the Chairman of

the Department of Biology, whatever you call it -- perhaps an institute -.

is in fact a Physicist of some distinction. The Chairman of our Department

of Psychology is also a Physicist, of some substantial distirctior. We are

now engaged in that process in something that begins to acquire an inter-

disciplinary quality. The University recognizes that there may in fact be

new molds of organizing knowledge. There are a number of established, what

we call inter-departmental committees within the University, that take

cognizance of several branches of knowledge. As an example, he have an Inter-

Departmental Committee on Applied hathematics. That is to say, instead of

limiting itself to the rather formal mathematics of our Department of Mathe-

matics, I give you Algebraic Topology. This is a concerncf the Defartment of

Mathematics. On the other hand, there are persons interested in Corryuter
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Science, not as a technical problem, but as a major intellectual problem.

There are these people who are trained not only in mathematics, :Jut also

in the various areas of the application of mathematics, notably physics

or engineering. There are a large number, perhaps even an excessive number,

of what one might call interdisciplinary committees; and these committees

sponsor graduate work. They are largely administrative mechanisms for lubri-

cating registration for a Ph.D. degree, part of which may occur in physics,

mathematics, you name it. In addition, this University has a large number

express a personal administrative judgment -- an excessive number of institutes

as distinct from Departments. These Institutes are dedicated to a certain

general category of problems and try to attract people of varying disciplines.

Let me give you ooe example: we have now in the University something walled

the InternatiJnal Institute for the Study of Human Reproduction, obviously

dedicated to the. solution of the social problei of expanding populations;

but 'hat group has within its domain sociologists, molecular biologists, and

others.

Let me say not ail of these enterprises enumerated work es well as they

might. Pert of the difficulty, which prevents them from working as well as

they might, is that sch,lars are after all addicted to a large degree to a

particular kind of delimited scholarly activity. And it is something of a

problem to put together an interdisciplinary group, but we try Li this direction

as in others.
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Another interdisciplinary institute is an Institute for the Study of

Science and Human Affairs, that is, to examine critically and in a scholarly

way the interaction between scientific and technological innovation en the

one hand, and the, put it very sloppilly, the human conditicn on the other

hand -- social organization -- economic problems. These cpportunities do

arise or are oreselt in the University. If you were to ask me how it all

w,rks, I would have to confess that these formal arrangements do not really

work very well no matter how good they look on paper. The fact is, if the

stcdent registers in the Department of Piysics, of which I am a member, he

is a dedicated disciple of the professors of the Department; end there is an

apparatus, a style of accepting this man and training him, which is effective.

If, however, he goes into something which is interdisciplinary, in a sense,

he does not find an intellectual home anywhere. This does not have to be

universally true, but I describe at least c tendenny. These are the problems.

We have not solved them.

ERMINI

way
This discourse is most interesting and a hr,ppyito end our dialogue. We

Piave arrived at cultural values, that is, the theme -- what pert is played

by humanistic studies in education? I sustain what was stated by my colleagues,

Professor Prini, namely, to insist on some concerns we have in Italy today.

Humanistic studies have a capacity for understanding certain values of art

and literature, and also , ve the capacity to understand the values relating

to this period.
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the capacity of living together with another man, and the ability of

disciplinirK human action in such a manner that one does not infringe upon

alother's rights i= the concept of humanism that we have had for centuries.

Our free university education, until 18 years of age, is definitely encouraged

to stress humanistic studies as I have described them. In Italy, we call our

secondary school the lyceum. Many of us today are defending the role of the

lyceum from an attack from a different culture, a technical culture, whiO,

we like considerably but not as a obstitute for humanism.

Our Italia:, Mission here. represented by Professor Faedo, is composed of

a mathematician, of lawyers, a philosopher, a physicist, a chemist and an

administrator. I think that they have all had a general education of wide

nature because at 18 years of age, we enter into University studies. We have
who

learned the. he/goes to the university without this lyceum preparation usually

does not arrive at the point reached by those who have studied in the lyceum.

even the sciences appear to be so far removed fromthumanistic studies, the

so-called experimental sciences.

Now, the ckrigers that we are running into today are expressed politically

in Italy. In other words, certain political sectors would attenuate the uni-

versity environment, the tie between different sectors of Knowledge, in the

name of fpecialization, that in my opinion should follow a broad general forma-

tion, one that would arrive at this result by insritt:ting depEitments. In my

time, I actually proposed the institution of department!. by abolishing the

Facolta' so that there would be an organist whi:h would eliminate the colla-

boration between the different departments, and so that there would be an
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organism which would be a tie between the different sections of the

university. This proposal was argued it the parliament personally byme?

personally and by particular political parties, very clearly defined, not

the ones which were on my right.

The other route, dangerous in my opinion,is to reduce the number of our

universities -- to reduce the university to be a simple avenue of prepara-

tion for a specific function in the society. To do so would eliminate

the general educational nature of culture which is what forms a man.

KUSCH

Perhaps one thing to be said of American education is that there is

no one generalization which one can make. It is a pluralistic system

of almost infinite range and the quality ranges from unqualified excellence

to levels of absurdity which you probably do not suffer from in Europe. But

it is true to say that the most distinguished intellectualim, the most

distinguished institutions in this country are dedicated to a kind of humani-

stic development which, of course, is a great tradition of italian and

other European cultures. We have many schools in this country -- many of

them quie old ones for us -- which give exclusive concentration upon nar-

rowly defined skills, which make our technological society operate with

some efficiency. But, from my point of v'cw, the important institutions

in this country are definitely dedicated to general cultural and humanistic

values. I think many of us feel our technological culture has run away

from, ahead of the kind of cultural and humanistic enterprise. For example,

in this institution, I think general education is deeply rooted at the under-

graduate level. But certainly not only there our values are the same.
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Asa physicist, who did not start life in one ofjour elite humanistic

establishments as formerly defined, there is some implication in what h6s

been said. Training in the sciences is training in skills, whereas train-

ing in other matters is basic education. I would like, if that were intended

at any point, to register a protest. I put it this way to my good friend.

Dean Frankel, that a particular scholar in English attempts to dis-

cern what went on in John Donne's mind when he wrote his poetry. On the

other hand, the physicist, perhaps reeds an historian t.) find out what went

on it tiis mind when i.e wrote those masterpieces. As Newton. These are the

concerns of the literary scholar and the historians. On the other hand, a

perhaps elaborate way of saying it, a physicist, a chemist or a biologist,

at his best, tries to discern what was in the mind of the Almighty, if you

will allow me a piece of phraseology.

FRANKEL

It would never have occurred to me to eliminate science from a study

of humanistic enterprises.

KUSCH

I might further make a remark about m) views on the work of the profes-

sional. One may use the word "professional," describing the technicians of

society. But .ne may also use the word "professional" to describe an extra-

ordinarily high quality of work. Let me say that I refer to Professor Hofstadter3

one of our distinguished historians, whom you may know as being a real proles-

that is, a man who has acquired a body of knowledge, who is able to

dea! with it with intelligence, ulth skill. that isone definition of the

word "specialization."
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What does concern me about some styles of humanistic instruction is

that it tends to be amorphous. One never really comes to grips with the

disciplined mastery of a subject. One of the great compliments to me by

a former cudent came on the occasi3n when I assumed my present post as

Vice President of the Univerbity, instead of Professor of Physics. it

was to thank me for courses he had taken from me. He described it this

way: "He taught me to be a processional, and I do not mean a professional

in physics." That I have taught him real professionalism, not .1y in

physics, but professionalism in how one lives onn's life. To this student

it meant hard anJ difficult contact with a body of knowledge, the value of

knowledge, the uses of knowledge and the difficult use of knowledge.

BERG

This is an excellent point on which to end our week of deliberation.

Since I hav- alre y made my personal remarks andilxpressed my feelings

and I am confident the feelings of the President of the University as well,

I will simply say, "Thank you for(being our guests."

May I remind you that in a very short time the President of Teachers

College, President Fischer,will meet with you for a luncheon, when he will

' address himself to some of th: kinds of questions with a more'circumspect

concern, with a transition of the ideals which Or. Kusch has just identified

into the day-to-day work of the Pentagon.

.--)
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RACE OF NUMANITIES AND GENERAL EDUCATION AT ATGERS UNIVERSITY

COMMENTARY

PANE

In the humanistic studies, we in Rutgers Collage make ,an arbitrary division

in that what we call the humanities there are none of the social sciences.

In our organizational arrargement last year, we had the following: 1) Humani-

ties included the classics, art, literature (comparative as well as American),

music, philosophy and reliyion, and 2) Social sciences included anthropology,

Asian culture, economics, geography, history, political science, psychology, and

sociology.3)Science i, a third division, which we call the natural sciences; it

inckldes mathematics, astrology, biology, chemistry, geography, geology, and physics.

This structure is perhaps in sharp contrast with the Italian university, where

the student takes a program leading to one k!egree upon the completion of his humanis-

tic studies. Here we have a different system.

A child in the United States begins hip schooling at age six. From six to 14

years of age, he attcnds klmentary school, the middle school, and, then, he moves

on to what we call the high or secnudary s.:hool. The typical student terminates his

studies at about 18 years of age, having completed the work of Grades 9, 10, 11 and

12.

If after high school the child is admitted to college, he attends four years

in a program of studies which corresponds to the Lyceum in Italy. At college, he

embarks upon a program during the ,first two years in general education and he may

begin some slight specialization, if he is enrolled in a college of arts and sciences.

Within the last year or two, there has been a movement in American higher educa-

tion to change everything. Universally, college students rebel against what we

called regulations or requirements. As a result, we do not know yet which direction

1,,,e are going. 1.15jor changes arc contemplated.
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The norrral program at Rutgers College has been five courses a year for

four years. Each academic year is divided into two semesters or terms. So,

the average student takes 20 courses within his four year baccalaureate program.

ire typical undergraduate. here takes within his general education base,

Freshman and Sophomore Years, a total of nine prescribed courses, spread as fol-

lows: English, one year;social sciences, two; humanities, two; natural sciences,

two; and foreign larquages, two. The remaining eleven courses are usually divided

between one's field ,f specialization and course electives. A student's field of

principal inteTest might, for example, be English, physics or a foreign

language. About half of the student's second two years would be dedicated to

studying in his major field acrd the remainder in enrichment courses, called elec-

tives, which he would take on advice of his counselor. Then, on fulfillment of

all requirements established b., he faculty, he would be recommended to the Presi-

dent and the Board of Goveinors for a bachelor's degree. He would terminate his

college work at age 21 or 22.

If a student is motivated to continue, he selects a graduate or professional

school and applies for admission. If he wishes to become a lawyer, he would enter

a law school, where he would in three more years acquire a law degree (quite gen-

erally today the Doc -ate in J,risprudence, but until recently the Bachelor of

Laws degree). If he chooses to rel. a Ph.D. degree, le would go to a graduate school

and do advanced study in a discipline. Because requirements for the degree are

qualitative in nature, a student is expected to devote a minimum of three years of

full -time study beyond the bachelor's degree, of which one year is used for thesis

research. Pert -time study usJally takes five years or more time. The entire doc-

toral progrvi roust be completed within a period of seven years after the student

first registers in the program. Thus, a typical student would acquire his Ph.D.

at age 28 or 29.
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ROLLA

What is the reason stliy graduate students in a humanistic field are expected

to fulfill ail Ph.D. i,lquirements within six or seven years, whereas in the field

of the sciences the student may be expected to finish in less' One would expect

the reverse to be true.

LAM

At the University of Minnesota, a study was completed rather recently to

determine how long it took to get a degree in the humanities and Ole social sci-

ences. As Professor Pane was saying, seven years was the average. The chief

cause cited was monetary reasons.

The graduate students in the sciences are required to work in the laboratories

and they may earn their way as they go through. Doing research and writing a dis-

sertation in the sciences, it seems to me, can be accomplished much more readily

than in the humanities and social sciences since they usually extend over a much

longer period of time. Would you all agree?

LAGGINI

Science majors usually receive full-tuition and they may, therefore, concentrate

only on their subject matter. The humanistics student usually must divide his time

between studies and teaching. In addition, students in the humanities require time

before they can reach conclusions or what may be a valid contribution in the field

and what is not. in a field, like English literature, for example, it is frequently

a question of interpretation and that takes time, more discussion, and more examina-

tion than something more direct.

FAEDO

Our Italian situation is radically different. It all hinges on the fact that



preparation given by our Lyceums is essentially humanistic. When a student

of ours reaches the university, for example, in toe School of Letters, he has

the possibility even while he is student to arrive at valuable results that

warrant publication. This has been particularly true in Pisa at the Scuola

Normale Superiore, where studen :s publish studies in Annals, magazines and re-

views of great significance. Students in the sciences at the same institution,

however, must learn a mass of information his scientific field. So, normally

they would not publish original works before they obtain their degrees.

Now, why is this situation the rule.: My explanation is that students have

a preparation in the humanities than in a scientific field. For example, a st,,Jent

1,fio enters the university from the Classical Lyceum will have studied Latin eight

years, Greek five years, as a base. have had many, racily students who have com-

pleted their studies in the Lyceum who can translate directly from Greek or Latin

into the Italian language with great ease. On the other hand, the preparation in

the scientific field is a rather different ratter. Maybe this is because a greater

emphasis is placed on scientific study so that matters are turned around.

Rather than try to fathom this particular question, I would prefer to address

myseif to our current efforts in Italy to reform in the Italian university bearing

upon humanistic studies.

In Italy, our Schoolsof Humanistic Studies, Schools of Letters, and Schools of

Education were focused traditionally in such a manner that they repeated the subject

content of the Lyceums. This occurred, I presume, because the curriculum of the

university for future teachers of letters found practi,zally all the subject disci-

plines that are tau,ht at the Lyceum level. For that reason there was a scarcity- -

a vacuum of depth in scientific studies and of critical research. They were engaged

primarily in an effort to maintain themselves and to reinforel their programs in

general studies.
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In the university reform act, referred to earlier by Professor Carnacini,

we have sought to preclude this condition of generalization in the humanities.

If so, a student will be able to select a program of studies through which he

will be able to eliminate many required subjects, that were at one time considered

basic.
Arta

11y concept of scientific research actually applies a study in depth in one or

very few disciplines. By so doinc, a student develops a scientific attitude.

Not until he has acquired this attribute may he teach in that articular field.

Yes, even though he does not have a broad base of general education, i".2 may write

at a scholarly level. I hope that this may be a positive result of university

reform.

Finally, one comment as it pertains to the curriculum for preparing e

teacher.

We are one of the countries where there is still a super-abundance of teachers.

Ohr reservoir of teacher personnel stems from the fact that our schools graduate

annually a mounting supply of people seeking to be teachers but who are not pre-

pared specifically fn learning theory or as classroom practitioners. As a result,

we have the problem of severe competition for each vacancy in the public schools.

The question is how do we contact valid selection procedures?

Actu311y, the current legislation requires competitive examinations and the

tests are intended to determine how much the candidates know about a subjectpure

textbook knowledge. The examination-, are not geared to determine" the teaching

ability of those who app!y.

Within the period of cur visitations in the United Sates, I hope we can addr,,s.;

ourselves to the question, "How does en institution engaged in preparing teachers

assure itself that the product has the comeetencies and qualifications of a good

teacher''' Perhaps I am premature in raising this last question. [hank you.
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VGANIZATION OF CURRICULUM IN THE SCIENCES

SCIENCE COURSES AT RUTGERS

LEATHEM

Cuvreotly, at the Rutgers Bureau of Biological Research, our major ther)e

is protein metabolism. lois means that we have colleagues of many disciplines,

includ'ng bio-chemists, physiologists, geneticists, embryologists, zoologists,

all working in the sane physical unit and collaborating in their best way on

this subject.

As I am aura you are all aware, we have at the same time the problem of the

cost of equipment and of instruments for performance
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of experiments, which are

sophisticated. Therefore, we have tried to use our Boreal, as having a sort of

communal setting, where very expensive equipment may be used by several investi-

gators more efficiently, or even for experiment:. which are purely trials pot

about which the results are unknown. These collaborative efforts have been our

means of trying to ,approach broad problems; and, at the same time, we endeavor

to train our graduate students, who may now be workinc in some small area but of

necessity are in contact with faculty, researchers working in different but relited
A

pro:cls, as a means. of training. 4e believe these efforts are reasonably success-

-tJ1. I personally feel they have been quite successful.

As to instuction, our major problems are at the lower level courses because of
p

large enrbl:ments. It is fine a..el one has five or ten students is biology, but

ghat does the professor do when there are one thousand? Our efforts have been to
/1

attempt to move it.structionil use of television. In so doing, we were concerned

with whether it would or would not be successful.

We are now in our fifth year and confident that we ha-e reached the successful

stage of usinn instructional television (ITV) for a thousand or more students in
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General Biology. Our feeling at the moment is that ITV will not relieve

the effort needed in preparation of a lesson, but it does help us to train

many students. I a-1 not sure whether in Italy you have had a similar ex-

perience in using IfV techniques.

VACCARO

Yes, we have. At the School of Anatomy, University of Rome, we use in a

very systematic way closed circuit television. In otter schools, we are using

this medium.

I should lie to ask, at this point, how one can reconcile this method of

teaching or do research, as Professor Leathern just explained, namely, teach

research techniques and simultaneously have students conduct research. In short,

what proportion is there between your laboratory facility and the number of stu-

dents in the class? Bees the enrollment permit each student to learn to conduct

research efficiently?

Still another problem is this: it refers to the velocity of transformation

of information, the progress, if you will. Let us assume a student is graduated

with an advanced degree in biology. He then goes into military service and he

comes back after five years. He will undoubtedly be disoriented and ignorant

of the advances that have occurred in his discipline.

Now, what is it that you do to maintain contact with graduates who of necessity

need to keep abreast of developments in a particular fieid?

LEATHEM

In the sciences and in research training, we actually do only a small amount

of training for the student, who is rot an advanced degree. At Rutgers,

we do attempt to instill in ea;_l, student, at least in biology, the principles and
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oethods of science, an interest in research by proviiing opportunities for

e7ich undergraduate to enilaqe in bona fide research problems, and durirg his

senior year he may be elected a "Henry Rutgers Scholar," ane thus engage in

indeoendent study.

For our graduatestudents, we have used every means that I believe you

have also ..4sed--that is by seminars, by interacting with industry,by having

,ourses thIt arc avAilable for upgrading al,: modernization, etc.

You have raised the question that if a man were five years away from his

field how might he possibly become relevant? We have been making some efforAs

in this area. For e;ssam-le, we provide opportunities for both teachers and indus-

trial personnel to enroll in in-service courses ane laboratory training.

nur ITV courses Ire beamed only at toe first C0.rse, the very are course,

not to individuals or small groups. For the advanc,d student, our biology

groups are usually 40 and each with a laboratory.

VACCAW

I understood you to say that there might be as many as 1,000 students en-

rolled in the first biology course, and approximately 24 graduate students in most

advanced study voups. Do you use the "shift" formula in arranging laboratory

sessions?

In Italy, we are unable presently to have groups of 24 students because the re-

lationship between the student and the teacher is sa unfavorable in certain schools

and colleges. So, as a result, we are forced to schedule longer sessions. We have

been unable to have shifts in the same laboratories because they are inadequate in

size and insufficient in number. What is the situation here and in the United States?
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LEATHEM

First, in reference to Rutgers, we have 36 laboratory sessions for

General Biology, and six laboratories that are in operation simultaneously

for one course. Sections can meet as often as three times in one day. We

have preparators, who provide the waterials for each laboratory.

QUESTION

In the three shifts that yogi operate in the one laboratory, is it with

the same assistant professor, or are there different Instructors or professors

in each of the laboratories?

LEATHEM

Until rather recently one course would require three lectures in one hour

and a single laboratory. This was modified so that we now teach two lectures

of 75 mir.utes each with one laboratory. An assistant will conduct no more than

two laboratories.

Now, with this change in scheduling, the lectures, regardless of the course,

be it theoretical, or biology, or English, the lectures may fall the first h,)ur

of the morning and the last hour of a Thursday afternoon. They are widely scattered

and we, therefore, have biology laboratories in tilo morning and in the afternoon.

There is no format of instruction that separates the courses at time intervals.

QUESTION

With the norms that are used to divide these students into different labs,

how do you c,ake a division into groups? Is it done by the students themselves?

PANE

We do it by computer. Each stt:dent writes down the schedule that he wants to

follow: these five subjects, and h! specifies each one by number and title. He

fr ft3
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does not decide the instructor or hour; he only deck:es the courses he plans

to study.

'/e drop the schedule into the computer and ln short order we receive the

programs of 1,700 students with maybe 45 or 50 problems. We inform all students

when they plan their proorams each semecter, that they must choose an alternative

course. If one cannot, for exomple, have History of the United States, what

would he choose instbad--if he can fit it in? In case of conflict, he may take

another history course or an elective.

If there is no possibility of selecting an elective course, it will come

through with the student's second choice. There has been only one student this

year in the entire enrollment process who actually could not fit into his schedule

as submitted. He was just one of about 1,700 student, who wanted to study some

peculiar program.

I have used the computer also in order to establish the hours of instruction

for courses in romance languages for an entire college. We have to decide the

hours for an array of offerings and the instructor's work day. Each head of de-

partment writes down all of the offerings. In so doing, I proposed 154 classes- -

french, Italian, Spanish, and Portuguese--and I decided at what time these courses

should be given. I have to keep in mind the work day of my colleagues, who teach

each course. I cancel courses T. do not want for the year, and I add new ones.

I indicate the hours and I give inch course an appropriate instructor. The rest is

up to the computer, Out comes the result: "17th and 18th Century Literature," num-

ber so and so, Tuesday at 4:10 to 7:00 p.m., in Campbell hall, by Professor X.

Now, generally speaking, when the student registers, he is able to be officially

enrolled. But when we come to scientific subjects, which now require two lectures a

week and one laboratory period, there must be a relationship between theory and
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practice in the lab. For example, we ma/ have 200 students or there may be

10 groups all studying the same subject -- biology, for example. They are di-

vided in accordance with the lesson. The same students go to the laboratories(

But this is not true in the History Department. In Western History, for example,

where there are 454 students in one room,the professor lectures to the entire

class. Later, they split up into groups of 20 in order to have some dialogue with

instructors Jnd co-students. We use both systems.

CARNACINI

I deduce Professor Pane, as the Chairman of a Department, has certain pre-

scribed admioistrative duties and responsibilities and I assume he has some teach-

ing function, also.

Now, in Italy, we do not have this system. The ?resident of the university,

and the Dean of the School actually have to do as much teaching as anyone else.

This is a very foolish thing insofar as I an concerned.

Now, at one time, we used to say, if one is the President or the Oean, how

cdn he detach himself from the teaching function? Perhaps this was a valid argu-

ment when our classes were small; but, today, when we have a large volume of stu-

dents, we have to be either an official who dedicates himself to his particular

function or else he has to bow out of teaching.

We have understood that here in the United States the lessons are not given

by the same instructor or the same professor, so that the 1,000 students mentioned

do not receive instruction from the same teacher. If this is so, how mary hours

does one professor teach?

PANE

In our department, for example, there are 42 full-time faculty members--instruc-

tors, assistwit professors, associate professors, full professors. In addition, we
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have 28 teaching assistants, who give one lesson, or four lessons a week -one

course ,each week. ',hese teaching assistants are graduate students who teach

one course in a language, four times a week, total of five hours; twice 75

minutes, and twice 50 minutes, four times a week.

The full professors, on the other hand, teach three courses of three hou,3

each; so, all 4l colleagues in the department teach at least nine hours a week- -

three hours of 50 minutes at the graduate level. Our Dean does not teach. He

could teach, but then we could not have an administrator.

When we at Rutgers recruit and appoint a professor, he has a prescribed

role. He may be named as a dun of a college, or he may be a professor of biology.

If his colleagues no longer want him as dean, then he may assume full time teaching

dities in the department of his discipline.

It may be of interest to know that our President is a full professor of philo-

sophy who still teaches a course twice a week. He insists that in order to main-

tain contact with students he needs to teach. There are other key administrators

410 also teach for the same reason. It is not compulsory to dosso; however, tenure

is acquired through rank, not through administrative assignment.

QUESTION

I should like a clarification, please.

I 41 oot quite sJre that I have a correct definition. In tle event there are

400 students of history in a course, is it true that a lecture is given four times

a week, or two times a week, or f' . tim.ts a week?

PANE

Al; humanistic studies and the social studies as well are convened three hours

a week; but in the first year languar.;e courses and the Second year courses, where
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it is necessary in order to have a certain amount of practice or a continuation

of practice, we insist that they have five hours a week. In the science courses,

the theoretical aspect is scheduled three hours per week; but, in addition, there

is a laboratory period of two hours for biology, geography, geology, etc. In

bacteriology and in zoology, there are also three-hour sessions. So, some labs

last from two to four hours in accordance with the subject.

QUESTION

Maybe I am still confused. I think you said, Professor Pane, that with 400

students in a history course they would fleet for three lectures a week, two lec-

ture sessions, and one seminar a week. Let me cite an example: I go Monday and

Tuesday to attend i; lecture and then on Thursday I participate in a seminar session.

Now, If it is not the same teacher, who gave the two lectures? Is it a teaching

assistant or an assistant professor.

PANE

Of course, the department might decide this matter in accordance with the per-

sonnel that it has available and the requests that it receives.

So, the 400 students in biology, for instance, might be split into groups,

in which case we might have two large lecture classes, and discussion groups, or

seminars.

QUESTION

This matter is important to us, Professor Pane, because we are preparing new uni-

versity reforms in Italy. May we have your explanation?

PANE

Let's go to a literary department, the Department of Letters, for example, and

deal with one at a time.
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In certain subjects, there 6.ee two courses a reek, or 1 total of six hours

of class time. We have at Rutgers College 26 department:. In certain of these,

professors teach only two courses a 1..,e1<, a total of six teaching hours. In cer-

tain other departments, they may teach nine rc,urs a week or three courses, and

in certain other departments it may even be teaching hours a week, or four

courses. So, it goes from six to 12 hours, depending on the department.

QUESTION

Please, excuse my persistence; but, if a full 2rofessor teaches six or nine

or 12 hours a week, is his, teaching toad correlated with the pay he receives?

PANE

Ho, the number of hours he teaches has nothing whatever to do with his rank

or pay as an instructor, assistant professor, associate professor, or full professor.

A full professor does not have any special rights. Those who are selected as

teaching personnel have the same dignity as all faculty members have. This is a

big difference that I went to convey. An instructor in my department has status

as a full professor when I defend him before the Dean. His instruction, his teach-

ing has the same basic value as others. Naturally, a full professor has a lot

more classroom experience, but the instruction of faculty members in lesser ranks

is equally important.

In my department, all members teach at least nine hours a week. The load de-

pends also upon the research they are engaged in. One needs time for personal re-

search.

LEATHEM

Furthermore, if a professor were teaching 12 hours, it would be more likely that

he would ba teaching a course, not teaching four different courses. It would be

26 0
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quite unusual to have a full professor teach more than two different courses.

We attempt to give them, if not better salaries, at least smaller teaching

loads as part of the market negotiations to get and keep good faculty.

WESTION

Going back to the 400 students in history and the method described for

splitting them up into groups and classes. What are the criteria used for

dividing the 400 into groups?

PANE

In certain cases that deperWs upon the classrooms available.

If we could have a room for 100 students, or 600, let us say, we would

put 600 in the classroom. If the classroom had space for 1,000, we mic-jht fill

it to capacity, but it depends on the number of students enrolled.

We have a professor, who is specialized in Byzantine history and who has

12Q students in his class. We could not split his class into two for two rea-

sons. We do not have another professor of Byzantine history; but, more import-

ant, those 120 stAents wanted this particular course because of the existence

of that profe'ssor. So, we look for a classroom to fit his 120 students.

In the first period, I had 105 students in Italian. Those students did not

register because of the professor, inasmoch as they did not know who the professor

was. We never specify the name of the professor during registration. We merely

list "staff," and process the master course offering list through the computer in

order to get section groups. Currently, we have no classes :arger than 20 students

because I insist that this is the greatest efficiency.

In orJer to learn a language, it is necessary to have no more than that for in-

suring sufficient dialogue between students and the teacher. When a student begins
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to learn a language, it is the professor who has to talk during the preliminaries.

Then, you must maintain an ongoing dialogue, using the Socratic Me'chod. Every

week, we require a dieme, which has to be corrected by the instructor. So, you

may see the logic of having nine credit hours as a normal load.

GROBMAN

The moderator has asked me to talk with jou about free college education in

the United States. , So, the paper I prepared and is being distributed is one which

I used for Fulbright Scholars--visitors coming to the United States. with your

permission, I shall go through just a Few of the items becau e I realize you can

read it when convenient.

On the bottom of the first page is a chart. You can Lee That our students

enter college in the United States after finishing 12 years of preparation. The

old style was eight years of elementary and four years of secondary school (called

popularly the 3-4 plan).

Recently, we have decided that because of the maturity of students sAio have

experience, some communities combine the twelve years and make a 6-6 plan.

Now, let us talk briefly about the top of page two, containing very important

statistics for understandnng American education. Note. that virtually all of our

children (9-A) go through elementary school. In our secondary schools, 90%; end

college, LIM, no close to 5",), (43X). This makes it entirely different from

European education in which you have muchmore select students because you

them harder for higher attainment. We have a much broader base and more of our

students go to cortege. Sr-, it is almost a different system. We do not, I think,

do as wet: with our bright students as we would like. On the other hand, I think

many continental countries do not do as well with ail thA students in the broad

spectrum.
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The next part of this paper deals with the nature of the curriculum in

the secondary schools of the United States. I believe you may wish to read

about this tonic later. It is not important in this discussion.

(Intermission)

fAEDU

Many years app., even before World War II, I had a close friend who taught

at Columbiz, University. He told me this annecdote which impressed me censideratly.

It about en Italian who lived in New York with his two sons.

The two boys were studying at the some college. One was extro'

and ac,luired high scholastic standinj. The other was very good at s

captain of the football team.

So, one day, the father went to get sine infra-mation on his to

ing at the universit;. lie went to the Dean, who cdve. the father a f

but he shortly realized that the Dean sympathized much -(-)re with the

captain of the football team.

The Dean told the father that the athletic son was not very ge:

but he was excellent at football. To the Lienil, it was evident whi ch

importantbalance.

l4e do not take into account sometimes the importance of mEturi

balance. That boy found somethin- to and he did it very well a

sports team, but his academic boy lazked balance,
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GP.05MAN

Another `actor influencing training is that the preparation in humanities

is more exclusively for teachers, who are going to instruct in colleges and

universities, and who need a more diverse background. On the other hand, there

are many who concentrate in the sciences and who go directly into industry or to

wort: in .ather specialized activities. These latter students do not need the

same breadth of background in humanistic studies.

ROLLA

I have understood very well what has been said, however, I should like a

clarification. I am not quite convinced, yet, on the first of these two reasons,

that there is a possibility of greater financial assistance in the scientific

field than in the humanistic fields.

If so, how does this factor influence the relatively small number of students

who embark upon s-Aentific study/ It has been my impression that there has been

consistently a greater am unt of funds available to conduct scientiiic studies.

Let me,please, make on observation that has perhaps already been made by

Professor Carnacini and others here. I believe I can affi-m that in Italy the

situation is of a different nature in regard to studies at the Lyceum.

Until a short time ago, humanistic prepareAon at the Lyceum was very tradi-
%

tional. Today, this situation has changed somewhat insofar as studies in Greek

and Latin are concerned. For example, the ability to translate directly from

Greek or Latin into Italian has waned. So, the situations toCay both in America

and in Italy are closer than they mere traditionally.

Another observation has bearing upon a certain rapprochment today in the

formulation of university study courses. In Italy, the Law of 11 December 1969,

has brought about a liberalization of university studies, ly-inging :bout the
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the possibility of student selection of electives and in contrast with the

rigidity of our ,rLditional system. There have been beneficient results ever

though we are undergoing a difficult period of adjustment to determine processes

and implementation of the Law.

BENJAMIN

I wot!ld like to make several observations that have something to do with

whet you have been saying.

As a teacher of Latin, Greek and Archeology at the University, I have a

situation that many of you had to take in the Lyceum five years of Greek and

twelve years of Latin. In my opinion, there is very little humanistic training

in the classics in any American secondary school. Those who do take it, want

it, or they have stern parents. Thus,in the humanistic field,,like the classics,

we are faced with a situation of finding persons qualified to teach Latin or

Greek.

Here at Rutgers, we have beginning courses in both Latin and Greek. It

works! We are very fortunate in getting student; who want to take it. The

other thing that has happened with us is that it takes a little longer in

graduate work; so, we usually suggest that students spread their studies part-

time to give them time to absorb the language,or to qo to :taly to study

archeology in the middle of it.

This explanation illustrates the length of time we need, and it also ex-

plains something of what has happened to the humanities in the United States.

We are now in the age of the social sciences. mist, therefore, compete for

,tudents in the humanities. No absolu . requirement of Latin or Greek L...7:0d

even be desirable for modern American students; we could never force it down

anybody.
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I think that humanities programs all over the world, not just in the

United States, are going to have the same type of experience that mass educa

tion faced in America during the 1900's. I mT)ht conclude by saying that Latin

and Greek do speak to the masses, but in meager numbers.

FAE00

Our requirements heretofore have been two years of foreign languages and

social studies (undergraduate)land two years of science and mathematics. This

year, however, our reform act and its accompanying change has brought into being

a new system. The student must now follow certain courses in four to six

fields. These are humanities, social studies, mathematics and sciences, Mere..

ture, foreign language and creative arts or communications. In effect, the stu-

dent can now eliminate from his four-year university program two fields completely,

and he only needs to have six credits (one cour2,1 per semester) in each of four

fields. Thus, the student who is weak, say in the sciences, does not have any

science courses at all if he chooses not to have them. The problem then is

whether the system is valid for all or for a limited number of universities.

In the Italian secondary school system, there will also be a change because

there w:11 no longer be the strong necessity for insisting upon the study of foreign

languages, or upon four years of mathematics, etc. The trend is toward giving

students a rather wide choice in selection of subjects. Recently, there has

been a dialogue where proponents of change favor our eliminating certain courses

that are normally required for entrance to the university.

I am not in agreement necessarily with our earlier staterlent that in Italy

at the secondary school level we have a greater emphasis on humanistic rather than

scientific studies. During the first two years of college, we also depart from
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the rigid curriculum of yesteryear. Professor Benjamin told us how many stu-

dents begin Latin on entering college. I feel that perhe,)s they also start

mathematics almost at zero at the university level. Would this then not explain

the enormous difference that exists between our two systems?

As far as I am concerned, the difference resides in these two concepts that

until the present have been in effect in Italy And in the U.S. with regard to

the preparation of scientists and men of letters.

We are still of a mentality which fosters a unified culture; for example,

a mathematician, even if he specializes and studies in depth in his discipline,

it is inconceivable that he has no knowledge of other fields. One specializes

in one particular rield of study so that he may read a paper, say in mathe-

matics, and then lx! quoted widely on the assumption the results are correct.

Before conducting scientific research in Italy, it is necessary to have

six or seven years of study in humanistic field. We cannot accept what a

colleague says who reassures u: about the results of a certain study unless we

understan3 it. This is why in the sciences it is necessary for one to stuc; a

greater .unber of years.

I would very much like to ask a man of letters if he had ever attended a

major conference not particularly akin to his discipline, and whether he understood

anything that was being said. In the field of the sciences, and I am speaking now

of mathenratics with which I al most familiar, this often happens. It is not the

length of time required nor the length of a thesis that brings recognition in Italy.

Frequently, the number of pages is in an inverse relationship to the value of a

thesis. It is my judgment that the really valuable treatise is one that employs

precise rules, is rigorously defined, whether in the abstract or in their prac-

tical connections, and is presented in terse, logic format.
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!a there great unemployment among teachers in the United States?

PANE

242.

In certain specialized areas, yes, let me explain. With the population

explosion beginning in World War II and as a result of the explosion of knew-
,

ledge since the war, greater numbers of youths are remaining in school. We now

have more than seven million ,,tudants studying at the post secondary school level,

or about double the number of students enrolled in 1960. So, in less the.;, a

decade, we have a 100 percent increase. By 1975, according to the projections,

there will be 14 million students at the college level alone. The question raised

constantly is,will there be teacher personnel available then? But conditions

have and are changing.

Each year in December, the National Conference of Foreign Language Teachers

is convened. During the conference, interviews are scheduled for candidates

who are interested in certain anticipated vacancies. Time was when the number

of candidates was in short supply. Conditions have and are changing, however.

My colleagues in the field of English, for exar )le, have found that there are many

more candidates than positions available. Similarly, in German there is a super-

supply of well-qualified candidates for <.3very opening.

We are now beginning to develop a certain disequilibrium in some subject dis-

ciplines and an equilibrium in others. It is becoming apparent,for example, that

more degree holders will be needed in sociology aid in communications. You mdy

have noted a new classification in our college ahnouncemena that is called "Creative

Arts and Communications."

At the secondary school level, there presently is eo disequilibrium, since

there is no specialization as in the university. One local school seerintendent
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reported recently that with no recruitment effort on his part he is in receipt

of enough applications from well qualified candidates to staff another school

system of the same size.

After World War I, the study of German was abandoned completely, for which

reason those who were qualified to teach German had to find a livelihood in other

fields. During World War II, the study c' French suffered considerably. On the

other hand, with the good neigh)or nolicy, the study of Spanish in the United

States increased :onsiderably. So, we have experienced this type of eisequilibrium,

but the global number of teachers is on the marked increase largely because the

profession is attractive to young Amerizons, men and women.

ERMINI

It see,-,s to me that the basic problem, the in-depth problem that makes our

dialogues so interesting. lies in the fact we represent two completely different

cultures, each with its own traditions.

Italy was the cradle of humanism. It is not only literary old artistic, but

it also encompasses the sciences, iciology, philosophy, law, psychology and the

general knowledge of friction relations.

The American concept of humanist studies, I think, is a different one, based

largely on what humanism represented in Italy ir. the 1500 and I600's, but not be-

fore. Because of this different type of orient.:Ition, different cultures arise.

In Italy, we witness this among our youth beyond 14 years of aye, and it is in

sharp contrast with youth of a corresponding age in the U.S..

In Italy, we have beer very proud of our classical lyceum, where students were

not limited just by the formal aspects of education; they also received a certain

kind of orientation. As a result, the program developed certain bounds that

limited our society and that created conditions that today are somewhat di-raging.
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We are now attempting to remedy the situation and to overcome the restrictions.

In 1924, we underwent a reform of secondary education that bears the name

of a philosopher, a humanist of very extensive culture, named Giovanni Gentile.

That reform accented to an even greater depth humanistic study, but permitted

certain technical studies--at a tolerance level.

Now, scientific studies are a useful thing for man to live oy as is knowledge

of things governed by laws that bring discipline to society. However, the reform

gave definite amphasis to literary humanism - -the historic, the juridical, and the

artistic. This was an error, and we politicians are aware of this. We fully appre-

ciate that some minds are made for certain studies, and other minds are not. Both

are worthy minds that require different kinds of education.

We are trying now to correct this particular difficulty. One significant

step has been to allow each graduate of our secondary schools the right to enroll

in any college of his choice and also to select a discipline in which he is personal-

ly interested. 8y so doing, we hope to shed this "straight jacket" which was im-

posed by the high school.

In conclusion, I believe it would have been much better to have reformed our

secondary schools before the universities.

GROBMAN

In America, we are getting to the stage where wa have many more of our young

people studying biology. We recognize that very few will become professional

biologists, but we feel it is important for then to have this knowledge if for no

other reason then they may becore informed and good citizen's.
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PANE

T.-, give you some appreciation of the international dimensions of curriculum

reform in the science, let me point out that Dean Grobman has travelled through-

out Latin America and Asia on behalf of the Biological Sciences Curriculum Study.

Wherever he has visited, he has interpreted the new school science curriculum pro-

grams that originatedin the United States all0 Britain during the decade and have

subsequently had a world-wide impact.

FAE00

As Professor Vaccaro has indicated, there were to have been two biologists,

in our group, Wx, at the I st moment were unable to join us.

As the President of a University and a mathematician, and therefore at some

distance from biological sciences, I must admit that I f'llow assiduously the

general outlines of courses offered on-campus i,nd I can supp,rt Professor Pane's

statement on the impact made by Dean Grobman's leadership in the field of curricu-

lum reform of the biological sciences.

In s,y university, for example, there is a faculty-student group that is quite

advanced insofar as their study of onimals, birds, and less developed animals and

species is concerned. They are endeavoring to determine how the less developed

animals evolved into highly developed animals. In addition, there is in progress

an extensive study of ecology at our campus and at others. Indeed, I am much

impressed with the efforts of the Biological Sciences Curriculum Study.

GMMAN

Inasmuch as wa have been discussing the international scene, I call your atten-

tion to some of the British biology texts. I just happen to have more of the

tmerican texts here than others. I a/1 also pleased with the way our Study has become
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QUESTION

How does one become a biologist in the United States?

GROBMAN

A student usually enters college with an open mind about his objectives.

He does not decide in what he is going to major until he is in his second or

third year of college. Then, if he thinks he might want to do it earlier, he

picks chemistry, or physics, or mathematics and he continues. If he decides to

be a doctor, he continues a premedical program. If he decides he would like to

be a professional biologist and to teach at the secondary school le el, he takes

the required education course while he is concentrating in biology and is graduated

with a bachelor's degree. If, however, he decides to teach at the college level,

he goes on for an advanced degree, does his research projects, and acquires a Ph.D.

degree.

QUESTION

Is that sa,e path al,o followed for one who wants to be a specialisti I refer

to those who seCK appointmen's to health institutes, or to the Federal Department

of Agriculture.

GRO BMA'

If he thinks he is interested in molecular biology, the student will study

physical chemistry, biological chemistry, physics, mathematics, etc. If, on the

other hand, he is interested in ecology, he will then study more geology, some

chemistry, geography and the environment-type courses at the graduate level.

Since this dialogue occurred, Dean Grobman has visited Italy and a number of Asian
countries during the winter of 1970 including Burma and Thailand and the Philippines,
for discussions with university faculty members in the Asian Association for Biologi-
cal Education.
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QUESTION

If a student has elected among his basic studies biological chemistry, is

'le also advised to study organic and inorganic chemistry? I ask this mainly

because I feel one cannot study biological chemistry if he does not have a

background in organic and inorganic chemistry.

LEATHEM

Here at Rutgers, biological chemistry is offered in the biological sciences

and in the Medical School--not in the Chemistry Department. Biochemistry is

also offered in the agricultural school and it is called agricultural biochemistry.

The student must study both organic and inorganic chemistry for background.

QUESTION

I believe that the sciences today are creating barriers that make it impossible

to isolate special types of learning from other types. As an example, I just opened

a book here by chance, and I note a page with a large photograph, very likely done

by an electronic microscope, of chromosomes.

Recently, we had an international conference which brought out a volume by an

academic press on chromosomes. A study of chromosomes was also made with an electron

computer, illustrating my point, that there is a certain interrelationship among the

sciences, Thus, it has become necessary to have certain basic foundation stones,

which would be provided by scholars who are in a position to give the broad horizons,

and to have other scientists who would dedicate themselves mainly to the detailed

aspects and the frontiers of their discipline. Do you concur?

LEATHEM

Your comments are certainly germane. We have exactly this problem, the problem

of inter-communication between the sciences. It is also a problem of coping with

the enormous volume of literature and of training graduate students to contribute

properly. We have yet to find the means of resolving these problems satisfactorily.

9 53



You commented on mathematics. Now much mathematics can a biologist take?

Now much should he have to be a biologist?

We are currently concerned with the problem of biophysics. The biologists,

of course, say that he must be well trained in biology, with a little bit of physics.

The physicists say that he must be well trained in physics, with a little bit of

biology. Now, since our Dean of the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences is a

physicist, we still do not have a program in biophysics.
mr,

I concur; we must find some mechanism whereby we can inter-relate between

fields more effectively.

FAEDO

May I add that I have had an experience that rt!rhaps might be shared.

In centuries past, there was the well-roundeJ man. There were great figures,

like Aristotle and Galileo, idlo dominated an era. But, today, we have only a sub -

stitite for this man. He has become a group, so to speak, because one man is no

longer sufficient. We sometimes call this gro'Jr, con isting of many scientists

who are specialists in a minute area, a cooperat; ,e._,:arch team.

I believe that in order to have cooperat'on full: functional we need to have

bibliographical materials instantaneously because the input in science

has been so great that it has become physically ii ssibla to follow the latest

developments.

In the field of mathematics, frr exanple, in my Institute in Pisa,

more than 200 puhlications and reviews that appeo, s-werai times a year. NO4, if

we take just one of the Itali.t.n journals of inte,p) ionr1 interest, caliA the

New Basis for Physics (it is very iarvt, I brlic-e n scientist today could cope

with it much less keep abreast of other import, it pe, ior.icals and professional

25(1
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journals). As a result, 1 think that today the true function f the cooperative

resear7h group, assisted by up-to-the-ninute bibliographic materials and documenta-

tion, may hecume the substitute for the scientific man of yesteryear.
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ITT. EJUCAfION

1. Value of the University Degree in the Italian Legal Orde:*

The problem of the value of the sniversity degree in the Italian legal

order is closely connected with the more general problem of the autonomy of

Italian Universities, a problem which is dramatic particularly today and on

whose solution, in part at least, the fate of the university itself depends.

Autonomy does not moan., or only mean, power of self-management from the

administrative, didactic and disciplinary point of view, as is today hypo-

critically established by a norm which is increasingly being emptied of any

real content, but rather liberation from its present condition as an instru-

ment to which the state has assigned a particular goal, alongside its natural

and universal goal of the progress of science. Here we are referring to the

goal cf "furnishing the scientific calture necessary to the exercise of offices

and professions," as stated, along with the promotion of science , in Section

1, Article 1 of the Law on University Instruction (Testo Unico delle leegi sully

istruzione universitaria) instituted by Royal Decrcc N.1592 of August 31, 1933.

This is an unnatural goal which has, although within certain limits, succeeded

in prevailing over the University's primary and natural goal the progress of

science conditioning its entire structure and transforming it from a matrix

of science into a slave of the state.

Tnis is a real rroble, not always recognized by everyone. Xore often,

we prefer to talk about freedom from controls and self-government in didactic

matters, without considering that the real autonomy, the real freedom, of the

*This is a verbatim report delivered by Rector Tito Carnacini, April 9, 1970.
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university, lies in being only the forge of science, of knoAedge for its own

sake, without anything to bind or condition it.

Rhat I an saying may seem rather rash; but, in reality, it only parallels

what. other eminent students of the problem have already denounced, attributing

to the legal value of the university degree, a negative and harmful effect that

undermines the very foundations of the university. "We are once again consecrating

the legal value of what is the danger, the greatest plague of our universities,

the legal value of the diplomas and degrees granted by our schools of various

types": these are words pronounced by Luigi Finaudt to the Constituent Assembly

on April 29, 1947, during the debate on the schools with regard to an amendment

proposed by the lion. Dossetti and others to Article 27 of the Draft Constitution,

later to become Article 13 of the Constitution. This article, after establishing

the freedom of science and art and their teaching, delegates to the Republic the

task of establishing tire governing education and prescribes a state examina-

tien for adrlission to, or graduation from, the various types and levels of schools

and for licensing to practice tire various professions, while maintaining autonomous

statutes within the limits set by the law. "Permit we to call upon my almost fifty

years of experience": Einaudi continued - "tho thing that most greatly disturbs

the universities is the fact that their courses, rather than being directed towards

the pure and simple exposition of scientific truth, are oriented towards the

achievement of diplomas have no valu,., !wither moral nor legal. :since this

Article once mere consecrates the legal value of these nieces of paper, I shall

vote against it."*

*"La Liberta della Scuola," in Scritti di Sociclo0a e di politico in onore di
tuigiSturzo, (lblogna: Zanichelli 1953), pp. 117-118.

I
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2. The Prohlem in Li.ht of laws Governing the Value of University Degrees.

According to CIQ above-rienliored lee on University Instructirn,* the

degrees granter'. by the Universities have the value of academic titles only; no one

can practice a profession (understood in the broad sense, and thus including the

activity of Leachers in the secondary schools and functionaries of the Public

Administration) ii he has not passed an appropriate state examination, which may

be in the form of a civil service competition for permanent state emploxment

(concorso _ptibblico) or licensing examination (abilitazione) to practice certain

professions. Only persons holding university. deerces are admitted to these

state examinations, There are very fee' exceptions: general and superior officers

in the Artillery and Army Engineering Corps, the Navy and Naval Engineering Corps,

Airforce and Airforce Err;ineerng Corps, at the end of their active service, ray

obtain licensing as engineers through a degree from the Ministry of Fublic Education,

even it they do not possess a degree in Engineering from a university. They mist,

however, have successfully completed the courses at the military Artillery and

Engineering School; or, if they arc Naval ships' officers, one of the higher

technical specializations of the Navy. The above officers are then exonerated

from taking the state examination, if they can show, through proper documentation,

that they have carried out ,00hnical activity in the Armed Forces for determined

periods of tine and that they possess the necessary qualifications for planning

and directing engineering we -ks, by nears of their technical knowledge and exper-

ience.**

Thus, the university degree has "legal" value, which means that the state

t'kes upon itselt the rhht and the duty to organize education, ensure its efficiency

and thus provide fr.t- the 10i-ration of those- who intend to practice free professions

*Art. 172-173.

**Art, 1S0,.18i of the Taw on University lnsttuction.
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or hold positions in the public administration. It accredits the validity

of academic titles before the national community and further guarantees that

ocily those who have earned these tans may occupy such positions or practice

such professions, since their academic titles testify to their "aptitude" for

these offices and professions, reserving the right to assess their actual

qualifications by means of a further examination, likewise administered by

the state.

In those cases there the state is not directly responsible, as in the case

of the free universities, whose degrees also have legal value (that is, they

are guaranteed by the state), it exercise,; a series of preventive and fellow-up

controls which, beginning with assurance that the institution's statute corresponds

to the general interests of study and university instruction, extend to approval

of the suitability of the school's financial plan with respect to the goals it

has set for itself and decisions concerning the FacolOi: Schools and courses that

make it up. Finally, the state reserves the right to close down such institutions,

either totally or partially, if it so decides.*

3. Respcnsibility of the State

Thus, the state is responsible, even if sometimes only indirectly, for

university instruction and fot guaranteeing the validity of the degrees granted

by the universities themselves. In this, the Italian university system follows,

in its basic ani essential lincs,the Napoleonic model, on which it wts initially

p::tt.L.rned.**

*Art. 198 ff. of the law on University Instruction.

**Luigi Finaudi, "Scuole c Libcrta," Frediche inutill (Furin: EinauJi Editore,

1959), P. 13'
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Such a system no longer finds any justification in modern Italian social

reality, which is pervaded with new needs and demands.

For that ratter, the system is contradictory in itself: it is senseless

to have a university degree with legal value when a stale examination is also

required, and-- as everyone agrees --this examination does no more than repeat

what has already been tested during the candidate's university studies. Either

one or the other: either the university degree, or at least its legal value, is

useless or the stare examination is useless. The dilemma is beginning

to be recognized by the Italian legislature, since with Law ho. 414:' cf March 12,

1968, it established certain courses of university study ,,..hose degrees have

automatic licensing value, at least for the purpose of teaching in the secondary

schools, thus restoring the situation that existed before the Gentile reform.

But this is not the point.

What we need is the elimination of the legal value of the university degree,

of that legal value which not only limits freedom of teaching, because of the

necessity for a formal approach tailored to a pre-determined goal that can never

be disregarded-- obtaining onyof those so-called pieces of paper --but also con-

ditions the structure of our universities and compresses their real goal, which

is the progress of science.

Nally difficulties will undoubtedly have to be overcome to arrive at this

result, difficulties connected with the different conditions of life, of environ-

ment, of development and mentality at work in our society, in the North and in

the South.

In a re._nt debate on the sac, subject as this present report,* it was pointed

out that 56.3 percent of Italian university graduates are scite employees, including

*Round Table on the there "1] valore leg.ale dully JAuTes1".

tiaccbinc, bdindustria, Way73un.-_, '69) 191f.

Sec Civilt)
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those working as teachersih percent);31,7 percent are enployed in primary

and secondary economic activities; 7.6 percent in commerce, finance, insurance,

transportation and communications; and 24 percent practice free professions or other

social activities. The bulk of university graduates are thus absorbed by the

state itself, naturally by means of competitive state examinations. It is pre-

cisely this situation that weighs most heavily upon us: public employment is still

the greatest resource for university graduates in the southern regions of Italy,

where only very recently, for well- known historical and environmental reasons,

has an industrial economy and, abovelan industrial "mentality" begun to develop.

In this situation, the legal value of the university degree plays a very

important role: in a world still dominated by patronage, in a socially disorganized

world where the precariousness of employment makes stability stability that only

state employment can guarantee the highest of aspirations, the university

degree and following state examination constitute a defense against partiality

and favoritism and a platform of initial parity for all those who set out to will

state jobs. In the last analysis, the university degree (along with the following

state examination) hinders unfair competition; and, seen in this framework, the

legal value of this degree acquires an almost vital importance. It ensures that

only those '::ho have earned it can compete for public employment, without the

danger that others, through patronage or favoritism, take available posts away

from them 4;

These consierations are undoubtedly important, but not ,nongh to exelq!e

thu possibility and the opportunity of a reform of the value of the university

degree and a consequent reform of the state examinations.

*These arguments were expounded in the coarse of the Round Table cited above.

G1
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If what we have said above concerning the university graduates of Southern
not

Italy is true -- or still true (we must/forget that by now the structures of

Southern society are changing) -- it is also true, as has been observed,* that

the legal value of the university degree produces bitter disappointments and

"unemployed intellectuals" among those who, after an often long and sometimes

vain waiting period, think that with their degree they have earned a right to

a job that ensures them a suitable living or social elevation.

4. Urgent Need for Reform

We must, therefore, reform and reform without delay. The university degree

should have no recognized value, other than that of a title of culture as an end

in itself. The benefits would be many: students-- or better "scholars" --

prefer the better universities, which would lead to a certain competition among

the various institutions and tb-s to reater commitment in teaching; the univer-

sities would attract only those interested in study as such, and not as a means

of obtaining a legal title; everyone would have access to public employment

and the professions, without the useless and unjustifiable discriminations,

practiced up to now. Naturally, parallel to this refor1A, it would be necessary

to render the state examinations more severe and more functional, raking them

instruments of real selection; and the candidates in the various fields would not

be many more than they are today.

But ve cannot wait any longer. For the welfare of the university, of scien::e

and of society, it is categorically necessary to arrive at a re-evaluation of the

of the prestige and social sign. :icance of our titles of study, above and beyond

their formal juridical value which, general and indiscriminate as it is today

*Finaudi, op.cit.



is a source of misunderstandings and their intrinsic devaluation ": and this is the

opinion of the Standing Conference of Italian University Rectors.*

*Meeting of September 20-21, 1965. See A. Sensini, In Riforma Universitaria
(Florence: Sansoni, 1966), pp. 197-198.
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J.E.

In Cie La.h School, :,Le have at the 4i-ion-lent three decrees which we (jrant.

Je ka,,e the J. wl-lick is the Doctorate of Jurisprudence, formerly the

Jcholo: of Law. Because of certain diFliculties in the Civil Service reculatioas

that did n(.t permit ere to become a cerrain P-I4 or P-l6, based on whether one had

a doctor's or a bachelor's degree, there was c novement begun about five years ace

to change the dqre?. re a J.J.

We alo conFer the L,L.n., whicO is a nester of Laws degree. This is an

anachronism ri,,hc now. We have :o clarify this in SOTTL' way because one oreco,ries a

doctor at the and of three years' F,tuCI, end than after another year of study he

oetains a nester of Lms degree.

also award the S.J,J,, which is the [rector of Juridical Science. I

wanted to mention this decree because later on I shall explain the difficulties

are hovio., legal education in {one other law school awards the J.i;.

decree, ,1,ic ;L; a i1,,ster of Jurisprudence, a two-year rro,:ra:a beyond the sj.

We now have in the Colu-A)ia Law School aprroxinately 1,DD students. In

the nradute proru-am wi enroll about 5) to 6J each year aprrorxinately ten of which

mill be sorting towards an S.J..;. We always Hve a very into ostini: group of stu-

(lents from abroad that meets serarately for the first semester in trying to bridge

the gr between their on local systems which they have studied and the 1,flericao

legal systems,

In deterninins admissions 5o use rot only canridates' colle(je records, but

w- also re pire a nationally a4,ni,Astored test on aptitod,e, on goner al backort.und,

and co structured English. Cn the whole, our procer:ure has worl<ed out extremely

well, excert wren Ve COTe to fore[ ;n students. There ore come va,iations of Eir;-

lish that arc Hifi,-ult for them to grasp quickly. Therefore, Olen it comes to

foreiy1 stu,'ents, we do not ken;. the to the same standard that we 1-la fo- those
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whc, sneak :111,;lish as their n,Jtive toa,ue.

It miuht h h*ful So you, you hers, if you ihh;uired aboui.

th-, Leal fast at the Educa,ional Service, Princeton, fier,

Jersey, becauf,e about percent or the cases tested, when they predict success,

it has worked out that way. But there are occasionally striking cases in deviation.

Let me cite this as an illustration. In our own case, one of the lowest men, so

far as a test score was concerned, finished right at the top at Colombia. Two or

three years later, at Harvard Law School, the bottom man finished first in his

class.

haeu faculty cry4oittees on ad-,issions so the ,:f-eitest problem dean

has is tai '<tea corloittee firers educated curd not let then) becone ris:r.,erized by

the numbers, in :hinkinq shat sc,)re5 are scrnsthii 9 solid, b.ecause the/ a-e not

always solid.

ory hr La jchool is poierned, of course, by the iThcolty that ri,kes all

etP:aLional !olicy decisions. I wish I could tall you that the .--hinistr,lion and

the f:culty Piwav apron on elcationol policy, but we do lot. ie faculty of the

School io.nts usually once a month, but there have been meetins as often as

trice a sr' '-. It is E; very closely knit_faculty. exam,,,le, we nck^ no onpoinL-

ments to the 1.;,1 Faculty %-ithout unalirrous cons.ent. c-)4, this does not u,ean that

there r1,-,y not he L40 or three people that may object to a particular annoihtnt:

but in all C-72S, at last L.1 to this point, if there are only t.co or three

objec: they s,-)y, ",tell, there is such a preponderant v;e.4 in the faculty in ;'a10r

of this arpointment that i rill cast our votes i l fvor. We recently h;id

a t...st .11-erc people opposed appoictent, and the faculty

tri.-:d to over -rule the unwritten lau that aprointi-,ents are made urohir-ously.

/3.S Wiry plaseJ on that occasion inasmuch as the focuky then turned around nd

the unoni.iou; rul: and the a2}-ointmont Nos net nod-.

Thus far, on no s.udents r t least up ti l; this point ot our ic-,c tit/
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Du!. s A t.; right t nrm:.

ex:-THe, ssunts 110V,"!'. eo

L tn FDCU1 L/ rijtir 1:: on e sv1jcte --. 1 an jicrcrl :net nest weL.: th

s tiilt)t nil 3C errJ eiiS Lr,, to -7n our frIck, !.si

conlir-vi here Eor., I oiL-in: in 1 e on-3 you !i i

oFten co Je enri y con called A.1.2 Cc .t:0 on Inscr1.1,ction hey

r1i in ',%le 12 ;Aso hose an tihes o1 7 cf

r`oIi and -,ues tiol,.s end t-is deve tor, ;301 cy tC--

-r.crits for on to the Facul ty.

f oI of our ctees in rho Liciij viji tire exce;.:500 oF the

hrroin :men ts Crcri ttee 1-1,?,/3 student menbe,-s. Cur ,,prointr.len ts Con-

11) CtLi h,:.s consul tint seidont T.11v3I5 end ;11,oreFore,our s tur:en ts ci pate in

al 1 ;7°1 ic.y Fur th2rmorc., on a 1 i cation, if a r cpor a coil ii tzoe i

comin:; ur to whi oh tkidents disagree, they may a_tend Facul:y and ii:

t or ,u thei r posi ti(v) ho core the en ti JrNrui

Our lacul y has other co iii !- tees, such as the ,',;),r'ointments Cornrii tt.:?.ej thr-t

once a S1C(11c for consideration of icon alloint-lents. [Me

in tee rc3ts once a r:eco< no's and ni th student mo:,..kers icr about tee hours. to also

ieee a CurricnIur,1 dental t tE.2.ci that reels not to ec often, Nut is cons tr.:n:l';

inv on cours,s or study, on revi cc.lten'.., and on p 1 onning cii th r:-,e the of ferinls

for the foil o..)i ni year Then, s hav e! an dii ssions Financial iii C Corwi tee

fij ch is today, at F.-.,ast in the Lee School , a very iwor tan t LC.'2 nacanisc

that is .v1)ere the r1,:;i n pressure is coninrj from 31 ock students.

You nay he in t..-2r on te'l to know thJt thirty r.or-cent of the financial

lii ch is a very ti;:stanti.31 sur, of money, is Going V the i1c'< stud,ants in the

Law f,chool, al 7.boug;- they represent only about J percent of the student body. Jo

hav, a lit: to o'er I ) r,ercent of the student body that are oinori ty students:

',.'usr to N cans, ,neri can I n.Ji ant , and :,lacks, ',re are be.-jinni Hf: to refer to ther-fnow

is '31 rob Crown,'' not to he confused l th "3 h F.,"
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3, fespondents' Statements

My comments arc on two related matters that have to do with diverse American

practices in dealing with the gifted; and, then. on a few of the important issues

that stem from these practices.

In the United States there have beer certain well known public secondary schools

that have catered to the needs cf able students. These schools include the Boston

Latin School and the Bronx High .School or Science and the Hier) School of the Performing

Arts, the two latter oeirg in the City of New York. In fact one could name one

or more high schools in nearly every major city in the U.S. that have at sa.ee time

attracted faculty and students of rare intellect or talent. While these schools have

been a source of civic pride, they have more recently been the targets of complaint

because they have received a greater share of the financial resources of the com-

munity.

If one were to visit every smaller city or suburb in Arl,,,rica, where there are,

let us say, three secondary schools, he would probably find one of these three

schools located in the wealthy residential area. That school iould probably have

a, better fac.dty, more financial support, gr-:rater instructional resources. and a

higher quality of instructional nrogram than the other two.

* Here in capsule form are the statements of two respondents 1)Dea Milton Schwebel,
anU 2) Professor Jane Raph who cited a few of the marked differences that exist
between Italy and the O.S. in educating gifted students. The Conference of Rectors
delegates entered the discussion dirinq the open forum.
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Obviously, the situation I have discrihed has engenured considerable

bitterness; and, as a result, there have come into being across the United

States a number of prroqams to compensate for the failure of the public schools

to achieve true equality in education.

Presently, we have a number of school patterns that arc directed toward

giving quality instruction to children in lower socio-economic status, both

black and white, who have been identifiJd as talented.

How do we in America identify giftedness? Cur methods are quite unlike

those just described for Italy. Indicators of high scholastic ability are re-

presented by students' 1.4. test scores, by their school grades, and their

performance on standardized ochievement tests. In general, the ratio of gifted

students is positively related to a school district's per pupil expenditure for

education--e situation that is of great concern both to those in the lower classes

and to educators who question that such a relationship is predetermined by nature

that is, by the genes.

In our largest urban school system in New Jersey. namely Newark the largest

portion of whose students are black, there is a school-within-a-school arranyement,

designed for the m(-re able children. here students receive considerable individu.?1

attention in and out of their classes and they are given much professional guidance

in planning continuity from secondary school to college.

American higher education has attuned itself to social change and even the more

prestigicays college, ,,nd universities have demonstrated effective devices for re-

cruiting talented and potentially able Negro students. Another device in current

use is to admit students to college before graduatiol from high school who show

exceptional achievement in a specific subject, or exceptional motivation in spite

of severe financial disadvantages. By this arrangement, instead of entering college

let us say, at Id years after finishing four years in secondary school, he goes
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to college at )6 after having finished two years. or at age 1/, after f:mishinq

three, years.

There is some research to show that these stuccnt.s as a q:oup maintain high

grades in co11.2ge and obtain more artistic ac(-emr:Ii:nments than other students.

Likewise,there is some evidence to suggest that the students create none of the

awful consequences that some critics have predicted and that they are able to

deal with the p-oblems of social adjustment.

A second device presen 'y in universal practice is known as "adianced place-

ment." Under this arrangement, the student enters college after four years of

high school; and, on reentering, no takes a battery o1' placement examinations. Cn

the basis of his performah,:e, he may actually move in at what is really the second

year of college. rather than the first; or he may be placed in advanced courses

in a subject ,field, enabling him to avoid duplication and tc. advance further in

a field of study.

A third device that is in widespread use in American higher education is to

provide for enrichment for more able students in what is known as "honors programs."

Students are usually elected to membersh;;, in honors programs by faculty action and

they study independently under the guidance of their major professors in the

Preparation of a thesis or major papers.

It is fi-..ting to note that the chief way in which the U.S. responds to the

special needs If the more able students is by the marked differences amongst the

hundreds of colleges throughout the nation. It is a fact that college preierences

of very able students are related to institutional "popularity." with 1,opularity

most closely related to the size of the ins'itution, and with private universities

being the most selective types.



Of course, these "best' universities--the Harvaids, Yales. Princetons

.itanfords, 4ith Alcgers not too far down the list--also attract the best

fr,LultieH and, because they also have the most money, they have the nest

li!)raries, laboratories, materials, and scholarships.

In the we also provide for students from the lower socio-economic

classes by offering various kinds of student scholarships, fellowships and

loans. A variety of these aids were first introduced during the depression

years of the 1)3U's. Ulnediately after W.W.II, an extensive bocst in support

for college students was liven through the "G.I.Bill," and a little more than

a decade later after Sputnik, under the National rlefense Education Act increased

support was given to mathemltic:, the sciences and modern languages.

In America, we are increasingly concerned with conserving our intellectual

resources. About fifty years ago, educators began to explore ways to identify

and nurtute such resources. When the famous psychologist Terman launched his

classic studies, starting in the 1920's, the impression was widespread that gifted

students more easily recognized. why? Because Terman believer that gifted persons

and all good qualities appertaining tended to go together, such as high intellect,

social adjustment, and physical development. In fact, studies were so designed

that there were controls for social cless, for nationality, and for religion. Sub-

sequently. it became apparent that the assumption was not a valid one, namely, that

gifted students were not primarily in the middle classes, that they were not primarily

white Anglo-Saxon Protestants, ad that their appearances were not an identifying

factor. Consequently, it wis generally agreed among educators that there was only
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one route to follow: to prcvide "all the children of all the people" with

high quality education. starting at a very early age. For this reason the

issue is often r,.sed: Should we ?lava pplity or equality of education?

This issue is indeed on artificial one because, if we are not to be wasteful, these

two must not be seen as dichotomies, and equality must be achieved without loss

of quality, difficult as that may be.

Another important issue in the kllerican educational sc_le may be framed as

a question: "'ghat is the criterion of giftedness?" Teman used the T.L. test

to obtain the "G" or General Factor, the general quality of mental capacity--a

rather anitary thing that applies to many activities of man. Of tha 1 5Jd young

people Terman identified as gifted and subseluently studied for scme 14-J years,

only a few wore found to be highly creative as aCults. What does this mean?

One explanation may be that we had been defining giftedness inappropriately.

Perhaps one way to define giftedness would be to place greater emphasis on

creativity.

the America-, psychologist Guilford refers to five different operations,

each a component of intelligence. Ile claims that in testirg, selecting and

teaching gifted students. we have failed to recognize two of them. The two

missing components are what Guilford called a) 'divereient thinking"--independent

or creative thinking, and brevaluative thinking-the operation of mAing judg-

ments or decisions. There has been much interest in the U.S. during the past.

decade in this field of research.
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The current trend in our modern secondary schools is toward h(Aerogereous

student grouping, with an accent on indi.,idual assistance where needed. Experi-

ence seems to show that the gifted students, as well as the avera ge, advance

more readily than when they were isolated under arbitrary admini,trative arrage-

meets. The effect of heterogeneous grouping suggest3these two possibilities:

a) that the prestige institutions in America have served as the model for what is

excellence in education represents, or b) that a new and better organizational

arrangement would be heterogeneous groupings of students - -the gi!ted with average

students in the same class.

One other matter of coocernstems from theories like Guilford's,namely an

interest in more effecti,:e teaching -- teaching that brings into being diver,.!nt

thinking. The effect is :o crate student activity and involvement as well as

a climate that do not encourage passivity in the classroom. This trend may not

be a major one at this time. Too many of our colleagues in teaching cling des-

perately to the traditional methods of imparting knowledge, especially through

the lecture and textbook, encouraging rote lea.ning and memori;:e.4on in general

rather than critical appraisal and divergent thinking and reinforcing an implicit

high value upon accepted views in a given fieldsby the method of examining and

testing and by the institution's reward system. This widespread practice raises

a major agenda for another conference.
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NE OF TEACHERS COLLE,;E IN THE PREPARATION OF TEACHERS-::

FISCHE,R

First, I think I should tell yov that r.ur name ( Teachers College) is

misleading. You may understand our function much better it you think of us

as tho graduate school of education at Columbia UniversiLi. We are the uni-

versity's faculty of education.

All of the students who come to Teachers College 14;ve earned their bache-

lor's degrees before they join us. Their purpose in cowing here may be to

prepare for t...:achii,g at the a.,!mentary (primary) or secondary school levels,

for college teaching, or for advanced sturlies leading to lower school of

university admistrativo i,:signmeots. In addition, there may be others here

who are preparing for work as sraciists in any one of the many areas of

education--psychological studies in education, in the philosophy of educa-

tion or related foundational fields, in behavioral sciences in education, et

cetL, a. Other students specialize in the various problems of the social sci-

ences (you rerhaps refer to them as the human sciences) as they relate to

education.

Some students here are concerned mainly with problems of adult education;

some students specialise in problems of pedagogy; and some are attempting to

meet the requirements to teach mathematics, the sciences, history a foreign

language, et cetera. And then, we have a rather unusual division which deals

;, President anetir. John H. FiscI'ir hosted a reception and luncheon at the President's
Residence, in honor of the Italian University Rectors. This is a condensation of
the dialogue which took place in the living room, prior to the luncheon, April 11,

1970,
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wIth'nursing education. All of the students in this division come to

us prepared and certified as nurses. They study with us in order to

prepare for eligibility as teachers in nursing schools or as directors

of nursing services.

Our offerings at Teachers College consist not only of teaching but also

of research. Our professors are involved in research as much as they are

involved in teaching. They also work quite actively in service programs

in schools and universities actively assisting administrato-s and teachers

in those schools with practical problems.

Let me say something about the size of Teachers College. currently

have about 5.200 students, wi..11 approximately 3a-40 per cent studying full

time and the remainder spending part of their time studying with us, while

they spend the rest of their time as teachers or administrators in area school

systems.

Our faculty at Teachers College consists of approximately 200 persons of

professional rank- -e.g., lecturers. instructors, coaejutant, etc.

Our students' average age is about 29 years. H3ny of them are young people

who come to us immediately upon completing their undergraduate studies; but others

come here after 3-5-10 or more years of teaching experience to spend 1-2-3

years in advanced studies preparing for more responsible professional assiqn-

ments.

In summary of tlat was ,sIie, Teachers College is the largtst graduate school

of education in the United States and we are the most diver {fled. We offer
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a greater range of specialities in education than any other grai-luate school

or undergraduate school in the Unite' States.

FAEDO,

It is very important For us Italians to hear your description of Teachers

College and to learn about the program in preparing ,lersonnel for teaching

in the primary as well as secondary and higher levels.

Italy has a very serious problem not only with regard to the preparation

of teachers and professors, but also with regard to the fact that after

World War II these via: a very acu'e shortage of teachers. Italy found her-

self in a most unprepared situation in the sense that it was difficult to

prepare comretent teachers in the supply demanded.

flight we discuss now or during luncheon what is happening in the United

States to meet a similar problem! You have given us the appetite for closer

scrutiny...One of my colleagues, closely identified with teacher education in

Italy, has a Testion to pose,

MARIA

My question has to dd with the preparation of teachers for the primary level

which is of considerable interest to us from Italy because of our supply fac-

tors,

We prepare such teachers in a special institution of the lyceum type or

high school. There are currently some projections of a reform, an extension

of the university for preparing teachers for the primary schoo' leel, so that

primary and secondary school tee,Thers would have equal preparation and G: tha

acme duration,
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I would like to know whether elementary and secondary school teachers

in Ar2rica have comparable training; and, if so, whether the leveling of

requirements does not create a problem for tomorrow?

Phr,sed differently, is there not a tendency here on the part of begin-

ning teachers to seek secondary school assignments rather than the less

prestigeous and poorer paying placements in the elementary school?

FISCHER

Let me ask one of my colleagues to comment on these questions. I

will turn to Professor Passow, who is Chairman of our Department of Curri-

culum and Teiching,where classroom teachers receive their pre-service prepara-

tion. I w;11 ask him to comment on the similarities and differences between

the preparation of elementary and secondary school teachers in the United

States and also to comment on the question whether our system has created

shortages in the elementary schools.

PASSO4

In past years. my guess would be that the bulk of the secondary school

teachers had a lot more work in the subject discipline they were preparing

to teach.

If one is going to teach high school mathematics today, he must study it

in death. The duration is relatively the same nationwide. All fifty sta,es

require at least four years of careful subject-matter preparation for the

baccalaureate degree, and in many instances a fifth year of master's level

work.
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There is no difference in le length of time needed to prepar2 for

elementary or secondary school teaching. The difference is only in the

nature of the subects which a.-c stied. In most of the states and in

most of our cities, we have a single salary schedule forprimary and se-

conda-/ school teachers for both men and women. There is no differential.

Whether a teacher is attracted to primary or secondary school teaching

depends very much on the perceptions of each of these and on the status

that does with it; the same salary scale and the same length of preparation.

ROLLA

You mentioned that Teachers college prepares school, college and univer-

sity administrators. I would be interested in learning whether students for

this program are recruited from the rank of classroom teachers? And then

also, I would like to know whether there are specific courses or programs at

the university level for the preparation of school superintendents, inspec-

tors end university maaader,-..nt personnel?

FISCHER

Let me respond to these questions be selling you the story of my life.

I begi-Al my teaching career as a primary school teacher. This was fort.;

years ago, when it was possible to begin teaching in the primary schools aFter

only two years of training beyond the high school.

As I continued as a classroom teacher, I also enrolled part time as a uni-,

versity student. In about three years, I became a teacher in a junior high

school. I continued my studies, all this time, while teaching and I became
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first the assistant principal of a junior high school and later the principal.

i wont from that position into central administration of my city, Baltimore,

and as the director of one of the services of the school system. In my case.

it was called "Special Service.,", including school social work, guidance,

counselling and testing. From that position, I later became an assistant

superintendent for seneral administration which had to do with financial af-

fairs, personnel management and so Eventually, I became the superinten-

dent of tl-,e entire school system.

I cite any case only because it is fairly typical. Man; American school ad-
,

ministratorS came through this same process and experience into administrative

positions.

ROLLA

Don't you think that the kind of position a classroom teacher holds and

that of the superintendent or inspector are gualftatively different?

The teacher, according to your statement, requires courses in pedagogy,

while in the other rosition it is necessary, in my judgment, to have ability

as well as broad preparation of a managerial nature,

FISCHFR

I should lave mentioned that in the course of my university studies, I

came here to Teachers C.Ilege, :olumbia to take my Ph.D. in educational ad-

ministration; and I became, at least to some extent, a specialist in the pro-

blems of administration. We have here a Department of Educational Administra-

tion. We also have a Department of Higher and Adult ...ducation, in which we

prepare administrators for university positions, andIspecfalists in the problems

of adult education.
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KNOX

In our department, there are graduate students, wcrking for master's

degrees or for doctorates who plan to be administrators in higher educa-

tion as deans, directors and presidents, particularly of two-year com-

munity colleges, as well as of colleges and universities. In additiop,

almost all types of organizations in this country--employers, schools. col-

leges universities, professional associations, and government agencies--

have a unit as a part of the organization which is concerned with education

or training of personnel. Thus, a college may have an evening division,

where adults of the community may come to study part-time either for a de-

gree, nr in many instances completely aside from the regular credit and

degree structure of the college.

Most public school systems have an adult education division; and many

private colleges have education and training departments in which employees

may increase their competencies to do the work they are doing at the present

time, or to move into positions of higher responsibility. So, the other

part of our Oepartment prepares people to develop and administer these types

of continuing education programs in the whole range of agencies, not just

the schools and educational institutions that sponsor educational training

programs for adults.

NADIA

(low do you recruit stueents for primary and secondary education programs?

Is there a sort cf competition? Once they are enrolled how does one become a

teacher?

FISrAIER

I shall ask Professor Goldberg to comment on these questions: a) how does a

young person decide to become a primary teacher, or h) a secondary teacher.
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GOLDBERG

I think many young people decide long in advance in tertr.r, of where

their own bents ;ie.

In many of our American colleges, students interested in secondary

education take the same basic program in general education in the first

two years in their college training. Then, in the last two years, they

decide themselves which direction they want to go. Very often young

people who have a special interest in a particular subject, such as

mathematics, science, art or literature wi)1 go into secondary education.

On the other hand those who are more interested in younger children and

in working with them will go into elementary education. It is a self-

selection process, not one in which there is any contest or any selective

process.

PASSOW

In each of the fifty American states, the state education authority

is responsible for licensing. A° person may teach in a public school sy/em

without a legal certificate. So, anyone who desires to teach in the schools

of New York or New Jersey, for example, must obtain his credential from the

State Education Department, qualifying him as a teacher of primary schools,

or of mathematics at the secondary level, or whatever his specialty may be.

Only when that person has that license or certificate may be apply to a local

school district for employment. A certificate is not required for teaching

in a junior (community) college in most states.
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Now, there were and still are emergency conditions under which temporary

arrangements may be made but only when acute shortages of teachers in certain

fields exist. So, the standard procedure is to employ only fully certified

teachers in the public schools. In America, a teacher is licensed by the

state, but he is an employee of the local school system only; he is-not a

state employee.

PRIM

When a teacher receives a certificate from the State of New Jersey, is

it recognized by all the states in the U.S.? Or, if he wants to teach in

another state where reciprocity does not apply, must he pass a second examina-

tion in order tocbtain a valid credential?

GOLOBERG

This varies. In some cases, states have compacts under which a license

issued by one state will be honored by anotheil but, itniess a reciprocal agree-

ment has been entered into, it would be necessary for a teacher to obtain a

license in the state in which he wishes to teach.

FI SCHER

You might mention that the :icensito generally is not by examination

but rather by fulfilling certain educational requirements which the several

states set forth: a prescribed number of credit hours in one subject, super-

vised practice teaching, and so on. Only a very few states pers'st in using

examinations, but For the majority there is no examination.

The usual pro.7ndure is as follows: the N.Y. State Education Oepartment

has designated Teachers College as an approved teacher education agency

and will issue teacher's certificates to such graduates of Teachers College

as may be recommended by the faculty.
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GOLO9ERG

ProGrams in teacher education nation-wide are remarkably similar.

When a teacher moves from one state to another and fails to meet in full

all requirements to certify, permission is frequently given to teach for

a specified period of time so he may fulfill the additional Levi require-

ments. Thus, he will riot be excluded from teaching. It is fitting, however,

to note that reciprocity in teacher certification is expanding among the

fifty states.

ERMINI

What are the usual requirements for the secondary school teaching

certificate in the U. S.?

FISCHE.?

Let me refer this question to Professor Vogali, who works specifically

with the preparation of teachers of mathematics for secondary schools.

VV,ALI

We require the completion of a major and a minor in specific course

requirements. Most states require a minimum of at least thirty credit

hours in mathematics; usually one general course in psychology; a develop-

mental course in psychology; one or more: special methods courses in the

teaching of mathematics, where not only didactic methods in mathematics

are given but also specific types of experimental curricula are ex.mined

in detail.

FISCHER

To give you some idea of the proportion that is academic content and

that which is specifically pedagogical, let me point out that about I24

credit hours are us,lally required for a baccalaureate degree. or four years
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of collegate work, at least 10D hours of which are in academic subjects

and the remainder are specifically pedagogical, including independent prac-

tice tee.,ching under supervision.

FLORIO'

A couple of years ago. we took constructive steps in Italy to improve

the competencies of teachers in the natural sciences. Therefore, the in-

formation you have given us today will be most useful. In fact, it stimu.

lates u.; to return to Italy to continue our efforts. We encountered some

difficulty in gaining acceptance of the idea that a ccllege is intended to

teach teachers how to teach, rather than only to provide teachers with

academic content.

PASSOW

We are not without experience in this country in difference of opinion

between specialists in academic fields and people interested in pedagogy.

There was a time when it was possible for a person to become a teacher

at a secondary school in the U.S. with no training in pedagogy at all. This

has changed over the last two generations, so that teachers in secondary

schools are now required throughout the country to have some preparation in

pedagogy. Out there are still specialists in various disciplines who remain

unconvinced that training of this sort is r!ecessary. The difference I think

between those who value in pedagogical preparation and those who .-.ee

no value in it may very well be summarized in this way: When it is possible

to admit to a school and to retain in that school only pupils who can succeed
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with the teachers who are there, when it is possible to reject the students

whom that teacher is unable to teach, then training in pedagogy seems rela-

tively unimportant. Out once a society commits itself to teach all its

children and to find ways to instruct those whom in the past nobody has

worried about very much, then training in pedagogy becomes very much more

important.

Under our older system in which we kept in the schools only those children

who could learn easily under the instruction of the teachers who were there

and when it was possible to reject those who did not learn easily, the

luxury of that large number of rejections could be accepted in society. but

now, when education becomes more and more important for the entire population,

we can no longer continue to be satisfied with only the old art of teaching.

Now we must discover new ways to teach those elements of the population

whom heretofore we wereible to pass by. And so pedagogy is Ach more import-

ant today than it has been in the past in the U.S., and I would suppose in

Italy, and in :ny other country. My prediction is that in the future it will

become even more important in your country and in ours than ever before.

FLORIN

Can you give us some idea of the numuer of te.lcoers in the U. S. teaching

at the elementary school level?

FISCHER

Our teacher sipply situation has changed markedly within the last two

years. E .r since World War I'. we have had a shortage of teachers in the
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U. S. We still have some difficulty in filling posts in some cities and

in some specialities. We still need more teachers of mathematics and

and sciences than we have; but, in thl primary schools and in many of the

secondary specialities, we now have very nearly enough teachers to meet

the demand and in some places we have more teachers, more applicants than

w,-! need. But this change has come about only within the last two or three

years.

Dean Wayland has obtLined for us some copies of the catalog of Teachers

College. We shall see that each of you has a copy as a permanent summary

of the program of the college described he're today.

FAEDO

It is very interesting to learn about the role or your school. Unfortu-

nately, we cannot continue our discussion longer. Let me express our wst

warm - hearted appreciation to you end your associates for the enlightened

information we have received today.

FISCHEp

Le' me say that it has not been only 1 high honor but very great pleasure

for us to have you here today. The only think that 1 can say about the brevity

of your visit is that because it has been concentrated, we have enjoyed it

even more.
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IV. fHE PRIVATE UNIVENSITY: AN OVERVIEW

DISTINCTIONS BENEEN PRIVATE ANO PUBLIC

U)e Theory of the private university in America was perfectly clear

until two or three years ago.

In ossence, the theory was this: being private and responsible only to

.001

j is faculty and trustees, the University could carry on innovations and ex.fri-

mcntal programs; it could select, its student, for their academic oxcellence with-

out incurring anything but approval and indoed applause from the entiro educa-

tional conmunity; and, indeed, it was like a high court - -responsible only to

itself and its high principles.

Recently, twogreat changes have come into Ar-lerican educational Etc:

1)an influx of money from the Federal and Stite,.governmcnts (sometimes also fr. n

city or local communities), and 2) widespread stnd(nt dissatisfaction.

The theory of the private university hoc been br,_aeULd. Oraloally, it

began to break deuri because the private univer,:jty, instLaa of remaining re-

sporsiilc, to itself and to its principles, it has become responsible to persons

in the community, who have assumed the right to criticize it and to rake demands

upon it. The demands often have nothing to do with (d,.:caticn. For exampl(,

quests have been presented that the University become a source of social welfare

for the people imgrdiatoly around it; do manic have tr_en made that, the Mniversity',7

curriculum he changed to follow some political or social lin. and 14 r-..ard:,e have

been presented by students th,t they have a harA in chocuAng prefess)r , promoting

professor.,, reviewing the budget, and managing many of the units that censtd'_ute

the University.

I (.1,, not say that all th-se demand= hove been acccptpo. I do net ,a;,,

that the University, the old privat,2 University, }cos cnmpletefy

'Jacques Barzun, Courtney Brosen and BULIC3 Bassett discuss the major identifying
characteristics of a private institution of higher learning and the implications
of these characteristics for its operation and for its mobilization of human and
financial resources.
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current citiat,iori is state of cchfusion-- finxed -and it is a real question

whether tne private University, as my colleague Den Pu'ri and I kalew it and

took part in administering it, will survive relatively unimpaired.

I should hasten to say that the power to resist attacks eleisnds very

much on the quality and temper of the administration, than on the university,

be it private or public. Of course, certain tradition - elements play a part in

all this For example, the University of California, which is a public university,

has leen under various kindn of atta k for many years-- frown students at first

but later from vety conservative members of the corrontity expressing themselves

through the Board of Regents. So, the University of California has been in me

difficulty after another fo: over ten vea-s. On the other hand, a private uni-

versity like University in New Haven has managed to resist, fairly success-

fully, a variety of attacks from radical students on- campus and very cunservativs

trustees and alumni on the other political side. Sc, here we See di.,,s.rdity and

pluralism in American higi,er educatich cone in. b'at'h institution is probably

going to make its own fate.

Perhaps we are talking about a matter waich is far more complex than it

appears in first examination. There are all kinds of pressures and influences

being bleught mien the Univer3ity, which after all, is an on society and ind,cd

invites altrnative points of view. We have pressures from students, some of which

refloct a shift of emphasis in our general value system we have demands that

stem from changL" irr our society itself. Ilus, the situation remains chronic.

Xany instAtutdons, which we hae, long thought of as being public, have

reco:nzed the imp)rtance of having a marginal level of private support, which

they use to achieve what has been identificd as the "cutting edge." Wntle we are

getting Olio intermixture, public and private institutions, none are totally

private and none are totally public. The extent to which we are able to preserve

a flow of free resources from private d)nors, we can protect ourselves against

the rapprochement of some factors that extend across the entire spectrdm of our

0 2
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environment. nank you

dASSEII

Private universities, at least in the past and generalizing from the

Columbia experience report by you b;' Oean Sarzun, the distinction between pri-

vate and public is quite unclear. Each private university runs the gal-ut from

various degrees of State control or public authority control to what wfa refer to

as private, independent authority. In my experience, private universities have

connoted a certain degree of exclusion,

Within Colufebia, or within any large institution such as this, thf, euxtent

of variation in ideals uf what a university should he is gre=J- id,an range

fcum sums sort of platonic organization t a kind o utilitarian concept for cdu-

caUng y,)uth% These ideas yTonate many different tresses and strains and a sort

of pluralism within the univ2rsity and the- student body. I then: many of the dis-

tinctions being advanced are false. Ono, of these is tlo, uistifrltion between

or and "scholarship." To me, these are net ineompatiblo terms n,:,r

arc "appli, d research" and "theoretical research" necessarily in,iempatible. Thies

situation has produced a yariegabA b-dy with different idea, , many of: which are

because of the oYeernal pressures oe society today, with a cemnon bsrri

that demands mere direction ft rrt this pluralistic institution. I do not believe

there is much consensus as to what that necessarily should be.

Obviously, the situation I have described in which universities perferm

their fantiens, indicates that they are facing many very serious problems, and I

realico that this situation is somewhat incensistcnt with the concept presented

here by Dean Sarxun. ge sees the unive:.sit:r as the center of various ideas and

interest:. I sense that students see no direction is being given or being nurtured

a culture. that is stabalized l y nor institutionalized with democratic value,.

nts teNiv feel that they must take a hand in detornining eourse

of the University. The spirit which unites. them nay be described as when there

is 1,,:)»(.=r cover people, nanely the students. The people ever when; tnat pcwer is

owl
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ri-L: same sort of feeling is present amongst the faculty. Faculty

tactics, however, arc qui.te! different; for the tact of the faculty is generally

as transient as a student body. Students may be at Columbia for a duration of

ton years, countin-r, tuAergraduate and gradsste uork. I would imagine that the

avera!:e facul ty tenure -16 no greater. Faculty members tend to voice their

desires not Ly the overt tactics of the students, but rather by committee action

or tire threat-of-leaving tactic..

Of late, the faculty rather passive, self-absorbed, and in many cases

periorm like business men - - somewhat censorious. Those, who have very few

alternatives outside for greater r(rmun ratic'll are much more insistent about ways and

.means and purpose; whereas, those who der have alternatives, or have the option,

choose to go into research, scholarship, or he less absorbed than those who (ic,

irt have su.:h alternativoc.

All el this ferment within tho Uniiereit. seems to depos t itself on

AdministTation. ':he Administration of the Uhiversity consists of a peculiar hired .

Very often they arc acalomics who have been involved with paper work shuffle for

so long tat they have no option to return to teaching; yet, their former colloatcs

and s Ludo nts col or their actions since their adt:li ni s tra ti on is semewhat inrffcctuai.

y dote on the unquantati7t , unquantitiabl.e aspects of IT, University, fearing

that, it is all a goalitetive phenomenon. To develop strong :leadership for

decision-makir is to (1-2stroy the fabric by anaiysi,n,.

Then, we i",,142 the surer - structure. Most private uriversities do not

have a president. They do have trustees-- men who are interest(d but

behave some'Ahat like absentee . C:t,2rg, en the board of tr,)stce:.,,

is a black, or a young, woman or wcrson (token of a no.4 found paranoia, riainl'y at

private universities) . It helps if the trustees can find a young black woran for
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membership. With this internal-- what you might call chaos-- with this lac of

real direction, there. is no answer to the question: who owns the private univer-

sity? As a consequence, the private university as an independent, pluralistic

force is, T think, a myth. But it is a myth which is somewhat effective in that it is

accepted by many parts of society, including government. The threat of a so-called

private university's embarking upon a course that is not congenial to its external

environment is in practice very minimal. The theory of its doing so, the myth

producing threat does have some validity and does perhaps provide some reason for

poise within our suicidal fabric.

BER6

Dr. Bassett did not, I feel sure, mean to leave the impression that during

the last half century, the American universities have been a place where only the

sons and daughters from the well to do were admitted. On the contrary, during the

last half ocutury, the American university (and here I include all the urban uni-

versities., the cit[ colleges and institutions numbering upward of 2,000 in all)

have been the means by which gifted youngsters of the poorer classes- descendants

of the immigrants of the 18E\0's and '90's --have risen socially and achieved status

in business and in the professions. Thai, is how those groups have become absorbed

into the btrHral of middle class Iserica.

Today, wi efforts are directed toward getting as many blacks educated to

a level of merit so that the next generation will take care of itse:f. The feel -

frig of obligation to the black people .J-11 to the other disadvantaged groups is now

ecumenical rather than individual. 'The attpt being made today is mass education

in a very litkral sense.

BROWN
1

So far, the influence of trustees and boards of regents upon the active

work of universities has been slight. ';:hat I an saying is that regents and trustees

in privat,i universities have: until new exercised little influence upon the selection
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of faculty n,e,mbers or upon the dttermination of curkicula. California i ,

h,;wever, a great exceptdon.

Now, however, the' result of the ronfusien and agitation his been to knock

heads together-- everywhere. It is very ,; that trusties of private ',river:A-

ties are going to interfere with doings mu:h more, and so will ftc runL:3

and governors of state institutions. Indeed, it may happen that in the state in-

stitutions, where often those governors are elected, the population will elect

rather conservative people, whereas in the priate institutions-- yielding U a

vague pressure --there will be much more effort to introducelas my colleague, Dr.

Bassett, has said,the younger members of minority groups, women, and other supposed

representatives of the downtrodden population .

1'40 or three observations may be contributed to the reality of the role

of trnstecs. !Intll very recent years, the trustees have been in a sense a self-

perpetuating group, medifi d only by periodic varancicc

Trustee committtes, chargcd with nominating replaecments', have quite

typically asked different people on-campus (the president, maybe some deans, and

sorre of the lealinL; professors) for suixes,ions of names that would qualify.

However, by arc' laret, tne b.)ard of trustees of the acadtmic institutiLns hay for

the most part gradually evolved into groups that foci quite uncomfortable when thy

are asked to make a jadcent on academic matter,:. Th(y are much more comfortahlt

in thinking about investments for the end wment portfolic,, the erection of new

building; , the academic program it at has bet.% reeommend(d by the presidtnt, or

other rat ter:; tf this sort-

im this YiLl of situati,n is changing, n.ftecting the pressurth of

minority group *.e --.Ier3 ai, l ringer peeple. I think more and mole we shall find

trustees of -_;cieic instigations concerning themselves with ehe aead,_,mit' program

that is und,rway, or thAt is in the process of evolving. This has scv(ral
va,

irislicatieir.: if your tru. ices are urea vf small vision. they can attompt to imre.se

eNni.
tit)
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their ideas on what the academic programs should h . I rather think that this

is an unreal situatiot; but great deal has been learned, certainly by our academic

administrators, over the years. I think the same concept dmihates the thinking

of most trustees that I know. The academic community must at all cost be main-

tained as an open community tc receive alternative ideas and alternative thinking.

You will find come of the wildest ideas emerging from our campuses without any

action whatsoever on the part of the trustees. I suspect that this probably ex-

presses my basic posture of optimism. I do not fear the need to encourage trustees

on maintaining the cherish concepts, namely academic freedom in the classroom.

I would much prefer the sort of trustees that the private institutions have,

such as Columbia has, to state senators or state representatives. The trustees

are on:y as important as nuisan:c in terms of distracting the administration of the

university and its real task within the university, in distracting the energies of

the administratih from the process of managing. Too much time, too much energy

is spent, really, in catering to the trustees and net enough time is spent by the

administratdch in negotiating, in dealing with and in communicating with, the

various constituencies of what really is the university. lids exists, I suspect,

as much in state institutions as it does in inotitutdons such as Columbia.

The problem of ownership, which I mentioned earlier, is just as removed

as it ray be with a State University, whereas private universities having trustees,

the directors have nobody elected to give it political. legitimacy. Oun largest

corporations in the 11.r. have become publically accepted, because there is at least

more legitimacy of stockhoilJr larticipation, required government disclosure, and

the ever-prescA1: threat of pub/ic regulation. None of these attributes are re-

cognised or admitted in the case of the iivato university. This gives it a

peculiar political susceptibility and centers the power of being susceptible

public scrutiny or public control.

1/4 )
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THE UNIVERSITY'S RELATIONSHI2 TO Th: COMMUNITY*

The school and its environment are separate realities, but they

are closely inter-connected in an immediate relationship of recipro-

cal influence. This relationshin is necessary to the school, which

must receive from its environment, or, we might better say, from

society, concrete stimuli and guidance, if it is to he a real school,

both for the present anj for the future. But this relationship is

also necessary for the environment, both physical and . cial, in which

the school lives and operates, if wan is to becene a part of this

environment, in harmony with things and other men.

This is all the ,00re true for the university, whose task It is to

solve the greatest, most vital problems of society ..md individuals and

nrenare these individuals, through cultural formation and information,

to shoulder the highest leadership responsibilities in the corrinunity to

which they belong.

The problem of a closer and more healthy relationship between the

university and its environment is today at the center of attention in

all countries. I shall discuss this problem briefly, with reference to

certain of its basic aspects in Italy.

*This paper was presented by Rector Guiseppe Ermini in Dialogue 10,
It the University of Michigan, on "The University and the Community".
Prof. Ermini was a member of the Chamber of Deputies, 1946-43; Under..
secretary of State for the President of the Council of Ministers in 1954;
Minister of Public Instruction in 1955; and the President of the Standing
Commission for Education and the Arts of the Chayber of Deputies. His

special interests include teaching methods, and the relationship of the
university to its environment.
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A general and powerful revival of activity and an anxious searching

for new forms and new values are sol,e of the characteristics of social

and nolitical life in P.,/y today.

The Italian pcople-- enlivened perF)aos by the atmosphere of demo-

cratic freedom they breath and stimulated by the in many ways deeply in-

novating previsions of the Reoublican f.:onstitution of 1947 --seem to be

struck by an almost feverish activism. Indeed, we can say that they have

made much more progress in the last twenty years than in the previous

eighty years of their national unity.

This rapid political, so,ial ar,d ecnorlic evolution of Italian

society has inevitably been accompanied by the ()ntinJal eruption of

new, vario,s and ever more numerous problems. For the school, this

has meant a pressing demand for culture to solve these problems.

This demand has two asects'

a) a demand for pure ,vulture, both in extension and depth;

b) a demand for a different sort of culture than that pro-

vided yesterday.

Although the problem of adapting th university to its environment

is common to many countries, in few others is it as deeply felt and as

serious as in Italy. And this for the following reasons:

a) the exrentional rapidity and depth of the, transformations

society has undergone in recent years and the consequent ex-

ceptional in,:roase in the deTand for culture, and for culture

of a very different type;

b) the fact that the universities in Italy are almost all

state institutiols and thus function under the same general

regulations, despite the differences in the needs of the

)
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various regions in which the individual universities are

located and operate;

c) the fact that the regulations that govern the Italian

university today are basically the same as those of almost

fifty years ago, which were patterned in many ways on the

Casati Law of 1?,59, in turn based on the heavily centralized '

Napoleonic University system of the beginning of the last

century.

That in the midst of a society in such rapid, deep and continual

,
transformation and so chan3ed with respect to the even recent past, the

university now carries out its delicate task of guidance and cultural

promotion in the ',est of ways is soneL'Ing I would hardly dare to say.

The Italian Parliament realized the importance of the problem when,

as early as 1962, witn Law no. 1073, it called for the establishment of a

Co.alission to investigate toc state and needs of public education in Italy,

to map out its development in relation to economic and social develop-

ment and to establish financial needs and necessary changes in existing

regulations. It was this Commission, which I was_ ailed upon to preside,

that clearly denounced to the government and
\arllament

in 1963 the

crisis which had already s%ruck the university and seemed destined to

worsen with time, and that proposed 0-ese legislative and administrative

measures it considered capable of correcting the situation.

But the Italian university was not ready to adopt these proposals

and reform itself, as Ivould have hoped; nor was Parliament orompt in

acting on the University Reform Rill presented by the government at

that time. The ll,'Legislature thus drew to a close in 1963, without any

action having been taken.

10
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For the aurpose of better adapting the university to its environ-

ment, the major problems now under consideration in Italy can be divided

into two categories: problems of quantity and problems of quality.

The quantitative problems, arising from the increase in the student

nonulation and the new demands for culture, can be broken down into

problems of equipment, the need for new and nore modern buildings, with

suitable teaching facilities and scientific equipment; Problems of

numerical increase in teachers, lecturers, administrative, technical and

maintenance personnel; and finally, problems of financial assistance to

students.

The problems of equipment, of increasing adiaistrative, technical and

maintenance personnel and of financial assistance to students are more

easily solved. Basically, they only involve a greater availability of

funds, which has already hs.en provided with the legislative measures of

recent years, which are now being put into effect.

A more difficult problem is that of a numerical increase in teaching

}-ersonnel. Whatever some people may think, it is illusory to think that

we can solve this problem by simdly increasi1,1 the number of chairs avail-

ale to the universities. Such an approach would be extrenely dangerous

and its only result might ell be an untortunate lowering in Present

standards of teaching and research.

%
When we are dealing with quantitative problems, the basis question

is whether we should continue to keep the doors of the university open

to graduates of secondary schools to the Present extcnt or instead akc

access to the university more difficult.

On this point, 0-c orientation or resPonsible public opinion in Italy
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s-ems anything I:ut clear, and I must therefore as oermission to express

my own oersonal opinion. To soli'e the various oi-ohles produced by too

many students, I feel that we s ould first of all determine the maxinum

lumber of students that can he enrolled in any one university or course

of study; if and when applications exceed Iris number, other universities

or courses shocld be opened, as has already been the practice for many

years at the other levels of sc'ooling. Secondly, we must organize a

better system for preparing and channeling students towards the various

professions and jobs, in relation to so-called national economic planning.

This can he done, not by rigidly limiting the number of students admitted

to the various specializations, but rather by working through professional

orientation co'nselling services at each university, with the use of

possible incentives and greater selectivity.

fhe problems of a qualitative nature are considerably more delicate.

Today, the nation asks Italian universities for something ,r.ore and

something very different from what it asked in years past. First and

foremost, it asks that a university turn its eyes with greater attention

towards that society of which it is an essential part and source of life:

a society reoresented within the university itself by the constantly

changing student pooulatio,i. Today, these students increasingly core

from every social class and bring with them the most varied habits,

iiterests and needs, many of W-lich were hitherto unknown in the university

world.

A prompt or at least not overly drawn-out answer to these dears

on the part of the university may be hindered by the cultural tradition

that the people carry within then, based on their acquired historical

r
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experience and their particular sensibility and wisdom. The Italian

university undoubtedly has a noble and most solid tradition of many

centuries standing, anu this at tines makes it difficult to distinguish

between what cart of this traditional culture has an authentic value of

truth, ano should thus be caioserved, and what Part is instead merely

:ncrustation bora of needs from another age, and should thus be discarded.

This is true with regard to both the basic structire and operation of the

university system, about which so much has been said, and the type of

culture imparted.

In ny opinion, tois last droblem, the type of culture,

major problem facing the university today.

Traditioaally, L'-,! Italian university helieves in a t'

that is, first and foremost, a balanced possession di' 57.iri"

values allowing man to dominam himself and the physical

a culture that is, at the same time, knowledge of human

laws that ensure its ele..atinn and regulate rolationshiac r y

life in com,lon and knowled;c of the laws that regulate tie

of things in which man lives and enable him to put it to t

able use. This tradition imbues the university with the at

there exists a mutual bond between cl)lture and civilizati )

that is particularly expressed in the .aossibility for cad .ain

halanced satisfaction of his own personal, spiritual and .eds

,and to live in harmdly with other men and in correct and Jy fle t

of the goods offered by the nature that surroods him.

Ir,b,Jed with these princi,.;es, we Ital;ans have our

exam..)le, about a c,lture, such as the present one often c iH tely

oriented towards the coned(.st of the physical world, and, -iso,,

313
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so 000r in the field of the spirit and coAmon ideals that it seems more

bent on dividing men, in the struggle for material wealth, than on uniting

them; about that culture w'ich a few decades ago earned scholars the

accusation from a very authoritative critic that trey Aere "betraying"

mancind. ',,re are nuzzled by a science of the outside world so enormously

developed and deepened that it at times embarrasses reason and intellect

and which, impoverished in its higher asairations of civilization and

spurred on instead by the material utility of its discoveries, turns

these discoveries over to technology for i:prediate exploitation, thus

nrovokinl the growth of the latter to such dimensions that it t',reatens

to suffocate man's very personality, ,,hich is conditioned, and even offended,

in its natural develop.nent anJ ex,)ressiorl. we are concerned about the

oft-hPard exhattation of a science which, forgett:ng not a few higher

sniritual values, almost pretends to ignore the absolute values, for

exariple, of love for its own sake, of truth for it own sake, of beauty

For its own sake, or of reasoning as such; a science that remains un-

perturbed in the face of the damage all too often done to common morals

and that, reducing virtue to action and setting activism before thought, t

elevates doing above being and CI? basic aims of the latter.

we cannot but think of tHe central motive behind the so-called

"global contestation'l moved against today's society and culture by a part

or modern youth. This motive lies essentially in youth's refusal to

subjugate life to the guantitbtive develop -,ant of production and walth,

to give in to the technocratic power ty)ical cif indAstrial .,ociety. It

lies in a desire to assume !Itinan resaon..i')ilifie,, for those hasic de-

cisions that youth coos nut totend to delegate tc toe pJrc rationalism

of technicians.

:3 H
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I have no intention of denying the immense importance for human

civilization of the progress of science and technology in our Limns;

but I still hold th,,,t the new scientific and technical humanism, of which

we have heard sneak, cannot in itself offer a new and better order to

humanity, without the guidance wHich o)ly human ideals are capable of

giving. Therefore, I will not let myself he taken in by the illusion

that the advance of scientific progress alone can entirely satisfy our

needs as men, and these are the needs which the environment expresses.

fear that a culture of this type might well be degraded to the

rank of a hand-maid of politics, passively accepting, rather than

disciplining, the many and contrasting impulses thrust upon it by men

and society, all caught up in the anxious and vain search for material

well-being and suurred on by the powerful force of the instincts, in

the absence of human wisdom.

Since the major centers of this wisdom, which mankind institutes,

' recognizes and respects for cultural and civil progress, are the

universities, oarticulurly in Italy, it is cftar what enormous responsi-

bilities fall upon these institutions and how he charge of betrayal men-

tioned above might also fall upon them, and esnecially upon them, if

they tail to find answers for the new demands rising around them.

In conclusion, may I say that I an contrary to the reformistic

extremism of those who want to reform everything in the existing univer-

sity system and in culture at once, plunging the sceipel, with little

discriraina1iL,n, into the delicate fabric of essential strLctmres and

cultural content created by hundreds of y,ars of work, and experience in

our univeimities. Put I am enually contrary to the conservative cx-

tre,,..ism of those who, although they may he cony' iced of the necessity of
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modernization and reform, prefer, either for excessive prudence or

tear of the worst for the sake of so-called tradition, to keep everything

as it is, closing their eyes, in an obtuse conservatism to the reality

in which they themselves live and of which they themselves also feel the

pressure.

I am convinced of the necessity and urgency for a deep arul incisive

reform of the universities in my country; a reform, however, that safe-

guards the authentic traditional values that are worth conserving. 1 am

also favorable to a revision of methods of edycation, methods of teaching

and cultural contents; a revision aimed at bringin3 about a radical

renewal of university life which will answer the needs of the environ-

ment to the greatest possible extent and wnich, discarding those: thing:

tlat are ro longer felt, will enrich the university, purifying it of the

scup of a past that is no longer ours.

If I have taken d liberty of confirming in your presence these

hrief cllsderations which i already expounded some time ago to the

Italian Parliament, i have done so not or / to enjoy the niessure of this

meeting and t he kind attention with which /ou have followed me, but also

to hear ;our opinions and advice on these problems, ()Pinions wh'ch I now

ed,wrl) solicit.

f' C11: )
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BERG

Introductions - Professor Eric Holtzman is Professor of Biological Sciences

here at Columbia University, and I think he probably also has his degree from

Columbia. He is a member of the University Senate and has a number of interests

in the whole Natter of research in a private university and some of the invo-

cations that that research may carry with it.

Mr. Gilmore is the Vice-Registrar of the University, the Ifegist ar being

the apparatus responsible for the University's central record keeping of all

the students who belong to the r,-.ny separate faculties and departments,

Dean Raymond Anderse-, 40 is in the middle of the uroup here, worked for

many years in the registrar's Office. Ho is nod Assistant Dean of the Graduate

School or Arts and Sciences, which is tee faculty that awards the Doctor of

Philosophy Degree at Columbia.

Next is Profesor flbert Rosenthal, who is a full professor in the F,-_culty

of Law here at Columbia. Along other diftinctions he is a member of the Univer-

sity Senate, eluted by the Senior Faculty of the Law School, and he has as

well been involved in recent years in analysis of the relationship between the

University and tLe Federal Government in connection with federally-financed

research.

BERG

Ilxternally Funded .1escc,rco - The toi.ic we h-ve before us is perhaps not an un-

usual owe in Europe, having to r with the kinds of issues that are senereted

as a consequence of the fact that the University, part:culerly priv)te uni-

ver:ity, is so extreordinarily ,Japendent upon and involve,i in its research

31.7
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In recen,: years, research has generated a number of specific problems.

We also have at the outer edges of the University a complex set of rela-

tionships with groups other than the governmeM, and while these gantlemen

don't have very much to do with each other, in connection with relationships

with other groups off this campJs, they do have in common an exposure to and

a familiarity with a special component part of those relationships. For that

reason, we have brought them together, perhaps to their ow surprise, not a

group that one would ordinarily bring together. I have asked Professor

Rosenthal if he would make a few informal coninents about research problems,

or the important problems he has identifier' in his studies hce. fhcn, we

can pick up from there with the other participants, ft. tdlrnore and Hr.

Anderson, I think, will be able to explain what the relationships and obli-

nations are between the University and the a,ancies that monitor our Charter
"I

under State Statutes.

'40SEN1HAL

This University, as most universities in the United States and presumabli

elsewhere in the world, c:evotes a great part of its time and attention to re-

search as well as to instruction. Before the Second World War, whatever re-

search was done was almost entirely financed out of the ceneral funds of the

University. Faculty members did research; but they did it in their spare time

without receiving any extra compensation fordOt. Students who assisted most

f-equently did it simply as part of the learning process.
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A change come at the time of World War II, when the Federal government

discovered that by for the greatest source of talent in the ientific and

technological fields was in the universities; so, the Government financed

research at the universities and put up the money for it to enable it to

proceed more rapidly. I guess the most dramatic instance of this in our

history was s..en Columbia University was asked to undertake the initial

stages of the development of the atomic bomb, and many other efforts in the

direction of creating weapons and defensive mechanisms, took place ia the

universities.

At the end of World War II, the Federal government continued to finance

research in the universities, and even expanded the rate at which this was

done. As time went on, the proportion of financial aid that pertained ta

weapons and military natters gradually became less and less. But the uni-

versities remained dependent upon outside financing for many of the things

which they wanted to do {n the field of research. The typical situation was

that a professor in a university wanted t learn something about o subject

for the sake of purer knowledge, and the same information seemed to be useful

to the Federal government in pursuance of some program. So, the government

decided to provide the money whereby it could be done.

This deci'ion has given rise to some critical problems. For example,

some of the knowledge that is acquired in this fashion may be regarded by

the government as in the category of military secrets. So, the government

Giciy wish to restrain the publication of the findings of the researchers.

There is a general feeling in our University, as I am sure in yours, that

11, 1
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scholarship in a university should he intended primarily to increase the

total amount of knowledge of all human beings, and should be freely commu-

nicated to everybody--not just relegated to the archives of son, govern-

mental agency.

Similarly, there are times when the sponsoring agency feels that it

should have something to say about who may be allowed to work on a research

project; and, if it doubts the loyalt; of some student who is helping a pro-

fessor in his research on a secret matter, it may wish to say that a parti-

cular student may not be employed, Many of us fed, however, that it is un-

seemly for a university co allow barriers of ;hat kind to be interpo-id in

the way of a student's work for whiLh he is cJalifieo; and, oreover, if the

University undertakes a project, that it should 1e mater in its own house.

No outside agency should be permitted to tell it whom to employ. In bath

of thnse respects, the University Senate has recently voted to recommend

that the University refuse to accept any future research ()rants where any

outside agency, governmental or private, may impose restraints, on the

publication of research findirr,s, or dictate who may or may not be employed

on a research project, or require the JniversiLy to set up security classi-

fication systems within its on ranks. In some ways, however, what I have

spoken about is the more dramatic, but I think the least important problem

that co r1,25 from outside financing of university research.

the abuses of the kind that I have just described are not too frequent.

Most of the research 117 done here, even on behalf of the U. S. Oepartinsm:

*-3,)n
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of Defense, have been completely unclassified, and completely consistent

with the ideals of academic freedom. What has happened, however, is the

University has become dependent on this outside money, has structured it-

self on the basis of having it come in, and has found itself weakened fi-

nancially and embarrassed when this money is suddenly removed. Moreover,

decisions as to what kinds of research the University should embark upon,

the priorities, that are determined, both within the University as a whole,

and also within each individual school or department, ought to be dictated

by what the University or its schools or departments feel is most important

in terms of its mission, rather than in terms of the decisions of some out-

side agency that has money for this or that purpose. This is a problom which

we at Coltribia have done no more than identify. We have not, up to now,

adopted any measures or r-ocedures by which we may be sure that our decisions

as to what research should be favored is based on our own good juogmant

rather Oan on the highly irrelevant fact whether some outsider is willinj

to finance it or not.

QUESTION

I should like to know if, at least at Columbia, whether in the normal

University Budget, there are funds appropriated just For research. For

example, if a program of research is not found to be useful for the ends

which you have suggested, is it possible that such researcn can be conducted

with the funds of the University in some way?

"fi
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ASENTHAL

Yes, if funds are not available and the research is deemed advisable,

there are some uncormitted funds which may be used; but these are limited.

This University, and many American private universities, are in a very

difficult financial position today.

QUESTION

Before the Second World War, when you did not hive these governmental

a^encies, research was conducted solely with the funds of the University?

ROSENTHAL

I think that is correct, that is, it is largely correct. There were

a number of research contracts before World War II that came from the govern-

ment. For example, the overwhelming portion of. nthropological work that

was done by American anthropologists in the South Pacific was subsidized

by the Office of Naval Intelligence, without any specific understanding

by that Office that it would particularly serve their purposes. The fact

is that the Navy had operations overseas and it sensed that some of this

research mould be useful; but the grants were typically broad of the reluire-

ments, hardly specified.

I think that a lot of the problems we are now beginning to face, particu-

larly the funding of scientific research re quite new to almost all of us,

because it is only in the last few years that there has been a very sudden

deceleration of the mounts of money being brought into the University. So,

I think it is important to remember that as part of the overall government

financing rrtgram, there was first of all a larse increase in personnel in the

3 2r)
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University; and, second, a large nurr-iber of training programs for students

that were instituted. These projects were financed either directly or

indirectly as part of our effort to stimulate science.

ilu.4 as the amount of money and the rate of financing decrease suddenly,

not only do we have a problem of what to do with research, but what to do

with staff and students who have undertaken programs that are well under

way? We are also beginning to suspect we will have much of a problem with

overproduction of trained personnel, such as Ph.D.'s in some of the sciences

for when the kinds of jobs that they had anticipated entering no longer

exist, or we think no longer exist.

4UESTION

Would it be possible to kpol what proportion of the annual budget of the

University is dedicated to pure research? Second, is it possible, for a

Columbia professor, who is engaged in research in his special field, to ob-

tain funds directly from one or different agencies?

licaTZRAIJ

In the divisions of the pure sciences, which are the only ones that I em

familiar with, most of the research that goes on is pure research, although

often it is financed by a group that is interested mainly in applied research.

One of the things that probably will happen now, as the government reorientf,

its own major interests, is that at least for a period, there will be more at-

tention paid to applied rather than pdre research. But it is unlikely in the

foreseeole Future that if the University stays as on organi?ation as it is

now, more Wan a fraction of the pure scientific research will be diverted to

applied.
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llow, in LQrms of financing, again in the pure sciences, the bulk of

the contracts are brought in by individ(rals, but are administered by

the University. In the medical divisions the situation is obviously some-

what different in that there arc many, many programs now developing, and

there always have been, which are somewhat more oriented toward applied

research. A number of the training programs in the medical sciences are

still receiving support whereas comparable programs in the pure sciences

14 are not.

ROSENTHAL

It is Federal policy under the current administration in Washington to

pursue a great deal more applied research, the consequence of which is that

my office regularly receives notices through 5ucli agencies as the well-

known National Science Foundation, ennouncint! th:,t, it has, for example,

$6 million available For the academic year 1)73-/1, whicb it cal is, and

you'll have to bear with me, 'Program for Interdi eiplinary Research in

Social Problems." This Federal program is in addilion to a whole array

of programs that supplement University budget exocnditures for research

assistance and for the training of people in th rhy'ical and other natural

sciences, who will move on to become the esearchers and the teachers of

the future.

I visited N.S.F. about this $6 million to talk abuut terms, and it was

mode very clear to me that they were serious in the use of the expression

"Social Problems." When I asked for some illustrations, they said they

would be delighted to have a combination of basic research from each of
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several solentific areas, such as biology, sociology, law and genetics

that would focus on problems like earth defects. But the problem that

they had in mind was urvIernourished pregnant women in the nation's inner

cities whose children become an enormous expense to society and to tie

extent that they become uneducable and eventually Anemployable. 11.S.F.

was obviously not interested in research that would take a specific sir-ht

on the biological, genetic, sociological prograns that would be necessary

to reduce the risks of birth deformities attrihutable to malnutrition.

1S.F, fully expects to expend all of the 36 H Minn on these kinds of

proDrams, and it is perfectly willing to insist that the separate depart-

ments of the University and even non-university agencies be '-iven to co-

llaborate on these kinds of issue,,-.

AnotHr illustration was garbage processing, the delivery of fire de-

partment services and the effectiveness of police departments. In these

latter cases, N. .F, would anticipate professors and researchers in

sociology, electronic comunication, and so on to work

governnent is tolerant of basic research, but only if :here is a research

program of social consewence. One can inarjne the difficultios in a oni-

versity, organi:_e,i along t',e lines of separate academic departments, in

assembling interdisciplinary research proposals that will earn this kind of

rerci. Great Cifficultis!

It i s vary difficult to sep:rote pure and research for budgeting

purposes, Something vary close to h)lf of the Uni.,orsity expenditures in a

4).9
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,iivon year arc mace From research funds that hirve been applied sub-

stantially From government sources; but breaMmg down the applir!d and

the basic is very dif:icult. 4:: could arcue that 0 is ovryrkvI)elminOy

basic research,

The amount o7 Funds allocated by thu UlivertAty for specific research

Frojacts is limited to a triflinrj sum for junior Faculty members and is

allocated to a nurtl)r of slooll council, rniicir review modest proposals and

allocate the efluivalnt of 1-art-salary Burin the term in shich a young

noun or woo,i is rot teachine. Asch of funding comes from ifts to tho

University. Unspecified grants come From foundations designed to Further

those prorzis.

One Final wor', the typical teachin:, boa,: For a professor does not oc-

cupy his full tirle, 10 our Lad Scbcol, le,hi,th I an most Friiliar,

we have an overage of five hours per week of classes. 42 could, lF we

otinted, c,o do. ;n to loll Street and mJltiply cur salaries many times over

by selling our spare time. But :he unOerstan(nj of our faculty is that

such outside activities should he very sharply limited, and that we have

en uncnittcn obligation to use the remainder of our time for scholarship.

So, ore night say that somcAre between 50 and 90 per cent of my time

ought to be Covoted to research, that the University ispaying for that re-

search out of its general funds by givinjle a full -time salary and only

ohlioino me to leach for a very small part of my ti:ne. Out we would like

to keep clearly before you this general issue of research, oanely, the

21;
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extraordinary difficulty that we have in controlling the size of our re-

search activities. There are multiple extra costs that go with research,

only a portion of which v/e recover from the research grants, and the

added difficulty we have in shaping the style of the University, in an ace

in which the grant or the donor so often specifies in detail what he would

like his funds to be s,:ent on. Ye do not have adequate sources to encour-

age the kind of research projects that might, and I underline night, nor-

mally come before a council of one's colleagues, to receive a colleagual

university impr!mature. So, we are constantly fighting a quiet battle

to preserve the autonomy of a researcher who wants to seleLt for h'mself

\
what he wants to do; and we do this by facilitating discussions with

,/
granting agencies and by trying to persuade faculty members on the virtue
I

of undertaking lines of research ye think are important.

This is (;cite often difficult, irritating, frustrating, as well as an

unproducti activity for an vministrator.

t1H:S4ION

I listened with keen interest to Professor Iosenthal's description of

a full professor's role. If I heard him correctly, he applied two condi-

tions; one was a moral condition in which a professor averages only five

hours per meek of classes, leaving much to his conscience what he does with

the remainder of his time; and a second condition in which a professor at

Columbia has a 'legal contract".
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Is my impression corec; that, those 1.:ho fail to fulfill their

eblit7kitiens, there arc ways frref the Uni ity to use coercive merasures t.o be

rid of olug,,,,ards'l

ROSErlZiliAL

That's a ry rrocd rl, resti n, 1r.e have k71'...2W:1 as t!:n,JrES' ; so, as a

practical matter, 'here is no legai right to foroc- tenured professors' tc) lieu

ep to those moral r-r-rblicatriciwr. There are some ljr:, do not As far as I 1,:ns,,:,

the verFi. d-es nst hi nt: abor.:t. . thin a faculty, } - rblic opinion if onc

col lenc,l.es ,rirly be a ms ;c1, rriore E f ve sans ti on than any al- ti on taken by the

University as a whorl: . But evr n se, there are marl:" cases of professors who dr.,

r.ort aril la to this moral obligatier-

coverrsrlarntal Rhtitin::. I think when the first lrlputtrik occwrred and

the ycar5 irrmr-di.atelry follewin.e-, the Coiv'ess of the United States deciticd to

involve itself in many preram. .r.":ma it riccidcd to invfllvc itself in edica-

tion, it kavo the title "National Dufense Ir..:hcati,...-11 Act" its progra,q. The.

sake this was. d: r. r1 for brill:Jut, s-,per

The Cc.rk;n: ss of the United :hates argued for its pret"ram, as always

contritntinr; to the f oUlorial fense, even for those prci7ramis which were Gnarly

cdication; but many people in the Columbia University Centcr felt that this Was

a d,ngcrous habit to get into f:Hr the friturc of the University and 1:_r the

future of the country.- Sc-, in adliticti to the practical arorr./Jnt that

. Rosenthal intre lien 1, it is also an argument that tire Uni venal ty has tr.)

b(_6in to r.R.fine its ran role in society rather than allow ratrieriali-,"atisns vi

the rest of s pelt. par ti arl y the government, to ectitrol its dc sister's .

in a scnsr-, it was a deolaratien of opinion as well as a [Tactical riccisich.

The opinion was that fir a University to think of itself as a national defense
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goo y, which educates and does research for defense, whit everything else

is Just inlet dental , a bad thing. Such was the Lenden,'y in our :oituaticn

as it developed.

PRINT

In light of your remarks is it not tree }ere in the United States, as

it is in Italy, that the University rains the risk of funding researches which

the professor ohould actually be doing on his can account as a schJlar?

HOLTZMAN

I think this is a constant problem whenever nriney need.] fur more

than just the Professor's time, travel exp. nses, salaries of assistants, and

so forth. In many fields that is not the case. From time to tin , euteide

sources, in some cases governmental, in some cases private foundatione, or

similar groups, have offered to Fay me to do research work that 1 would have

cheerfully d ,ne fr and I have accepted the money. There are undoubt dly

in any ,university community those professors who are particularly skillful at

persuading dcnors of tun is to finance the projects they would have teen

to undertake., regardless of whether financing 'gas available. Put the dividing

line is not a very easy one to draw.

ANDERSON

At all levels, the purpose of funding these prugtcres of course, is to

prevido indirect financial assistance to private institutions that re-

cently received n.) financial assistance from the Stat,. Historically, within

this State, the private institutions provided most of the places for college

stnAents; and this reflects, to a Large extent, that a good many of our privete

An:,titIticrns ire -date the existence of the %cw York State Board of Regents.

I suspect, for geographical reasons, the ,7tate took loss ad\antage of the

T2.9
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its public institutions of higher

edlicati on. The trend i n the di section of private institutions has changed

in rectit years with the establishment of a relatively new multi-::Ampi]s State

Unittersity of !Jew lurk. }even while public institutions are growing, strident

enrollment still does not equal that of the private institutions. Last year,

fur the first time , the State f Irni shed funds directly to private uni versi ti es

in recognition cf the fact that incrasiti,t financial problems were faCted by these

ins ti tu ti ons This aid efl cots the State s current, concern that pri vate i n-

sti t:Ations Avlire support in order to preserve educational opportunities avail-

able in the State. I think in 'he context of cant discussion of F( .1cral finah-

cial support that State support is of far less significanJe. But tla.

cations of it are quite similar. The State's primary concern in or ti ng

cducation within the State is sin root attott4Ht, to support the cctnetv

ttro.ugh training manpowor for business Cr:] inlustry, and to enlarge. pr i mar i 1 y

at the undergraduate level tlic opportunity fur New York State reoiants to

at tend col lc ge

QUYSTION

Is there some terror] a or p chaps a procedure that a1,10CateS SillTOrt :1'

private in: and, if this is not so, is thLI'C a corpAi tiro nvi

n tr, created between the State supported and tie: privates in:".titnti(In.;, all da.inz_t

within the State and perhaps many in the SaTle, City?

I think the two parts of the question arc not mutually xolusivt. The

answtr to tho first part of the question is that, the State fl s indeed attorTt

to reduce the finan,ial bird, n CI) 11-1Vat,.? institution:, and in sot-,e way the

costs to student ta-,itir.nts of the State atom private institutions. That,

would appear, on the surfact , to suggest that private institutions arc not, in

cot-Teti 'A on with public institutions.

`))
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In maintaining private institutions, I think the State is trying to

support the notion that there is some excellence in private institutions. They

find their role less directed by State, by state law, and ty state requireents.

The State wishes to encourage the kind of excellence that, in found in private

institutions through a kind of competdtion with its own institutions that in many

ways have similar academic roles.

The public institutions are quite new in New York State, but I suspect

there is a feeling on the part of the State that its own efforts en higher educa-

tion are relatdvely now, that while it is developing or has develeped some pro-

grams of excellence that excellence might be develoi.....d moryeadily in a climate

which is competitive, and in competition with the excellence of long established

private institutions.

The assistance from the State of New York to private institutions takes,

as I suggested, two forms: one, financial assistance to students for tuition which

is clearly indirect support of the institution, and second, very recently, last

year, direct grants to private institqtions without any strings fr riCv: er

specific purpose.

GILMOR-E

Woll, would like to mention something specific about the type of State

boards that w.re given to students in private institution. Each year approxi-

mately 19,500 scholarships are given by the State of New York on a ccc

basis, to individual students. Inc nature of the scholarships is bascd on the

financial income of parents of the student. It ranges from $250 a year to :n,000

a year. It also grants special scholarships in the field of nursing, mcdicib-,

de ntistry, as well as fellowships in the cd.rtorato areas of the ash-, the scicwes,

and in engineering.

In addition to the scholarship and fellowship programs, the State

initiat(d, around 12(0 I belicvt, the Scholar Incentive Prograra, which is n t

-31
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:Administered on a competitive basis. The sole criterion for receiving a

Scholar Incentive Award is the fact that the student is a resident of the

State of New York, that he is a full-time student, and that he is making satis-

factory progress toward his desired degree. These Scholar Incentive Awards

are issued to both undergraduate and graduate students. They range anywhere

from $100 to $1000 a year, and again they are based on family income, taxable

income. [he amount of Scholar Incentive assistance, fellowship assistance,

and scholarship assistance f.om New York State at Columbia reached almost $3

million for this past year. It is planned in the future that the State will

re-design the scholarship program and the Scholarship Incentive Program into

one Scholar Incentive Program, with awards not based on the competitive examina-

tion.

QUESTION

Mr. Gilmore, when you say $3 million, do you refer to Columbia alone or for

the entire state?

GILMORE

The awards in the State of New York are granted directly to the student (not

to the private institution) becausJ part of the problem has to do with the separa-

tion of church and state.

QUESTION
What is the difference between the three types of grants you mentioned?

GILMORE

L41.......0

The s

)

holarship is granted to undergraduate students, students working toward
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B.A. or B.S. degree, and granted on the basis of a competitive examination.

Fellowships are really the same except that they apply to graduate students.

The Scholar Incentive Program applies to both undergraduate and graduate stu-

dents.

FLORIOI

You spoke about 19,500 college students in the State University of New

York. I should like to know, how many colleges does the state have and how

many universities are there?

GILMORE

We can get those figures for you.

QUESTION

Does it happen or is it possible that the student will transfer from a

university in the State of New York to a university in another state?

GILMORE

Yes, that is possible.

QUESTION

Can the student take the scholarship with him?

GILMORE

No, he cannot. He can take the scholarship with him only within the same

state.

QUESTION

Apparently, it is possible for a student to begin a semester here at this

University and then do the second semester of the same acadomfc year at another

university on the scholarship?

GILMORE

Within the State of New York. The tuition charges at a state institution

are really nominal charges and are below the a-lount charged by our private insti-

tutions. City College, for example, I believe, have standard charges for the year

r)r)1
t.Oki
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of $400, as opposed to the Columbia charge of $2,000. The public institutions

receive Fubsidies directly by nature of their being public institutions, and the

difference between the nominal tuition of $200 and what might be a more accurate

reflection of what the student should pay to support a reasonable portion of his

education is directly subsidized. The aid to students at private institutions

is in some way equivalent in an indirect fashion of the direct subsidy to public

institutions.

BERG

I am anxious since the hour is getting late that we have the opportunity to

hear about one of the other important populations bearing on the life of the

university. Vice President Emerson is here and can help illuminate a little bit

some of the questions that came up yesterday when we discussed some of the re-

lationships between the Board of Trustees, the Senate in the University, and the

structure of the University.

We have a large body of alumni and also a large number of friends of the

University, and some of you raised questions yesterday about our relationship

with private corporations, our efforts to get funds from these, and also some of

the formal relationships between ourselves on the campus and our alumni group. I

would be grateful if Mr. Emerson would address himself to some of these subtle,

and political, and financial problems as he sees them. He is the Vice President

for Development with major responsibilities for planning the University's approach

to a variety of agents that provide funds.

EMERSON

Let me start by saying that Columbia University has appromately 110,000

alumni residing in 121 countries. The Alumni of the University overseas occupy

333
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many positions of great distinction in their countries. At the present time,

the Premier of Belgium is a graduate of Columbia. The President of the National

Assembly of Afghanistan is a graduate. The Minister of Edsication of Iran is a

Columbia graduate. The Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Thailand is a

Columbia graduate. The editor and publisher of The Economist in London is a

Columbia graduate. Of the Columbia alumni, approximately 15,00C former students

now reside outside of the United States. The 15,000 is a mixture of citizens of

other countries and Americans living abroad. The most active Columbia University

alumni group anywhere including the United States is the Columbia University

Alumni Club of Japan. This organization was formed by our Japanese alumni, not

by Americans. Three years ago, they took the initiative and formed a foundation

called the Yoshida International Educational Foundation. Their first major gift

was made to Columbia University. It was $17,000 for the East Asian Lillrary col-

lection.
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EMERSON

Alumni, Donors, and Other Friends. In a discussion of Columbia Unive:sity's

External Relations, it is fitting to point out that we enlist the financial support

of friends, of corporations and of foundations, which have no direct relationship

with the University.

At the present time, Columbia averages about $7 million per year in gifts and

grant income. Next, what money comes from provisions of bequests, from foundation

:.;upport, from corporation support, and from individuals alumni and non-allwini?

In our next fiscal year, it will be necessary for us to raise at least S20 -30 million

in gifts and grant support. This is absolutely essential and the figure is a minimum

if we are to maintain our present position of excellence as one of the U.S.'s out -

standinn international institutions,

Recently I took the initiative and formed a series of Columbia University

Alumni Faculty Clubs in the major capitals of non-Communist Europe. The alumni

group in France has been in existence for five years. Next year they will contri-

bute a minimum of $12,000 to the institution in order to provicle financial aid for

qualified French students to study here. The alumni in Norway, in Sweden, in Finland,

in Belgium, in England, in Greece, in Turkey, in Iran, in Switzerland, and in Italy

are all being asked to assist the University by providing money for financial aid

for students from their countries to study here. As a result of theso activities,

a year ago I appointed a Director of Alumni Relations for Europe, rho resides in Pari:.

As far as we know, Columbia University is the first institution to establish an

Alumni Relations Office outside the United States. It is me hero to establish similar

offices in Asia, and in South America within the next two years. Again, far much the

same purpose.



Uaitod States today, tits foundations ano providing the major amour!

of financial assistance from private sources. Cerpordt:ons only nreutly have 1,C-

0 7e0 -otitiriently eulightund to start Lc -,ffovide orporate financial aid. This

paction!ar source of income is Liu: nno that i 1 going have to increase, rosr

drasLiral,y, in tic iii ediat: future. The type of inco:ae that a plicate istitu-

Lieu needs in the most critical fnsUien is "unrestrctcd" gift incol:o. in

case Litre is any confusion, lot re define "unrestrictod." An nnnestricled gift

means that the money can he used at the discretion of the administration :Md LrIASt.

pailicUlar need is still not being not to the necessary dereu 1)0 ti the:

corporat.ious em 'cor.d Horr:;, or in tho main, i individuals; it presents a very

Lb:finite prohlom.

many cl you may be awarr, you can only vaiso funds in a manner that rots

,sith the 1,e of Lhn dcnor, and most donors have some particular rurposo in mind.

in rany in:stances tacit purposes are peripheral to the ccntral floods of too educa-

tional pro'ram of the University, Now, this is no more trim. of HI3ividuals thar

it is of corporations and particularly foundations; c.nd, althoku;h there is some

dis.gfcem,ent anent what i wiil say, I aapren to believe that the 1-, nudations in

the United States Late put the' universities, the private universities, in a very

precarious tinanch,1 position.

Iliat has carrened in recent yeals is that rajor fonndaLions su.h as Ford,

and Rockefeller, and Sloan will offer an institution a eensidorhle amount of money

lot the purpose of stablishiag an entirely new prograr, whLher it be an inter-

disciplinary institute, a new pro;frar of :t.udy, or vital have -you. MI unirreitirs,

boitut hear -_I pressed fe: funds, have felt obliged to accept those monic. file founda-

tions, h. giennl the mono",-, 11-%e made it clear that the! ,..ill give an initial gift

or grant in order to establsh ver costly now orocaLlon, but they will not guar-

auto any further financial support let the o,)eation, once it is in Iscing. So, tan



are nut in the very difficult and e7,1)arassin position of making a liare

publicly-nwn colfitilellt for pro;,:ritm that has been initiated at the behest_

of some i_nterprising man in N foundatic.n: and, thin., rzl:st scramble to find

other sources of income in ordr to lerpetuate the activity, or else divert inc

limited relsouvces of ilte institution tram another part of 11-j2 eduenlientil prc4tram

in order to sustain it

Noil, the Food FoandaLion has been particularly guilty of this type of un-

sound activity. Che time is at hand when most private universities are going

to have Lo r,fuse this typo of gift, because they will drive us into 5anhruptcv,

in short order, until the foundations reconive this. It is that our

large corporations, through their own corporate foundations or their other roans

of financial support, are going to recognize this. Ilewevor, corprAtu support

usually is pirvided in a fashion that is compatible with the educational program

Coals of the luistiLvtion. Ihis is also largely true of the support given by

dividuals. bast year individuals, largely alumni, provided about $2.5 rilliou

in conttibtaioas to thin iratitution. Almost ritheut exception. the desi<Inated

use of Close contributices maS compatile the central purposes of the educa-

tional prostrivn. Second only to corporate sapport, Cotembi

rust look to a vastly increased amount of financial support from alumni and ether

in the nc,a: decade

inuividuals. Of course it is necessary no_ to spend money in orL'er to raise pone's',

Celnohia hap!'ens to be in a rather sound position, vis-a-vis the amount of money

we spcuil in order to Attain our yearly gift income. Not all riivate institutions

much money tlica: speed in order to gain their revenue from sift SOUT.:0:.

The roost promiarrt_ exaitple is harvard, the central dmini=tration of Harvard simply

does net know hoist muel lancy it spends per year. it only how much money it has

in cress income. The ren,,on for this is that Harvard's fund raising endeavors are

)
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tali; decentralized as the administrative structure of Harvard. Colu-abla

c,aae close to decentralization. hat: fortunately tie have stayod within the boundary

ef administrative control. It is believed by most of us that an institution, and

any part of that institntion,should suend no more than approximately 25 percent e:

its total gilt income ia order to rate--ihat_ is, there should be a net Tnceme,

a 75 pec,ent recurn. Colt' hia is well within thosu boundaries telly; hut even here

re are going to nave to continue to reduce the dost of our deulcymenl and alumni

rolaticns progi-ams, become more effective, and increase our net 1w :emu on the basic:

of reduced cost of olwrati, n.

Oar ei the untapped areas pan intend to explore for additionA tinancial support

At hlriti. That is, support for country studies, it you will, by fure4n govern-

lien(;,. There it. a strong posibi'it; that the Japanese goyerument within the next

year is paitr. to provide three quarters of a million dollars to Columbia to estahlish

an endowed professorship of JapaaLse Studies. Such as contribution is net without

pi.eced..2ncc. line lintch f,avern ment est dish.ail a queen chair here at.

Columbi. The Iranian overnment has male a sullstantial cintributicn. Oddly uuouri,

prier to build War IT, the Polish Coyernment established as professorship at Columbia.

Mere wdre no political s:iinas. The professorship, of course, pered waft

World t,:ar 11, but tic political climate in the F.S. w.as such that the witch hunters.

decided that there must be so' :Jri,r;s en this chair and vae just rather luidtb'

and sii:Tly It the Thing pass for the tire. Prior to IAIrld l:ar I, the {,email W)V0111-

no,it ostabli-hcil a chair. Wel], that also became very controversial du,'ing and

immediately after 1.:erld 1.:,r T. I honestly do not remember the ramie of this., Chair,

lint 1 think it. was the /<alser Hilholm Chair. Obvicusly, ehen You move into this

,ere.1, yell Can he `acrd v,itla some difficult tituition7 that do not foresee at

the Lira..

tit



it may arilse you to know, it does not amuse no yes, it may zmose

you, that two year ago, through our international_ Alumni Programs, Columbia's

relationship with the French government was becoming increi.singly warm and

cordial; and it was the intention of President Kirk, as well as myself, to

find an avenue of approach to the French government for the purpose of establishing

a three quarter of a millirn dollar French professorship here.

In March of 1968, please observe these dates, I had a group of four

Colombia professors with me in Paris,in Brussels, and in London. In Paris,

to we warmly received for an hour by the Superminister, Mons. Schuman. I

might add that one of the reasons we ver warmly received was that I had two

Nobel Laureetes it, this team, one of whoa was French, although a Columbia pro-

fe;:sor, Dr. Pornot, who received the Nobel Prize for Medicine. This relation-

ship was bitemipg, as I say, quite cordial. The Co- Chairmen of our prop.-am

in Paris were the Rector of the University of Paris and the Director General

of the CNRS. `0'ell, two weeks later, on the 20th of April, 1908, the French

Rectors were our guests, here on the Columbia campus. Durilw the course of

our diskossieu, similar to this, the Reuter of the Unixorsitv of Lye:1s, asked

tu, if Columbia had experict,ced any of !he difficult st.udent uprising situations

,hat some of the other American universities have experienced. No were able

Lo answer openly arid hoac;t1v, that tor students appeared to appreciate

the liberality of our problems, that we had beui spared these difficulties,

and that to believed we wotld continuc to be spared these diffic.elties.

John Rousch ;esponded that he, too, Im(1 been forthw-to, that policies at the

University of Paris had hcen so liberal that he had been spared the difficulties

that had been experienced by ether Yurepean Universities. 611 shook hands,



patted ourselves on the hack, and went to lunch. i,:ell, ten days later, Rector

Rousch was a prisoner along with his chaining wife; and I was mistaken, far

and wide, for a plainclothes policeman on the Columbia Campus. So, our hope

for increasing cordiality, a healthy situation with the French government and

for strengthening, Frenehacenomy at the time, disappo=ed along with our own

complacency about the liberality of our problems. I trust and hope that those

of us here, all around this table, will not experience anything similar in 1970!

Ce!WENT

Vice ?resident Fmersen gave you a brief outline of our problems, how

we have to obtain support for a private university. One thine, that was

raised, I gather yostetday, was the relationship between the alumni and

the Trusters. As I thick you were told, there are six out of twenty-four

Trustees who are known as Alumni Trustees. lhoy are nomnated one each

year for a stx-year term by an Alumni body. Columhil does not have a pro-

c[2dure whereby there is a direct ballot election of Trustees. the Trustees

are chosen by a group of dele,,,alos from the several Alumni Associations

which comprise the independently ineo;pt)rated Alumni Toleration. 'ibis pro-

cedure has prevailed since 1909. in every .in.,tance, when a can has been

nominated by the Alumni trustee Nominating Cepanittee, 1 1ae has been accept:A

by the Trustees.

Today, there are 17 alumni out of the 24 Trustees, no that the direct

participation of alumni in the affairs of the University is very much guar-

antePd thlough this procedure. Tut that guarantee does Pot satisfy a great

min,y other alumni, mans of whom believe that when a can becomes a Trustee,

he is no longer part of the alumni body, per se. It is similar to the

.;11



situation or the thinking about members of the faculty who become administra-

tors; and, ad you know, on American campuses it is widely believed that, when

a member of the faculty becomes an adminiatrator, he no longer has any

faculty credentials whatsoever. Well, alumni feel something akin to thin

about Lhe Trustees.

Our alumni associations, each.of which is independently incorporaled,

appoints a number of delegates to the Neminatin;; Committee in proportion to

that association's percontage of memberships within this overall federated

group. It is not as direct as at ether institutions, but I predict that th

procedure will he chenged within the next two or three- years and that

there will In a direct hilloting handled by all of the aluwni. At an

earlior period, the several associatiens comprising the federation would

take a direct mail poll of their membership in order to deter: inc preference.

That did not work because 1)ractically no one replied.
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UNIVER3ITY OOLLEIE'., or-F-cAtIPus CENTE;6

COMMENTARY AT iWTGERS

LEJINE

This building, in which we are meeting, is dedicated to developing educa-

tional and training erograms or adult trade union leaders. We provide in these

facilit as education for trade union leadership for specifics in trade union

skills and techniques in programs that are designed to increase our understanding

of economic, social ,-Ind political problems. We also provide opportunities for our

students to study any program of interest to themselves.

In addition to the extension activities that we have for trade union leaders,

we have a specific erogram leafing to a Bacheolor of Arts degree in Labor Studies,

in the evening college, which Licari Wheeler will explain later. 'de also have an

advanced degree progr .n for trade union leaders in oor Graduate School of Education

for teachers. Public school teachers in America, as probably in Italy, usually do

not know as mod, as they might wish to know about trade union leadership. This

new addition to oir program is designed to provide them with an understanding of

the American labor movement. At the same time, we have a new program leading to

a Bachelor of Arts degree in Labor Studies, in the day college.

This Labor Education Center is pare of an Institute of Management and Laber

Relations. Our management services are provieed in another place, in another

building with another staff. They provide for manae, ment, the complementary pro-

gram that we provide here fo- trade unions. I would be happy to discuss with you

later some of the political ,,,oblems that the introduction of this kind of program

in the University has in the United States as weli as some you may think may de-

volop if you introduced a program into Italian universities.

Now, I would like to call on Dean McMahon to live you an ides of what the

Extension Activities of the University are like and how the Labor Education Center,

along with the other extension divisions, actually operates.
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mAhla

When we at Rutgers talk about extension it is not in the sense that was

used in the p -per that was presented here, Sir. As I interpreted that state-

ment, your description of extension implies the geographical-physical estaalish-

rent of remote or distant locations. here, we use extension in a literal sense,

with a dual meaning, It is true that we extend physically, but we also think of

extension in terms of providing educational services to people who are not regu-

larly enrolled students in the University. Se, we have then these two meanings,

In both cases, of course, they give us a vast population for service.

This organizational structure (pointing to chart) is tne University Extension

Division. You will find a very similar organization of the University of hichi,jon,

with one major difference which may be of interest to you as University administrators.

At Michigan, this organization is responsible for the activities which both Dean

Wheeler and I are responsible inr here.

We in University Extension deal entirely with non-credit courses. By non-

credit, I mean activities and occasional short term programs which do not lead in

any way to a degree, such as Professor Levine's educational programs for trade

unin leaders. Many of our students are post-doctoral. We may have a program,

say, in infrared spectrophy. the stucents in attendance already have the Ph.D.

This Division is divided into four Bureaus anj I will tell you about them because

I think their identification will help explain our mission.

The first Bureau, for Continuing Professional Education, which, at the present

time, includes law, nursing and labor education. We have within the Bureau an

ins',ikute of Continuing Legal fducatiou, which is a three-way partnership with the
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New Jersey Bar Association, the University's two Law Schools, and the Practic-

ing Law Institute. Jointly, we provide the Continuing Education. So, when we

talk about Extension American universities, this kind of instruction is one

of the major components.

The second Bureau is Community Service, whi,:h is concerned largely with

programs to help the disadvantaged economically, or to establish programs

focused upon the problems of the city.

We have a Bureau of Educational Radio and Television about which I have

very little to say. This is a New Jersey wasteland with respect to the mass

media. We have no educational television. We have no statewide network of

educational radio.

Last, the Bureau of General Education, very simply, includes those things

which are not in the other three. Finally, we have a Continviny Education Center

where adult groups come in residence a week or so, Aiere we provide semester-

length courses for special groups.

At this point I am sure that I have been more confusing than clarifying.

Later, I would like to answer gJestions, if there are any.

General University Extension is self-supporting in the United States, with

many exceptions. For example, Labor Education is subsidized. The participants

pay h very nominal fee. TWO dollars. Thera are some activities which do support

themselves, because the subsidy is limited in amounts. So, what Dr. Levine does

is to spread his appropriated subsidy over a number of activities that can not be

self supporting. But beyo"d that, whatever he does the union must support in terms

of the out-of-po:ket costs.



The Institute of Management and Labor Relations is supported annually

to the extent of roughly $325,000. The other extension activities support

themselves. Professional groups, it is assumed, can pay. Now, when I say sut.-

port themselves, the income for these activities other than Labor amounts to

about $850,000. In addition, the Institute for Continuing Legal Educotion is

separately budgeted because of a contract with the Bar i,.ssociation, and spends

about $2$U,000 a year. In addition, we have also about $1-l/2 million this

year in grants (federal grants and state grants).

In this proto-program we enroll about 12,000 stunts a year. Some of them

may corm here for just one lecture, but about 450 take the 2pivalent of a

semester-length course. These are all part-time students, We cctually have

,about 20 people like Professor Levine who are classified as subject-matter

specialists. Some of them may do adninistrative work as he does and those people

do a considerable amount of teaching, in engineering, law, etc. We also have

under the contract a great many part-time instructors.

QUESTION

I would like to know if full-time personnel are considered part of the

faculty of the University?

McHANON

Yes. 1-hen we also have about five to ten full-time teachers on other con-

tracts. To instruct our 12,000 students in ony one year about 100 to 200 lec-

turers would be from the regulnr University faculty, V:ho do this as extra work

or part of their regular teaching assignments.

".6JESTION

Is it difficult to fird competent part-time instructors?

)
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The way we fin,/ these specialists is through the faculty. e have a

program in molecular biology, and molecular biology of viruses.

Nast of tnese instructors come from the Pell laboratories, chemical industries,

etc.; and they are idLritified by our chemistry faculty. The Chairman of the

Zhemistry Department will tell us which man is best qualified.

UUESTION

Generally speaking; how much tine does the avet.age student spend in a

special program, ';aking into orcoLot the fact that you have a varied student

bo+j, I note some of them have degrees and some of them have a limited amount,

of formal teaohing.

McHAHON

The ar-ount of time one srends depends entirely on each specific situation.

Our totl student body numbers about 50,000 persons a year in the Extersion

Uivisicn. About c,000 of them take courses that run for an entire semester;

so, the courses are very similar to regular coilege instruction, the difference

being that the emphasis is or, application rather thap theory- -the kind of thing

you would do in a tochnologic31 institute. Another group of students, probably

20,000, take courses vAlich ma. meet ono night a week for six weeks, 12-15 hours

of instruction. The remaining 25,009 are w:dc,ranging. Some of them may be here

for only one day. We have, for example, a program now for upper managers of the

AT&I. For 13 weeks before they ccme here, we send the cases to study, books to

.cad, and then they come for two WeCKS. That is one extreme in terms of time.

LUESTION

People oho follow tai se courses, do they live in New Brunswick, or is it

possible that they come frcntry far distances?

, 24
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Thirty miles away is Newark. Sixty miles away is Camden, Insofar as

possible, we try to build up our activities on these three campuses, because

we hav,.. more facilities. Now, the problem of travel is not particularly serious

for mcst people. If you take a radius of 25 miles at each Center, this includes

a total of 60-80A of all .dew Jersey's people. In addition, we will go anywhere

in the State to conduct the instruction. So, of those 50,000 students, I suppose

30,000 maybe come onto the campuses, and the other 20,000 do not.

I should mention the overnight facilities. The Continuing Education Center

houses 72 people, and that is in use almost every week of the year. In addition,

during the sumner, we use all the dr:rmitories on this campus.

QUESTION

is University Extension organized autonomously?

NcMAHON

I am sorry he asked that because I will answer and there will be no time

left for Dean Wheeler. Rutgers University has approximately lo or 17 instruc-

tional units -- University College, School of Education, etc. All of the others,

except Extension are schools or colleges. We all report to the University Provost.

In general, we are administered the sane. We do use the total physical plant be-

cause we represent all parts of he University in this Extension Service. Agri-

culture has its own. We have a practical problem, which Dean Wheeler shares with

us. University College also does not have separate science laboratories. So, if

we reed to use labs, 14v must have a very close cooperative relationship 0ith the

science departments.

;! 4 8
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QUESTION

I would also like to know whether the departments make arrangements for

special courses here.

McMAHON

We have had many foreign teams through the Department of State. They can

come from any place. The basic assumption in any extension program is that the

actual program development is a joint activity of the University and an associa-

tion, yovurnmeot or corporation. We think the specific problem is met when we

create a committee representing both sides to develop the program and make very

specific objectives. The more specific the better. Sometimes there is a general

element which I cannot deny. On this basis, wa have certain basic principles which

will follow. First, the University must make an educational cootribution to the

program. If we do not do that, we are only in the hotel business. Now, the con-

tribution may be all of the instruction or it may be merely expert guidance in

the selection of the instructors. In addition, we must pay the instructors and

we do not split these with the other agency. The reason for that is obviously

to keep the focus on the education to prevent the use of the University's name

by entrepreneurs. Many times in the year, in a week sometimes, somebody comes

with the idea that he will put on the entire program, and all we provide Is space.

WHEELER

Before I begin my description of University College, I would like to pi,int

out that I am only a few months ahead of you in my learning about the College,

about Rutgers University, and about New Jersey. I arrived and took this position

on the 1st of July of last year. Therefore, I may refer some of your questions to

my colleagues here, Professor Levine and Dean McMahon, who have preceded me by

many yeas and know much more about University College than I do.

e 4 ()



University College is one of the six undergraduate colleges of Rutgers.

It is the College for Adults, who attend on a part -time basis and almost exclu-

sively in the evenings. Our studerts are almost entirely matriculated, and all

the work is done for credit toward bachelor degrees. The ,,,remises of the college

are that adults:because of their maturity and experience, should have a different

approach to their instruction from flill-time undergraduate youths. There is an

important and rapidly growing field of study in the United States concentrating

on Adult Education. Indeed, there is a new word soon to be added to the dictionary

known as androgogy, in contrast to pedagogy. Both Professor Levine and Dean

McMahon are specialists in this field. They are both Professors of Adult Education

in the Graduate School of Education.

University College has approximately d,(M students. They are located in

five campus'ceniers, in the inner cities of five New Jersey cities. It has a

separate, full-time faculty in 19 Departments, in addition to which there are a

large number, currently, around 300, part-time faculty members drawn from other

universities and from professions in the community-at-large. ihe campuses for

the qnivorsity College Centers are, as Dean hdiahon .-eferred to them, largely

the campuses of other undergraduate colleges during the day. In two

we have our own facilities for University College, where there are no day schools

in those communities. Because this program is a rather traditional one, compar-

able to regular undergraduate bachelor degree programs, and becinse we fire some-

what limited in tine, it might be better if we would now turn to your questions

for the remainder of our time.
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QUESTIOt.

At other universities I hear speak about "university colleges". Roes

it a.ean the sumei

WHEELER

Not Always; at Rutgers, yes. But at other institutions it depends. The

term "University College" is used at t r.umber of other institutions; but there

are a variety of names for adult degree-grant;ng colleges, dependi;ig on the in-

stitution.

QUESTION

You have a difficult problem in operating adult classes, but I think that

tle youth of today have many facilities where they may study. I think that in

mother decade most youths will have a neighboring college in which to study.

Today, people of itki or 50 years cf age clic: not have these facilities available.

WHEELER

There seems to be a trend in the United St' es for undergraduate education

generally. The prognosis by experts in general education is that our young

people are going to be 6.-)pping in and out of the university rather than taking

a four-year program. therefore, many of these people who have dropped out will not

want to give up the occupational activities they have wher they drop out. And we

can see this as a substantially different kind of population than when we 6egan

University College 35 years ago.

QUESTION

What I understand about University College is that one Is not dealing here

necessarily with professional upgrading but in giving an opportunity for adults

who are working, who are laborers, or who have other activities, to obtain a uni-

versity education.

:)51



WHEELER

I mentioned 19 Departments. I should specify that all studerts are

required to take most of their work in the lib3ral arts and specialize beyond

that. In addition to which, probably half continue and receive their bachelor

degrles in the 11')eral arts.

In order for one to gain admission he must possess a high school education

or its equivalent, in addition to which he must have a certain rank in his class.

I myself must add that I am not comfortable with this. Many students have com-

pleted high school work perhaps ten years before. They ought to be tested and

interviewed in order to assess their abilities in addition to having the basic

high school requirementt., The majority of our students are transfers from otiAer

colleges. At present, there is, and i have no specific statistics, a relatively

high dropout rate at the end of the beginning year, which reinforces my feeling

that we should have interviews and testing as well as high school require:5ents.

There is no formal way other than their lock of success after admission.

WESTION

In your system of Admission, how do you determine which students to admit?

WilEELER

Historically, we have used oxen admissiors. Let me be specific, at the

present time anyone, Ole lias graduated in the upper 3/4 of his nigh school gradu-

ating class, may be admitted. But academic standards must be maintained; and

students are dismissed, if they are unsuccessful. There is no difficulty insofar

as tine is concerned. We have laboratories on Wednesday nights, and on Saturdays.
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Inamuc, as you are administrato~s, 1 wculd like to elaborate somewhat on

our problem, that is the sharing of laboratory facilities. It seems necessary

to me that central administration of the University must very clearly establish

a policy that tie facilities or the University belong to the university as a

whole. This 11;:s not been generally true.
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1. A Nutnal Problem

In the early planning staes of this exchany;i: t-,v,rar, many of Life

towering issues of mutual concern were (:rejected as t. pies worthy of serious

attention by the participants.

the Italians, for example, evinced considerable interest in what isnerican

higher education was doing to 'jive stunenls a Greater role in institutional policy-

makin, Fresh in their memories were the prolDwjed stu,.evit unrest of 1)6/-6,;, when

the contestatori occupied 23 of the nation's L; uniiersitHs. The aftermath of

that student insurrection was the :2overnment's decision 1) to open the university

doors to anyone completinq high school, and 2) to create a Parlionentary

to draft a reform bill, to .which this report referred earlier.

The Americans were, likewise, interested in discussing earp.i disoriers and

the student protest movement but, preferably, in a broader context. Moir primary

concern was whether the higher education can involve tha entire university community

in the creation of a clim:ce of civility and accountability. Accordingly, it was agreed

to examine ways and means whereby more c,%-irilunication may develop between students and

teachers, inasmuch as the pressure for academic reforms has already sparked a movement

in America: the return of professors to teaching students,and a renewed commitment to their

institutions. In short, Flew do people within a university, made up of many students.

teachers, administrators and non-academic personnel and of many races, creeds and intercsts,

establish, patterns of development thit are consistent with Ole goals of the university

and each of its constituencies?

Thus, when the Italian Rectors entered into dialogue with the American

participants, there was a readiness- for a deliberation of change, trends, directions

and goals. - Ed.
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2. Human Relationships*

The primary, vital factor of education undoubtedly rests upon the

interrelationships between the student and his teachers. 'Ibis is especiany true

at Lhe university level, where sindents are yo,,ng peuple who already have acquired

a general culture, have arrived at the age of initiative, and have entered the society

of which they are an essential part. It is essential, therefore, that the university

should aware of the aspirations and feelings of these young people, if it is to

fulfill successfully its mission of discovering truth, not yet revealed and critically

evaluating that which is already held to be known.

As we all know, attainment of culture is useful not only to the men of

today, but also to those of tomorrow; and it is through its young students, Letter

perhaps than in any other way, that the university can bring about that immediate and

continuous contact between science and the reality of life, that is the stimulus

and indispensable source of guidance to knowledge. Is it not perhaps from the need

to satisfy the demands of life that thirst for knowledge, which drives all, even the

most humble, to seek culture, is by nature born in man? And could this culture be

ac'-,aired, or even sought, if we were not aware of these uomand? And who, better than

the young, can express these demr.nds spontaneously and without pre-conceptions?

Teaching, which is a reciprocal exchange of experience end knowledge among

men, is imparted to others, and is, at the same time, received from others. Its formal

expression lies in a two-way relationship: 1) the relationship between him who teaches

and in teaching learns, and 2) he who learns, and in learning teaches. In this two-way

relationship, all teaching has its roots. ItE7 mechanism lies in a meeting of mnd.s.,

never in a unilateral act of imposition on others, not in a monologue without_ an

*Rector Giuseppe Ermini's paper is presented h -e in a condensed version. it was first

.read at Seminar I, Dialogue 1 on March 19, 197u, when it precipitated enthusiastic re!=pcnst,,

-)r-r000
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intelligentintelligent and receptive interlocutor, nor in a discourse that does not

preEuppose a request for knowledge, either understood or manifest.

Indeed t ere is no teacher whose personal experience has not thoroughly

convinced him of not oily the usefulness but also the absolute necessity of

this intimate dialogue between teacher and student!

The Contemporary Scene, With this as our premise, whht can we say then

about the human relationship that exists in practice between professors and students

in Italian Universities? What can we say about the teaching methods in use and,

in particular, about the university lecture system?

First, let me emphasize and call your attention to the wealth of meaning

in the term "human," included in the title of this dialogue to qualify Ile type

of relationship which must exist between teachers and students.

I am thinking of the automism and the precise and un.nangeable play of the

elements and forces that ensure the order of the physical world in which ye are

immersed as man; and I observe, on the contrary, how uncertain and variable in its

effects is the relationship that develops in suciat life between man and man as

a result of the dilfermnt and naturally free personality of each irnld7ici',al. Since

teaching is accomplished through a meeting of men and only in tnis may produces its

fruits ,it is easy to conclude that the relationship between teachei and student

must be and remain "human," a relationship of minds and of hearts; the teacher

sensitive at all Limes to the variable and unforeseeable reaction of each student

to his teaching, yet prompt to draw Indicitions ,for the orientation of his lessens

from every sign; and the student, latent on absorbing new knowledge, yet eager Co

ask what he feels he most needs, Pence, sense the importance of a scholastic

structure and organization that not only permits but actually encourages such a

human relationship, and the necessity of teaching methods that guarantee its fullest

expression and draw from it the be.,t rssible results.

O E)
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The Rigidity of Tredition. If, with these convictions, we now look at the

state of the university in Italy today, we cannot say, with a clear Lonseieuce,

that conditions are eXacIly a; they should be.

Our Italian universities operate within the limited confines of their

autonomy, hemmed in by the traditions of a virWally single, nit ion aide system,

which entrusts its direction and operation almost excluHvely to the decisions

and responsibility of the teaching staff, and particularly to the full professors.

Under the circumstances, little room is left to human relationships between

teachers and students (which differ so greatly from place-to-place and from

region-to-region) in the organi,:ation of courses or in teaching methods.

So, in practice, the formal lecture in Italian universities, delivered in

a subject prey ously selected by the professor, dominates all other forms of

teachIng. Nor is the situation very different in the field of scientific study

and research, officially conducted in the greatest freedom within the individual

institute by the professor and his assistants, and exceptionally even by students,

but always in practice under the direction of the former.

Our situation would be .uiLe different, if our universities at. a certain

moment in their history had not broken away from the ancient tradition that had

been theirs ;or centuries.

In :-act, if we open the ancient statutes of our universities as well as other

documents of the medieval epoch and the early years of the modern age, we find

that, to in large extent, the "University of Students," or the student body, in elcm,

collabor.tion with their teachers, was eritrusted with the task of organizing and

running university life, establishing its statutory norm::, electing the rector

ash his c:+unsellors Iron among themselves, advancin at tiMes proposals for the
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pertodic calling or confirmation of professors, ap alministrative and

maintenarce personnel, watching over the regularity of co",:rses, .016 maintaining

internal discipline. Mere directly, with regard to Cie Lea, king methods followtd,

we note that the greatest importancewas given -- alum;, ide daily formal lecture;

to seminars and debates. The former were aimed at a (i per examination of points

already touched upon in the lectures and often request,'d I ; the students themselves,

and the latter were run in the foim of public discus: t rs :1--x students, among

students and professors, and among professors for the purpose of dealing with, and

solving various questions and problems. These seminars and debates. in sec

numbci and in set periods of the academic year, were considered compulsory, as was

the oranization of special lectures to be given by the students themselves,

following the models of their professors, and viewed as useful practice in 'Ale

teaching functio.s to which those students aspired.

Nor is this all: according to the old statutes, the schedule of courses and

the list of topics or points to be examined in these courses were in general co-

ordinated by the students. lhua, in the documents of the period, we often find

refemenee to the fact that the teacher was ::old to develop his course ad libitum

audientium, or as so pleased the students. As late as the end of the XVi Century

and beginning of the XVII, fer example, at riy university ofP(rugia, on lecture

days, teachers were required to "tcaere alcstra,' that is, Leilebate publicly with

the other professors; and students on questienc: and i,sues that were proposed,

answering everyone "kindly, honestly and wisely."

Nonetheless, these norms and traditions gradually fell into disuse, primarily

because of the limitations on freedom of culture imposed by m)vernments of the

varioa. principalities; and they disappeared alto,ther in the Napoleonic University

System of the last century, of which wejn Italy are the distant heirs.

:3 5 8
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lhe Proper Relationship. 'Thus, i believe that when the student "protestors"

of today demand a more direct participation in the government of a university,

and when they protest against teaching methods based exclusively on formal

I.ctures, and ngaiast what they call the "bare:mige" of the professors, what they

are really askir:E, -- although they may not realize it -- is no mote than a retail

to the ancient tradition of closer human relations within the university between

studencs and teachers, and consequently to ,.;,e more effective teachlag and

study methr,ds that were once proper to our universities. So, seen in this

light, their protests and demands in this regard do not seem unfounded.

It is, however, necessary to move out of of the vague and general fogginess,

in which, at least in Italy, the question has remained obscured for too lolly, and

clearly say just how and within what limits the university situation of today

:an and must be corrected, without inculgthg in harmful demagogy and without

losing ourselves in the void ,f abstract and confLicting ideologic. This is wha::

I in closing attempt to do briefly, all the core so since, at least in n

cony, neither the orientation of official circles nor that that of public

opinion on this problem seems to be very clear.

Within the uaivorsity community, various human CI; :es, or university compo-

nents, as tier have also Leen called, namely teachovs, students, administrative,

technical and maintenance personnel. meet and live together with the same purpose

oC cultural and civil advancement. It is therefore perfectly natural, tad at the

same tine, highly beneficial that each of these categories be in a position to rake

the most effective possible contribution to the life of the university, all partici-

pating in responsibility for tne operation of the organism of which they are a

part. but it is also true that the proparatien and the proper and recognized LasAs

of each gioup within this ec,lanism ale so profoundly di.:(rint that a differentiation

5:3
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in their respective functions is also logical and necessary if we are to

arrive at a harmonious collaboration and juxtaposition of responsibilities and

effort, such as to ensure that the university will achieve ends and avoid a

situation in which so-called "co-operation" in the management of the university

leads to an overlapping and confusion of attributions and acts, generating chaos

rather than greater order. It is my conviction that to achieve this end in

Italy we must follow the very simple road of rediscovering and reviving tha

ancient traditions of which I have spoken above -- the traditions of that close

relationship and joint responsibility between professors and students thot were

the secret of success of the Italian universities of the pr.st.

It is quite apparent that this will require a reform of present university

structures, and, perhaps even Fore, the development of a new mentality of close

human relations among all those who live within our universities. I also realize

that this presupposes intelligence and good will on the part of everyone. Finally,

and milli deep conviction , I an convinced that this goal can be reached only

if everyone is persuaded that this I:, the road to folloy.

SELECTED RESPONSES - RUTG,:lS

AH'IiNFTHY

RutL;er.7' collea,n00 are at a decided advantage over our guer in that th(y

have hal a chance to read Profess(T Frmini.'s pair. On the other hand, you Rectors

have' mat had an opportunit,y. 4-;1'12 to read the th)Irchts of my associates asseNblcd her.

Yes, we hare real the lapor and I hone liberty of asking, I'rofesscr

Frmini if I might make just a brio!' eomrrrnt on his paper, by way of sum,,ary, instead

of the pair lie is kind cnoi01 to ray that this is acrceabl( .

)
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I think all of II:, assembled here noti(.e with into_ rest that student power was

very much a reality at an earlier stage of Italian university development. We also

note with interest 11%)f. Prinini's suggestion that progress night be made by revert-

ing to ancient practiceb The fact that University students, in close collaboratim

with members of a faculty, wet entrusted with the task of operating the institution

is a method that would be warmly applauded by our students. Whether it would be

applauded by our teachers is something else again.

Professor Nrmini's paper stresses the importance of the human relations

factor between students, faculty and administration. In order to provide an atmos-

phere in which education may flourish, he further suggests that to restore such

climate there would need to be a clear distinction bc:tw en the roles, functions; and

powers of a faculty, and the rights of st.Jdonts. flow, in America, it seem: to me,

it is precisely at this pint that tb: problem is posed, at least for us. Who draws

the lines of distin,,ticq,?

t',tudents iii American uuiversitics are obviously unhappy over having the

limits of their rights and responsibilities estgblished by someone else. fly the

same token, faculty members are uneasy over student oncroachm(nts on their sphere of

control. So, the question, who draws the lines of distinction between these throe

groups, it seems to Me, is a matter of real concern in American higher education.

Now, if I had read Professor Ermini's paper before inviting kutgerc and

Douglass college students to be participz,nts, I would have included a full-time

member of the faculty to he with us. We are not lacking in that category, however,

for r our participants this morning, Dean Clifford, is also a teaching memb,:r

of a faculty, and a lecturer in sociology. lie is also a Dean who thinks like a

faculty mcmber.
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I have askud each of the four Rutgers participants of this dialogue to

sketch very briefly the functions of the office which he represents in the hope

that a picture will emerge of the climate here at Rutgers with respect to the

matter of inter-relationships between students and their elders, if not betters.

The first person whom i shall call on is Dean Clifford, the Dean of

Student Affairs at Rutgers University.

CLIfTCRD

fiery quickly let no c).olain just what ny role is at the university.

I assume Oat you have had sufficient discussion in other dialogues at

the University so that you are aware we have campuses at several different

locations in New Jersey. AL each of these campuses there is a Stucktit, Affairs

Program under the direction and leadership of a Dean of Students. He in turn

has working with him, both specialists and generalists, si/cetod associates in

such areas as financial aid, placement, student aid, counseling, housing and

resid(hce, student activities, and college student centers. it is his responsi-

bility to work directly with his staff and with the students at those campus

lematiene. to develop a student affai-s program that is tailored to the person-

ality and interests of those students.

porsenal respehsibility is University-wide coordinatden of the total

student, affairs effort. To attempt to effect that coordination, we have what is

called a Student Affairs Cabinet on which sit the Dew, of Students from each

campus, including the evening collego, representatives of the Graduate Schools as

well as the chief Studenl:. Government Officer from each of tee locations. In

addition, 17.)r purposes of communication, there are also laision representatives

A' the Prov. 3t's Office, the academic coordinator of the University anu of the

Treasurer's ed.fice, the financial coordinator of the University.
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It may interest you to learn that I an a member of the President's Cabinet.

I also sit with the Board of Governors at Its regular meetings. My function

there is to provide communication and understanding of one broad program of

stmde,it affairs. In addition, I also teach in our Graduate School of Education

a course called ":special Issues in Higher Education," a course which is currently

addressing itself to issues of governance and student-faculty relations, our

topic of today.

The sociology course, mentioned by the Moderator, is a seminar on the

"Sociology of Health and Illness," involving some of the efforts to project the

University-into the community and to place our students in field experiences.

ABERNETHY

Now, I would like to call upon m student, Elliot Greenspan, who, just a

week ago, laid dean a position of, shall we say, prominence, if not power in the

University. Mr. Greenspan is the editor of ouf campus newspaper, "Tacgum." I

shall ask him to describe briefly his function as editor of the students' paper.

Cald-Ne;PAN

If I may, I would like to discuss two of my roles: l) the duties of the

editor, and 2) the responsibiiitd,s of the chairman of the Student Council ccmmittee

on professor evaluation.

I . The student news paps on ko rican campuses has had three functions a) we,

like most newspapers, ha,'e tried to present the news with some kind of balance- -

objectively, with both rides of every issue reported; b) we have attempted to be

more than the medium of campus opinion, wherein students, faculty and administra-

tion could be heard; and c) we have attempted to be c source, a means of campus re-

form. Personally, I am frank to admit we have not done too well in the last

area during the vast year.

A specific attempt has been made by the "Targum" staff to involve the

faculty in th-?. student organization, hopefully to bring faculty and students
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into a closer relationship. May T add, the response from the faculty has been

minimal. This was very disappointing to me.

Last November, I spoke to the Faculty of Rutgers College in my role as

Editor; and I made a very explicit appeal, urging professors to contribute to

the paper, to submit book reviews, faculty opinion columns, and letters to the

Editor. The response, as already stated, was very disappointing. by experience

with the faculty, in terms of involvement has been quite disappointing.

2. Let me new explain our efforts to e-aluate instruction at Rutgers College.

TWO years age, a Student Council Committee on Evaluation of Instruction

spent a few months di awing up al evaluation instrument or rating form to s rve

in judging all instruction mithin the college, and then to process results in

a computer run off.

We expanded and perfected our effort of the first year evaluation by

repeatin!, the process and by publishing this report for student use. The pur-

pose of the evaluation, in my judgment, was to improve the quality of beaching

within the college by revealing to professors the judgments c: students an to

their effectiveness in imparting knewThdge, and 2) an attempt was made to give,

students in the College maximal irforration en how their jeers rate course

offerings of each faculty member. The evaluation manual. is available to all

students and is utilized during rcistraticn when they need to elect course:.

I note sevoral of you are interested in obtaining copies cf the manual

on evaluation of instruction. We :hall attempt to provide ea-h Rector with a

cepy before we adjourn this morning.

t'.ROSPY

I am one 'f the operational Deans of Students, when 1):an Clifford re

ferred to in his comments.

I have respenibility at Rutgers College for financial ail, the student

health program, placement servi,,es, student counseling, and for this Stud(nt
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Center, in which we are convened, - - its o;ratien and programs. The director

or staff in charge of each of the areas enumerated meet with me regularly to

discuss ways of working together for a purposeful, unified program for students.

In most of the areas mentioned, there are student-faculty committees

that are responsible for formulating policies. One of these committees, for

example, has to do with the residence program. The committee chairrian is a

student; and there are e.so three faculty members, three students, and the

University admiLitrators (without vote). The committee has responsibility for

the dining halls, the resi.dence halls, and for the staff in the Dean of

Students Office.

During the past year, one of the major concerns of the Residence

Committee has been to review and propose policies by which eligibility to live

in a residence hall was given to students in different categories and levels.

More specifically, we currently have at this campus only 3,000 spaces in re-

sidence halls. 11-ere were approximately h,000 student's requests for space.

Since there has been no possibility to increase the number of residence halls

by next September, it will be a continuing problem of trying to decide which

individual, students among the 1J,000 should have priority space. That policy

statement was formulated by the student - faculty committee. Its proposed modi-

fications will be reported by the Dean of the Faculty this afternoon to the entire

faculty, to be ccnv'ened in regular session. It is anticipated that the Yaou'Ay

will endorse thdnolicy recommendation without amendment.
r

In all of the other areas in which my office has jurisdiction there are

similar student-faculty committees, each of which is illustrative of the modern

approach in American higher Education to foster student-faculty relation7.'
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ABERNETHY

l%'( have left Miss Sue Bernstein to the last. She is President of the

Student Government Association at Douglass College, the women's liberal arts college

1)1 the University. Thus, she ,s in a position to speak for her college.

BERNSTFIN

First, I should point out that student government at Douglass is best

'tailed cooperative government. It involves both faculty and students.

The faculty at Douglass meets separately and is not open to the student

body. Our Student Government Association is unlike that at Putgeis and

Livingston Colleo in that it has jurisdiction in non-academic affairs and in all

matters affecting the student body. In the area of academic affairs, it has

direct control of academic honesty. The legislative holy in our government

association is the Assembly, consisting of students, faculty members and a re-

presentative of the Dean of St))1ents Office. Our Assembly has the pcc :er to

40
enact legislation within the limits of jurisdiction given to the Association.

If legislation is enacted.it is subject to review by the Dean of the College.

In matters that do not fall within the jurisdiction of the Association, it has

the power to recommend action Lo the Evult:,,. or to the Dean of the Colleg, . Cur

Assembly also allocates student activity fees in keeping with a program adopted

for the year. This year the fee is $17.00 per student.

Wi'hin our Association ar,)) 30 to 40 separate committees, the majority

of which are student-faculty in membership. Students are usually elected chair-

men of the committees created by the Assembly. We also have student representa-

tion on most of the committees created by the Faculty, such as the admissions '

committee, scholarship conmittee, and long range planning committee. These

students are nominated by the Association and approved by the Assembly.

We also have at Douglass a Judicial Board that is responsible for handling

all islatiens nr offenso4, such as cheatir)', stealing and lying. This Board

3G6
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also has representatives of the Faculty and Administration. Because we have

an honor system, which means that each student agrees to accept the responsi-

bility for maintaining the regulations, accepting them in course, aril molifying

them through due process when necessary, we have tb.) proctors during examinationo-

Thus, a student may resort himself or others do so, if those has been a violation

of the regulations. The Judicial Board hears every case repoTtod,individually

There are no established penalties or punishments in that the Judicial Board

decides what it deems best in each instance.

The decisions handed down by the Board are view(.d as educational and

individual. For example, some of the decisions require the writing of a pap

it could be suspension from college; it could be expulsion; or it could bc

"no action." However, if suspension or expulsion is the ponalt., recommends J, the

hoard's decision is always subject to review by the Faculty Council. If the

Council does not concur, the case is turned back to the Poar, in which case its

decision is final. The student has, in event of appoal, the right to n_quoJt the

Dean of the College to review her case for a final jud;ment-

367
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THE I.E:,1,3E:01/1 COLLEGE:;

1.

The_ Mature of the esidential :tesidenli 11 Col leoe is difficult

to describe in a way that sill heir, a reader imagine himself in it, for "it"

is no No statement of purpose, no list of academic or social rules of the

game, no catalog of courses, and no description of pi;dago(!ic:,1 tochni,;uo can begin

to convey wha t.ho Collecjo is, Oat is the heart and life of it, or how being a

student in it is a special experience.

Peatle who come to the IZesidential Collogo usuall i are caucht up in it,

CguOlt up, they find themselves involved in it this way and that, doing and try -

inn, and joining in. Thi-, world of peorlo, individually caght up anf-1

caujh't up together, is the 7.'esidential CcIlo.oe it its uncapturable essence....

The College is no hi!'-urcation of life, lot rather an invitatic,h to people to dis-

cover thensolvo,s in the e:er,;day werld and in the usual rarkings of formal educa-

tion, here enveloped by 0:2 ever day

A lesson of the first years of the rteidential Collev's life is that there

are various paths to wisdom, countless hyways for healthy intellectual octiviti,

and roe enough in C contemn Lry college for a rerson 0 efLcover both hiself

and a full life, and this happens best. when it happens together.

The Residential College Idea. The Residential Colicue attempts to overcome size and

imperst.,relity of rulti-university while, at :he sane time, thriving on its diverse

potentielities, It is a small, four -year liberal arts college in th, middle of

*During their scheduled visit to The University of Michigan, the Italian hectors
were provided an opportunity to meet informally with Dean James H. Robertson and
selected members of the Residential College faculty for a mixture of serious dis-
cussions about educational in general and ahout the Residential College in
particular. This sunviary description of the Residential College was excerpted from
two documents supplied by Dean Robertson. These are a) the latest issue of A Supple-
ment of the Announcement of tie College of Literature, Science and the Arts l)7)-71

and ET "The Fourth Annual Report of the ReSTIerTral College, October, 1970."

.)f,our)



cosr,opolitial univeri:y and city. The College tries to give its students the

elbow-room they need to explore the world of ideas and to examine themselves

and, in the process, experience u substantial and satisfying education.,"

A curriculum of intellectuallly provocati%a courses is the basis of formal

education in the College. These courses are taught where the instructors

36, .

who teach them hate offices. The buildin!j... provides ample room andcomfort for

both formal and informal education: conversations wrong students (sometimes

the inclusion of faculty) and ideas encountered in class and, often, using such

ideas and concepts to get at new ones. Education in the Residential College, there-

fore, is not merely a compartment; rather, education is coextensive with the people

experiencing it, and these include faculty as well as students.

The Students. The College very deliberately selects a freshman class that is, in

its abilities, a cross-section of a typical freshman class in the College of Litera-

ture, Science, and the Arts, and, in the process, the College tries to admit as

diverse a class as possible. Furthereore, since the Residential College does not

wont to admit more students than can be absorbed into its program, admissions prac-

tices are cautious regarding number.

The Residential Collage hopes. to graduate students who have been ahlo to be

independent and who use their independence with consideration of others. The faculty

and administration, to this end, provide what help and advice they s:an, aiming to be

fraternal rather than paternal. The College does not see itself in loco parentis but

assumes, rather, that responsibility must be given before it is likely to be accepted.
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The Faculty. The members of the faculty of tbe Residential College hold joint

appointments ie departments of the College sf Liter?ture, Science, and the Arts

and in the Residential College. The faculty is a body of people interested in

teaching undergraduates in conditions that olloo innovation and relatively small

classes. Usually, an instructor will teach for a term or two or three in the

Residential College, then return full-time to his department and to research, per-

haps coming beck to the Residential College sc me future term. Consequently, al-

though the college is small, there is a good deal of variety in the teaching staff

and, therefore, in the ideas the instructors bring with them,

The Community. The Residential College community tries to give people roan to change,

and the community is people who maintain the College in continual change toward the

The :esidential College community is foremost an intellectual community and

after that a paroonal coriTnonity. It tends not to limit peonle but rather to draw

out of them what and who they can be, from the intellectual to personel. The

community is co-extensive with the College, and community, essentially, is being

able to do more together than one can do alone.

The College Curriculum. The Residential College's curriculum is not a string of

courses to finish the education of the young gentlemen or lady, no irreducible body

of information minimally necessary to the "educated" ran. Rather, the courses in-

vite attention to intellectual practices and traditions that are likely to give a

student perspective on himself and his world so that, discovering the ;otentialiLies

given to him, he can prepare to enter thin world in sore way satisfyiu3 to him, The

shared responsibility of everyone in the fashioning of the Residential Ciillege and

in its ccntinual renewal, not thu core curriculum alone, reach toward this goal. The

3



courses, therefore, need to be ewed in the context. of the who1..2 life of the

C 1 le n. Thou,,h eaL or. them is a discrete on r,rith thr focus ol its

ci, each and all, because the College is residential, enrich the

ov-!r-/. ;111,..!U doe;--n i t cr,mlunIty.

Grdduatiohyequirements: ror.r,uitements new i " force ero os
_ _

A student neocH-, to ert-61-)lo -3 4ork at 1(!d'j Cr-'

Cnilecc courses, at sone Lire before These courses

need to include:

1. t-reshmen Ser.-linar

2, An arts p_racticuo

3. orci,n thr-:tir;h th,2. cow-so

Th:ec ;tzrtu-al cor2r-scn.-- tie of then in dcre uep. one of

them a lob co.rrs.'.

Inr-penent / recomlontied, but not r-nuired for the desret.

Three sci-nc- ^--treskr, inclur:ing two oiurscs in one dep.rtmert -nd

course in anot-ire:- t-ent end th.ee is courso., irclud-

in,! two courFes Or! department third course in another dtrpartrient.

1. A concentration program chosen from among regular Literature, Science and

tLs Arts and Residential College programs, or'an individualized concentration

in the Resit"ential College.

8. Finally, a student's over-all average must be "C" or better in both his con-

centration program and in is total course work, and he will need to have

corirleteci at least 01 hours outside his concentration work.

The Freshman Prograrci. Freshmen usually elect a program of bur courses each tern.

The selection of spcjfic courses is made with the student's academic adviserp

Students elect their first tern Core 1J3 Freshman Seminar, and three other courses- -

at least one cF v.Ttich should probably be a foreign language.
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foreign The College view, proficiency in a foreign language as an

intellectual instrument of the highest value as well as an intellectual objec-

tive in its own right. Upor. 6dmission most students will have had several years

of preparatory study in one of 1:ha foreign laoguages taught in the Residential

College --French, German, Russian, Spanish, or Italian-- and a few will already

have achieved profirlc.:.ey....Whetever a student's level of skill, he may follow

either of two paths to acquire proficiency: he may elect an intensive (double)

course in his language in the Residential College, or he may pursue his Language

at a traditional pace in the language department in the College of Literature,

Science aildtle Prts. In either event, he must pass a proficiency examination in

French, Getman, Rus:an, Spanish, or Italian so;oetime between his admission in

to the College and the middle of his senior year.

The Freshman Seminar. Required of each freshman during his first term, this seminar

is conducted in twelve-student sections, each meeting independently under the direc-

tion of i f'culty member of full stanoing in the College of Literature, Science and

the Arts Wri. tip Residential College. Each seminar may be viewed as nearly a course

in itself inasmuch as it explore: a number of books--some of them "great"--selected

by the instructor with scle reference to the principle that he deems their study an

orientatibn to the kind of thinking expected of serious students. Each instructor

does, however, accept two propositions that bring some things in common to each sec-

tion. First, he is expected to address himself to his readings as a generalist mov-

ing beyond the confines of one academic discipline or speciality. Second, he is ex-

pected to call for a more customary amount of written work and to examine this work

with an eye to its quality as Endlish expression as well as to its subject matter.

o
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II.

Fourth Annual Report of the Residential College*
A Faculty Committee Appraisz.:

Student Numbers. The Student body of the Residential College now (October 1970)

numbers 742. Our entering freshman classes have been as follows: September,

1967: 217; September.l968; 251; September, 1969: 23E;; and, September, 1910: 275.

Total admissions to date come to 931. Of these, 239 have left the College for

varying reasons. Some have been asked to leave because of unsatisfactory scholar-

ship; several dozen have left the University (many temporarily) of their own accord;

the largest single group have transferred to other units of the University (approxi-

mately 80). This spring we expect to graduate from the Residential College approxi-

mately 120 students from those who entered four years ago. Since additional members

of the first freshman class will be earning degrees In LSA, the percentage of

graduates will be over 60 . The national average is somewhat below 50X.

Of the 742 Residential College students, some 575 reside within the College

complex in East Quadrangle. Freshmen and sophomores are expected to reside there;

aheartening number of juniors and seniors have chosen to do so....Partly as a result

of this, approximately 170 non-Residential Collegl students also live in East

Q,,adrangle, We note with interest, however, that a number of juniors, after having

lived in apartments last year, have returned to spend their senior year in the College.

In the next year or two we hope to have East Quadrangle fully occupied by Residential

College students.

With the physical plant of the College now virtually complete,we have living

*This section of the report of the Residential College is an excerpteJ account of

its present condition and prospects. "The Fourth Annul Report" of the College

was prepared by a faculty research giJup under the general supervision of Professor

Theodore Newcomb, Associate Director of the Residential College.
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accommodations, much varied in kind, for 750 students...Future freshman classes

should be adjusted in size so as to keep the total student body under 1000. Be-

yond that figure the mportlnt advantages of a small community, upon which the

College has capitalized, may be endangered.

Character of the Student Body. The profile of the Residential Collage student

body is unavoidably skoed somewhat, however, by the nature of the enrollment

process. Only those are enrolled who opt for it. Although the number who do so

has always greatly exceeded the number of available slots, the process of partial

self-selection does tend to screen out students with interests of certain kinds:

those who do not plan to follow a four year undergraduate program; those appre-

.,,,

hensive about the College's educational experimentation; its somewhat stiffer cur-

riculum; its higher expectations for individual responsibility for learning; or

those who prefer the anonymity possible in thmuch larger College of Literature,

Science and the Arts....

Ongoing research continues to confirm the conclusion that Residential College,

students tend to resemble donors students more closely than they resemble other

LSA students in intellectual dispositions, in hiving similar preferences for in-

dependence, and in intellectual and personal openness. Research reveals further

that the Residential College students have a marked tendency to adopt esthetic

and creative approaches to teeming.

The Residential Colleje Faculty. Faculty members in the Residential College hold

appointments in some academic department of the College of Literature, Science and

the Arts, or, in special cases, in other units of The University of Michigan. This

mode of joint appointoent continues to create some problems but it remains an im-

portant principle of the College, protecting and insuring the high quality of
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of instruction in Residential College classes. Those attracted to the Residential

Zollege from among the Michigan faculty, are often those likely to be more experi-

mental in temper, ank:ous to develop closer, more intensive relations with under-

graduate students. As a consequence of this self-selection, the faculty are deeply

committed to good undergraduate education, innovative in spirit, willing to give

freely of their time outside of the classroom.

Faculty Members. Frr the Fall term, 1970, there are 85 persons holding teaching

appointments (mostly pert -time) in the Residential College. In the Winter term,

1570-71, that number will drop to approximately 70, because of the nature of our

curric ium, w4lich happcms to require more faculty in the fail term....

Many faculty menbers, once having taught in the College, usually take much

satisfaction in remaining a member of the College community, even during a subse-

quent term when they have no teaching appointme;t within it. They continue to be

active on College coomittees, in the Informal life of the College. Hany University

faculty members having no official connection with the College participate in its

intellectual life by plying special lectures aniinformal seminars, by sponsoring

independent study projects, by giving inf6rmal counceling

Class Size. Small class size is a value the Residential College has sought to pre-

serve, but the growth of the College, and the changes arising in the College curri-

culum, have made it difficult to maintain the .-..mallness of classes for which we

have striven. Closeness and informality in student-faculty relations, intensive

foreign language instruction, and thoughtful evaluation of student work demands

small classes....

r-37)
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Summary of Student_Intervies. While satisfaction with their Residenti..1 College

experience in general is relatively high, satisfaction among students with the

core curriculum is strikingly low. The source of this dissatisfaction seems not

to rest with the basic rationale of the core curriculum or with the faculty avail-

able to present it but rather witi the specific isplementation of the concept in

a sot of required courses. The required nature of the curriculum together with

the experienced inadeqoacy of nany of the courses themselves has led to student

discontent and disenchantoent....

044 The Residential College as a whole is characterized by a great deal of

student freedom and resp,nsibility and this finds expression in the individual

courses as well, where students are often able to work independently in areas

of their special interest. Yet the required nature of the curriculum is often

viewed by students as inconsistent with the entire spirit of the college and

thus becomes a point of contention...

Curricult.m Oeielopment. Curricular matters are of the first importance; they are

therefore constantly under discussion, and constantly undergoing change. We

would not have it otherwise....

Since all students in the Residential College now pursue the B.A. or the B.S.

degrees some concentration program is essential for each...A small but significant

number of students pursue concentrations tailored to their individual needs under

the direction of faculty members specially enlisted for that purpose. In this

endeavor, again, small size permits what we think to be a rather high degree of

success and satisfaction.

Opportunities for independent study have been one of thn overriding values

:3'76
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of the Residential College from its inception. To advance this objective we

have encouraged and supported a host of independent study courses, under the

direction of faculty members both within and without the College. To date,

some 193 independent study courses have been applied for, some 145 completed.

with 16 still in progress. Our experience with this prog-am has been mixed,

but generally happy. Fo, many students the ta'.:J of developing an independent

study unit for approval, and pursuing it without continuous supervision, is an

intensely valuable experience. It is often observed that some such students

do more reading, writing, and careful thinking than normal courses would demand....

The Residential College in TiNc. of Special Stress. So much attention has been

recently focused upon disorddr, conflict, and turmoil of different kinds on Ameri-

can college campuses that,it is well to ask what response the Residential College

made to last spring's turbulence on our campus:..Over much of the campus buildings

were closed, classes disrupted, windows broken, individual students and faculty

members (on both sides) threatened and disturbed. In the Residential College at

that time an overwhelming majority supported--after lengthy and heated discussion

in formal and informal community meetings the demands of the black students and

faculty. As an institutional unit the College spoke in their behalf, and acted in

their behalf by stopping formal instruction in the building. Many have noted tnat,

if formal instruction stopped, informal learning progressed, at a rate and intensity

rarely reached in quieter times. What was most intm-esting, however, was the cor.-

trast between the atmosphere in the Residential College at that time, and that in

(*During the week in April, precisdly when the Italian Team arrived in Ann Arbor, the
University experienced a major demonstration, Initiated by the B.A.M. (Black Action
Movement) - -ed. note]
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oche.. quarters of the: University. Although sharp and heated debate continued

the College experienced no disorder, no violence or slightest threat of it.

Unhappy members of the College there were -- but the civility andcecency of

relations have probably exceeded those of normal circumstances, while elsewhere

the reverse was true....

Problems of Student Evaluation. Ona consequence of our present methods is that

Residential College student transcripts, although containing a great deal of

information about the quality of the work done, do not lend themselves to stati-

stical treatment, du not neatly fit the categories traditionally emplovel by

graduate and professional schools, and other institutions, for the screenti.g of

applicants for admission, awards, and the like....

A number of colleges have begun to employ pass -fail systems of different

sorts, and receiving institutions have been obliged to make some adjustment in

their techniques in consequence. What the ultimate outcome will be, for all

parties, is unclear; there may have to be some give on both sides....

Whatever difficulties are encountered do not come unanticipated by faculty

and students; the entire community has been made fully aware of these difficulties

and has discussed them at extraordinary length. After such discussion the College

community has repeatedly reaffirmed its determination to maintain a system of evalu-

ation honestly believed to be more conducive to good learning and self-directed

growth....

Flow are honors to be awarded if At all, and how Are fair judgments to be made

when Residential College students and non-Residential College students compete fol.

scholarship awards, financial assistance, and the like? These are reolly tricky

issues; 0 find solutions that are at once f;ir to all concerned, and still do not

corpr( mlso the avowed principles of the College, is not easy.... Future controversy

in this sphere, however, is surely to be anticipated.

C
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Problems of College Governance. The three-year history of the College in com-

munity governance justifies the mutual confidence on which it rests.... This

sense of social responsib'lity has depended upon a delicate balance of authority,

and ?ts exercise, among the students, the faculty, and administrators in one

sphere, and in another, between the Residential College as a whole and the College

of LSA as its parent unit...The second of the two ba'ences mentioned above, there-

. fore, might best be protected neither by tightening control, nor by separating the

units, but by lubricating the joints between the two. Lubrication may be a happy

step before friction creates too much heat.

c2aslaii22221;al. Not all our efforts have been fruitful as .e had hoped--but on

the whole we think the experiment to date has proved successful from the point of

view of our students and faculty of course, and, we hope, from the poiL. of view

of the University as a whole. Judging from the steady stream of inquiries aid

visits from faculty and administrators and students from all over the country,

this College is serving as a model for undergraduete experimentation nationally... .
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VII. HISCELLOIEA

PaECHANGE OF SinENTS P2,J ACULTY MEffiEdS KNEEN ITALIAN AND AMERICAN UNIVEkSITIES

I. Development in the Social Sciences

I L_Alpuln say, to bct,jr, oith, that I cannot pretend to be -.,xert on

exchancjes. I have net personally ip any student or faculty

exci en ;e [ro-lrarl between Italy anti the Unitcn, Jtates, nor have I myself had

an onportunity to ti2a..7n or to study at an Italian university. fly knowldTe

is, therefore. second han,;, cerived from reading and from conversations with

social scientists in both countries who have rjreater experience than i with

the problem. it is, however, a subject in which I out mach interested and

about which I would to learn more. 13ut I must ask you to excuse me

sor,e of what 1 have to say should appear to you inaccurate.

In ;limy restects. the erohlems are the Salle in the social s,iencos

as in other fields; but it seems that the encourarje.ment of a greater flow of

stulents E.nd faculty between Italy and the United States may he both more

difficult in some respects-- and in ether resf,octs more proN)isine --in the

social sciences !Pan in virtually any other academic field.

Let me start with the difficulties. The major rrobler., on the i'meri-

can side. is that there are relatively few social scientists with a special

interest in Italy-- a Professional interest. Histrry, to ',he extent that it

can be considf,red a social science, is the exception-- but if one considers

:he central social science disciplines of socioloi,y, economics and volitica;

science. one can name only a small handful of men whose research and teachin.;

has to do with tloinis Italian. One consequence of this fact is that aside

frol those ortu)ate individuals raised in italian-sceakinq families. there

are few f4,erican social sdentists who know Italian and who misht be capable

of teachinl in en Italian unkersity. As a lanquac^, tausht in m-erican uni-

versities. Italian unhappily ranks well below such other languages as French,

*A great variety of topics were discussed oirthr Washington Seminar on April 13,
1970. Professor Donald Blackmer of M.I.T. .Co-chairman of the Council. for
Furopean Studies. consistig of representatives from elOt American universities,),)(1
with frovjams ir, Furopean Affairs. Dr. Blackzer's condensed paper follows. ll
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and .;ussian in popula,ity. ik second conseliJence o. the

scarcity o. senior so, ial scientists concerned anti Italy is of course a

correspondinr; s:tarcity of younger ones-- deficiencies of this sore tend to

pr.petu Ate th:7r.selves from generation to generation.

in strik,, a more iv.reful note. nowever. this situation seems Dui te

c)early to have anon cHanoirvi for the bitter in recent years. ,or a variety

of reasons. some concerned with events in Europa and some with trends in the

f.mericcn academic world, there has in recent years `seen a considerable re-

vival of interest in European affairs among social scientists of all 6iscip-

linos, I knew personally abut a dozen pun( political scientists 6nO socio-

lo*ts, por exit:0-, who have chosen to write docto4-al dissertations on some

aspect or Italian political anu social life within the lost three or tour

years. I art sure there arc many more thorn I do net know. The,e and

wall traihed social scientists, tecjether with the professors who stinalacert

their interest in Italy, are the nu,_;eus of a small cerrinunity of c,,.orto who

may potentially be available for exchanrje arranc,;ements in the years to com-:.

They will be likely, moreover, to awaken in others a similar interest in lire

Italian scene.

N,J let us 1,)% briefly at th? ether side of the coin, the situation

confrc.ntinj the so:i,1 sciences in Italy itself. Italian universitic have tt,)t,

it (IL/St ,c said been ospitable to the develefment of modern social science.

rha reasw-s for this are obviou;ly coat lox and you know and understcod ti.en

far better than I can hope to do. I realize that the ,westicn is not only a

complicated but also a controversial one and I do rot intend to enter into the

overi to of the case. ,Tat I can .-,ay HO) soya confidence is that the possibi-

lities of exchorr;e at the factlty level ii the social sciences will be ex-

ce,lin ly limited until such time as Italian uniersities are able to create

broader olportunities to teach such subjects as econo,tics so-jolow and



oil tit:l science the/ ).e ry:;ino onl:, in the Lni,:ed estates but

in many oLner of the world. 6s for as ' an ar,are there i5 only on.-?.

froi:r...ra in the soci,1 ].,,ionces in Italy in which a substantial lumber or

ioeican rrofessors have particirated on a regulor basis-- this is the ,.-ro!4-z.11

graduate training in economics,i sociology and political science developed

in Hi land Torino a-ld i-mcona undl,J- the auspices of tly.:! joint Italian-HJeric.-.n

committee calle6 COSPOS. Cori tatoser le Scienze Po;itiche e Sociali. These

oro(7rams haves as you 1<nc..-1, been established outside the reular university

frenework.

the onnortunites for sending ,xerican professors and students to

Italy to participate in teaching prosrams ha%.e been rather limited) although

it may be hoped that the university reform will steadily improve the situation.

As mentioned earler, Mere are likely to be a nro',.,inc: rather than a declinin,:

number of .-ericans interested in conducting research r-Tojects of one sort or

another in Italy.

Out what o. traffic in the other direction! At the professor level.

the number has been limited for tire reasons menti(, d above to a very few

distinguished scholars like rrofessor Sartori of F,renze in Folitical Science

and Professor Fizzerno of Ancona in sociolo.J. At the graduate level the

number has undoubtedly been considerable, but I do not have any fi jures. IC

data are available on the cumber of Italian students stidyinj in this country '

at the under9raduate and graduate I would be interested in seeing thcm.

suspicion is that there nay be quite a few in economics-- since the demand

for 5ri11 d economists is relatively hip --hut rather few in political science

and sociolooy. On the other hand, one can get generally bettor training in

economics in Italy than in the other t,-.9 fields. In any event, the question

morits res,?arch and some thou ht as to ways in which the flow of Italian

students. particularly graduate students, to the United States could be increased.

n8()
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this could be one way to sped up the g-owth of tho social scinces in Italy

itself.

Let one say, finally, that the social science codmunity in this country

in genuinely concerned with -;,roblems such as these. As one illustration)? might

dentiin an organization that will shortly come into existence. Called the

Council for European Studies, it is being created by social scientists and

historians from eight of the leading American i,diversities in European Affairs

in -nu effort to improve the quality of our research and training programs in

this field. As i: happens, Professor Rw.mond Grew and I arc its co-chairmen

for the first year. Among the act-Lvities this group proposes t° is

to help find opportunities for promising younger European scg.,1

and do research and receive graduate training in this country; R our

rcsources are limited, an hope to be able to provide funds to , is

process. Ve would like also to find ways to asist in getting ins to

teach in European universities. I h. pe that Frofessor Grew as

chance to talk w[tb some of yen in greater detail about vays

which is the first organization of its ',c.ind to be specifical

the dev,.lov,ent of social science research and trah. hig on and '

with

can

be useful in the Italian context.

8;1
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A. CoTinission's r;e[or: on "Uniyersity Project"*

Ow, of the most important undertakings of the Co:mnissicn during, its
many years of existent 7 one which should have I,_ly-wide long-
range effects --was carried out during this year of great iinancial
hardship: the University Project, which had consisted of a visit to
the United States of an Italian team of six University Rectors,
three professors and the Secretary of the Conferenza dei Rettori,
for a period of one month, and of the return visit of an American
team cf six, of which only one was a Univers4ty President, but two
others were to play an important role, being members of a recently
established Council on European Studies which would be responsible
for planning exchanges between American and European universities
and trying to iron out difficulties.

The visit to the United States had tern very successful, as borne
out by to report by the President of the Conferenza dei Rettori,
Professor Alessandro Faedo,who had taken part in it. :ft appeared

that although several members of the team had already visited the
United States, none hid really had an opportunity to .ttdy and
discuss in depth the American university system which only this time
had been learned and trodet,tond properly. In his report to the
Ministsr cf Public instruction, Professor Faedo emphasized the many
positive aspects which tire tea: odd otserved in American universities
and made recccmendations for the adoption of certain systems and
orocedures in Italy.

The return visit by the American team had tzken plae in June and
had lasted fifteen days. Tie team was enthusiastic about the re-
ception found at each university included in the itinerary, the
universities being those whose Rectors had particinated in the U.S.
phase of the project.

The Italian program had ended in Rome in coiwAdence with plenary
sessions of the Conferenza dei Rettori to which the American team
w.s introduced, and culminated with a meeting devoted to concrete
proposals for Italian-American exchanges.

* Eycerrt of ieport, PrepercH for the C.c..,;s.tionc 7,-e.-r-icana Per
17,11 Scx1hi Coituraii Con L'Italia, 6J,:a, by tir-! Standing Conference
of .ectc-.5of Urv?rsi.is, Cc6veled in .tone 24, )y7'..).

G 8 4



RFJORT ON rIEE VISIT OF A DELEGATJON OF' ITALIAN RECTORS AND UNTVFZ3ITY
PlICTESSORS TO THE U.T.TED STATES

From Zarch 15 to April 15, 1970, a dilc4ta i )41 of Italian Rectors and

fessorrJ visited some kierican universifit:s under the auspices

tOe 1),:partment '-,11 State to discuss with U.S. experts the MOST, important

a:pee t.5 of both A.r.e.rican an:3 tnlian eniversity

The Italian delegatiGn was compoced of:

Prof. Alleissandro Fao - Rector of the ,inversity of Pisa and

Yrcsident of th (1enferen,e of

Italian University Rooters;

Frcf. Tito Carnacini - Roc tor of the: Diversity of Del 0,,,na and

V-;_ . _- Ir. :-sidrnt of the Perman,T n Con fc:reno

of Italian t. von , Recta rs ;

Rolla - Rector of the ury.:v, t f y,, an-i

Uc rleral acre t aria of the Pertriarp_nt Confe r-

ence 0) Universiey hocter'.;

(h.Prof.Giuseppe Ernini - Rector the University cf former

ni s try of i c. Ins trec ti on;

Prof. G'Istavo - Hector of the 7.Inivensity of r,L,,j4.na;

Prof. Ni Vaccaro - Dean of thFa School cf Engineering of the

Uni.orsity of Rome", and

Prof . )Petro Print Full professor of History of Philosophy

of the University of Rome;
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ibis is a translation of tilt,. R, pol- prcparc hy Prof. Allcssandro Facd,
President of the Perlannt Conference of Italian University Rectors for prose nt a-
ti on during the Final Session of illase II of the University Exchange Prujcct
c:_fivonod in Rome on JOne 2/4, 1270. Present, in addition to all memlrs cf the
St and i Cmference of Rectors of I tal i an Uni versi t c, sere the six American
PartielianL: Profs. Blackener , raw:, 1IiLme and
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'rho Italian delegation had the huiporttliiti to study the strncture

an' cloration of some American state and private institutions. In this report,

I should lire to discuss tlu acre importan:, 1-Toblsms that have a bearing L.7.

Italia!, univeinAty refor.-r,.

1. Recognition of U.S.University Degrees.

In the U.S.A., university degrees awarded by the various institutions

de not havo any legal value; an examination of the level of preparation of a

stCriont during his univorsity studies is ascertained-- for those who want to

enter a particular profesuion --by state board accrediting examinations (some

of which nre admildstered at ft.e federal

7110350 examinations ate quite difficult and conTrohcesive. :11ty inc:tde

a great numb.,r cr fasts prf:pa:ed by (xpc_rts who are ab_e to cvaluate tho

seriou:d.-25.5. ant .L.hea extort cf the candidate's prof: -7sional preparation.

to arc usual iv eyddi_Ci by 'I C CVVItOr : for ;Wit; reason and ba-

cause cf the hi.-rJbor cf subjects covered by tho examination the possibility of

error is almost niT . Moreover, this 1)/' OCC lure pernits a simultaneous

tion of a large nivIer of candidates with an arhitor.- the ccmputtr --that

d es not accoi t steeial recommendations.

1,:'O'C5SiORS do not require state examinations; a young man's

futura , tl,. .efore, depend exclusively on his +;ualificatrarts and on tee

tyl e of studios wiich he has chosen and 1,111%;11(4.

In Italy, d to the recent liber,?.lization of the plans if ottly, dis-

cussion of th. lholition of legal 7-trognitit,Jn for university degrees can no

longer 'no poct, The rn.w proposal to st3t,, eY.arli nat.' 01'1S-141,1c/1

might als' 1 to candidates who do net have a university cirrce -.would

be a gtir.W.c of seriousness and impartiality.
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arc one of the advantages }his new procedure would have

a) Instead of study-ing for a piece of If-2gal paper, a studenc,

can obtain a different order of instruction in harmony 3..ith

his own skills and in function with the career opportunities

offered to him by society;

b) Some compulsory subjects would be abolished on the ground:

that they are outmoded and the students could choose to

study different subjecti which now seen more suitable to

he-le reeds.

If the legal value of the present iinl_vorsity deuree were maintained

and the 1 lens of study (under n<-re J-1 t Ile ousl:, _liberalized, those

otudent:3 whe merely wanbiu.1 legal rocci;niticin of a degree, W1:11111 select nh.

the caries t courses whoti.,?ii or net they wore useful en i meaningful

ire :attempt of teacherr to withho]d idathorizatien for raw

plans of study might treat,: sH-rious problems and her used ar a pretext for

some se stwiy pro jije La of t;Lnrdne scholarly value that they

might t some reason considir a threat to their own academic prestige:

c) ',he faculty could well devote Itself to mere effective and

valid methods of teaanin,i, and more effectively help those

students who ire seriously motivated to further their s t.,,1(11 .

d) The university will he centi nual ly stimulated to provide mare

adequate professional preparation by keeping up with scientific

and technical advarcerIent and not waiting for a "deux ex nachina"

to charge the curricul1P'1. in fact., oily by abol shi t..3,e 1, gal

value of uni versi tv 4ie grecs , eau we ve the university fill in-

cLsrcrd ice in teen ,Thident interest and aril recidation of

studies and research can in.ireased throiugh the rentrit,:tier,

of the opini one of vi si tint; professors

387
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I believe that, the provisions which have been made feir the liberalization

of law 010, uhl oil will be ianludeLi in the reform., could be better exoloited if

Life legal value of the rlaurea" were abolishi 1. Our rocinion is based exclusively

on consideration of the greater advantage that wirt accrue to fut.:ire generations

through the guarantee of increased social justic-e: instead of what passes today

as more acceptable or popular.

A bright young man, without sufficient economic means, can better ox-

plait his natural gifts if university studies are liberalized so that he can

better dernonstrat hi s own talents .

instead, ver-ail uniform planning of university degrees at a

national level eats all students on ox-.ctly the same level ::nce they have

received the de gr er , unaltored the sorl:i-cconemic differences that au

open course of studies night radically charge .

2. Varyin, hovels of the University Degrees in

In the there are three levels of universi ty decree. :

irirst degree (Bachelor's FA. ) over than our usual degree) with which, ex-

cept in medicine, ono can enter a certain number of professions. In this case one

may study for tticr next degree immediately or ptstpono it even for several year3

(see 6 below) .

Second degree (Master's Degree), the equivalent of a good Italian laurea, with

which one can enter all professions at any level. This degree is awarded after

one or two years f further sturi

To obtain thost two derreo:., the st4iont chooses with a wide margin of

freel,vn his cr,:n Ilan 1,,f study. F3A course represents a certai nu-der credi tr.

It is necessary to obtain a t,til urriber of 3c."-3; t,5 to ,Ati,in ferret: .

Third 1...grce (fh , whirh rerI st -ents certain ancr ment iii Wit nti fic to -

search in r xtrenoly speci ali zed areas. It is awarded c'dv after the canThlate



has shown that he can perferm independent research ,amrk. it usually takes from

three to seven years, after the Easter's Degree, depending en the oubject, to

obtain this degree.

Many graduate students ,:re or.ployed (stipends are prid through scholar-

ships and fellowships) as instructors of undergraduates.

These instructors live in oirect contact with the younger students and

provide a coatinuit beLlreen students end professors.

3. Independence in Teaching, Research, and Organizations Peuarttt.ents.

If the study program in Italy were liberalized through the abolition

of the legal value of degrees, it would be necessary - - to take full advantage

of the new possibilities that become _available - - to give the universities the

great freedou eneyed by American universities on the sciontifio, toa "hing, aGt

organizatcoal levels.

Such independence does not imply the absence of control ver the way state

finds are utilized. Ch the cento -ocy, it i to la hop 1 that this control will

become rr.ore effective and stimulating as a result Gf regional decentrali.e.ation.

Independence on the toacnng and scientific level is indispensabi e. if

total participation (i.e'. not merely profssors and students but also reprosen-

thtives of the society in which the university function.) is to be achieved in

outlining; the goals that the univfrsity must achieve and hence the most suitable

means to these ends.

Furthermore, indepe:ri nce in organization will avoid the absurdity of

giving a faculty (nr department, or institute..) a standardized brganization

ev,.n when the (nds and ccralitiuns of ene farrIlty are different from those of

another.

The U.S. university department is con-( ived of as a grouping together

GT broadly related fields of instruction and research in order to

the means aril instruments of common interest, (libraries, labGrat

etc.) 1 9

utilize toter

i'y equipment,
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There is no sense in our trying to devise a uniform structure. It

will be this very independence together with the critical sense developed by

all the members and the experiences that they will share that will, case by

case, guarante,_ the best solution.

It will be chiefly the example of greatest efficiency in the solution

achieved in one university that will indicate the modifications necessary to

make more efficient those Imiversitiec, that wish to progress.

For example, in the U.S., law schools are not organized by departments;

rather, they form a single department. Other degree programs organized by

deparionts have otter organs of communication in order to avoid splitting up

studies and to allow for interdisciplinary studies.

This occurs, for example, in schools of medicine, which join biological

and clinical cl_partents and are beadod by a dcon, who is aided by a small

group of representatives elected by the various dopartmeits. The dean has

jurisdiction over the single departments and their chairmen.

It does not seem that the finction of Italian faculty councils, as

:in organ of interdisciplinary communication, can be replaced by degree-program

councils, which do not always have sufficient breadth of cultural interest.

While the problem does not arise within faculties that offer a single

degree program (for example, law school), the situation is quite different

from those faculties in the sciences and in engineering, which offer several

degree programs.

The degree-program councils of the science faculties, for example,

will not be able to maintain inta'disciplinary contact, without an an hoc

organ, which is indispensable today when the sciences have an increasing need

to know what is hippenini' related fields and to understand vari idioms.

390
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Choice of Professors and Full-Time.

U.S.professors are selected according to less stringent, requirements

than. Italian professors are, and this is justified because of the great number

of universities in America and the great demand for college teachers. I be-

came convinced that Italy must get rid of a great deal of the drama involved in

becoming a university professor, by abolishing the fixed number of places made:

available and by organizing a system that will allow qualified young people to

get a professorship as soon as they ca .-monstrate the necessary qualities and

ambition.

Because of the need not to lose worthy young candidates and because of

the overwhelming need for professor,:, one must not be too afraid of the risk

that insufficiently prepared people may Become professors.

There are two rr why I say this

a) no system, including the present one, can completely guarantee

that less qualified people will not become professors.;

b) i n a department-2.1 syAer-2 every professor mill find proper

pl'prent in teaching or research in accordance h. 3

special aptitudes. Therefore, cousiderations the scholarly

achievement of a professor cannot represent t.h-: only criterion

if one is to achieve a successfully functioning department.

There arc, cases of people who are extremely qualificd on the

scholarly level and actually pernicious when it comes to teaching.

It must be understood that the man who has proved himself adcquate

on the scholarly level but is an CXi'ell.crii teacher us( -

fl! to the life of a university diartm(W.

United States pr,,fessors are genuinely full-time and are forbid-on

engage n any other prnfo s s onal activity out=side the universi ty

'ibis is true ,v-n of clinicians who r,re strictly:71111'1(d -- ,plovrcu

Professors whose sutjects a,e suit able to ether p rofessions are
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usually hir Cl on terminal ccn-racts, renewable or noc renewable,

defending on either the university cr the professor.

A guarantee that the pe)fessr will not engage in outside activities

is provided not only by personal ethics but by t,:o basic factors:

a) tho excellent, salaries offered to professors.

Salaries vary according to the -individual excellence of the

professors and are sufficiently ample to provide a certain amount,

of comfort and to allow a professor to cultivate his special

studies. it the same time he onjoys undeniable prestige in com-

parison with those who are engaged only in a profession.

0 the excellence of tax system. Nothing can be omitted from

U.S tax statements, and since taxation is progiessiJe, it is

no)t economically advisable fur a professor to engage in outside

activities. His additional earnings would simply go for taxes.

line excellent tax system is helpful_ in another way to American univer-

sities, be they private or public: voluntary individual donations to universi-

ties are encouraged by the fact that donations and bequests are tax deductible.

There are also part-time professors, especially in professional subjects:

'he terminal contract for professors also leads to frequent moves.

When E professor finishes his contract at one university, he may sign a new con-

tract with another university. This functions well in the American university

market because there are so many universities. It is doubtful whether it would

work in Italy, where almost all universities are staterun and the possibilities

of mevirk; fo .71 one to another are very limited.

For economic reasons and because of the impossibility of obtaining - -

nAwithstanling the broadening of criteria of sclectich --a satisfactory number

of professors to moet the continuing increase in the number of st-,dents, erne

332
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rust pay particular attendon to the possidAlities offer. 1 by new technological

devices to increase the efficiency of teaching (sec 7 bol,:.v).

5. Visiting Professors.

It is very common practice in the United States to invite well-known

foreign scholars to teams for a semester cr more. in the universities. Visiting

professors may even be offered contracts running up to three v, ars cc more.

Visiting professors are paid salaries comparab:e to those of American professors.

There are a great many advantages, bath for opening now fields of study and

initiating the young ones in these fields (which cannot be dune if foreigners

are merely invited for brief series of lectures) and for establi,:hing an in-

ternational standard of scholarly dignity, which can stimulate local pro-

fessors to new research and offer an internaticnal forum to judge the validity

cf the results achieved. This forum, together with stns interest, provides

a surer guarantee against the stagnant pools that sometimes form Oven in the

liveliest acad

The forirAtion of "open" chairs available even to f(leign citizens

would be an important step in direction. PIttliormorc, in order to in-

crease faculty appointments, which aro still inadequate, and to improve scien-

tific and scholarly standards, it would be necessary to abolish tie require -

anent of the Italian citizenship. Such a limitation, especially in more advanced

courses, has often given negative results.

New type of Financial Assistance.

Durihg the last few years, aside nen tho usual type cf financial

isfA3t1N, , f,)1,43hil , rrluto, etc., awarded on the basis of scholar-

ship CCrip:titiliM, blue. been taken to mike university clhcation availablo

to a larger ureter of student: .

Fvening courses and short -term course:: are offered to working students,

t.nder the joint sponsorship of the uhiv,.r,ity and the firms whore stud nts arc

.-; 9 3
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eMpiovr be frocher courses for young preftssi nals in line with the

principle of "continuing (dication" are also offered so that their edacation

can be fertherod in the future rather than terminate in graduation. This pre-

ject is sponsored by individual univ, rsitdes in cooperation with big inft's-

t 'al concerns or professional associations-

In addition to fellowships, students might be awarded 'honor loans"

an the amount of varying sums of mousy bearing no interest. The students

will refund these sums in installments iinring the years following their

graduai=,i011.

This proposal ,which will secn he adopted on a larg,e, scale acccu'ding to

a new bill prcsentiai last month to the Congress, has considerable advantages

cr, Tared with the tradi ti end type of financi el as st $ lance

a) It is a mere dignified tyre of .

b) It makes it possible. to help a larg, no her of students

ar.d meet& a dcnand which certainly will inorcase in the

futurc.

If a university is in a position to off( r a 11:.gh level of instractic1,

the students can be expected to express th i le hy cst:.bl I shing a

closer cooperation b. twoen the al,. ,ni groups ac:' s- c

A vatc insti to,tion, Es'eh as Cv!u-hti TIT,' ver.d_ty, creel

tier' of about .;2,D00, 0110 pvc year !'ermc r stud rats as an oxnr-4,1 c f

"cratitude."

Yany American universities in these 1,st years have taken the initiative

in encuAraging studinth wh,, al thovgh intellectually gift-c!. have limited

financial mean.

A very interesting initiative (about which I could give fort-her details)

t as icon tak' n by the 1.1nivertd y of Y,ichigan.. Its Italian counterpart w,uld be

9



the follewng: students atteniing the last veal' of the seni,er high school

cn not have adequate financial means :scuff be :tfferea remedial course:.,

If hc,ce,sary, [:)tni:r types of acsistance smoh as free maintonance. Ti

sl,atus would be the sme as that of other studt:nt3 aad when they enter the

untversity, these students could alTly 3chfllarships t/nder the same cchditions

Ti.. other studonts.

Crisis of the Campus.

The residential Am(,riean which many of 1.1:3 clod to establish in

Italy, has been severely critieizcd hv telay'3 oducator nj:1 trial

tire campus creates some seri. of fictitious town whore st3dent3 lead %!c unrealistd.:

life. far freer the problems which have to face later en. trebver, sach a

large community of yen; p.:ople is not in a positietn to defend itself from rn-

pvaLda, even politi.al, and often dahgeraus, thc wid.,-spreed iruc

addiction among young becple . University campuses in American have contributed

t the weakenlrg of family ties,. It is a C=::./1 practice for both Orls and

to leave their families when they enter college at 16 or 17 years of aec

Today , the Lyi i cal American campuses are confronted with Seri ens social prob-

lems

In Italy, the familly still has semething to teach stmdcuts c.ntor

univtorsity lifr ; thei.e.fere, it is very interest; fit' us to know the Lulu:tie:n:3

which a/e being sought in America in order to prevent tuo deficiencies of th0

c ar.V.1;.. These solutions are senght through rErnr 1;t: thOIS of teachi:-4m aid oh would

be more effective and wsuld give the stttdents; the possibility of living with

their familier; the? university should movo towards, young p:eplt , not vica-vor.;7,

there is a need cf more advan:cd methods, I tt,acdnr courses en

17, such as those already experienced in the U.7., (and also in Russia fAlcw-

ing the American exporience) I refer also to the rDssibility of having
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courses of ottdy on TV for students who reside within a 1C0 km distance from the

verai courses a be ng than the traditional

anl could be improved by technical deviccs, faeilitatin, discussi,en beiwcen

students and teachers.

Conclusien.

il.e -itality of American universities deTo.nds not coil_;,' on their large

financial moans but also or. the great independonce in the oroice d their curried-

mum, which is not only fleyible but can always b impr&ved. Since the time has

Lot yet come, in politdcal term:, for the abolition' of the local value of a uni-

versity degree, it to of the utmost. irp.-Ttanco to give the lilliVt:21'SitiCS the neat-

est, indepondone.e and include them under the regional Aministrative system.

Many ccositivc initdativos taken by American universities (i.e. continuing

courses of istTuction for adults, evening courses, etc.) can be introduced in

Italy, according to the region, in varying d.ciess. It is, th.erefore, nocessary

to ha' :: in a university a large Lumber of students from the region where the

university functienr. It is also a must that Italian university reform the into

considoration the oxAnt and hew -111-.1' 7,.W university strdctures affect the regional

systom.

The wealth of American universities leads us to consider the role of our

Mmisti y of iV)lic :I,: uo ti on (paralyzed by many problems at every school lola.l)

even none anachronistic , not to mention the role of our Ministry for Scientific

Research (still without portfolio), which has an even more absurd position, and

sut;i a big organization as the national Research Cednci], which, instead of d

voting itself to scientific research en a national le-va1, substitute:, for the

Ministry of Pdblic Instruc-tion by giving some "oxygen" to individual research in

university institutes.

Trar,sferring the universities and the National. Research Council to a unique

"inistry for Scientific Rosearch and University- Institutions" should ho considered

as tine first stop which can no longer be postiened, and as the plE,tfonI from which

"(W
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a 7'4 CA: fici rit reei °nal (1. central i zata en can

t us Crrrsido1, f ,Dr , the pr.7blems connected with p,,,rs utirled

(t-;,:n at lower levels) and the posi hold en a national basis, which

create a heavy load (Di bureaucratic practises.

work has been done in years for the arl,r oval

Fire university rE:fonri /earwhi , it is essential that our I i versi ties sur-

vive with state its contri te.tiun to the number of

students in every field. and not only in the fie Id of financial as sis tanci .
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ITALIAN AMERICAN WIIVERSITIES
EXriANGE PROJECT, PHASE I

1. Proflram and icl?rican Particnchts, Phase I

SEMINAR I

Dialogues 1-10 on the Rutgers University .arnpus
March 16-Z7. 1970

Opening Session - Reception and Dinner
President Mason W. Gross. Speaker

Dialogue 1 - "University Autonomy"
Ardath W. Burks, Moderator*
Archibald S. Alexander
James R. Watson
Edward B. Wilkens

Dialogue 2 - "UniverSity Finance"
Edward B. Wilkens, Moderator
Lowell C. Doak
John L. Swink

Dialogue 3 - "Decision-Making in the University"
Ardath W. Burks, Moderator
Heruert R. !Cells
Henry R. Winkler

Dialogue 4 - "Educating th! Gifted"
Henry C. Berge. Moderator*
Jane Raph
Hilton Schwebel

Dialogue 5 - "Faculty-Student Relations"
Bradford S. Abernethy, Moderator
Suszn R. dernsteih
Earlz W. Clifford
Howard J. Crosby
Elliot Greenspan
Wicha.-d Levao

APREND1X

*Ardath W. Burks. as Froject Dire_tor of the Italian-Amricrin Universities
Exchance Prograr', attended and participated in Seminars 1, II and IV. He
also served as host during Italian Rectors' ,isitation to Rutgers.

lo4ienry C. Herge, as Project Rapporteur, attended all Dialogues in Seminars
I, III and IV. He was also a member of the American Team to Italy. Phase II.
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Dialogue 6 - "The University and Research"
Henry C. Merge, Moderator
Charles F. Main
Henry C. Torrey

Dialogue 7 - "The Humanities Program"
Remigio U. Pane, Moderator
Anna S. Benjamin
Henry W. Kaufman
Joseph E. Laggini

Dialogue e - The Science Program"
James H. Leathern, Moderator
Arnold 8. Grobman

Dialogue 9 - "University Extension, Off-Campus Centers"
Herbert A. Levine, Moderator
Ernest E. McMahon
Hamilton Stillwell
Kenneth W. Wheeler

Dialogue 10 - "Faculty and Departmental Orcinization"
Guido G. Weigend, Moderator
G. Reginald Bishop
iemigio U. Pane

SEMINAR II

Dialogues 1-10 on the University of Michigan Campus
March 30 - April 4, 1970 *

Dialogue 1 - "Decision-Making in the University"
Robben W. Fleming
Allsn F. Smith
Arthur G. Norman
Michael Radock
Herbert W. Hildebrandt
Stephen H. Spurr
Wilbur K. Pierpont
Barbara W. Newell

*Dr. Raymond Grew, Professor of History and Director, Center for Western
European Studies. together with J. Downs Herald, Associate Supervisor of
Conferences, Extension Service; and Joyce M. Schrock, Conference Coordinator,
Extension Service, served as co-hosts during the Italian University Rectors'
visitation to the University of Michigan. Dr. Grew was also a member of the
Project Planning Committee and a member of the American Team to Italy . (June-
July, 1970)

°q )
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Dialogue 2 - "The University as a Center for Research"
Geoffrey Norman
James T. Wilson
nobert C. F. Bartels
Donald J. Portman
Robert E. Burroughs
Hansford W. Farris
Robert C. Angell, '..inner Speaker

Dialoguc 3 - "Techniques of Teaching"
Donald R. Brown
Hazen Schumacher
Wilbert J. McKeachie
ichard Mann

Frank Koen
William Uttal
Louis Orlin

Dialogue 4 - "Medical Education"
John Gronvali
George R. DeMuth
Henry Coppoiillo

Dialogue 5 - "Organization of the University"
Allan F. Smith
Francis Allen
William Hays
Sidney Fine
Charles G. Overberger
Joseph Payne

Dialogue G - "Organization of Student Life"
James Robertson
Theodore Newcomb
Carl Cohen
Edward Salowitz

Dialogue 7 - "Libraries of the University"
Frederick Wagmal
Ro'land Stewart
Connie Dunlap
howard Peckham
Joseph H. Treyz
Rose-Grace Faucher
Gerhard Weinberg

4110
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Dialogue 8 - "Finance and Planning"
Arthur M. Ross

Dialogue 9 - "Admissions and Curriculum"
Joseph Eisley
Carl Goldberg
Martha Jones
Shaw Livermore
Clyde Vroman

Dialogue 10 - "The University and the Community"
Stanley Graham
Richard Kennedy
Michael Radock
Everett Soop
Milton Stern

SEMINAR III

oialogues 1-9 on the Columbia University Campus
April 6-10, 1970

Dialogue I - "The Private University: An Overview"
Ivar E. Berg, Jr., Moderator *
Jacques Barzun
W. Bruce Bassett
Courtney C. Brown

Dialogue 2 - "The Structure and Functioning of a Private University"
Ivar E. Berg, Jr., Moderator

W. Theodore deBary
Andrew Dolan
Ralph Halford

Dialogue 3 - "The Inter-University Library System in the U.S."
Ivar E. Berg, Jr., Moderator
Warren J. Haas

*Dr. Ivar Berg, Jr.. Associate Dean of Faculties and Professor of Business Ad-
ministration, served as host during the Italian University Rectors' visitation
at Columbia University.

(Y
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Dialogue 4 - "The University's External Relations: A Discussion of
Columbia's Relations at its 'Boundaries'"
Ivar E. Berg, Jr., Moderator
Raymond Anderson
Harold E. Emerson
Richard Gilmore
Martin J. Gleason
Eric Holtzman

Dialogue 5 - "Professional education at Columbia"
Ivar E. Berg, Jr., Moderator
Richard Baker

Wesley Hennessy
Richard C. Robey
Hope S. Simpson
William C. Warren

Dialogue 6 - "Undergraduate Student Exchange Programs"
Ivar Berg, Jr., Moderator
John Faggi
Joel Slocum

Dialogue 1 - "Departmental Structure and Institutes"
Ivar Berg., Jr. Speaker

Dialogue 8 - "The Place of the Humanities and General Education at Columbia"
Ivar Berg. Jr., Moderator
George K. Fraenkel
Carl F. Hovde
Polykarp Kusch
Aaron W. Warner

Dialogue 9 - The Role of Teacherr. College in the Preparatiol of Teachers"
John H. Fischer, President of Teachers College and seven

representative members of the Faculty of leachers College.
President and Mrs. Fischer were hosts at the reception and
luncheon-discussion.

SEMINAR IV

Ulalogues held in Washington, D.C. American Council on Education and
the National Academy of Sciences. April 13-14. 1910

Dialogue i - "Comparison of Standing Conference of Rectors of Italian Univer-
sities with Similar Organizetions in U.S. Higher Education.
John L. Landgraf, Moderator*
Christian K. Arnold
Charles P. McCurdy
Logan Wilson

Ur. Landgraf, Executive Secretary. Committee on the International Exchange of
Persons, served as host during the Italian University Rectors' visit to Washington,
D. C.

An?.
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Dialogue 2 - "Interchange of Students and Faculty between Italian
and American Universities"

Gustavo 0. Arlt, Moderator
Donald Blackmer

Dialogue 3 - "A Comparison of U.S. Office of Education with Italian
Ministry of Education"
Fred C. Cole, Moderator
J. Wayne Reitz

Dialogue 4 - "Cooperative Programs of U.S. Office of Education with
Council of Graduate Schools to Train College Teachers"
Fred C. Cole, Moderator
Gustavo C. Arlt
J. Wayne .-eitz

Dialogue 5 - "An Experimental Program to Train University Administrators"
Charles G. Dobbins, Speaker

Dialogue 6 - "Evaluation and Appraisal of the Program"
Ardath W. Burks, Moderator

f03
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Exchange Project, Phase I.

Locus Seminar Dialogue

Rutgers University I 1-10

University of Michigan II 1-10

Columbia University III 1-9

'ashingten, D.C. TV 1-6

ABERNETHY, Bradford S. (1.5)
Chaplain and Rill Professor of Bible and Ethics, Rutgers College and
Program Associate, International Center, Rutgers University.

ALLEN, Francis (II.q
Dean, Law School, The University of Michiu,n.

AIANDER, Archibald, S. (I. 1)

Vice - Chairman of the Board of Governors, Rutgers University.

ANDERSON, Raymond (III. L)
Assistant Dean of the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences,
Columbia University.

AI;,;ELL, Robert C. (II. 2)

Professor Emeritus of Sociology, The University of :,lighigan.
Dinner speaker.

ARLT, Gustave O. (IV. 2 & 4)
President, Council of Graduate Schools, former Lean of the Graduate
Division, University of California at Los Angeles.

AF!;OLD, Christian K. (IV. 1)

Associate Director, National As s cci h of State Unive rs tie s and

Land 6raht Colleges.

PAKF:. Richard (ill. 5)
an, School Li. Journalism, Columbia University.

PARTFi, Robert C.F. (II. 2)

Director, Computing Cente, The University of Y.ichip:cc,.
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BARZUN, Jacaues

University Professor and formerly Oean of Faculties and Provost of

the University, Columbia University.

BASSE7T, W. Bruce (III.1)
Assistant Provost for Budget and Assistant Professor of Business,
Columbia University.

BEAUDRY, Robert M. (IV. 1-6)
Country Director for Austria, Itai and Switzerland, Bureau of
European Affairs, U.S. Department of State,

BEHJAMIN, Anna S. (1. 7)

Professor of Classics, Douglass College, Rutgers University.

BERG, Jr., Ivan
Associate Dean of Faculties and Professor of Business Administratien,
Columbia University. Rost during Rectors' visit to Columbia University
Seminar III, Dialogues 1-7, Moderator and Speaker at. Dialogue 7.

Bi'RRSTP,IN, Susan R. (I. 5)

President, Student Government Association, Douglass College,
Rutgers University.

BIShOP, G. Reginald (I. 10)
Dean of Instruction, Rutgers College, Rutgers Universi

BLACKMER, Donald (1V. 2)
Professor of Political Science, Massachusetts Institute of Technology;
and member of the American Team to Italy, Phase

BROWN, Courtney C. (III. I)
Professor of Business and formerly Dean of the Craluate School of BJsin,:ss,
Columbia University.

DRUZ, Donald P. (II. 3)

Research Psychologist and Professor of Psychology, The University of
Michigan.

BURRS, Ardath 'A'. (I, II, IV)

Director of the International Center and Professor of Political Scienye,
Rutgers Universsity; Project Director of U.S.Progra for Italian Univer-
sity Rectors and host during Rectors' visitation at Rutgers.

DURHOUG. Robert F. (II.

Dire2tr of Research AdministratiLh, The Iniversity of Michigan.

CARPENTER, Anne (I. 1-6)
Program Officer, Comrdt,,,,:e on International Exchange of Persons.

0LIFFO1{D,dr., Earle W. (I.
Vice-President for Strider t Affair,, Ru+gers University.

COH1N, Carl (II. C)
Director, Residi.ntial College and Irofessor of The University
cf Michigan.



COLE, Fred C- (IV. 3)
President, Council on Library Resources, Inc; former President of
Washington and Lee University; member of the Committee on International
Exchange of Persons.

COLEMAN, John S. (Iv. 6)

Executive Officer, National Academy of Sciences.

COPPOLILLO, Henry (II. 4)
Associate Professor of Psychiatry, The University of Michigan.

CORIDEN, Guy E. (IV. 6)
Director of Office of European Programs, Bureau of Educatie: 1

Cultural Affairs, U.S Department of State.

CROSBY, Howard J. (I. 5)
Dan of Students, Rutgers College, Rutgers Universi

and

de BABY, W. Theodore (II. 2)
,Carpentier Professor of Oriental Studios and Chairman i the Executive
Committee of the Senate, Columbia University.

De MUTH, George R. (II. 14)

Associate Dean for Academic Affairs, Medical School, The University
of Michigan.

DOAK, Lowell C. 2)

Associate Treasurer and Con-co-11e/, Rutgers University.

DOBBINS', Charles G. (IV. 5)

Executive Secretary of the American Council of F.I.Ication; Director
of the Academic Administration. Internship Program.

DOIAN, Andrew (II. 2)

La4 student and Secretary of the Senate, Columbia University

DUNIOP, Connie (II. 7)
Heal, General Library, The University of Michigan.

LISLEY, Joseph 9)

Associate Dean, College of Engiheering, The Uni-versity r f Michigan.

hMiPSON, liarold F. (III. )4)

Vice-FTesident ,:or Development and Alumni Relatieis, Columbia

IAGUT, Cohn (III. 6 )
Director, Porcio Student antcr, Columbia University.

FARRIS, Hanoford W. (IJ. 2)
Associate rAean, Colleg.:: of Engih,erinL; oiT,d Prof(ssor of Hectrical
engineering, The University of Michigan.

YAUeHIR, Rose-Graee (II. 7)
Undeagraduato library, fl e University of T;-i.-higan.
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Fdilh, Sidney (II. 5)
Chairman, Department of History, Tho University of Michigan.

FISCHER, John
President of Teachers' Colleg(., Columbia University.
Dialogue 2, Hest and Moderator.

raina-

FL-MR:LNG, Ebbben W. (IT. 1)

President, Tho University of Michigan.

FPAFNK-n, George N. (iii. 6)
Dean of the Graduate Schos.i of Arts and Sciences, Frofossor of
Chemistry, Columbia University.

GABBARD, Hazel, (IV. 1-6)
Head, International Organizations Branch, U.S. Office cf HuJation.

GILDME, Richard (III. )1)
Vice Registrar, Coluvada Universi

GLEASON, Martin J. (III. h)
Assistant Vice-President for Public Affairs, Columiia Univorcity.

(JOLLBERG, Carl (ii. 9)
Resident Dieector, Pilot Ere,gram, and Teaching Fellow in History,
The University of Michigan.

GOLDBERG, Miriam (III. 9)
Professor, Department of Curriculum and Teaching, Teachers College,
Columbia University.

GCAFL4M, Stanley (II. 10)
Director of Information Services, University Relations, The University
of Michigan.

GREENSPAN, Elliot (T. 5)
Strident Rutgers Collcge and Targum IT.tor, Rutgers University.

°E10 Raymond
Director, Center for Western European Studies and Professor of History,
The University of Michigan. Membe of the Project- Planning Committee,
host during Rectors Seminar :I, and member of the American Tsar to
Italy, Phase II.

GROBAAN,Arnold B. (I. 6)

Dean of Rutgers College, Rutgers University. Seminar I, Dialogue VIII.

GRONVATI,, John (TT. 4)
Assocate Dean, Medical School, The University of Iachigan.

GROSS, Mason W. (I. 1)

President, Rutgers University. Opening sesu,ion, Dinner speaker.
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UAAl, Warren J. (III. 3)

Streeter of Idbraries, Colt..nbia University.
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Vio,cPresidont for Special TTojeto, Columbia lJrScErsit,y.

ifJoiK 5153, Sr theT (IV.

Acadc.soio Froerans Advioor, Board of Fordign Scholarships,
moat of State.

354Y5, Ilian II. 5)

Colle::,e of Ittoraturo. S.,Tionoo, and tie Arts, Me Univer6ity of
Michigan.

liFNI,TV,SSY, Wesley (NT. 5)
Dean, School of l'ngt no cring and Applied Science, Coln a Univers

ifortgy c. Cr, III, 1-17)

Program Associate, International Center and Professor of Comparative
iducation, Rutgers University; :Project RappDrterr and mcnber of
American lean to Italy, Phase

J. Downs
Associate Supervisor of Conferences, Extension Service, The Ilniversity
of Michigan. Served as a host during Seminar II.

hII,IPWANDT, Herbert W. (II. C)
Secretary of the Cniversity and Asolistant to the President, riho:
Thiversity of M',chigan.

EOL-l/T1M Frio (III. k)
As si t an t Pr Dfes ser of Blol of;i cal Sciences, Columbi a University.

HOVD'h Carl Y. (HI. 8)
Dt an of Culunchia College, Iro)fessor
Lttfrathr( , Cdunbia Thiversity.

of Fngli sh and Comparative

Hichaod A. (IV. 1-6)
tc,r , Comni so ion en Intornat S anal Pd o a Li :1111, American Council of

Pdacation; til!:mbor of the Committoe on International dhange of Persons.

IMNG, Prer:eridk (IV)
Deputy Assistant Secretary for the Lurcau of Education and Cultural
Affairs, U.S.Dspartnont of State, served as host during the Italian
University Rectors' reception at the U.S. Department of State.

JOHNSON, Charles K. (IV)

Officer-in-Charge, Italian Programs, Pureal of Faropcan Affairs,
U.S.Departnent cf State.

JOM:5, Martha (II. 9)
C'pportuniti Awards, Silo University of Ftiohigan.
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KAUFMAN, Henry W. (I. 7)

Professor of .111A, Hut.o.:xs (:071.1,-,c, Rutgers University.

KEII,S, Herbert H. (I. 3)

Associate Provost, Rut:gers Seminar I, Dialoruo If

KE12,1EDY, Richard (II. 10)

Director, State and Community Relations, Ifs University of Michiran.
S(minar II, Dialogue 0).

KtiDX, Alan (ITT. 9)
Professor, Department of Higher and Adult Educatton, T(achors
Colunbia. University.

PD h, Frank (II. 3)
Associate Prsfessol of Psychology, Tho University of Michigan.

KTISC11, Polykarp (III. 8)

Vice-?resident and Dean of Faculties, Professor of Physics,
Columbia University.

LAD1INI, Joseph L. (I. 7)

Associate Dean, Rutgers College and Frofessor of Pornwlso Languages,
Rutgers University.

1,/41 Elizabeth P. (I, III, 1U. 1-6)
Executive Associate, Committee on international ix oisarigs of Persons;
merler of the Efejcct Con-.ittee.

1..ATH1GRAE, John L. (Tv)

Executive Secretary, Committee on International Exchange of Persons3
served as host, and moderator during the Italian University Rectors'
visit to Washington, D.C.

LATIMR, John F. (IA'. 1-6)

Cliairman, Departiont of Classical Languages, George Washington University;
member of the Comrlittce on In-tr.rnatio. Exchange of Persons.

Eleanor (IV. a-0
Program Officer, Committee on International Exchange of rf.:3'.:11W.

LEATIEM, James 11. (I. 8)

Firector, B'Ireau of KologicaT Resaarch and Professor of Zoology,
Rutgers Universsity.

LEVAD, Richard (I.q
President, Student Council of Rutgers College, Rutgers Pniver,ity.

Hurert A. (I. 9)

Dire-tor of the Labor Education Center ani Professor Label. Studios
and Educatdon, Rutgers UniverAty.

Professor of HiL7t,..,ry, The T.rniv,,rsity of Michigan.

A ('fl
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(IV. 1-6)
Exocv,tive A2sistant, CemmLttLe rnte lational Exchacige

Charles F. (I. 6)

Associate Director, Research Cc-'..1n1211 and Profess,

Rutgers Univerity.

aic:harA (TI. 3)
Pr,)feesor, of ?sychalo,!y, The University of Michigan.

MAR:?ARC, Howard R. (III. 1-9)

Professor Emeritus of Italian Language and Literature, Columbia

McitIRDY, Charles (IV. 1)
Executive Secretary, Association of American Universities.

'vJilbert J. (II. 3)

Chairmen, Department of Psychology, The University of Michir-in.

NoMAhON. Ernest. (T. 9)

Wean and Professor Emeritus, University Extension Division, and 'ormer Director,
Institute of Management and Labor relations, ,atgers University.

IfFr:CONB, Theodore (II. 6)
Associate Director, Residentia: College and Preeessor of Sociology and
FsycholoQT, The University of Michigan.

Barbara W. (II, 1)
Acting Vice- President for Student Affairs, The University of Michigai.

NOR'1AN, Arthur (II. 1)
Vice-President for Research, The University of Michigan.

NORMAN, GehJffroy (II. 2)
Vjoe-Fresident for Ii _.search and Professor of Botany. The University
of Michigan.

ORLIN, Louis (II. 3)
Professor of Ancient Near Fa:stA,rn history and IUteratdre
of Michigan.

011:1..BFii.GPFI, Charles G. (II.

Chairman, Department of Chemtry, Nnivors.ity of Michigan.

PANE, Remigic U. (I, 7 and 10, IV)
Professor of Romance Languages, leatgi;r:-; Uni'lersity; member of Planning
Committee and member of American Team to Italy, Phase IT.

FASSC, A. Harry (III, 9)
Chairman and Professor, Department of Currienlm and Teaching,
Teachers College, Colombia University.

PAYNE, Joseph (If. 5)
DrefessoT of Fducation, The lihivorsity of Michigan.
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EFCK Howard (IT. 7)
Director, Clements Library, 'inc University of ;diehigan.

PIHEPOUT, Wilbur K. (IT. 1)
Vice-President for State Relations and Plar-hirV, University of

Michigan. '

PORTMAN, Donald J. (IT.

Chairman, Senate Advisory Committee of Research Policies and Prof° ser

of Meteorology and Oceanography, The Sniversity of Michigan.

FRESTON, Helen (IV. 1-6)
Program Officer. Bureau of European Affairs, U.S.Department of State.

RA:DOCK, Michael (I. 10)
Vice - President for University Relations, The i'niversit, of Michigan.

RAPH, Jane (I.
Professor Psychological Foundations, Graduate School of Education,
Rutgers University.

REGAN, Paul C. (Iv. 1)
Director, International Services and Research Staff, Institute of
International Studies, U.S.Office of Education.

REITZ, J. Wayne (IV. 3)
Director, Division of University Programs, Bureau of Higher Educati on,
U.S.Office of Education; former President of the University of Florida.

ROBERTSON, James (II. 6)
Director, Residential College and Associate Dean, College of Itterature,
Science and the Arts, The University of Michigan.

ROLEX', Richard C. (III. 5)

Associate Dean, Gradate School of Arts and

ROSENTHAL, Albert (III. 11)
Professor, School of la*:, alverti

Scienceo, Golumbia University.

ROSS, Arthur M. (IT. H)
Vice-President for State Relations and Planning, the University of
Michigan.

SAI /)WITZ, Edward (II. 6)
Associate Director, University Housing, 'iho University of Michiga,

SCOFIELD, Herman T. (IV. 1-6)
Deputy Director, Office of European Af'airs, U.S.Departmeut of State .

SCHROCK, Joyce M.
Conference Cooriinater, ixtenien Seryic,Inie University of Michigan.
Served as a host during Seminar IT.

SCIUMACKFR, Paren (Il. 3)
Associate Director of Television, Center for Research on laruing and
Teaching, The University of Michigan.
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3CIFEBEL, Milton (T. 4)
Dean and Professor of Edueati.c.n, Graduate School of Education,
Rutgers

SUAKER, Francis (III. 9)
Director, and Professor, Office of International Er-Trams and Cervices,
Teachers College, Golmbia ,[nrsity.

SIMPSON, Hoke S. (III. 5)
Associate Dean Graduate School of 3fl,sitiess, 001u7tia Uidvcrsity.

01,0CM, Joel (III. 6)
Foreign Students Admission Counselor, Colnuhla

CHITS, Allan F. (II. 1 and 5)
Vice-President fey Academic Affairs, The University of Michigan,

SOOP, Everett, (II. 10)
Director, University Extension Service, The Onivernity ef Michigan.

CEDER, Stephen H. (II. 1)

Dean, Graduate School, Thu University of niehigan.

STERT:, Milton (IT. 10)
Director, University Center for Adnit Education, lEe University u
Michigan.

STEVENS, Maria (I, III, IV, 1-0)
Program Cfficer, Office of Enro:.ean Programs, Pgrean of Edi.cational
and Cultural Affairs, U.S.Department of State.

STEWART, Rolland (II. 7)
Associate Director, University Libraries, The University of Michigan.

STILLFTJ,, HavAlton J. 9)

Dean and Professor, University Extension Jivision, Rutgers University

SUPYR, Donald (III, r))

Director and Professor, Division
College, Columbia University.

of l'sjehology and 1ducation, TeaL::rci

SIINK, John L. (I. 2)

Vice-President and Treasnfer, lintgers :Juiv(:rsity .

1HIF.,1E. Frederick Patton

President, Univorsit:: of Colorado. leader of the A-Ierican Teal to
Italy, Phase H.

TORREY, Henry C. (I. L)

Graduate School DeLn, Director of Research Council anl Frof(soor uf
Physics, Intgers University.

'DEW, Joseph F. (IT. 7)

Assistant Director, University hibrarit- The University of Michigan.
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VCRI, Ralph (TV. 1-6)
Staff Diroctor, Board of Forcigt, Echo larsrips, C.S.Department of State .

VRCYAN, Clyde (II. 9)
Pire,ctor cf Admissions, The University of Michigan.

VDGOLI, Bruce (III, 9)
Professor , Department of Mathematical Educatier. Teachers College,
Columbia University.

WAI1MAN, Frederick, (II. 7)
Director, University Idbrari us, The Univers i ty of' .

WARNER, Aaron W.- (III. B)
Dean of the School of General Sixdies, Professor of Esennics,
Columbia University.

WARREN, William (III. 5)
Jean, School of law, Columbia University.

WATSON, James R. (I. 1)

Vice-President for Federal. Legiol ati on, Rutgers Universi ty. Bonbon of
Phase I Planning Committee

WAYLAND, Sloan (III. 9)

Associate Dean for Student Affairs, Teachers College, Columbia Univeroity.

WEIGEND, Gulch G. (I. 10)

Professor of Geography, Eutgers University.

WEINBERG, Gerhard (II. 7)
Professor of History, The University of Michigan.

WBFFLER, Kenneth W. (I. )

Dean and Professor Histery, University College, 1.-ztgers Univc'rsi ty.

WILKENS, Edward u. (I. 2, 17)
Director of Campus Planning and Frofcsoor of Rsgional Planning, Rutgers
University; member of 11 ainji ng Committee and member of A lerican Team to
Italy, Phase IT.

WINKLE'R, Henry R. (I. 3)
Vice-Presidcnt for Academic Affairs, Rutgers University.

WITSOL1, Canon T. (IT. 'e.)

Director, Institute of Soionee and Technology and Professor if Geology ani
Minerology, The University of Mi,'higan.

ON Tflgan (1V, 1)
P-esidsnt, the Azierican Council e:f Education: fcnicncci hanceilioi f .H.e

vors ty of hxas
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INTERPRETERS

SAXON, Anna-Forti (I, II,

Project Interpreter,

TOMELIIIiI, Joseph (I, II,
Project Interpreter,

III, IV)
Phases I and II, U.S.Department of State.

III, Pi;
Phase I, U.S. Oeparment of state
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ostcr of Italia, Participants

(In the United States. March 15-April 15, 197J)

ANZILOTTI, Rolando, Professor of Anglo-American Literature, School of
Letters, University of Pisa. His special interests were the selec-
tion of students with reference to the gifted and organization of
student residence halls.

CAAACINI, Tito, Rector. University of Bologna; Professor of Civil Pro-
cedure, School of Law; Vice President of the Standing Conference of
Rectors of Itali:t Universities; member of the Superior Council of
Public Instruction. His special interests included the organization
and structure of courses in the humanities.

ERMINI, Guiseppe, Rector, University of Perugia; Professor of History of
Italian Law. He is a former member of the Chamber of Deputies and
President of the Standing Commission for Education and the Arts; former
Minister of Public Instruction. The governance of universities and
research functions of the University were his major interests.

FAEDO, Alessandro, Rector, University of Pisa; Professor of Mathematical
Analysis; Director, National University Center of Electronic Computing;
President, Standing Conference of Rectors of Italian Universities. His
primary interests included governance of universities, research functions
of the university.

FORM, Gaetano, Inspector General, General Directorate for Higher Education,
Ministry of Public Instruction. His main interests were university, pro-
gramming and recruitment and training of university administrative of-
ficers.

MADIA-CORR;DI, Dr. Sofia (Mrs.), Secretary of the Standing Conference of
Rectors of Italian Universities; Assistant to the Chair of Education,
School of Magistero, University of Rome. Her interests were varied in-
cluding mental measurements, testing, instructional innovations, and
programs for culturally deprived students.

P,2INI, Pietro, Professor of the History of Philosophy, University of Rome;
President of the National Center for Primary Instruction; member of Board
of Directors of Italian Television; representative for Italy on Committee
for Cultural Cooperation of Council of Europe. Interested in all aspects
of E T-V.



ROLLA, Mario, Rector, University of Pavia, Professor of Physical
Chemistry; Secretary-General, Standing Conference of Rectors of
Italian Universities; Permanent Deleoate of the Italian Govern-
ment to Committee for Higher Education and Research of the Council
of Europe. Financing higher education and structure of decision-
making bodies acre hSs special interests.

VACCAPO, Giuseppe, Vice-Rector, University of L'Aguila, Dean, School of
Engineering, University of Rome and Professor of Geometry. His in-
terests ',.!cre in University management arid organization.

VIGNOCCHI, Gustave, Rector, University of Modena, Professor of Admini-
strative Law. He was interested in U.S. law school curricula.

AHERICAN TEAM TO ITALY, SUMMER 197J
EXCHANGE PROJECT, PHASE II

' BLACKMER, Donald. Associate Professor of Political Science, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology and member of the Council on European Studies.

GREW, Ra)mnd, Professor of History and Director of the Center for Western
European Studies, the University of Michigan, and Member of the Council
on European Studies.

HE;GE, Henry C., Professor of Comparative Education and Program Associate,
International Center, Rutgers University; Project Rapporteur, Phases I
and II.

PANE, Remigio,U., Professor of Romance Liihguages and Chairman of the De-
partment of Romance Languages, Rutgers University.

IHIEME, Frederick Patton, President, University of Colorado, ann member of
the Board of the National Science Foundation.

WILKENS, Edward B., Professor of Planning anclDirector of Campus Planning,
Rutgers University.
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